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Chapter 1

Digital Transformation: Digital 
Leadership Role in Developing 
Business Model Innovation
Mediated by Co-Creation Strategy
for Telecommunication Incumbent
Firms
Leonardus Wahyu Wasono Mihardjo and Sasmoko Sasmoko

Abstract

Incumbents have a challenge to sustain their business due to new attractive
business model offered by new entrants. Incumbent firms are required to transform
their existing business to a new paradigm of business which is digital business
through developing new capability in business model. In developing innovation in
the business model, there is a challenge for incumbents due to existing legacy busi-
ness and routine process. The fastest way in developing new capabilities through
collaboration is called co-creation strategy. In driving co-creation strong culture
and visioning of digital leader is required. The study of the digital leadership role in
developing business model innovation and co-creation strategy was limited; hence
this study has an objective to assess the role of digital leadership, whether it will 
direct or indirect through co-creation strategy in developing business model inno-
vation. The study was conducted on 88 senior leader respondents. The statistical 
data analysis used SmartPLS application. The result explained that digital leader-
ship impacts indirectly through co-creation strategy on developing business model 
innovation. Co-creation strategy plays a mediating role in the relationship between
business model innovation and digital leadership.

Keywords: digital transformation, digital leadership, co-creation strategy,
business model innovation

1. Introduction

The impact of digital technology through the Internet and cloud brings the new
paradigm in terms of structure in all industries. The Internet creates a borderless
economy and new whole mind and results in the information era changes into
the conceptual age era [1]. The change is not only in the customer but also in the
market; the incumbent has to transform their process to be more fast, simple, and 
effective and has an ability to personalize their products by digitizing and provid-
ing the process learning [2]. Digital technology creates a certain paradox between
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the opportunity and efficiency. In terms of opportunity, it will generate revenue 
through innovation in business model and in terms of efficiency will be created 
through digitization process [3]. In the digital era, there are four factors in the 
driving of change that are key success factors of the firms which are innovation, 
collaboration, integration, and interoperability [4, 5].

New entries come into the market with an attractive business model, while the 
incumbent firms still rely on the existing business model based on their existing 
assets that may not be able to fulfill customer and market needs. Hence, incumbent 
firms are required to develop new capabilities within their business model to antici-
pate the changes in customers and market. Co-creation is defined as joins co-values 
between the firms and partners in order to produce a mutually valued outcome and 
fastest way in developing business model capability. Co-creation will also accelerate 
and enable incumbent firms to transform the business to be able to be more innova-
tive, standardized, modular, interoperable, decentralized, and service oriented [6]. 
The more innovative the firms are, the more value the co-creation model can bring. 
The need for co-creation is for the development of business model innovations 
since the combination of strong capabilities between firms and partners to provide 
a complete supply chain could create valuable business model innovations [7, 8]. A 
strong business model innovation would bring sustainability with a combination 
of focus on customers and could create sustainable competitiveness for incumbent 
firms in the disruptive era [9]. Telecommunication is the main sector where the 
incumbent firms are significantly disrupted by new entries [10]. Meanwhile, the 
telecommunication industry in Indonesia is special, since the digital development is 
still at an early stage, but the growth of innovation through the creativity industry 
and startups are growing rapidly. This creates an opportunity and challenge for 
incumbent firms to build its digital infrastructure [11]. The new entries are able 
to offer customer solutions through over-the-top (OTT) applications that disrupt 
the incumbent firms. These startups have developed new products and services 
through economy sharing and co-creation with communities, which have become 
a disruption to the existing firms. There have been studies and research on this 
trend of disruption that are conducted worldwide. International business machines 
(IBM) has also conducted empirical studies on the role of co-creation. According 
to their 2015 survey on CEOs, 69% of CEOs strongly believe that the role of the 
CEO is important in order to earn the highest achievements in innovation through 
collaboration and co-creation with customers and partners. This supports another 
study on the significance of the role of company leaders and collaboration especially 
in digital leadership [12].

Digital leadership is a combination between digital culture and digital compe-
tence. The study of digital leadership is the part of the study about leadership based 
upon the upper echelon theory developed by Hambrick and Mason [13] where 
organization output can be predicted by manager characters. In terms of digital 
leadership, Pearl Zhu [14] defines the criteria of digital leadership which consist of 
five characteristics:

1. Thought leader, the capability to be tough in facing the market and competi-
tion change

2. Creative leader, a digital leader that has creativity and innovation mindset to 
formulate the idea into reality

3. Global visionary leader, a digital leader that has the ability to provide 
direction and to become an orchestra in transforming the digital business 
transformation
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4. Inquisitive leader, with the complex and dynamic ecosystem due to volatility, 
uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity (VUCA) factors, a digital leader that 
has to have the learning capability

5. Profound Leader, a style of digital leadership capability to lead in complex 
times with has in depth knowledge and understanding, to use their knowledge 
in interpretation, assumption and synthesizing the information to take the 
decision making

This study is important for digital transformation since it will bring the new 
transformation path model for incumbent firm by developing the digital leader to 
enhance the culture and digital competence. On the other hand, this study is also 
supporting the new construct of co-creation strategy before it was constructed 
from the marketing theory; with this study it will extend the new paradigm of co-
creation to become a part of the strategy to grow. It will strengthen in developing of 
strategic management theory in facing market dynamic due to digital technology; 
the co-creation and collaboration strategy is the proper strategy to accelerate the 
transformation. Since the role of digital leadership is important to drive business 
model and collaboration through co-creation, and also limitation study on the role 
of digital leadership in relation with business model innovation and co-creation 
strategy [15], hence this chapter is going to discuss the role of digital leadership 
in developing co-creation strategy and business model innovation. The analysis 
path of effectiveness is important whether digital leadership has direct or indirect 
relationship to business model innovation. Co-creation strategy has played a 
mediating role in the relationship between business model innovation and digital 
leadership. The essence of this study to contribute more knowledge and add priority 
transformation actions for management in managing digital transformation and for 
scholar could contribute in finding the proper path analysis in transforming into 
digital service for established company. The chapter will start with introduction, 
thus exploring the theoretical background of the study by describing past research 
and construct variables. It will then continue with the methodology used in the 
study including the research model and hypotheses. The findings section covers the 
management analysis and opportunities for further research. Last, it will also cover 
the conclusion, implications, and suggestions for future study.

2. Literature review

2.1 Digital transformation in Indonesia telecommunication industry

Digital transformation is the hot topic in telecommunication industry. The 
concept of digital transformation has been discussed in the early 2000s called as 
Telco 2.0 [16]. The concept of Telco 2.0 focuses on customer-centric and innovative 
organization as the key success factors. Value migration consists of a combination of 
collaboration and business model innovation that leads to co-creation strategies of 
digital businesses.

There are a variety of types of digital transformation in the ICT industry. Based 
on the innovation framework, the transformation can be done through the follow-
ing innovations [17]. There are four types of digital transformation in ICT industry 
as follows:

1. Transformation by products and services innovations (named inventors). This 
model is suitable to fulfill the untapped needs of customers, either partially or 
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completely, to create innovative digital products and services, that is, Apple, 
Google, GO-JEK with GO-FOOD, GO-CLEAN, etc.

2. Business models/innovation paradigms (named disruption) rely on cus-
tomer experience, delivery model, and value propositions through digital 
technologies. Some examples include Uber, Amazon.com, Tokopedia, and 
GO-JEK. According to Das et al. [11], this disruptive scheme is believed to be 
the most successful scheme.

3. Business processes (named lean champion) increase the value by leveraging 
the value chain through digital technologies to increase efficiency and produc-
tivity, such as Walmart and Matahari Mall.

4. All round positioning innovation. Its transformation is done through a combi-
nation of products, processes, and business models supported by digital tech-
nology to strengthen the position of the products and services, such as Tesla.

According to the value mapping contribution and the nature of ICT firms in 
general, heavy investment is made in connectivity. The World Economic Forum [18] 
identifies four models of ICT firms with intensive investment to transform into a 
digital telecommunications firm, namely:

1. Connectivity provider for the future of the network. It has focused on the devel-
opment of ICT infrastructure to enable other enterprises and OTTs across the 
industry, by investing and virtualizing the network. This includes investment 
on software-defined network, cyber security, and extended connectivity. This 
model is believed to have the highest contribution in the next 5–8 years based on 
its relevance with the nature and core competence of ICT firms. It requires an 
expansion of distinctive capabilities and organization of digital capability.

2. Beyond pipe. It integrates IOT and digital services to fulfill customer needs 
and businesses, to expand the business into becoming a digital player by 
adding value-added services. Capability in business model innovations is also 
required to generate new revenue on top existing infrastructure.

3. Redefining customer engagement. It is done to win customer loyalty and 
mindshare by providing features and tools to create better customer experi-
ence and to improve the service to match other industries. This requires 
capability on telecommunications to enhance customer relation, loyalty, and 
experience.

4. Bridging the gap in innovation. It is done by transforming the capability of inno-
vation model and by increasing talent capability to work in digital and collaborate 
to co-create value with stakeholders. This requires the capability of collaboration 
and co-creation partnership strategy to accelerate and leverage existing assets.

Khanagha et al. [19] formulates the key evaluation of the succeed in digital 
transformation:

1. First, aligning internal activities with external rate and direction of change to 
develop strategy formulation and implementation. When the firm responds to 
the change, the proper time to do action is required to be exact, not too early or 
too late.
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2. Second, retaining resources and capabilities to create distinctive organization 
capability to adapt to change. ICT firms have a large extent of capabilities and 
complementary assets; hence, the transformation should integrate with exist-
ing core and resource capability through new technology and business models.

3. Last, generating new revenue for product diversification and minimizing cost 
of change. It can be done by creating business model innovations and co-
creation partnership strategies.

2.2 Business model innovation

Business model innovation describes how an organization could create, deliver, and 
capture value. The construct and modification of a business model is called business 
model innovation. Business models are broadly used in the value chain of businesses, 
including the process and integration with existing business processes [20]. Business 
models are also part of the implementation strategy in the context of sustainability 
for the incumbent firms [21]. Business model innovation plays a significant role in 
digital economy [22]. In the digital ecosystem, business model innovation is emerged 
as an alternative to process and product innovation [23]. In addition, business model 
innovation has an objective to create value, and the implementation of business model 
is dependent on the capability of managers and top leaders [8, 24]. Business model inno-
vation is a part of digital transformation through rearranging business activities with 
greater value than before through the optimization of new digital technology [25–27]. 
Business model’s innovation is a new holistic, integrated, and systematic way for orga-
nizations to provide the operation of innovations in order to create value in a dynamical 
environment through collaboration with their internal and external stakeholders [28].

In this study, we refer the concept of business from Amit and Zott [24] with the 
dimension of content innovation, structure innovation, and governance innovation.

2.3 Co-creation strategy

Co-creation is customer value chain collaboration activities start from design 
activities into promotion called as co-design, co-develop, co-deliver, and co-
promotion [29]. In relation with innovation, co-creation strategy will strengthen 
innovation [30–33] including radical innovation [34]; in addition the concept of 
co-creation has an objective to develop value creation [35–37]. The new concept of 
customer has changed. In traditional management view, the consumers or partners 
are outside the value chain, while in modern company the consumer is an integral 
part of the system. The new paradigm changes the customers not as an object but a 
subject involving of value chain business activities. Traditional management views 
the consumers or partners to be outside of the value chain, while modern com-
panies view consumers as an integral part of the system. The new paradigm also 
views the customers not as an object but as a subject involved in the value chain 
of business activities. Co-creation in innovation with external partners includ-
ing customers has been an intense topic and called as an open innovation ([32]; 
Romero and Molina, 2009).

In a strategic level, co-creation can be utilized as a strategy to transform value 
propositions, working closely with customers and related party. In this paper, 
the extended concept of value creation is driven from marketing the co-creation 
concept based on the new 7S McKinsey framework [38] and value chain to put 
co-creation as part of the business strategy. In the new 7S McKinsey framework, 
the strategy is divided into three categories: strategy, capability, and tactical. 
Hence, the construction of co-creation strategy is defined as a co-creation vision 
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Khanagha et al. [19] formulates the key evaluation of the succeed in digital 
transformation:

1. First, aligning internal activities with external rate and direction of change to 
develop strategy formulation and implementation. When the firm responds to 
the change, the proper time to do action is required to be exact, not too early or 
too late.
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2. Second, retaining resources and capabilities to create distinctive organization 
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including the process and integration with existing business processes [20]. Business 
models are also part of the implementation strategy in the context of sustainability 
for the incumbent firms [21]. Business model innovation plays a significant role in 
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as an alternative to process and product innovation [23]. In addition, business model 
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are outside the value chain, while in modern company the consumer is an integral 
part of the system. The new paradigm changes the customers not as an object but a 
subject involving of value chain business activities. Traditional management views 
the consumers or partners to be outside of the value chain, while modern com-
panies view consumers as an integral part of the system. The new paradigm also 
views the customers not as an object but as a subject involved in the value chain 
of business activities. Co-creation in innovation with external partners includ-
ing customers has been an intense topic and called as an open innovation ([32]; 
Romero and Molina, 2009).

In a strategic level, co-creation can be utilized as a strategy to transform value 
propositions, working closely with customers and related party. In this paper, 
the extended concept of value creation is driven from marketing the co-creation 
concept based on the new 7S McKinsey framework [38] and value chain to put 
co-creation as part of the business strategy. In the new 7S McKinsey framework, 
the strategy is divided into three categories: strategy, capability, and tactical. 
Hence, the construction of co-creation strategy is defined as a co-creation vision 
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and direction, co-creation capability, and co-creation tactics. Co-creation vision 
focuses on the direction from a senior leader. Co-creation capability focuses on the 
development of people and process and technology to support implementation of 
vision. Co-creation tactics range from co-design, co-production, co-delivery, to 
co-promotion.

Based on the literature review, this study assesses co-creation strategy by the 
dimensions of co-creation strategy, co-creation capability, and co-creation tactical.

2.4 Digital leadership

In digital transformation, the role of leader is central in driving fast decision-
making process and propelling the change [39, 40]. Digital leadership is a com-
bination of leadership style of transformation leadership and the uses of digital 
technology. Digital leadership is defined as the combination of culture and compe-
tence of a leader in optimizing the use of digital technology to create value to the 
firms [41].

There are five characteristics: creative leader, tough leader, global visionary 
leader, inquisitive leader, and profound leader [14]. Since the competition becomes 
tight, hyper, and complex dynamic of the ecosystem due to VUCA (volatility, 
uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity) factors, hence the leader is required to be 
creative and innovative through in-build capability or collaboration [42]. The global 
visionary leader is required to provide direction and to become an orchestra in 
transforming the digital business transformation. The internet and cloud technol-
ogy as a main driver for fourth Industrial Revolution is heavily knowledge-based 
and requires overwhelmingly new competencies and capabilities, hence the leader 
has to have ability Inquisitive learning and has profound ability in knowledge and 
understand in depth in learning and change. Hence based on the literature review, 
the dimension uses for this study are creative, deep knowledge, global vision and 
collaboration, thinker, inquisitive.

In a disruptive era, the role of digital leadership to innovation has been discussed 
intensely [12, 43]. The previous study found that there is an impact of digital 
leadership on innovation including developing a business model; hence we develop 
the hypothesis as follows:

Hypothesis 1: Digital leadership has a direct impact to business model innova-
tion in the Indonesian telecommunication industry.
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The relation of digital leadership and collaboration including co-creation 
has been discussed in a previous study [25, 44]. The previous study found that 
there was positive correlation between leadership in this case digital leadership 
and collaboration or co-creation study; hence, the hypothesis is formulated as 
follows:

Hypothesis 2: Digital leadership has a positive impact on co-creation strategy in 
the Indonesian telecommunication industry.

The strong impact of co-creation on innovation has been discussed in a previ-
ous study [31, 45, 46]. It was a strong impact of co-creation strategy on innovation 
including business model innovation. According to these studies, the hypothesis is 
formulated as follows:

Hypothesis 3: Co-creation strategy has a significant impact on business model 
innovation in the telecommunication industry.

Hence, Figure 1 demonstrates the current research model.

3. Methodology

This study uses a quantitative research design. The units of analysis in this 
study are telecommunication firms in Indonesia with the management of these 
firms as the observed unit. The sampling method used is purposive sampling. The 
sample size is made up of 88 respondents where 75% of them is represented by 
general manager and manager leaders and 25% by VP and board leader. According 
to Hair, Hult, Ringle, and Sarstedt [47], the recommended sample size is 52 
respondents for the model with an endogenous construct that has two arrows 
directed, 0.05 significance level, 80% statistical power, and minimum R2 = 0.25. 
The sample size of this research is 88 respondents. That is more than the recom-
mended sample size. About 88% of the respondents are men and 12% are women. 
About 83% of the respondents come from the network provider, while 17% from 
service providers. Data were collected via self-assessment through an online 
questionnaire and distributed through messenger, WhatsApp, Telegram, and 
email. Since there is a limitation of the data sample, the statistical tool of analysis 
is SmartPLS.

4. Result

The result of statistical tool has been tested through outer, inner, and hypothesis 
testing. The analysis of the outer model specifies the relationship between latent 
variables and their indicators. Tests performed on outer models include:

1. Convergent validity. The value of convergent validity is the value of loading 
factor on the latent variable with its indicators. The expected value is above 0.7.

2. Discriminant validity. The value of cross loading factor that is useful to assess 
whether the constructs have adequate discriminant by comparing the loading 
value on the intended construct which is greater than the loading value with 
other constructs.

3. Composite reliability. Data that has a composite reliability over 0.7 which is 
considered as highly reliable.

4. Average variance extracted (AVE). Expected to be more than 0.5.
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Figure 2. 
Path analysis result.

5. Cronbach’s alpha. Reliability test reinforced with Cronbach’s alpha. The result 
is expected to have a value of more than 0.6 for all constructs.

In testing the construct validity and reliability, the result showed that the result 
for AVE value is >0.5, Cronbach’s alpha is >0.6, and composite reliability is >0.7. It 
means that research variables have good reliability for all variable and dimension. 
In discriminant validity, the result showed that the diagonal numbers indicate the 
square root of AVE is higher compared with the left row number. It means that 
the dimension has a good discriminant validity. The testing of convergent validity 
showed that all values of the loading factor of outer path analysis for t value are 
>1.96 and p-value is <0.05 which means each indicator is a valid measurement tool 
in measuring latent variables; a similar result for outer path analysis has shown that 
all constructs have a path coefficient score with t-statistics of more than 1.96 and 
p-value = 0.000 < 0.05, which means that all constructs have a significant associa-
tion with their dimensions.

The second testing is inner test or structural model testing. The testing is 
using a blindfolding score. The result showed that the score of blindfolding, Q2, 
was obtained for co-creation strategy = 0.277 and business model innovation = 
0.486. If Q2 is >0, it indicates that the structural model has adequate predictive 
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relevance. It is seen that the model formed is robust. Hence the next step is to 
conduct hypothesis testing.

The result is shown in Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 3, it can be seen that if t value 
is >1.96, it means that the independent variable has a significant influence on 
the dependent variable. The result in Figure 3 shows that digital leadership has a 

Figure 3. 
Research Finding.

Hypothesis Path analysis Path Standard 
deviation

T 
statistics

P 
values

Result

Direct effect test

H1 Digital leadership > 
Business model innovation

0.127 0.116 1.075 0.274 Not significant

H2 Digital leadership > 
co-creation strategy

0.728 0.082 8.589 0.000 Significant

H3 Co-creation strategy > 
Business model innovation

0.793 0.129 6.278 0.000 Significant

Indirect effect test

Digital leadership > 
co-creation strategy-
business model innovation

0.576 0.126 4.569 0.000 Significant

Table 1. 
Hypothesis testing result.
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significant influence on co-creation strategy but not a significant influence on the 
business model innovation; and co-creation strategy has a significant influence on 
business model innovation.

The direct effect test shows that the relationship between digital leadership and 
business model innovation has a path coefficient score of 0.127 with t-statistics = 
1.075 and p-value = 0.274 > 0.05. This means that H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected. 
This indicates that digital leadership has no significant impact on business model 
innovation. The second assessment is the relationship between digital leadership 
and co-creation strategy has a path coefficient score of 0.728 with t-statistics = 8.589 
and p-value = 0.000 < 0.05. This means that H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. This 
proves that digital leadership has a significant impact on co-creation strategy, while the 
relation between co-creation strategy with business model innovation has a path coef-
ficient score of 0.793 with t-statistics = 6.278 and p-value = 0.000 < 0.05. This means 
that H0 is rejected, while H1 is accepted. The co-creation strategy plays significant role 
in relationship between digital leadership and business Model innovation (Table 1).

The indirect effect test shows that the mediating role of co-creation strategy 
has a path coefficient score = 0.576 with t-statistics = 4.589 and p-value = 0.000. 
This means that H0 is rejected, and H1 is accepted. This proves that co-creation has 
a supportive impact as a mediating role on relationship between business model 
innovation and digital leadership.

5. Discussion and implication

5.1 Discussion

The results are aligned with the study on disruption technology and innova-
tion conducted by Christensen [9, 48] where the incumbent firm should adapt the 
changing of market through creating innovation business model by driving digital 
transformation. The path analysis showed that digital leadership has an indirect 
path in developing business model innovation. This is aligned with study on agility 
where the firms have to have agility learning to sustain their business [49]. This 
also aligns with the transformation stage of digital leadership where the incumbent 
requires to gradually transform from digital savvy where digital is used for person-
ally and coloration purpose into digital agility where digital is used for business 
model innovation, and the ultimate of digital leadership is to become a disruptive 
innovation where the digital is part of radical innovation in exploring the new mar-
ket [50]. Hence, the collaboration is the fastest way in developing business model 
innovation due to the gap of incumbent capability. The dimension of digital leader-
ship is derived from Global and profound leader where the leader always thinking 
global the new way in doing business and they have deep and profound knowledge 
in taking risk and decision making. This finding supports Rudito and Sinaga (2017) 
where the digital leadership is becoming a part of culture and competence of the 
leader in optimizing the use of technology. This finding brings the implication for 
incumbent firms to use digital leadership to establish business model through co-
creation strategy driving for open innovation [32, 51].

Co-creation strategy puts the external parties to be involved in the value chain 
to develop business model innovations. With a strong reputation, firms can control 
and attract valuable customers and stakeholders to create more value in a series of 
activities. From a customer or stakeholder point of view, they will be able to see 
the benefits of the part of the system for value creation. Customers or other parties 
can bring influence in the creation of value together with the firm. In this study, 
we found that in the developing of co-creation strategy, what is important is the 
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factor of implementation which is co-creation tactical. It means that the execution 
of co-creation concept is important to support the developing of business model 
innovation. The finding supports the strong influence of co-creation on business 
model innovation [31, 45, 46].

Business model innovation is mostly supported by context and content innova-
tion due to the relation with co-creation strategy. When the firm has to deal with 
the collaboration with partners, the structure of collaboration or co-creation and 
the content of innovation are significant factors to drive and control the co-creation 
value chain. The finding demonstrated that the governance is still important, but 
less priority compare with content and structure of innovation.

In an indirect test, it shows that co-creation is a mediating role in the relation-
ship between business model innovation and digital leadership. Co-creation 
strategy plays a significant role on relationship between business model innovation 
and digital leadership. Co-creation strategy is developed from vision and direction 
from digital leadership and combining with external co-creation will impact in 
strengthen business model innovation. This path is more valuable than using cus-
tomer experience directly to form business model innovation. This finding supports 
the findings in previous studies where the leadership through collaboration will 
strengthen innovation in the business model ([32]; Romero and Molina, 2009).

5.2 Implication

The implication to managerial practice, study has revealed the important of digital 
leadership in digital transformation to anticipate the digital disruption. The digital 
transformation is essential started from the vision and mission of the digital company 
to provide direction of the desired future position of the company. Weill and Woerner 
[52] define the vision and ambition into four matrices based on the matrix of end 
customer knowledge and business design. There will be four possibilities of the digital 
company: (1) when the business design is the value chain and the knowledge of the 
end customer is partial, the company vision is to become a supplier company such 
as a manufacture company that part of supply chain business in providing good and 
commodities without in-depth knowledge of customers. (2) when company has the 
complete supported ecosystem business but partially recognize knowledge of end 
customers, the company is characterized as a modular business firm such as payment 
company, that provide service as plug and play and be likely more innovative due to 
rapid changing of ecosystem; (3) when the company has the knowledge of end cus-
tomer completely and business design is based on value chain, the company vision is to 
become a multichannel business such as a bank company that provides the customer 
experience over value chain; and (4) the vision company is distinguished as ecosystem 
drivers when ecosystem business design and the knowledge of end customer are 
completely accomplished. A digital telco company and Internet service provider are 
example companies that provide a great customer experience with lean organization 
and optimize the digital technology to drive ecosystem enabler (Figure 4).

The transformation brings the telco company to enabler ecosystem driver. In 
anticipated the disruption from new entries due to diminishing on innovation and 
customer experiences, incumbent telco should focus on customer experience and 
digital innovation while at the same time build the digital ecosystem to support the 
vision and ambition toward digital company.

The foundation of digital transformation is operational excellence. Incumbent 
telco shall ocus on developing lean process and organization through digitalization 
process and developing people capability in digital competence and culture.

Strategic implementation shall be cascaded from vison and mission derived 
from digital leadership, thus, to build distinctive capability and customer 
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of co-creation concept is important to support the developing of business model 
innovation. The finding supports the strong influence of co-creation on business 
model innovation [31, 45, 46].

Business model innovation is mostly supported by context and content innova-
tion due to the relation with co-creation strategy. When the firm has to deal with 
the collaboration with partners, the structure of collaboration or co-creation and 
the content of innovation are significant factors to drive and control the co-creation 
value chain. The finding demonstrated that the governance is still important, but 
less priority compare with content and structure of innovation.

In an indirect test, it shows that co-creation is a mediating role in the relation-
ship between business model innovation and digital leadership. Co-creation 
strategy plays a significant role on relationship between business model innovation 
and digital leadership. Co-creation strategy is developed from vision and direction 
from digital leadership and combining with external co-creation will impact in 
strengthen business model innovation. This path is more valuable than using cus-
tomer experience directly to form business model innovation. This finding supports 
the findings in previous studies where the leadership through collaboration will 
strengthen innovation in the business model ([32]; Romero and Molina, 2009).

5.2 Implication

The implication to managerial practice, study has revealed the important of digital 
leadership in digital transformation to anticipate the digital disruption. The digital 
transformation is essential started from the vision and mission of the digital company 
to provide direction of the desired future position of the company. Weill and Woerner 
[52] define the vision and ambition into four matrices based on the matrix of end 
customer knowledge and business design. There will be four possibilities of the digital 
company: (1) when the business design is the value chain and the knowledge of the 
end customer is partial, the company vision is to become a supplier company such 
as a manufacture company that part of supply chain business in providing good and 
commodities without in-depth knowledge of customers. (2) when company has the 
complete supported ecosystem business but partially recognize knowledge of end 
customers, the company is characterized as a modular business firm such as payment 
company, that provide service as plug and play and be likely more innovative due to 
rapid changing of ecosystem; (3) when the company has the knowledge of end cus-
tomer completely and business design is based on value chain, the company vision is to 
become a multichannel business such as a bank company that provides the customer 
experience over value chain; and (4) the vision company is distinguished as ecosystem 
drivers when ecosystem business design and the knowledge of end customer are 
completely accomplished. A digital telco company and Internet service provider are 
example companies that provide a great customer experience with lean organization 
and optimize the digital technology to drive ecosystem enabler (Figure 4).

The transformation brings the telco company to enabler ecosystem driver. In 
anticipated the disruption from new entries due to diminishing on innovation and 
customer experiences, incumbent telco should focus on customer experience and 
digital innovation while at the same time build the digital ecosystem to support the 
vision and ambition toward digital company.

The foundation of digital transformation is operational excellence. Incumbent 
telco shall ocus on developing lean process and organization through digitalization 
process and developing people capability in digital competence and culture.

Strategic implementation shall be cascaded from vison and mission derived 
from digital leadership, thus, to build distinctive capability and customer 
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Figure 5. 
Digital transformation model based on Mader’s framework (2012).

Figure 4. 
The framework of telco digital transformation.
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experience orientation, then collaborate with co-creators in developing co-creation 
value and to build business model innovation. The implementation strategy is a 
continuous learning as part of developing dynamic capability start from sensing 
of market, seizing co-design and transform capability. We configure the model of 
digital transformation for Indonesia incumbent firms based on a framework study 
conducted by [53] as shown in Figure 5.

These findings have practical implications for the management in facing digital 
transformation. Digital transformation reflects management leadership and vision 
in transforming leadership from transactional leadership to a more transforma-
tional and digital-lead leadership. The leadership and vision will drive the develop-
ment of distinctive organizational capabilities, from capabilities in the information 
age to digital innovation capabilities. Co-creation strategy based on distinct orga-
nizational capability and customer experience at a customer advocation level could 
drive the business model innovation up to the level of digital transdisciplinary busi-
ness model innovation where the business model is developed based on co-creation 
value across disciplinaries.

5.3 Limitation and future research

This study is an exploratory research that aims to explore but not to confirm the 
theory. This research just wants to make prediction about the structural model of 
Business model innovation, and co-creation strategy in relationship with digital 
leadership. For the future research, this study suggests some recommendation, 
such as (1) using a larger size of sample for larger telecommunication companies 
in Indonesia, and it may be better for modeling and statistical analysis to utilize 
covariance-based better statistical application, (2) using probabilistic sampling 
methods such as stratified random or cluster sampling so that the result of study 
could be more relevant to make a generalized conclusion, and (3) longitudinal 
research should also be done to ensure in assure the role of co-creation strategy in 
relationship of business model innovation and digital leadership.

6. Conclusion

Based on the results of hypotheses testing, it can be concluded that digital lead-
ership has indirect impact to business model innovation, where co-creation strategy 
has a mediating role on the relationship between business model innovation and 
digital leadership.

Further study can be explored using a more extended sampling, with indus-
try, and with consideration of markets outside of Indonesia. A longitudinal 
research design should also be done to assess a direct and indirect impact of 
digital leadership into the business model innovation to provide value to the 
firms.
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staff. Employees could work from anywhere and stay connected through smart-
phones, collaborate with peers, and stay on top of digital trends. Organizations 
should be proactive in creating new systems and policies and rethinking their 
culture around digital developments in the workplace in order not to lose clients, 
productivity, and employees.

The keys of success of digital workplaces are an effective implementation of a 
digital workplace strategy with a changed learning and culture. Culture is an incen-
tive for behavior; organizations and managers should assure that staff behavior suits 
to technological solutions, supports its adoption, and uses it for work, communica-
tion, and cooperation. Entrepreneurship education should be also adapted to digital 
transformation in order to prepare employees and employers for digital workplaces.

This chapter presents besides some aspects like a digital European workplace 
initiative and a framework, which could be the basis of a digital workplace strategy, 
some proposals for improving entrepreneurship skills. As an important issue of a 
digital workplace strategy is a suitable learning concept to foster a digital culture 
and employees’ behavior which can be integrated into entrepreneurship education 
and training programs.

The role of entrepreneurs and of entrepreneurship education and how it will be 
changed in order to prepare entrepreneurs for the digital transformation and digital 
workplaces are shortly presented.

The scope of this chapter is on one hand to discuss with academics who work in 
the field of digital transformation and with students to find new scientific methods 
for problems like cultural and behavior change; on the other hand, the author has 
experience in learning methods for entrepreneurs and would like to help organiza-
tions and employees particularly in SMEs to achieve skills and competences for a 
successful digital transformation and digital workplace results.

The author works in many European projects aimed to improving work and 
education/training of entrepreneurs in digital era and included in this chapter issues 
necessary for small- and medium-sized companies (SMEs) resulted from surveys 
done within some of these projects about SMEs’ problems that have in connection 
with digital transformation and of organized training. The author works currently 
at the planned training modules and will organize training sessions with SMEs from 
Germany within the current European project Reinnovate.

We think the problems discussed in this chapter will be used also within the 
German initiative Mittelstand 4.0-Kompetenzzentrum standards which supports 
companies and staff within digital changes. The author discussed with some com-
panies within this program about changing culture and staff behavior within digital 
workplaces and how to improve entrepreneurs’ digital skills.

2. Digital transformation

It is known that the development and proliferation of information and commu-
nication technology changed the ways in which employees connect, collaborate, and 
communicate.

These changes have been accelerated also due to trends like:

• Aging workforce and the need to capture their knowledge;

• Necessity to meet the varying needs of a multi-generational workforce;

• Information overloaded and technology helping employees to find what they 
need to work faster.
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These trends require a digital transformation and a reshaping of work 
environment.

Digital transformation can be understood as improved business processes 
through digital technology. It means better collaboration between staff, efficient 
collaboration with customers, stronger and more productive relationships with 
partners, and increased potential by changing work styles.

The main drivers of digital transformation include traditional digital technolo-
gies [1, 2], i.e., infrastructures (i.e., networks, computer hardware) and applications 
(i.e., apps on smartphones, web applications), and the digital exploitation potentials 
[2], i.e., possible digital business models and digital value creation networks.

In the narrower sense, digital transformation often refers to the change process 
within a company triggered by digital technologies and customer expectations. 
However, it is a process of change affecting a variety of aspects of our society and 
does not end up in companies [3].

Digital transformation in organizations happens in many ways; employees and 
employers have different hopes [4]:

Managers want:

• that their employees work together more effectively to boost productivity;

• that their clients are content and to gain new ones through better customer 
service;

• to use digital technologies to minimize costs;

• to improve business processes;

• to be better than their competitors;

• to use digital transformation to remain relevant in the face of the quickening 
pace of technology advances.

Employees would like:

• to work with digital toolsets according to their tasks, experience, and  
working style;

• to have workspaces making possible to collaborate more effectively within 
their jobs and also due demands to increase productivity and cut costs, making 
it harder for employees;

• to be helped to meet market expectations.

Achieving such goals can be a long and difficult process because digital tech-
nology and change management issues influence workplace transformation. 
Developing and working on a digital workplace strategy can challenge the most 
forward thinking of business leaders.

There are big differences between organizations referring their digital transfor-
mation initiatives:

• Some of them develop some strategy and understand the benefits.

• Others are still in the early stages of developing a plan not knowing valuable 
ways about how to go about defining their goals for a digital transformation.
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3. What is a digital workplace?

The emerging digital workplace, considered the natural evolution of the work-
place, can address issues listed above and helping organizations [5, 6].

The digital workplace includes all digital technologies and services people use 
to get work in today’s workplace—both which already exist and ones to be imple-
mented. It ranges from HR applications and core business applications to e-mail, 
instant messaging, and enterprise social media tools and virtual meeting tools.

Frank Schönefeld defines the digital workplace as the “totality of the required 
access infrastructure, applications and device platforms of information or knowledge 
workers who need them to perform their work tasks and engage in collaboration” [7].

Digital workplaces could:

• support changes in working styles enabling employees to work more transpar-
ently and better use social networks.

• unify offline and online communications by keeping employees connected 
through their mobile devices to provide anywhere, anytime access to tools and 
corporate information.

• focus on employee experience by providing them with user experience they 
have outside the firewall. They provide choice, flexibility, and personalization.

• support virtual work environments that allow employees to stay connected in 
distributed and virtualized work locations while balancing customer privacy 
and operational risk.

• minimize spending and enhance productivity by providing employees with the 
right tools and right information at the right time.

• win the war on talent by offering the progressive and innovative environments 
that top candidates now [8].

• Digital workplace as a portal is “a solution for the integration of information 
and services in a common user interface” [9] because different services and 
components are combined in one user interface and made available to the user 
mostly web-based.

Integrated data can be used via interfaces in different applications. Users can 
combine existing data and create new applications based on it.

The conception and deployment of the workplace are among the key strategic 
activities for the European Commission in the years to come. The digital workplace 
initiative is also an important part of the ICT chapter of the 2016 Synergies and 
Efficiency Review.

The digital workplace initiative will provide staff with the right IT tools, plat-
forms, and services, enabling users to work and collaborate anywhere, anytime 
with a fit-for-purpose security and optimizing their work experience and produc-
tivity. It will be adaptive and flexible to incorporate different types of users, new 
behaviors, and new technologies [10].

Within the conceptual framework underpinning the digital workplace initiative 
in the Commission staff is at the center, with a particular focus on the excellence 
of user experience. A staff member should be able to connect anywhere and at any 
time, through simple and secure authentication mechanism, on a variety of mobile 
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devices to a number of corporate services. The data will be stored on a hybrid cloud 
model, ranging from on-premise (European Commission Datacenters) to public 
clouds depending on the classification of the data [10].

The six strands of the digital workplace initiative are:

• A balanced mix of mobile devices, either corporate or BYOD, allowing connec-
tion from anywhere and at any time. There are constraints about using corpo-
rate tools on private devices and vice versa, but they may be resolved with a 
good compromise between usability and security.

• Office automation comprising supported operating systems, word processors, 
spreadsheets, presentation-authoring tools, access to files, etc. An architecture 
enabling hybrid services become progressively more important especially 
when the mobile dimension perspective is incorporated.

• Mail and calendaring, including the central role of e-mail and its tight integra-
tion with calendar tools as a way to send messages, share information, and 
manage time and meetings.

• Unified communication encompasses different sources of real and near-real-
time communication, which include videoconferencing and the future of 
telephony (telephony becomes an app, the classical telephone is replaced by 
the single mobile device).

• Collaboration and social networking, covering the main aspects of collabora-
tion (from document to tasks), communities, and social networking, with 
special attention on their right availability, security, and integration in mobile 
platforms. Fast access to the relevant information is an essential in the digital 
workplace. Therefore information management and corporate search, as very 
strong integration elements, will be part of this component.

• Integration and identity and access management. The future digital workplace 
will be based on a hybrid platform with a combination of on-premise and 
cloud-based solutions to take the maximum benefit of technology development 
and to allow mobility.

By implementing the digital workplace initiative in the European Commission, it 
is intended to realize the following objectives:

• Increase staff engagement. Engage employees and raise motivation through an 
effective, efficient digital workplace.

• Increase staff productivity. Allow productivity improvements by providing the 
most suitable and effective digital workplace to each staff member.

• Enable a more modern and efficient office space design.

• Staff from many organizations already use many of digital components, i.e., 
responding to e-mails from smartphones, checking their paying online, or 
digitally enter a sales opportunity, so that organizations do not have to build 
the digital workplace from the ground up.

In the next years, the workplace continues to evolve, and employee expectations shift 
so that organizations that do not embrace digital workplace risk falling behind [10].
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devices to a number of corporate services. The data will be stored on a hybrid cloud 
model, ranging from on-premise (European Commission Datacenters) to public 
clouds depending on the classification of the data [10].
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tion from anywhere and at any time. There are constraints about using corpo-
rate tools on private devices and vice versa, but they may be resolved with a 
good compromise between usability and security.

• Office automation comprising supported operating systems, word processors, 
spreadsheets, presentation-authoring tools, access to files, etc. An architecture 
enabling hybrid services become progressively more important especially 
when the mobile dimension perspective is incorporated.

• Mail and calendaring, including the central role of e-mail and its tight integra-
tion with calendar tools as a way to send messages, share information, and 
manage time and meetings.

• Unified communication encompasses different sources of real and near-real-
time communication, which include videoconferencing and the future of 
telephony (telephony becomes an app, the classical telephone is replaced by 
the single mobile device).

• Collaboration and social networking, covering the main aspects of collabora-
tion (from document to tasks), communities, and social networking, with 
special attention on their right availability, security, and integration in mobile 
platforms. Fast access to the relevant information is an essential in the digital 
workplace. Therefore information management and corporate search, as very 
strong integration elements, will be part of this component.

• Integration and identity and access management. The future digital workplace 
will be based on a hybrid platform with a combination of on-premise and 
cloud-based solutions to take the maximum benefit of technology development 
and to allow mobility.

By implementing the digital workplace initiative in the European Commission, it 
is intended to realize the following objectives:

• Increase staff engagement. Engage employees and raise motivation through an 
effective, efficient digital workplace.

• Increase staff productivity. Allow productivity improvements by providing the 
most suitable and effective digital workplace to each staff member.

• Enable a more modern and efficient office space design.

• Staff from many organizations already use many of digital components, i.e., 
responding to e-mails from smartphones, checking their paying online, or 
digitally enter a sales opportunity, so that organizations do not have to build 
the digital workplace from the ground up.

In the next years, the workplace continues to evolve, and employee expectations shift 
so that organizations that do not embrace digital workplace risk falling behind [10].
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4. Digital workplace strategy

The key of success of digital workplaces lies in an effective implementation of 
a digital workplace strategy, and the first step in this transformation strategy is a 
cultural change supported by learning measures.

Digital workplace strategy can be understood as the dynamic alignment of an 
organization’s work patterns within the digital work environment to enable peak 
performance and reduce costs. As each workplace strategy, a digital one supports 
to fulfill business objectives such as reducing property costs, improving business 
performance, merging two or more organizations/cultures, and relocating or con-
solidating occupied buildings. The workplace strategy and its implementation quite 
often occur at an opportune moment such as a property lease break or a company 
merger or acquisition [4, 11].

Some special reasons to build and adopt a digital workplace strategy could be the 
following [4, 12, 13, 14]:

• Talent attraction: many employees would opt for a lower paying job if they 
could work out of office, i.e., at home.

• Employee productivity can increase through online social networks.

• Employee satisfaction can be higher by installing and using social media tools 
internally.

• Employee retention is more stable when employee engagement increases.

• Newer communication tools, particularly instant messaging, are preferred over 
more traditional ones like e-mail or team workspaces.

Many organizations are convinced about the importance of a digital workplace 
strategy and invest money in supporting digital workplace strategies that promise 
ROI. Sure, to support these outcomes, you need to assure for employee’s tools they 
need to collaborate, communicate, and connect with each other. Clear road maps 
should be created to ensure digital workplace with measurable business, deliver-
able, and minimal risks.

Business drivers for building a digital workplace strategy are:

• Rapid technology change is enabling a different workplace and work; some 
examples are artificial intelligence (AI) and big data combined with increas-
ingly available collaboration tools.

• Employees’ expectations of a different workplace experience supported by 
ubiquitous connectivity and rapidly advancing social technologies.

• Citizens demand digital service delivery and a different relationship with the 
government: There is clear citizen demand for quality online services to match 
their experiences with other service providers. This requires a digital-first 
workplace to work effectively.

• Often workplace strategies are developed by specialist workplace consultants, 
or by an architectural practice. “The successful implementation of a work-
place strategy requires an interdisciplinary team, internal and external to the 
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organization. A workplace consultant may be retained to engage the team, help 
define success criteria, manage the process, and assess results” [13].

• External workplace consultants are professionals from a number of backgrounds: 
business management, interior design and architecture, building surveying, real 
estate and facility management, human resources, and building research.

In the file [8], a proposal for a digital workplace framework is presented with the 
following layers:

4.1 Collaborate, communicate, and connect

The employees should be able to do their job by using digital technologies  
for collaborating, communicating, and connecting with others. Productive 
business relationships can be created within and beyond natural work groups and 
enable knowledge sharing across the organization. In the next part, we develop 
this issue.

4.2 Technology: the digital toolbox

Each organization already has a digital workplace toolbox with different tools to 
support digital workplace in different ways. It is necessary to adopt the right tools 
for employees to do their jobs. The digital workplace toolbox can be defined in cat-
egories to support the ways in which you communicate, collaborate, connect, and 
deliver day-to-day services. Often the development of digital tools does not follow a 
digital workplace strategy where the business focus is clearly defined. Organization 
culture should be also considered.

4.3 Control: governance, risk, and compliance

Some components of digital workplace governance are:

• Guiding principles: identify the business goals to be achieved with the digi-
tal workplace, and translate them into guiding principles to drive ongoing 
development.

• Information governance strategy: determine the focus of digital workplace 
strategy, and align it with organization’s existing information management or 
information governance strategy.

• Roles and responsibilities: identify key stakeholders, and create a suitable and 
sustainable interaction model.

• Training and certification: ensure employees have access to training to be 
prepared to have advantages of digital developments.

• Policy training: in addition to technical training, employees need policy 
training.

• Orchestrated presence: by organizing channels within the digital workplace.

• Crisis management: if a crisis occurs, react quickly (within the first day).
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Each organization already has a digital workplace toolbox with different tools to 
support digital workplace in different ways. It is necessary to adopt the right tools 
for employees to do their jobs. The digital workplace toolbox can be defined in cat-
egories to support the ways in which you communicate, collaborate, connect, and 
deliver day-to-day services. Often the development of digital tools does not follow a 
digital workplace strategy where the business focus is clearly defined. Organization 
culture should be also considered.

4.3 Control: governance, risk, and compliance

Some components of digital workplace governance are:

• Guiding principles: identify the business goals to be achieved with the digi-
tal workplace, and translate them into guiding principles to drive ongoing 
development.

• Information governance strategy: determine the focus of digital workplace 
strategy, and align it with organization’s existing information management or 
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sustainable interaction model.

• Training and certification: ensure employees have access to training to be 
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training.

• Orchestrated presence: by organizing channels within the digital workplace.

• Crisis management: if a crisis occurs, react quickly (within the first day).
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4.4 Business drivers: measurable business value

To deliver the necessary benefits, an organization should guide the direction of 
digital workplace development.

Some ways to achieve measurable value:

• Increase revenue.

• Reduce operational costs by introducing more effective ways to meet virtually, 
cutting travel and telecommunication costs and eliminating wasted time at the 
airport.

• Accelerate time-to-market by using tools to support research and develop, test, 
and deliver new products and services more quickly.

• Enhance innovation.

• Improve the customer experience.

• Increase agility and flexibility: provide the tools that mimic organization and 
business changes and reflect employee behaviors.

• Heighten staff satisfaction, i.e., by implementing easy-to-use tools.

• Strengthen talent recruitment and retention.

• Improve employee experience.

5. Cultural change and behavior supporting digital transformation

One of the first steps in the digital transformation is a cultural change in orga-
nizations. Culture is an incentive for behavior; organizations and managers should 
assure overcoming a culture of learned helplessness and spoon-fed training to 
encourage ongoing personal learning so that staff behavior suits to technological 
solutions, supports its adoption, and uses it for work, communication, and coopera-
tion. One important issue of the digital workplace strategy is a clear understanding 
between organizational culture and technology, and this can be achieved within an 
adequate learning strategy. It ensures that tools, processes, and systems realize their 
full potential and will not be a failed initiative.

Organization’s culture influences the way employees behave and work within 
digital transformation and so organizational performance, success, and failure. This 
means employee’s culture ultimately determines how and to what extent employees 
connect, communicate, and collaborate within digital workplaces.

It is important to develop a change management plan and that the digital 
workplace strategy aligns to organization working culture. This cultural change and 
suitable technological components can contribute to improve:

• Collaboration by integrating intuitive, easy-to-use collaboration tools that 
enhance employees’ ability to work together and support their own working 
style and wishes
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• Communication by using digital tools to create their own content, rather than 
simply consuming existing content, to support that right information reaches 
the right audience, bilateral communication, and personalization of content

• Connections across the organization and outside

The free flow of information at the digital workplace has a positive impact on 
agility and innovation of organizations, and it promotes employee engagement and 
satisfaction by delivering the right information to the right people at the right time. 
One problem is how managers/leaders in organization can influence employee’s 
behaviors and practice changes, conducting to innovative products and services 
that will enable the transition from old business models to ones successful in a 
digital world.

Isaac Sacolick presents three ways to enable employees to participate more in 
digital programs [15].

5.1 Encourage people to ask questions

Determining possible employees to ask questions enables them to move away 
from “the way we always do” to discussions what is better to do in digital working 
places.

That is, operations team wants to explore using automation to eliminate repeti-
tive discussions. Someone asks, “How can we learn to be product owners in its agile 
development process?”

Sure, there are some people in the organization wishing to do things in the  
old way. Asking questions is an approach, which can open a dialog about new 
solutions.

5.2 Get out of the office and meet customers and prospects

Customers expect to select products and services intelligent and valuable. 
Start-ups and market leaders in other categories can steal market share from slow 
competitors not being in contact with customers but have also opportunities to 
develop new services into new areas by identifying optimal customer segments to 
deliver services digitally.

Leaders/representatives from organization should go out of the office, learn 
from customers, take into consideration their needs, and develop a perspective on 
how to deliver new experiences. Marketing specialists should learn how to best 
message and target prospects. Sales should be learning whom their new competitors 
are and how to defend against sales objections. Technologists should learn about the 
underlying technical capabilities required to fulfill value propositions.

5.3 Ask for data, then insights, then opinions

A data-driven organization offers practices and tools for people to present a 
thesis—first presenting data that backs it, then insights they have inferred, and 
lastly their opinions and conclusions. Behaviors drive organizational change.

Employees’ roles in the organization, their jobs, and how they deliver business 
value are all subject to be changed in digital transformation, in order to convince 
more employees to support the digital strategy by challenging the status quo, to 
learn what customers need today, and to use data efficiently to drive bottom-up and 
top-down decisions.
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5.4 Adaptation of employees to digital transformation and digital workplaces

When an organization suffers changes in everyday functioning like digital 
transformation, both employers and employees must face challenges; if employees 
do not keep up, chances that transformation to be successful are very low.

In the following experts, make some proposals to help employees to adapt to 
digital transformation [16].

5.5 Open dialogue

It is known that employees are sometimes resistant to change when the trans-
formation comes only from up, so it is important to create a dialog with employees 
to discuss which and how they see improvements in digital transformation. If it 
is possible, the open dialog should start from the top and involve all employee’s 
transformation. One leader in organizing digital transformation should bridge the 
gap between the actual implementation of technology and the workplace culture 
and demands.

5.6 Invest in training

“Let people understand the reasons for the change, and make sure they have 
a clear picture of what will improve when they get there,” says Dr. Daniel Cable, 
professor and chair of organizational behavior, at London Business School. It is 
important to foster a culture of change and make sure employees develop the skills 
to keep up with a fast paced and dynamic environment. All employees should be 
encouraged to go through the company-training program to drive adoption.

5.7 Foster a culture where experimentation is allowed and encouraged

First employees can freely experiment without fearing the consequences of mis-
takes. Often, they discover new and faster ways of doing everyday tasks, increasing 
efficiency and productivity.

5.8 Support collaboration

Online and offline communication can easily be unified keeping employees 
connected through their own devices. Digital connections often reach down genera-
tional gaps and bring employees of different ages together. New digital communica-
tion fosters collaboration in departments and across the organization. The digital 
transformation should not be felt only as technology change but more like intuitive 
ways to complete tasks.

5.9 Involve employees

Embracing digital transformation is more easily achieved through increased 
employee engagement. Using digital technologies employees can reach consumers 
easily and directly.

Often, older employees are not enthusiastic about digital transformations, 
but their insight, wisdom, and experience are invaluable. By improving internal 
employee engagement, employees can feel more valued and are more open to 
change. Engagement drives adoption, but digital transformation too can drive 
engagement. Flexible work has positive effects on employee engagement. In 
the digital age, flexibility is easier than ever to implement. Employees can work 
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remotely, use their own devices, and utilize digital tools to interact impactful with 
consumers and each other. Tangible benefits of digital transformations are easier 
to be evaluated.

6. Learning, training, and entrepreneurship education

A key success factor in digital transformation of an organization is a training and 
learning concept with three areas of focus [17]:

• how an organization bridges its digital skills and confidence gaps

• how an organization encourages people to take responsibility for their own 
continuous learning

• how an organization challenges and supports its senior people to become 
digital leaders

Some years ago, learning was focused on training people to fulfill their tasks (job 
training) and occasional additional skills, and there was little need for most workers 
to be always learning. Now, when all organizations must cope with the uncertainty, 
complexity, and ambiguity of the digital economy, they have to try to become more 
agile and adaptive. Intelligence and small-scale decision-making must be distrib-
uted to the edges of the organization, so that each team and function is free to learn 
and adapt based on customer and market feedback [17].

The learning process in organizations wishing to be successful within digital 
transformation should be changed from a process-centric world of job training to 
a service-oriented world of continuous learning and improvement in the flow of 
work. Many organizations developed digital workplace platforms and tools; learn-
ing around the digital workplace should help employees to understand how these 
tools can improve their work, achieve digital skills, and help the organization to 
have more advantages from its existing technology investments.

Some aspects should characterize the learning in the time of digital  
transformation [17]:

• The digital workplace needs a learning hub/community to accelerate change 
and adoption of new ways of working.

• A combination of informal, active, social learning + digital guides and a suit-
able methodology is a good approach to this.

• Minimum digital fluency is required to work in modern organizations.

• Leadership development programs need to change to avoid the behavior of 
some senior people becoming the biggest barrier to change.

• In the modern technology-augmented organization, learning will not be a 
separate activity, but a daily part of work with occasional focused learning on 
new specialist skills.

Referring to necessary skills of entrepreneurs to work within digital workplaces, 
the European Union team underlines team working, communication, entrepreneur-
ship and innovation, and intercultural skills as as “necessary to drive creativity and 
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innovation and cope with complexity and uncertainty in a fast-evolving workplace” 
[18, 19] and new skills for success at macrolevel, i.e., digital fluency referring to the 
ability to use digital tools and resources existing in companies to do a specific task at 
workplace and be successful. Another skill is the ability to deal with a change which 
significantly increases. Adaptability and cognitive flexibility help people to change 
the way when business needs shift.

It is known that information and data are used more frequently to achieve busi-
ness goals, to make decisions, and to build strategies. The entrepreneurs should be 
able to asses and analyze data and information.

The EntreComp framework [20] outlined by the EU Commission, 2016, 
highlights that entrepreneurship should not be limited to those people setting 
up businesses but in all aspects of life. “Entrepreneurship is when you act upon 
opportunities and ideas and transform them into value for others. The value that is 
created can be financial, cultural, or social” [21].

Entrepreneurship requires innovation, knowledge about industry/market, and 
adaptability to different business. In order to be prepared for a successful career, 
it is necessary that students understand what means entrepreneurship and use 
entrepreneurial skills to achieve career goals.

Entrepreneurship education and training refers to the use of a variety of skills to 
develop a culture of entrepreneurship [21] aimed at the development of behavior, 
attitudes, and capacities that create value.

Entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship education have an important role in 
social and economic developments.

Addressing a global challenge such as youth employment requires global actions 
to prepare them for digital workplaces. It is known that young people are natives of 
the digital realm, relatively few possess the skills needed in the digital economy, and 
employers around the world are struggling to find skilled professionals equipped with 
the technical and soft skills they desire. In context of youth employment crisis and the 
job opportunities available for people equipped with digital skills, the question of skills 
training and improvement of entrepreneurship education therefore become central.

Referring learning methods within entrepreneurship education, Chinnoye and 
Akinlabi [22] affirm that this is most successful through active learning approaches 
such as experiential, team-based project, and problem-based approaches.

Learning the concept of global citizenship through global collaboration helps 
students to work cooperatively with people around the world; this is often necessary 
for their future jobs.

Small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are very important and numerous 
in Europe but small, and their resources are constrained. Because, their staffs need 
to adapt to digital transformation changes and learn new competences and skills 
relatively quickly; new learning/training opportunities for their staff have to be 
found, in addition to the daily operations of the company. Most entrepreneurship 
programs are targeted at new business owners or start-ups. There is, however, less 
research on the relationship between entrepreneurial skills of employees in existing 
SMEs, digital transformation, and innovation capacities in this context.

The European ongoing project Reinnovate with participation of the author 
focusses also on encouraging all employees in SMEs to develop an entrepreneurial 
mindset, increasing the chances of the small firm’s survival within digital transfor-
mation. Project partners come from five European countries (www.iat.eu). Within 
the framework of the project, an intense cooperation with SMEs, research organiza-
tions, and representatives of higher education is crucial. The provision of a training 
program and model accreditation will assist employees in SMEs to find/create the 
knowledge required to become more competitive, to develop a digital culture of 
entrepreneurship, and to become more innovative.
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Reinnovate uses results of the European project Archimedes and a survey 
with 150 European SMEs about their existing skills and corresponding training 
needs suitable also in connection with digital transformation. The methodology 
of Reinnovate is direct including interviews with guest entrepreneurs, recording 
videos, counseling, if possible, group discussions, active learning, learning from 
mistakes, process-oriented teaching, practical-operational teaching methods like 
starting a business, and role play [23].

The Reinnovate methodology should help to:

• Take into consideration the most common practices in SMEs which are infor-
mal learning and workplace learning.

• Take into consideration effective and preferred practices by employees to keep 
the employees moral at digital workplaces and extend their employability 
perspectives.

• Support the interorganizational level of workplace learning, i.e., regardless of 
life-cycle stages.

Four training modules will be developed and offered to SME staff, each module 
over the course of a 6 week period; if a learner takes all four modules, they will 
accumulate credits for a level 7 certificate award.

Module 1 about how to use workplace-oriented research to identify opportuni-
ties for new business includes also identifying opportunities from national and 
international perspective referring digital transformation, social, and cultural 
problems.

Module 2 has the objective to enable learners to gather and analyze the relevant 
data to allow them to implement a business opportunity or an innovative idea 
in connection with digital transformation. The module consists of three units, 
decision-making, gather data, and assess information.

Module 3 helps entrepreneurs to manage an own research project and module 4 
to evaluate success and feature opportunities.

7. Conclusions

There is a consensus between researchers, educators, business observers, and 
entrepreneurs that digital transformation requires many changes, i.e., cultural and 
behavioral ones, and that entrepreneurship education and training could signifi-
cantly increase the number and the quality of entrepreneurs working in SMEs or 
entering the digital economy.

This chapter has involved a review of different articles, the opinion of some 
practitioners, SMEs, and of the authors about how could be companies helped to 
solve some problems in connection with digital transformation.

Finally, it has been established that it is not easy to scale up business from a 
traditional small enterprise to one working successful in digital era; through new 
educational practices and a cooperation between educators, research, and industry 
entrepreneurial mindsets can be supported including behavioral changes and 
achieving competences like described in EntreComp and also new work-oriented 
research skills.

The program being developed within the Reinnovate project to develop entre-
preneurial culture in SMEs through the provision of a suitable training program can 
contribute in this context.
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Chapter 3

Intellectual Capital Management 
and Economic Development in a 
Quasi-Information Society
Ojinga Gideon Omiunu

Abstract

The study investigates intellectual capital management (ICM) and economic 
development in a quasi-information society such as Nigeria: a macro perspective. 
The study adopts the correlational research and secondary data were used. From 
a macro perspective, data used for the human capital development are literacy 
level, human development index, and Gini coefficient, among others. Structural 
capital include telecom rate to GDP, mobile cellular subscriptions, mobile cel-
lular subscriptions (per 100 people), and Internet penetration and use rate. Also, 
economic development as the dependent variable represents the GDP. Data within 
the periods of 2005 and 2015 were used, and regression analysis and ANOVA were 
used to explain the relationships between variables of interest of the study. The 
findings showed that there was no significant increase in the development of the 
Nigeria economy in the periods of 2005–2015 and the ICM of the nation does not 
have significant impetus on the economy. The study recommends that for the level 
of development to increase in Nigeria, governments and policy makers should 
concentrate and seek strategies to provide policies that would enhance the IC of 
the nation such as the level of literacy, innovative research, and development, 
among others.

Keywords: ICM, macro ICM intervention, economic development,  
quasi-information society, intellectual capital management

1. Introduction

Economic development is an independent research field and of interest to 
nations and stakeholders of development at local and global levels. It has a long 
ancient origin and has been since a major point of attraction in the field of research 
and also in the practicality in developing economies of nations. Economic develop-
ment could be said to be a multidimensional process that involves major changes 
in social structures, attitudes, and national institutions, acceleration of economic 
growth, reducing inequality, and the eradication of poverty [1, 2]. It has to be 
more concerned with enhancing the lives lived and the freedoms enjoyed. In the 
past, economic development of economies was captured from traditional perspec-
tives as accumulation of wealth and includes macro variables such as poverty and 
per capita income levels, change in real GDP, and change in real GDP per capita, 
among others.
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However, the concept has undergone various dynamics, and in the recent 
knowledge and information society, economic development has received ample 
transformation. A major transformation is the inclusion of the human development 
index which is a comprehensive measure of socioeconomic development into the 
measure of economic development [3, 4]. The development is no longer approached 
primarily as a process of capital accumulation but rather as a process of organiza-
tional change and transformation [5]. According to Todaro and Smith [2], the three 
major objectives of development include to increase the availability and widen 
the distribution of basic life-sustaining goods, to raise the levels and standards of 
living, and to expand the range of economic and social choices.

Recently, due to the dynamics of information and communication technology 
(ICT) innovations and the knowledge or information economy, economic develop-
ment as a concept and practice has received tremendous leap and transformation. 
Jarboe and Alliance [6] noted that dynamics of ICT innovations and knowledge or 
information economy are revolutionizing the economies of nations. Also, in recent 
time of the information economy, productive capability is no longer completely 
dependent on capital and equipment but also has become a function of workers’ 
skills, knowledge, and expertise—hence the intellectual capital of nations. This 
economy transformation was what made Stewart [7] to affirm that in the new 
information and knowledge economy, nations’ economy stands on three pillars, and 
they include knowledge becoming what to buy, sell, and do; knowledge-based assets 
becoming more important to organizations and nations; and lastly, new technolo-
gies, innovations, and strategies are needed to explain the knowledge-based assets.

As information and knowledge become more important to development, orga-
nizations and nations have been restructured to better utilize human assets and the 
intellectual capital. Hamzah and Ismail [8] noted that intellectual capital is a major 
source of competitive advantage and economic development and there is evidence 
that success and productivity of nations can be partly explained by its intellectual 
capital. Intellectual capital includes the intellectual material that has been formal-
ized, captured, and leveraged to create wealth by producing a higher-valued asset 
[9]. In recent modern economic development under globalization and increased 
competitiveness, intellectual capital is required. It is a major resource on demand, 
which leads to the generation of new ideas and creative approaches to existing 
economic processes [4].

Makarov [10] and Lukicheva [11] noted that assessing intellectual capital is 
a complex process because of its individual, organizational, national and global 
functioning among economies of nations. Many studies such as Mavridis and 
Kyrmizoglou [12], Ahmad and Mushraf [13], Fadaei et al. [14], Ogbo et al. [15], 
Saeed et al. [16], and Rehman et al. [17], among others, have tend to approach intel-
lectual capital from the micro level. However, few studies have given attention to 
intellectual capital from the macro and economy level. From the micro level which 
holds the individual and organizational view, intellectual capital management can 
be grouped into three components; these include human, structural, and customer 
capital. According to Fadaei et al. [14], human capital is all the abilities that include 
attitude, skill, knowledge, creativity, existing mental knowledge, and people and 
managers’ experience of an organization. Structural capital includes the events and 
interactions among people in the organization and what remains in organization 
when people leave it. Customer capital also known as the relational capital refers to 
all the formal and informal relations of an organization with external beneficiaries 
and their understandings about organization and also exchange of information 
between them and the organization.

At the macro level, human development index which is a major development in 
intellectual capital measurement has an ultra-integral character. Konovalova et al. 
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[4] noted that there are three indicators of national population life quality that are 
summed up in human development index and include welfare level, expressed in 
figures per capita income; health level, expressed in life expectancy rate; and educa-
tion level, measured by the literacy level and the share of young people that are 
getting higher education in higher education institutions. In summary, measuring 
human development index cuts across the economic, environmental, and cultural 
factors of people life.

From the studies of Levashov and Rutkevieh [18] and Konovalova et al. [4], 
the macro level of intellectual capital management was broken down into its micro 
constituents. The human capital covers the educational and social well-being 
potential indicators. Structural capital caters for the indicators of scientific poten-
tial and the indicators of information and communication components. Consumer 
capital captures the indicators of relationship capital. Due to lack of data access at 
the macro level on the relational capital components, only the components of the 
human and structural capital would be considered for this study. Adapting the work 
of Konovalova et al. [4], literacy level, human development index, Gini coefficient, 
unemployment rate, poverty rate, and growth rate would be used to capture the 
human capital development indices. For the structural capital, telecom rate to 
GDP, mobile cellular subscriptions, mobile cellular subscriptions (per 100 people), 
and Internet penetration and use rate would be used. The GDP would stand as 
the dependent variable of the study which signifies economy development of the 
nation. These variables used to capture intellectual capital management at the 
macro level are based on the work of Konovalova et al. [4] that intellectual capital 
is developed in two ways: education which is the skilled personnel training and 
involvement of foreign specialists.

The need to focus on quasi-information society is hinged on the fact that devel-
opment of economy changes with transformation of the society and this differs 
across nations. According to the Lewis model of development [19], at the lowest 
level of development, traditional or unskilled labor is surplus while skilled labor is 
few. According to Rostow’s model of development [20], different countries are at 
different stages of development. The need to close the wide gap and development 
dividing between developed and developing countries made the General Assembly 
of the United Nations in September 2015 to adopt the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development and developed a 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) agenda 
to drive equal development. Built upon the principle of “leaving no nation behind,” 
the SDGs include reducing poverty, reducing hunger, ensuring good health and 
well-being, quality education, gender equality, providing clean water and sanita-
tion, affordable and clean energy, ensuring a decent work and economic growth, 
industry, innovation and infrastructure, reduced inequality, providing sustainable 
cities and communities, responsible consumption and production, climate action, 
enhancing life below water, life on land, peace and justice strong institutions, and 
partnerships to achieve the goal. From broader and global perspectives, education 
is the pivot on which other SDGs’ attainment rests. It operates twofold aspects in 
the development of nation toward attaining SDGs: first, it is seen as a goal in itself, 
and second, it is also a means for attaining all the other SDGs [21–23]. Thus, it is 
an integral part of sustainable development of nations as well as a major enabler 
for the attainment of other SDGs. A better and improved education system could 
have positive impact on the development and hence on the attainment of SDGs in 
Africa such as Nigeria. Shettima [24] noted that Africa which includes Nigeria plays 
important aspect in SDGs’ attainment. This is because success in attainment of the 
SDGs can be achieved if and only if the SDGs succeed in Africa due to the wide gap 
and development divide that occur between developed and developing countries 
such as Africa which Nigeria is part.
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However, the concept has undergone various dynamics, and in the recent 
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Meanwhile juxtaposing the Lewis and Rostow models, the reason for the 
disparities between the developed and developing economies is not farfetched. 
In the developed economies such as the UK, the USA, Canada, Japan, and China, 
among others, the development has elastically reached every nook and cranny 
of their economies, and development activities are controlled by the informa-
tion economy. However, in developing countries such as Nigeria, there may 
still be a high level of underdevelopment, and if at all the nation is developed, 
it is skewed: while some areas experienced the development syndrome, other 
areas are lagging behind development. This fact is supported by the studies of 
Blanchfield and Lawson [25], Easterly [26], and Global Monitoring Report by 
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the World Bank 
[45], that African countries which include Nigeria experienced setback and 
failure in the attainment of major development strategies such as the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs).

This is because most developing economies are experiencing a quasi-informa-
tion society. A quasi-information society refers to a false information society that 
has the likeliness and the form of information society but does not fully rely on 
information for their growth and development due to lack of skills and infrastruc-
tural challenges. According to Becla [27], quasi-information society occurs because 
of lack of accessibility, availability and use of ICTs, high transaction costs, low skill 
and literacy level, and lack of mechanism for quick diffusion and dissemination 
and use of information. A clear observation of the major problems experienced 
in Nigeria with respect to the information and knowledge economy shows that 
Nigeria operates a quasi-information society. In such information society, intel-
lectual capital management could be hampered, thereby affecting the economic 
activities and development of the nation. In some economies such as the developed 
economies, where the society is a pure information economy, the intellectual capital 
management could be high and higher than those of the quasi-information society. 
This could also create an impetus on the economic activities and development of the 
nations.

According to Harrod-Domar growth model, output which in this study 
is economic development is a function of capital. The concept of capital has 
received a new approach in the information and knowledge economy. In the past 
and traditional era and in managerial economics, capital was referred to as credit 
or money and is known to be a factor of production alongside labor and land. 
However, in recent times, the elasticity of capital has extended beyond this and 
has included intellectual capital. Therefore, complexity could be noticed with 
the concept of “capital” especially in the present information and knowledge 
economy. This made Nitzan [28] to affirm that the concept of capital remains 
ambiguous and controversial. However Barman [29] noted that a distinction 
needs to be drawn between the traditional and information- or knowledge-related 
capital. Hence, going by Harrod-Domar growth model, economic development 
is a function of nations’ intellectual capital management. This is the basis of this 
study. Hence, the main objective of this study is to investigate the relationship 
between intellectual capital management and economic development of Nigeria: a 
quasi-information society.

2. Previous studies

Economic development has received great attention from scholars, govern-
ments, policy makers, and other stakeholders of the development of nations. 
According to Robbins [30], the essence of economic development is conceived as 
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the rupture of existing patterns of economic relationships—which could emanate 
from the normal circular flow of statistical analysis. Feldman et al. [31] noted that 
economic development is often confused with the more easily measured economic 
growth. Kwong [3] defined economic growth as simply a rise in GDP or GDP per 
capital, while economic development is encompassing and is a broad concept which 
economic growth is just a part. Other important developmental dimensions or 
indices are included in the definition of economic development. Schafer [1] defined 
economic development as a dynamic process over time, and it makes good sense to 
employ tools of dynamic macroeconomics.

In a more generalized form, Todaro and Smith [2] defined economic develop-
ment as a multidimensional process which encompassed major transformations in 
social structure, popular and important attitudes, and national institutions, as well 
as the acceleration of economic growth, the reduction of inequality, and the eradi-
cation of poverty. From this, it could be observed that economy can be growing but 
it is not developing. Other economic development indices are human development 
index, poverty, and literacy level, among others. To this end, Mackintosh et al. [32] 
argued that it is very possible for the HDI of nations to decline while the measure of 
GDP increases. They further noted that this scenario is common among developing 
economies which Nigeria is a part.

This is because, according to Brown [33], in Keynesian economics, individuals, 
organizations, and institutions at the micro level cannot increase their productivity but 
need government interventions. These government interventions may include adopting 
discretionary economic policy which requires that governments make policy changes 
on the basis of its judgment of the current and future economic circumstances of the 
nation. Hence, the government is seen as a major agent for economic development and 
transformation. Also, such policies should address and be targeted toward the interest 
of the public at the micro level which could create impetus at the macro level. This is 
because according to Keynesian economics, the aggregate of the micro level determines 
the economic development indices at the macro level. However, Jarboe and Alliance [6] 
stated that economic development strategies and practice must adapt to new economic 
landscape such as intellectual capital management of the nation.

The importance of intellectual capital (IC) has greatly increased in recent times 
due to the major shift of economies toward the knowledge- or information-driven 
society [17]. Previous studies on the relationship between intellectual capital man-
agement and performance such as Boedker et al. [34], Subramaniam and Youndt 
[35], Bramhandkar et al. [36], Asiaei and Jusoh [37], and [17], among others, have 
approached it from the micro level using the individual and organizational acquired 
data to explain their relationships. However, in recent information economy and 
society era, attention needs to be drawn to the macro importance of intellectual 
capital management to nation’s economy. Very few studies have addressed this and 
such study is lacking in developing nations study.

In recent information and knowledge economy, the value of any country is a 
function of their knowledge and intellectual capital [38]. Marcin [39] and Rusu-
Tanasa [40] noted that intellectual capital is a major key factor of socioeconomic 
development of regions and countries. Mercier-Laurent [41] in trying to inves-
tigate intellectual capital management and the economy revealed that the focus 
on intellectual capital in any economy is due to the fact that it is the root of all 
organizations’ activities which are directly contributors to the nation’s economy or 
GDP. Pachura [42] noted that it aids structural and economic transformation in any 
nation. Hence, Makarov [43] has opined that intellectual capital is a major indicator 
of sustainable development of any country.

However, due to intangible nature, its effect on the economy has not been given 
much attention in developing countries. Intellectual capital forms the basis of the 
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success of the development of countries which calls for the right way of manag-
ing the intangible wealth and assets such as the intellectual capital in connection 
with the tangible ones [41]. Earlier scholars such as Schultz [44] and Becker [45] 
have noted the effect of education, training, and literacy level which are important 
intellectual capital indices on economic development of any nation. Drucker [46] 
pointed out that knowledge which is a constituent of intellectual capital is a primary 
resource and capital for overall economic development having higher value than 
the traditional land, capital, and labor in the development of economies. Hence, 
there have been global attention especially among the developed nations on the role 
of intellectual capital productivity growth and competitiveness and consequently 
in its contribution to the sustainable long-term economic development of nation 
[41]. Also, Mercier-Laurent [41] has also noted that communication technology 
and innovations are also major intellectual capital that could influence economic 
development of nations.

Despite the significant value of intellectual capital on the development at the 
macro level, measuring IC could lead to confusion. This is because most of the 
studies have addressed it as and at a micro level and at the macro level; its measure-
ment becomes a challenge. According to Makarov [43] and Konovalova et al. [4], 
at the macro level, national population life quality variables such as the human 
development index which is captured by welfare level, expressed in figures per 
capita income, health level expressed in life expectancy rate, and education level, 
measured by the literacy level and the share of young people that are getting higher 
education in higher education institutions, among others, are major macro indices 
for measuring intellectual capital of any nation. Hence, this present study adapts 
these variables to capture the intellectual capital management at macro level and its 
effect on the Nigeria economy using the gross domestic product of the nation.

In addition, a major novelty in this study is its link with the failure in the 
attainment of the past MDGs and with the likelihood of success or failure of the 
attainment of the recent SDGs in Nigeria. It has been proven beyond measure that 
Africa has experienced a perfect elastic setbacks and failures in the attainment of 
global development strategies, the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), not 
excluded ([25, 26, 47]). However, recently, the General Assembly of the United 
Nations in September 2015 adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development 
and developed a 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) agenda to drive equal 
development. From the SDGs, education is the pivot on which sustainable develop-
ment rests, and it is also the pivot of the ICM of the country. To this end, if Nigeria 
must have success in the attainment of the SDGs, there is need to draw attention 
and reposition its ICM system within the center of quality education. Hence, this 
study focuses and tends to establish the relationship between ICM and economic 
development toward driving the attainment of SDGs in Nigeria.

3. Methodology

The study adopts the correlational research and secondary data were used. 
Adapting and juxtaposing the Lewis model of development [19] and Rostow’s 
model of development [20], different countries are at different stages of develop-
ment, and the lowest level of development is the traditional level where there is 
a high elasticity of unskilled labor. At the lowest level of development, factors 
of importance seem to fit into the traditional system, while above the lowest 
levels, considerations of factors are used as major developmental indices change. 
According to Harrod-Domar growth model, output which in this study is eco-
nomic development is a function of capital [48]. The concept “capital has been 
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said to be subjective especially in recent times of information economy [28, 29]. 
In the past, emphasis was drawn to agrarian development, population increase, 
available of credit, agricultural labor, poverty level, etc. However, in recent 
times, there has been transformation and extension of this variables of inter-
est. Transformation in the sense that some may remain unchanged while others 
undergo transformation. With regards to extension, other important variables 
were added to suit the developmental stages of nations. In recent global devel-
opment, Makarov [43] and Konovalova et al. [4], among others, have argued 
the place of intellectual capital management on the development and include 
variables such as human development index which is captured by welfare level, 
expressed in figures per capita income, and education level, measured by the 
literacy level and the share of young people that are getting higher education in 
higher education institutions, among others. However, there is need to see this in 
the Nigerian economy, hence, the need for this study.

Due to the lack of access to important data, the data employed in this study 
include the literacy level, human development index, Gini coefficient, unemploy-
ment rate, poverty rate, and growth rate which capture the human capital devel-
opment indices. For the structural capital, telecom rate to GDP, mobile cellular 
subscriptions, mobile cellular subscriptions (per 100 people), and Internet penetra-
tion and use rate would be used. Also, the GDP stands as the dependent variable 
of the study which signifies economy development of the nation. Data within the 
periods of 2005 and 2015 were used so as to obtain an equal number of substantial 
information to use for the study and were provided in Table 1. The study used the 
regression analysis and ANOVA as its data analysis method to explain the relation-
ships between variables of interest of the study.

The model specification is provided below:

  Y =  β  0   +  X  1    β  1   +  X  2    β  2   +  X  3    β  3   +  X  n    β  n   +  e  i     (1)

where Xs are the independent variables of the study which is used to capture 
intellectual capital management in Nigeria, Βs represents the coefficients of Xs and 
represents the significant changes of Y (dependent variable) with increase in one 
unit of Xs, and ei represents the error term.

4. Results

A keen observation on the information on Table 1 shows that there is no 
substantial increase in the human development index (HDI) of Nigeria. There is 
however an increase in mobile subscription from 13.4 and steadily grows to 83.2% in 
2015 in Nigeria economy. The same was applicable in the mobile phone subscription 
per 100 people data. The result shows that there was no significant growth in the 
nations’ Gini coefficient but there was a stochastic and haphazard movement of the 
development. Also, there was no substantial growth rate in the Nigeria economy. 
There was also no significant reduction in the nations’ poverty rate, and there was 
a stochastic and haphazard movement of poverty rate. The increase level of unem-
ployment rate in Nigeria economy is a major concern on Table 1; it could be evident 
that unemployment rate increases drastically from one digit to two digits from 2005 
to 2015. Also, literacy level reduced from 2005 to 2015, and this also constitutes a 
major concern on Table 1. Also, there was a substantial increase of Internet use rate 
in the Nigeria economy from 2005 to 2015. In addition, the rate of telecommunica-
tion contribution to the Nigeria economy is very infinitesimal, and no increase is 
felt in this sector. Furthermore, Nigeria economy also recorded a substantial growth 
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success of the development of countries which calls for the right way of manag-
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3. Methodology
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levels, considerations of factors are used as major developmental indices change. 
According to Harrod-Domar growth model, output which in this study is eco-
nomic development is a function of capital [48]. The concept “capital has been 
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in its GDP. Despite the growth in the GDP of Nigeria, the information in Table 1 
shows that there was no significant development in major intellectual capital indices 
of the Nigeria economy in the periods of 2005 to 2015.

The result of the regression analysis was provided in Table 2. From the result, 
the adjusted R square for the regression analysis was 0.99, which shows a better 
goodness of fit of the model.

From Table 2, the results shows that, of all the variables of interest in this 
study used to represent intellectual capital at the macro level, none was found 
to be significant (p > 0.05). Also, from the beta coefficients of the independent 
variables, most of the coefficients were negative (mobile subscription per 100 
people, Gini coefficient, growth rate, poverty rate, unemployment rate, and 
literacy rate). Only few had negative coefficients such as human development 
index (HDI), Internet use rate, and telecom rate to GDP. Also, the model deleted 
the mobile subscription data because of high level of collinearity between 
mobile subscription and mobile subscription per 100 people. A keen observa-
tion on this result shows the low standard of these indices in Nigeria. Even 
though Nigeria is developing and recorded substantial increase in some of these 
indices, its effect on the economy is not felt. Also, the result also shows the 
quasi-information society level of the nation as the rate of telecom increases and 
other intellectual capital developments have not create a substantial impetus on 
the economy. The result of the study depicts that though the nation is big, it has 
little or no internal economic indices that would create impetus to the nation 
development. The joint effect of the intellectual capital management on the 
nation’s GDP is provided in Table 3.

Year X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 Y (in 
billion 
naira)

2005 0.466 13.4 13.38 0.4882 6.51 58.2 2.9 67.7 3.5 0.05 22,269.98

2006 0.477 22.7 22.66 0.457 6.03 58.5 5.8 78.6 5.5 0.06 28,662.47

2007 0.481 27.6 27.59 0.429 6.50 59.3 4.9 64.9 6.8 0.07 32,995.38

2008 0.487 41.9 41.90 0.513 6.41 62.4 5.8 51.1 15.9 0.08 39,157.88

2009 0.492 48.3 48.26 0.43 7.0 65.2 11.8 51.1 20.0 0.10 44,285.56

2010 0.500 55.1 55.05 0.447 6.7 69.0 22.0 56.9 24.0 0.11 54,612.26

2011 0.507 58.4 58.43 0.405 6.9 60.0 24.0 51.1 28.4 0.10 62,980.40

2012 0.514 67.4 67.41 0.362 7.2 35.2 27.0 51.1 32.8 0.10 71,713.94

2013 0.521 74.1 74.05 0.41 6.4 33.1 25.0 55.2 38.0 0.10 80,092.56

2014 0.526 78.7 78.75 0.399 6.3 60.0 24.0 59.2 42.7 0.11 89,043.62

2015 0.527 83.2 83.25 0.387 2.8 60.0 29.0 59.6 45.1 0.12 94,144.96

Source: Sourced and compiled by the author from various secondary sources such as the CBN, World Bank, National 
Bureau of Statistics, Internet World Stats, and Internet Live Stats, among others.
Note: X1 represents human development index; X2 represents mobile cellular subscriptions; X3 represents mobile 
cellular subscriptions per 100 people; X4 represents Gini coefficient; X5 represents growth rate; X6 represents poverty 
rate; X7 represents unemployment rate; X8 represents literacy level; X9 represents Internet use rate; X10 represents 
telecom rate to GDP; Y represents the GDP.
Also, some of these data sets at one period or the other were found to be missing, and in order to cater for these missing 
value, the author used a mean strategy between the lower and upper period to obtain the middle data. At some other 
time, the author simply used the previous year data where applicable.

Table 1. 
Selected macro intellectual capital indices and national GDP of Nigeria.
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The result in Table 3 shows that the impetus of intellectual capital management 
is not felt on the nation’s GDP. This provides a challenging situation in the nation 
which needs to be given attention when development at the global level is put into 
consideration. In the recent global information economy or society, intellectual 
capital should have tremendous effect on the economy; however, the case of Nigeria 
is different.

5. Discussions of findings

The findings of this study support the work of Mackintosh et al. [32] that it is 
very possible for the HDI of nations to decline while the measure of GDP increases, 
which is a most common phenomenon of developing countries such as Nigeria. 
Also, if according to Hoff and Stiglitz [5], Jarboe and Alliance [6], Stewart [7], 

Coefficients

Model Unstandardized coefficients Standardized 
coefficients

t Sig.

B Std. error Beta

Constant −460044.760 473238.599 −0.972 0.509

HDI 1075564.924 1023024.189 0.899 1.051 0.484

Mobile subscription per 
100 people

−831.564 1616.293 −0.782 −0.514 0.697

Gini coefficient −8766.881 54633.128 −0.016 −0.160 0.899

Growth rate −1324.654 1204.995 −0.063 −1.099 0.470

Poverty rate −33.921 275.659 −0.016 −0.123 0.922

Unemployment rate −56.848 450.897 −0.023 −0.126 0.920

Literacy rate −13.369 235.757 −0.005 −0.057 0.964

Internet use rate 1357.304 920.721 0.810 1.474 0.379

Telecom rate to GDP 57605.621 513440.948 0.052 0.112 0.929

Dependent variable: GDP.
Source: Secondary data analysis, 2018.

Table 2. 
Regression analysis result.

ANOVAb

Model Sum of squares df Mean square F Sig.

1 Regression 6.252E9 9 6.946E8 99.325 0.078a

Residual 6993498.081 1 6993498.081

Total 6.259E9 10
aPredictors: (constant), telecom rate to GDP, poverty rate, growth rate, literacy rate, Gini coefficient, unemployment 
rate, Internet use rate, HDI, mobile phone subscription per 100 people.
bDependent variable: GDP.

Table 3. 
Joint effect of the intellectual capital management on the nation’s GDP.
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Hamzah and Ismail [8], and Konovalova et al. [4] that the development of nations 
has moved from the traditional economic indices such as population growth, GDP, 
etc. to the intellectual capital and the information economy contribution to GDP, 
it is evident that Nigeria is not developing. Also, going by the well-known Lewis 
model of development, if literacy level has not had impetus on the economic growth 
of Nigeria, it is then a fact that most of the population of Nigeria still operate at the 
lowest level of development where there is a high unskilled labor and low skilled 
labor. Hence, going by the work of Becla [27], and the result of this study, Nigeria 
is a quasi-information society due to the fact that the major intellectual capital 
indices used in the study have not transformed into economic growth and develop-
ment. This could also transcend to major sectors of the economy hence affecting 
their development and economic activities in the nation. This could further lead to 
threaten the development and sustainable development of the sectors and in exten-
sion of the economy in the long run.

Also, going by the work of Edvinsson and Bounfour [38], Nigeria would be said to 
have a lower value at the global development levels because of the fact that its intel-
lectual capital has not create an impetus on the economic development. Hence, the 
development in Nigeria is questionable as confirmed by the work of Mercier-Laurent 
[41], and there may be no structural and economic development as affirmed by 
Pachura [42], and hence, the sustainability of the economy would be a major problem 
as attested by Makarov [43]. Consequently, one could say that the future of the nation 
is questionable and needs urgent attention if it must develop and survive in the recent 
global information economy and society and transformation.

6. Conclusion and recommendations

In conclusion, in Nigeria economy, intellectual capital management has not 
created an impetus on the economy of the nation; hence, it is operating in a 
quasi-information economy (false information economy). In addition, this could 
constitute a major challenge against the development of the nation and also the 
development of major sectors of the economy. This could be one of the major 
reasons for the setbacks and failures in the attainment of major development 
strategies such as the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Also, the practical 
relevance of this study is to show that, if the ICM of the nation is not given wide 
recognition and repositioned and developed toward enhancing quality education 
in Nigeria, there is a high propensity that Nigeria will eventually experience failure 
and setbacks in the attainment of recent SDGs, hence, lagging behind neighbor-
ing developing countries and developed countries who put into recognition and 
positioned their ICM for development. To this end, the study recommends that:

i. If Nigeria must rise above the present level of development and meet up with 
global development indices, there is need for the governments and policy 
makers to concentrate and seek strategies to provide policies that would 
enhance the intellectual capital of the nation such as the human develop-
ment index, level of educational development, and level of literacy and 
unemployment, among others.

ii. Also, attention should be drawn to the need to increase budget allocation 
to intellectual capital development of the nation and also to its major actors 
such as skilled workers in the primary, secondary, and tertiary education 
system, research and development institutes, and other organizations com-
mitted to research and education activities in the nation.
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iii. The governments and other providers of development programs should 
deem it fit to see to it that major programs provided to the nation have sig-
nificant impact on the nation and its development. To this end, there should 
be need for periodical review and assessments of such major programs to see 
how effective they are to the economy.

iv. Also, innovative policies addressing users’ needs that could create substantial 
impetus of the telecom industry on the Nigeria economy should be intro-
duced and provided so that the nation could enjoy the benefits of this sector 
with respect to development.

v. There should also be the need to increase employment in the nation, and the 
governments should encourage and provide access to business development and 
a better environment for both local and foreign investors in the Nigeria economy.

vi. To this end, special consideration should be given to the intellectual capital 
management of nations at macro level and hence should attract future 
research which could capture more variables of the ICM to observe how it 
has affected the attainment of SDGs in Nigeria. Also, other African countries 
can also embark on such research focus; hence, this could help Africa such as 
Nigeria to reposition their ICM for attainment of development strategies such 
as future SDGs.
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in Nigeria, there is a high propensity that Nigeria will eventually experience failure 
and setbacks in the attainment of recent SDGs, hence, lagging behind neighbor-
ing developing countries and developed countries who put into recognition and 
positioned their ICM for development. To this end, the study recommends that:

i. If Nigeria must rise above the present level of development and meet up with 
global development indices, there is need for the governments and policy 
makers to concentrate and seek strategies to provide policies that would 
enhance the intellectual capital of the nation such as the human develop-
ment index, level of educational development, and level of literacy and 
unemployment, among others.

ii. Also, attention should be drawn to the need to increase budget allocation 
to intellectual capital development of the nation and also to its major actors 
such as skilled workers in the primary, secondary, and tertiary education 
system, research and development institutes, and other organizations com-
mitted to research and education activities in the nation.
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iii. The governments and other providers of development programs should 
deem it fit to see to it that major programs provided to the nation have sig-
nificant impact on the nation and its development. To this end, there should 
be need for periodical review and assessments of such major programs to see 
how effective they are to the economy.

iv. Also, innovative policies addressing users’ needs that could create substantial 
impetus of the telecom industry on the Nigeria economy should be intro-
duced and provided so that the nation could enjoy the benefits of this sector 
with respect to development.

v. There should also be the need to increase employment in the nation, and the 
governments should encourage and provide access to business development and 
a better environment for both local and foreign investors in the Nigeria economy.

vi. To this end, special consideration should be given to the intellectual capital 
management of nations at macro level and hence should attract future 
research which could capture more variables of the ICM to observe how it 
has affected the attainment of SDGs in Nigeria. Also, other African countries 
can also embark on such research focus; hence, this could help Africa such as 
Nigeria to reposition their ICM for attainment of development strategies such 
as future SDGs.
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Chapter 4

Big Data and Strategy: Theoretical
Foundations and New
Opportunities
Mattew J. Mazzei and David Noble

Abstract

The digitization of products, processes, and business models—and the
corresponding explosion of big data—has led to an evolution within business orga-
nizations. Reaching far beyond information technology’s traditional role in business
strategy, the implications of this big data phenomenon are considered through an
exploration into what big data is, how it is currently being used by existing firms,
and how it factors into strategic thinking. As different organizational approaches
have developed toward big data, we use resource-based theory and organizational
learning as anchoring perspectives to link this phenomenon with traditional strate-
gic management. We also identify four avenues for future scholarship as the nature
of business moves increasingly digital.

Keywords: big data, strategy, theory, resource-based view, organizational learning

1. Introduction

The global digitization of products, processes, and business models is reshaping
the very nature of business. Entire industries are rapidly evolving as more firms
take advantage of increases in clicks, sensors, and technological innovation. Due to
advancing technological infrastructure and the advent of the so-called “Internet of
Things,” companies continue to innovate, finding new ways to capture and leverage
ever-expanding amounts of data. With storage costs becoming increasingly afford-
able and the lure of new (or fear of missed) opportunities, more and more firms are
integrating information technology (IT) planning into their strategic thinking.

Given these advances, firms are increasingly aware that every person (or device)
is a potential data generator. Consumers leave an extensive digital trail as they go
about their daily lives. Whether shopping for groceries or fashion, traveling on a daily
commute, or mulling around in their own home, individuals’ activities are generating
consumable data. Connected devices are also doing more to communicate with one
another, including the tracking and transfer of data to value chain partners.

In a similar manner, organizations have become information processors. They are
making considerable investments into analytic capabilities and data science talent to
exploit opportunities presented by digitization, seeking to create or capture value
and develop competitive advantage. In secrecy or in plain sight, organizations are
working diligently to obtain consumer data and attempting to interpret and apply it
to their strategic decision making [1].
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Big Data and Strategy: Theoretical
Foundations and New
Opportunities
Mattew J. Mazzei and David Noble

Abstract

The digitization of products, processes, and business models—and the
corresponding explosion of big data—has led to an evolution within business orga-
nizations. Reaching far beyond information technology’s traditional role in business
strategy, the implications of this big data phenomenon are considered through an
exploration into what big data is, how it is currently being used by existing firms,
and how it factors into strategic thinking. As different organizational approaches
have developed toward big data, we use resource-based theory and organizational
learning as anchoring perspectives to link this phenomenon with traditional strate-
gic management. We also identify four avenues for future scholarship as the nature
of business moves increasingly digital.

Keywords: big data, strategy, theory, resource-based view, organizational learning

1. Introduction
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consumable data. Connected devices are also doing more to communicate with one
another, including the tracking and transfer of data to value chain partners.

In a similar manner, organizations have become information processors. They are
making considerable investments into analytic capabilities and data science talent to
exploit opportunities presented by digitization, seeking to create or capture value
and develop competitive advantage. In secrecy or in plain sight, organizations are
working diligently to obtain consumer data and attempting to interpret and apply it
to their strategic decision making [1].
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The concept of “big data”—large data volumes generated and made available on
the internet and through current digital media ecosystems [2]—has heralded
increasing attention as having important implications for growth, profitability, and
survival. Strategy theorists and practitioners alike are currently struggling to
understand big data’s role in the digitization of business models and how big data
initiatives influence functional decisions within organizations, shape entirely new
markets, and establish unique new strategies for organizations that break down
traditional barriers of existing industries [3].

Executives across a multitude of industries are plunging resources into big data
projects with aims to better monitor, measure, and manage their businesses. These
strategic leaders are leveraging information to exploit current markets with incre-
mental innovations that influence marketing efforts, product selection, and opera-
tional processes. Yet a small number of organizations employ a different role for
data within their strategic approach. These firms recognize that information is at
the core of most modern radical innovations [4]; their approach is resulting in the
unforeseen entry into existing market spaces using innovative business models, the
creation of new markets, and the invalidation of long-standing assumptions in
traditional strategic thinking.

Scholars in the field of strategic management have an opportunity to play a
major role in developing an understanding of how the emergence of big data is
changing the nature of competition. Though the conversation has begun, manage-
ment scholars have yet to build theory around the role of big data in the world of
modern day corporate- and business-level strategy. As noted in recent research, big
data has the promise of bringing new theories and practices to the organizational
sciences, and is likely to play a central role in the development of new strategic
approaches to firm governance and leadership [5]. We add to this promising litera-
ture through an integrative perspective of familiar organizational theories while
triggering broader discussions for management research.

We identify theoretical foundations necessary for an examination of the emer-
gence of big data in strategic decision making through the lenses of resource-based
theory (RBT) and organizational learning. Informed by common characteristics
used to conceptualize big data, this framework focuses on different applications of
big data depending upon management’s aspirations as well as the development and
maturity of their organization’s infrastructure and capabilities (authenticity). The
result of such an approach is the realization that the field of strategy needs to be
flexible enough to accommodate a new understanding of the interplay among data,
technology, and strategy. As the economy turns increasingly digital, scholarship
must adapt to better explain new and unique phenomena of interest.

The primary objective for this work is to stimulate the research agenda sur-
rounding the integration of big data and corporate strategy. We aim to engage a
broad variety of management scholars via our contributions, spurring on new
theories and models to describe the disruption of value chains, supporting the
development and reconceptualization of successful outcomes in business, and
orchestrating linkages between business analytics methodologies and strategy
scholarship methods. While setting forth a theoretically grounded framework that
will allow strategy researchers to begin tackling important questions in the field, we
introduce components of the discussion that are heretofore absent in the manage-
ment literature and offer numerous avenues for future scholarship.

2. Background

The term “big data” is used to describe large, diverse, complex, and/or longitu-
dinal datasets generated from a variety of instruments, sensors, and/or
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computer-based transactions [6]. Big data applies to huge troves of raw data
(structured, semi-structured, and unstructured) that cannot be processed or ana-
lyzed using traditional methods or tools, leading to increasing challenges in how
value is to be extracted [7]. Though the origination of the term is still muddled and
under debate, the concept of big data has become a topic of great interest, often
under the assumption that it serves as a potential source for competitive advantage
in many industries [8].

To understand the evolution leading to the current era of big data, the founda-
tion lies in the development of database management and warehousing [9].
Collecting and storing mostly structured data in relational database management
systems was increasingly employed by organizations in the 1990s, with data mining
techniques and basic statistical analyses applied as a means to gain insight into
growing volumes of information. As the Internet gained prominence and wide-
spread use, more data collection and analytical research and development opportu-
nities were created, with new challenges of text and web analytics for unstructured
web content moving to the forefront [3, 9]. Social media forums, web logs, social
networking sites, and clickstream data logs created the means for businesses to treat
the market as a “conversation” between businesses and customers instead of the
traditional business-to-customer, one-way “marketing” [10]. The increasing num-
ber of mobile connected devices and other sensor-based, Internet-enabled gadgets
are pushing analytical capabilities even further, trapping organizations in a race to
adapt to the challenges in collecting, processing, analyzing, and visualizing such
large-scale and fluid mobile and sensor data [9]. The compilation and advancement
of these technological innovations are increasing organizational competencies,
defining new sources of competitive advantage, transforming business models, and
opening new windows of entrepreneurial opportunity.

Under the promise of innovation and operational efficiency, big data invest-
ments have exploded at major corporations. With McKinsey Global Institute [11]
predicting significant benefits to individual industries (e.g., a $300 billion annual
impact to the U.S. healthcare industry alone, 60 percent increases in operating
margin for U.S. retailers), a considerable and consistent flow of resources into big
data projects is expected to continue in the coming decade. Despite noted challenges
facing firms with regard to technological advances [12]—or perhaps because of
them—a thriving industry has emerged that specializes in the capture, storage,
analysis, and interpretation of big data. Niche firms are building platforms and
proprietary software to serve clients in both public and private sectors, offering
analytic tools and capabilities unable to be matched in-house. Also of note, data-
related research centers are springing up at universities across the globe. Nine figure
investments in data science programs are becoming commonplace as universities
seek new knowledge and aim to produce students with skills sought by an increas-
ing number of organizations. To date, much of the knowledge of the big data
phenomenon has been derived by data scientists in both corporate and academic
environments through an exploration of essential big data attributes, which have
come to be known as the “Vs” of big data.

2.1 The “Vs”of big data

Early conceptualizations of big data were built around three central characteris-
tics: volume, velocity, and variety [13]. Volume represents the “big” in big data. The
sheer volume of data is exploding, with some organizations collecting as much as a
terabyte of data each and every hour, every single day [7]. With societal trends
toward social media and remarkable advancements in technology, partnered with
decreasing storage costs that have made it more economically feasible to manage,
data volume is likely to continue rising. The second core element, velocity, deals
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tion lies in the development of database management and warehousing [9].
Collecting and storing mostly structured data in relational database management
systems was increasingly employed by organizations in the 1990s, with data mining
techniques and basic statistical analyses applied as a means to gain insight into
growing volumes of information. As the Internet gained prominence and wide-
spread use, more data collection and analytical research and development opportu-
nities were created, with new challenges of text and web analytics for unstructured
web content moving to the forefront [3, 9]. Social media forums, web logs, social
networking sites, and clickstream data logs created the means for businesses to treat
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ber of mobile connected devices and other sensor-based, Internet-enabled gadgets
are pushing analytical capabilities even further, trapping organizations in a race to
adapt to the challenges in collecting, processing, analyzing, and visualizing such
large-scale and fluid mobile and sensor data [9]. The compilation and advancement
of these technological innovations are increasing organizational competencies,
defining new sources of competitive advantage, transforming business models, and
opening new windows of entrepreneurial opportunity.

Under the promise of innovation and operational efficiency, big data invest-
ments have exploded at major corporations. With McKinsey Global Institute [11]
predicting significant benefits to individual industries (e.g., a $300 billion annual
impact to the U.S. healthcare industry alone, 60 percent increases in operating
margin for U.S. retailers), a considerable and consistent flow of resources into big
data projects is expected to continue in the coming decade. Despite noted challenges
facing firms with regard to technological advances [12]—or perhaps because of
them—a thriving industry has emerged that specializes in the capture, storage,
analysis, and interpretation of big data. Niche firms are building platforms and
proprietary software to serve clients in both public and private sectors, offering
analytic tools and capabilities unable to be matched in-house. Also of note, data-
related research centers are springing up at universities across the globe. Nine figure
investments in data science programs are becoming commonplace as universities
seek new knowledge and aim to produce students with skills sought by an increas-
ing number of organizations. To date, much of the knowledge of the big data
phenomenon has been derived by data scientists in both corporate and academic
environments through an exploration of essential big data attributes, which have
come to be known as the “Vs” of big data.

2.1 The “Vs”of big data

Early conceptualizations of big data were built around three central characteris-
tics: volume, velocity, and variety [13]. Volume represents the “big” in big data. The
sheer volume of data is exploding, with some organizations collecting as much as a
terabyte of data each and every hour, every single day [7]. With societal trends
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with the rate at which the data arrives, is stored, and retrieved for processing. With
more sensors available, the growing introduction of connected devices, and an ever-
rising number of codified transactions occurring globally, we are seeing increasing
speed in data flow [14]. With technological advancements allowing for the tracking
of data in a multitude of mediums, we are also seeing changes in the variety of the
data. Beyond traditional numeric data, we are now seeing raw, semi-structured, and
unstructured data sourced from web pages, web log files, search indexes, social
media forums, email, documents, sensor data, images, video footage, GPS signals,
and many other outlets [7, 15].

As the big data phenomenon has evolved to include the identification of addi-
tional characteristics of consequence, researchers have suggested several more “Vs”
as fundamental to the discussion. There is growing consensus to include the veracity
of data as a relevant characteristic. Veracity relates to data quality [6, 8], with some
segregating data quality into separate dimensions for timeliness, accuracy, consis-
tency, and completeness [16]. Others have distinguished consistency as its own
characteristic, choosing to deal with the changing nature of data as an issue of
variability [17]. In this light, the definition or meaning of data is changing, as
evolving forms of media (e.g., blogs, social media, and video) have created new
challenges in collecting, codifying, and storing unstructured data.

In a similar notion, some have argued that the relevance of data is another
important factor. Such relevance, or viability, concerns the possibility of the data to
be analyzed in a manner to make it decision-relevant for the firm, i.e., that data
selected for analysis is likely to predict outcomes of consequence to the organization
[18, 19]. Similarly, visualization also has been brought forth and defined as a poten-
tially significant characteristic. Visualization refers to making data comprehensible
in a manner that is easily understandable [17].

A final element that is receiving increasing attention, and proves most interest-
ing from a strategic perspective, is the value of big data [6, 17, 20]. In essence, this
factor is about how data can be leveraged for benefit in the form of financial gain or
some other outcome of organizational import, such as operational efficiency or
knowledge creation. The propensity of certain data to be used in solving operational
challenges and increasing effectiveness of an organization significantly impacts its
value to the focal firm. Though, while proprietary data may in and of itself provide
value (for consumption or to be sold), the interaction with analytical tools and
capabilities allows data to become increasingly useful and valuable [21]. Table 1
summarizes these eight common Vs described in the big data literature.

Though these individual elements are still being disputed as to their specific
validity, there is little debate as to the growing influence big data is having on and

Table 1.
Eight common Vs of big data.
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within organizations today. Ubiquitous conversation and escalating investments
signal the current and future importance of big data in shaping strategic thought
and direction in organizations [22].

2.2 The evolving influence of big data on corporate strategy

Nearly every industry has made or is making substantial investments in big data.
Despite this increasing emphasis, corporate decision makers are often left discon-
nected from the exact value proposition from big data investments in their strategic
decision making. As such, the role of technology, data, information, and knowledge
officers in corporate strategic decisions continues to evolve [23, 24]. Standards and
best practices have not yet been formed, leading decision-makers to seek guidance
wherever possible.

Though data-driven business models are still evolving and somewhat unproven,
research suggests that IT capabilities positively influence firm performance [25].
More specific to our line of inquiry, a recent study found that organizations that
claim to have achieved a competitive advantage through their data analytic capa-
bilities are over two times more likely to substantially outperform their industry
peers [26]. This same study determined that top performing firms were twice as
likely to use insights gleaned from big data analytics to guide day-to-day operations
and twice as likely to use analytics to guide future strategies.

Such findings would suggest that firms might take different approaches to their
big data strategies and seek value through different means and ends [27]. Many,
likely most, firms in the new digital economy are currently focused on solving
traditional problems in traditional markets with new and creative solutions using
big data analytics. These firms are seeking innovations to improve day-to-day
decision-making, drawing technology resources out of a centralized IT department
and distributing them throughout other value chain functions [28]. Marketing,
procurement, inventory management, operations, and customer service operate
more efficiently and effectively through various product and process innovations,
all driven by information generated by big data investments. As an example, retail
companies are utilizing digitized marketing analytics to deliver more effective
advertising, incremental product improvements, and increasing rates of customer
acquisition and retention. Similar improvements are being made in nearly every
industry.

Scholarly works, practitioner manuscripts, and private sector whitepapers
describe an evolving competitive landscape and would also suggest that another
subset of firms has emerged [11, 27, 29, 30]. These organizations have adopted a
data-driven, information-centric focus that subsumes all aspects and decisions for
their firm, including measuring how successful certain projects are beyond profit-
ability. Such emphasis has allowed these firms to build extraordinary data stocks
and data flows. Access to inordinate amounts of data increases opportunities for
learning, transforming new knowledge and ideas into fresh opportunities for
exploration, often outside traditional markets. These learning organizations build
ecosystems with constantly increasing data flows, developing advanced technical
and analytic capabilities and tools along the way, which can be leveraged as they
compete with traditional competitors and diversify into new markets.

3. Theoretical foundations

As major corporations, hedge funds, and entrepreneurs are struggling with the
emergence of big data, academicians continue working to understand its role in
business, the inputs and outputs of big data, and how big data projects are best
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within organizations today. Ubiquitous conversation and escalating investments
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big data analytics. These firms are seeking innovations to improve day-to-day
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and distributing them throughout other value chain functions [28]. Marketing,
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their firm, including measuring how successful certain projects are beyond profit-
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and data flows. Access to inordinate amounts of data increases opportunities for
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exploration, often outside traditional markets. These learning organizations build
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and analytic capabilities and tools along the way, which can be leveraged as they
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executed. While active research streams have developed in the information systems
(e.g., [31]) and supply chain (e.g., [16]) literatures, there has been a paucity of
contributions from the management field [5], and more specifically the field of
strategic management. Most contributions to date have been through consulting
white papers (e.g., McKinsey, Oracle, and EY) and practitioner-oriented outlets
(e.g., [15, 30]). Hence, there is a need for strategy scholars to develop theoretical
approaches to better comprehend how big data is shaping strategic decision making
and at the core of novel business models that challenge traditional strategic con-
ceptualizations.

Drawing upon the influential Vs of big data vernacular, we move to ground the
big data phenomenon in accepted strategic management theory. Recognizing cur-
rent practices by a wide variety of firms, we arrive at two long-standing theoretical
lenses: RBT and organizational learning. Witnessing a vast majority of organizations
employing analytics within functional areas of their firm in an effort to achieve
sustainable competitive advantage, we draw upon RBT. Noting the organizational
philosophies adopted by the minority of firms with truly advanced analytic
capabilities, we also recognize the contributions of the organizational learning
perspective.

3.1 Resource-based theory and the big data phenomenon

Much of the practitioner-based literature focuses on increasing efficiency and
effectiveness in existing markets, and is therefore best viewed through the lens of
RBT. Following traditional RBT principles—and with an assumption of resource
heterogeneity across competitors—a firm’s data stocks (in particular, their proprie-
tary data stocks) are conceptualized as being valuable, rare, difficult to imitate, and
nonsubstitutable (i.e., VRIN), and therefore a potential source of advantage relative
to competitors [8, 32, 33]. More compelling to RBT arguments are the ability of
firms to bundle data resources with analytic capabilities and strategic decision
making. The significance of data increases immensely when combined with the
dynamic capabilities of a firm that maximize its ability to extract and apply knowl-
edge and insight from the data to the exploitation of business models [34].

Consistent with traditional tenets of RBT, mounting research into opportunities
presented through big data initiatives in most every sector would seem to imply
considerable value potential [11]. Market conditions exist for the buying and selling
of data as well as analytical services, signaling a more definitive value [35]. Further,
the proprietary nature of any data stocks or capabilities would suggest a level of
rareness. Firms without similar capabilities or infrastructure might also find it
extremely costly and difficult to imitate. Finally, empirical research into the linkage
between big data, IT capabilities, and firm performance (e.g., [26]) would seem to
infer that a reliance on instinctual decision making is no longer substitutable for
data-driven strategic and operational planning.

Given the above characteristics, big data and the complementary capabilities
associated with handling, analyzing, and applying massive amounts of data can
serve as a means for achieving and sustaining competitive advantage. Managers at a
significant number of firms are making investments in capabilities that allow them
to use big data to generate deeper business insights and optimize existing processes.
These firms are typically focused on creating and exploiting advantages in current
markets, seeking resolution to traditional problems that have plagued their opera-
tions in the quest for profitability. For example, Capital One has used big data to
better evaluate consumer spending patterns and connect with individualized con-
sumer needs. Their efforts have led to new customized programming, while also
helping to manage repayment risk [36]. Similarly, Progressive Insurance has
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improved its ability to identify hazardous driving behavior through the use of real-
time analytics derived from in-vehicle telecommunications devices [37]. Seeking
similar knowledge advances, Coca-Cola has used big data to improve supply chain
and innovation. Using Freestyle fountain platforms, the company captures data on
geographic and time-related consumption, innovative new flavor mixtures, and
inventory replenishment [38].

Through these examples, big data can be viewed as an extension of business
intelligence and analytics, enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of existing
functional competencies and fitting with established practices in the use of tech-
nology [31]. Such a vision is not using data or advanced analytics to alter strategy,
but rather to better execute a chosen strategy. Inasmuch, the relevant data is
selected based on a strategy, particular measurements are defined and driven by the
strategy, and results allow for organizational leaders to better monitor and control
on the basis of the strategy.

Nevertheless, increases in technology, online activity, and mobile computing
have led more firms to engage in efforts to secure proprietary data through big data
initiatives. These mimetic responses would seem to suggest that firm-specific
advantages related to data stocks are, over time, decreasingly sustainable (i.e.,
diminishing in value and scarcity) [3]. However, a subset of firms with leading
analytic capabilities have shifted focus beyond existing capabilities, adopting a
more dynamic approach that is changing the nature of business, with impacts
evident across multiple types of innovation (e.g., product, process, business
model), supply chain management, and diversification. The firms have become
increasingly focused on data flows rather than data stocks [28], with an aim for
continuous learning. These firms are not beyond using data to exploit existing
competencies in traditional markets, but are persistently seeking to learn from new
data flows and willing to explore new markets [39]. As such, we now look at the
influences of organizational learning on the phenomenon of interest.

3.2 Organizational learning and the big data phenomenon

Organizational learning has been applied broadly across management litera-
tures, though definitional consensus remains elusive [40]. Because we are looking at
organization-level innovation and strategic renewal within the context of a general
movement toward big data, our arguments most closely align with those by Crossan
and colleagues [41]. Relying on premises brought forth by March [39], these
authors state that renewal requires that organizations explore and learn new ways
while concurrently exploiting what they have already learned. From this perspec-
tive, they promote a framework of four subprocesses: intuiting, interpreting, inte-
grating, and institutionalizing. In short, intuiting is the recognition of patterns and/
or possibilities; interpreting is the explanation of an insight or idea; integrating is
the process of developing a shared understanding among individuals and taking
coordinated action, and institutionalizing is the process of ensuring that routinized
actions occur.

While the work by Crossan and colleagues argues for a multi-level framework—
involving individuals, groups, and the organization itself—we see increasing
potential for the collapsing of this framework through advances in technology
attributable to the big data phenomenon. With artificial intelligence and machine
learning, patterns and possibilities are now being recognized through analytics and
coding rather than through individuals’ personal experiences. Big data allows for
this process of intuiting to occur not through one individual’s experiences, but
rather through mass analysis of tremendous volumes and variety of data. Interpre-
tation is simplified through data visualization tools common in firms with a mature
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executed. While active research streams have developed in the information systems
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or possibilities; interpreting is the explanation of an insight or idea; integrating is
the process of developing a shared understanding among individuals and taking
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actions occur.

While the work by Crossan and colleagues argues for a multi-level framework—
involving individuals, groups, and the organization itself—we see increasing
potential for the collapsing of this framework through advances in technology
attributable to the big data phenomenon. With artificial intelligence and machine
learning, patterns and possibilities are now being recognized through analytics and
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understanding and application of big data analytics. Though the integration of
knowledge across organizational lines still requires entrepreneurial thinking,
visionary leadership, and organizational buy-in across groups, this is simplified if an
analytical mindset is embraced within the firm.

Complementary scholarship within this literature stream focuses on specific
elements of organizational learning, such as knowledge creation/acquisition and
knowledge transfer/distribution [40]. Organizational knowledge is created
through a continuous dialog between tacit and explicit knowledge [42], and amidst
a balance between search and experimentation and the contrary activities of
refinement and execution [39]. As such, knowledge acquisition occurs through a
process of learning from experience and the recording or probing for information
about the organization’s environment or performance [40]. Learning is leveraged
further when knowledge is transferred to more of an organization’s components,
who are also afforded mechanisms to enhance the ability, motivation, and oppor-
tunity to recognize that knowledge as potentially useful [43]. Hence, due to the
complexities and difficulty in instituting or imitating, the creation and effective
transfer of knowledge internally stand as a potential basis for competitive
advantage [44].

With this understanding of knowledge management capabilities, it is easy to
infer that RBT is encompassed within an organizational learning framework.
While new knowledge is developed by individuals (and, increasingly, through
technology), organizations (and their strategic leaders) play a critical role in
articulating and amplifying that knowledge [42]. Advanced technical capabilities,
ever-expanding data stocks, and excessively large financial coffers serve as
resources that allow learning organizations to eschew established competencies and
circumvent traditional industry boundaries and barriers to entry [27]. For example,
Alphabet (nee Google) continues to explore and diversify into new markets,
expanding well beyond web search and advertising as they seek to capture new data
and knowledge [45]. Apple and Amazon are other well-recognized companies also
focused on advancing ecosystems, new markets, and the development of analytical
and learning capabilities [46]. Leaders at these organizations cultivate a growth
mindset and entrepreneurial culture, embracing new technologies and tolerating
risk in the pursuit of new knowledge that can push the organization forward in new
and unforeseen ways. Exploration and exploitation decisions in these organizations
are not solely predicated on profitability; instead, these firms are concerned with
enhancing data flows, with the intent to develop innovative service modules that
can be easily combined with existing platforms to execute increasing levels of
service [8].

In essence, the focus on data flows presents opportunities for learning
organizations to build dynamic capabilities through the extension of digital
ecosystems, finding new ways to digitize and monetize evolving products and
services. Strategic decisions on new product and service offerings are made based
upon the potential for human capital development, multiplicative and exponential
learning, and an expanding ecosystem of consumer influence. Organizations
embracing a learning perspective view data not only as an available resource to be
exploited for improving existing value chains, but also anticipate the untapped
value of data, seeing unique sources from which to collect new data. They envision
how that data can be used to gain novel and original knowledge and explore new
markets and opportunities for future business endeavors [47]. From this synopsis,
we now move on to an exploration for how the characteristics of big data can
be interpreted through the theoretical lenses offered by RBT and organizational
learning.
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4. Viewing the Vs through RBT and organizational learning

Reflecting upon the Vs customarily espoused within the big data literature,
volume, variety, and velocity are seen as primary drivers. Access to more (and more
diverse) data, generated at ever-increasing speeds, directly effects a firm’s ability to
make decisions and allows it to increase its competitiveness versus firms without
access to similar data stocks. Firms actively employing a data-driven strategy
require significant investment in data collection and storage capabilities, as well as
the development of improved analytics to handle the large, diverse, and complex
datasets. Due to the nature of volume, variety, and velocity aspects, an investment
must be made in the development of necessary infrastructure. Such a commitment
of resources (e.g., human capital, financial capital, technological capital), properly
deployed, leads to a level of efficiency and greater predictive and analytic capabil-
ities in order to exploit advantages relative to firms without similar investments.

Firms focused on the enhancement of existing capabilities (i.e., a resource-based
orientation) build such infrastructure and capabilities as to seek improvement in
solving existing problems. It is also reasonable that these firms may outsource some
or all of the infrastructure or analytic capabilities to strategic partners who have
greater strengths and/or efficiencies in big data-related tasks, still working to
accomplish the same goals for the focal firm. Regardless, these big data initiatives,
whether outsourced or in-house, are typically localized to functional areas, creating
successes to definitive and specific challenges but not sharing them across business
units or divisions.

In a similar fashion, firms with a learning-based orientation strive for gains in
efficiency and traditional value chain improvements. However, this group of firms
tend to stretch their commitments into human, financial, and technical (and,
increasingly, social) capital to greater heights. Substantial investments in building
immense data storage warehouses, intra- and inter-firm networks, computing
power, and analytic capabilities are warranted, with a continuous push toward
increasing and diversifying data inputs [28]. While there is value in focusing efforts
and big data innovations within specific value chain activities, true strategic impact
can only happen with management having a holistic view of the digital threats and
opportunities as well as associates buying in to an overall vision for how big data can
reshape the firm and its competitive landscape [48]. The learning mindset and big
data aspirations embraced by these firms allow for increasing abilities to search for
new product or market opportunities in non-traditional spaces. Rather than simply
looking for greater volume, variety, or velocity with big data investments, decisions
by learning organizations are based upon the belief that greater data flows will
translate to increased veracity, variability, viability, visualization, and value of data
stocks. Accordingly, an expanded view of the Vs becomes increasingly relevant as
the resource-based and learning perspectives are contrasted. Because firms with a
resource-based orientation are focused on exploiting advantages primarily in cur-
rent markets, the remaining Vs are viewed in light of this limitation.

Data veracity is important for firms with a resource-based orientation due to the
fact of working with traditional metrics and processes. They need to trust the
quality of the data in order to follow through and make the gains in productivity
and profitability they are seeking, but are limited by their own aspirations and
through their ability to monitor, analyze, and control based upon their data collec-
tion and analysis. Because their chosen corporate- and business-level strategy pre-
determines the data and metrics of interest, resource-focused firms proceed
without the benefit of viewing the potential of enhanced data stocks and data flows.
In much the same way, data variability can often be overlooked by firms with a
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expanding well beyond web search and advertising as they seek to capture new data
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focused on advancing ecosystems, new markets, and the development of analytical
and learning capabilities [46]. Leaders at these organizations cultivate a growth
mindset and entrepreneurial culture, embracing new technologies and tolerating
risk in the pursuit of new knowledge that can push the organization forward in new
and unforeseen ways. Exploration and exploitation decisions in these organizations
are not solely predicated on profitability; instead, these firms are concerned with
enhancing data flows, with the intent to develop innovative service modules that
can be easily combined with existing platforms to execute increasing levels of
service [8].

In essence, the focus on data flows presents opportunities for learning
organizations to build dynamic capabilities through the extension of digital
ecosystems, finding new ways to digitize and monetize evolving products and
services. Strategic decisions on new product and service offerings are made based
upon the potential for human capital development, multiplicative and exponential
learning, and an expanding ecosystem of consumer influence. Organizations
embracing a learning perspective view data not only as an available resource to be
exploited for improving existing value chains, but also anticipate the untapped
value of data, seeing unique sources from which to collect new data. They envision
how that data can be used to gain novel and original knowledge and explore new
markets and opportunities for future business endeavors [47]. From this synopsis,
we now move on to an exploration for how the characteristics of big data can
be interpreted through the theoretical lenses offered by RBT and organizational
learning.
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data aspirations embraced by these firms allow for increasing abilities to search for
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looking for greater volume, variety, or velocity with big data investments, decisions
by learning organizations are based upon the belief that greater data flows will
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the resource-based and learning perspectives are contrasted. Because firms with a
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quality of the data in order to follow through and make the gains in productivity
and profitability they are seeking, but are limited by their own aspirations and
through their ability to monitor, analyze, and control based upon their data collec-
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resource-based orientation, due to discretionary bias and dominant logics confining
the firm to rigidities in traditional proprietary thinking. These firms are focused on
existing value chain processes and metrics, and are therefore looking for and
expecting consistency in their data to be measured and tracked over time to gauge
improvements.

Awareness of data quality and data evolution is critically important to learning
organizations, as it affords these firms unique perspective on opportunities to
engage in ever-expanding data flows. As learning organizations are open to new
opportunities and strategic renewal based upon their understanding of the data, it is
incredibly important that they develop a level of comfort with the data and its
sources because of the time-conscious decisions and indelible investments that
follow. Even though these firms are more willing to take data-related risks, because
of the sheer volume of data amassed through their ever-increasing data stocks and
data flows, they are able to quickly make assessments in data quality. Their quest to
increase data flows also comes with an expectation that the data will change over
time, both in its source and its meaning, and so the firm develops capabilities
around adapting and learning from these changes in order to parlay them into new
business opportunities. Heightened alertness and responsiveness to the quality and
changing nature of data contribute to the development of better organizational
capabilities that identify trends in a broad array of markets, progressively monetiz-
ing data resources via entry into new markets as they extend analytic and predictive
capabilities often ignored or underdeveloped by traditional firms [8].

The viability and visualization of data is also limited in firms with resource-
based orientations due to contextual factors, as situational analyses are hindered
by conventional views of the organization and their markets. In reality, this is
restricted by the abilities of senior leadership to see its importance [49] and to
break down data silos within the firm [48, 50]. The data is discernably relevant
for decision-making purposes because prior decisions on strategy dictate what is to
be captured, collected, and analyzed. While tools to help visualize trends in the
data prove helpful, it is only for the function of addressing previously
determined metrics.

Conversely, in learning-oriented firms, leaders direct their resources to collect
data from many data flows, making it more challenging to determine relevance.
However, capabilities are developed within these firms to help identify, interpret,
and predict new opportunities, even those potentially outside traditional markets.
Such efforts may require the learning or development of novel or unfamiliar met-
rics. It should not be construed that these learning organizations are blindly looking
for data and opportunities anywhere and everywhere; there are still likely to be
well-defined social, industrial, or organizational challenges that are being pursued.
It is simply that the learning orientation of these firms allows them to capture and
look at far-reaching data to find the most accurate and data-supported solutions,
even if it means developing new and diverse perspectives and taking risks in
diversifying to new markets that offer the potential for tremendous pay off [51]. It
is in this way that deft visualization actually helps management see the viability of
certain data, and organizations are not left to stand solely on the instinctual
decision-making of organizational leaders.

Beyond all of the other Vs, it is paramount, of course, that firms actively
engaged in data-driven decision making are also seeking and receiving value from
their investments in big data initiatives. Resource-centric firms create value from
big data through better business decisions that improve and exploit traditional
capabilities. They learn to increase the efficiency of employees, improve inventory
logistics for suppliers and distribution, and better service their customers. To some
degree then, the value through a resource-oriented approach is concentrated on the
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Table 2.
How the eight Vs of big data impact digital business strategy based upon firm orientation.
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improved relationships with key stakeholders. Such relationships can be recognized
and measured through a variety of financial and operational metrics likely already
in service throughout an industry.

For the learning-oriented firm, value is captured through the development of
knowledge and dynamic capabilities to recognize, learn from, and act on large
socio-cultural patterns, often with such scale as to offset traditional competitive
forces in the creation, entrance, and/or development of new markets or industries
with innovative business models. They are able to effectively integrate and dissem-
inate new knowledge across organizational silos to drive further innovation and
entrepreneurship. Their business models look to expand existing lines of business,
building an increasing ecosystem of services that benefit customers and build brand
loyalty [30]. Accordingly, these learning organizations follow a pattern that not
only builds what they know into their business models, but also incorporates a
means to facilitate learning while relentlessly increasing the data gap over
competitors. Despite these benefits, it is still evident that most industries still have
not even scratched the surface of realizing the potential value of big data and
analytics [11, 52].

Table 2 summarizes how the Vs commonly attributed to big data influence
firms resource- and learning-based orientations when employing digital business
strategies. Figure 1 offers a visual to further describe how these orientations are
staged across organizations.

5. Future management scholarship and the big data phenomenon

Digitization and the increasing value of big data analytics have led to a global
disruption of immense proportions, similar to what was experienced during the
industrial revolution. Business models and strategic thinking are changing as a
result. Communication and computing technologies have developed so radically
over the last 20 years that it is easy to forget we are living in an entirely new world.
Decades ago, computers sat in rooms and on desktops, not in the palm of one’s
hand. Inboxes sat on desks, rather than residing in software. Data processing was a
long, expensive, and arduous task. Accordingly, the context in which we conduct

Figure 1.
Visualizing RBT and OL in Digital Strategy.
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organizational research—and even how such research is conducted [5]—needs to
change. What is more, it seems imperative to reflect and examine whether existing
frameworks, variables, and measurements are still relevant in today’s digitalized
business environment. Through such reflection, the evidence of earlier paradigms—
specifically the important role that RBT plays—in today’s digital era and the rela-
tionship with organizational learning is apparent. Yet scholars are now presented
with an opportunity to conduct a renewed examination of how technology interacts
with strategy. Although leaders of the field have iterated a call for research and
theory development in this area, significant movement has lagged. To assist in the
advancement toward this end, we present a number of avenues to begin addressing
these gaps, not only in strategy, but across the field of management.

5.1 Avenue A: theoretical development across management

Through this paper, we extend theoretical development by looking at how the
big data phenomenon is interacting with RBT and organizational learning in new
and novel ways. These are overtly and perceptibly not the only theoretical under-
pinnings found within the big data phenomenon, nor are they the only ones that
may be challenged by the changing competitive landscape. As such, scholars have
an exceptional opportunity to identify unique applications for existing theories,
create new proposed boundary conditions across the field of management, or
develop novel theoretical frameworks and extensions, such as in the domains of
strategy, entrepreneurship, or human resources.

We make the case to further develop theory around existing streams of research
in the extant knowledge creation, knowledge management, and exploration/exploi-
tation literatures. The likelihood that management theories are universally true
across all periods of time, contextual situations, and especially after radical innova-
tions have been brought forth to the market is highly unlikely. It is our contention
that when the assumptions used in developing theory are challenged by existing
realities of the world, the management field should reconsider “what it knows” and
look at its theories to drive forward more relevant understandings of the world. This
is not to suggest that traditional theories of management will be invalidated. Rather,
it is necessary to revisit paradigms, challenge assumptions, and explore alternative
explanations. The digitization of business models, fueled by the big data phenome-
non, is a massive economic transformation; therefore, a new and concerted effort to
look at the underlying theories of our respective fields should be considered at this
time.

5.2 Avenue B: investigating antecedents to data- and analytic-related
capabilities

Beyond applying theory to better understand the nature of organizational deci-
sion making in the era of big data, it is imperative to explore the context and
antecedents that allowed these organizations to leverage data and analytics for
competitive advantage. What is it that allows for firms to transition into data-savvy
organizations? Are there characteristics or nuances that propel firms and allow for
the transformation into learning organizations? Externally, are their environmental
factors that specifically trigger such adaptation?

Undoubtedly, we see application for traditional explanations such as visionary
leadership, organizational culture, strategic resource heterogeneity, and environ-
mental hostility. Yet scholarly examination should better explore the true
characteristics and environmental stressors that elicit impactful organizational
change that increases data and analytic capabilities. Tracking firms globally and
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Figure 1.
Visualizing RBT and OL in Digital Strategy.
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longitudinally—through both qualitative and quantitative investigation—is neces-
sary to properly uncover specifics about firms developing competitive advantage
through a combination of big data analytics and strategic thinking. Are CEOs
business school educated or do they have STEM (science, technology, engineering,
and/or mathematics) backgrounds? Do they have brief or extended tenures in their
organization? Were they founders? How was culture characterized before the shift,
or was analytics core to the identity of the firm from inception? What was the
nature of the industry cycle? Were resources plentiful in the environment? Was the
company an industry leader, or falling behind? Were there disruptive innovations
occurring (beyond digitization)? There is ample room for discovery of these and
many more aspects to better understand the full scope of big data’s impact on
organizations.

5.3 Avenue C: reconsidering outcomes and consequences

Big data’s emergence, in combination with disruptive business model innova-
tions, has created an opportunity to reconceptualize organizational performance.
Industry no longer uses a simple measure of profitability or traditional financial
ratios, as success now relates to quantities of users on platforms, the richness of data
flows, the collection of data stocks, or the knowledge created through the business
activity. If we reconceptualize organizational performance more holistically, how
does that open the definition of competitive advantage up to include the realities of
a new contextual business environment?

Without understanding how senior management at digital-savvy firms perceive
performance with regard to certain offerings, our current measurements may not
allow us to properly test the hypothetical connections and theories that the big data
phenomenon allows us to predict. Deep dive qualitative studies and case analyses
surrounding digital transformations, as well as companies that have been founded
digital, should be conducted to examine how these firms measure success. Addi-
tionally, companies that are founded and run by technological or analytical leaders
should be more intimately compared and contrasted with companies founded and
run by traditional operational management to better understand the underlying
differences and subsequent impact on performance.

5.4 Avenue D: refining and specifying the measurement of variables

The uses and application of big data have so thoroughly transformed methods
and processes in the business environment that it is now necessary to not only
reconceptualize theory, but also transform how we measure and model behavior,
whether at the firm, meso-, or microlevel [5]. In the previous section, the change in
how firms define desirable business outcomes was discussed, but future research
will derive additional value when firm-level performance is measured in a manner
that brings together the divergent ways that firm performance is now viewed by
learning-oriented firms.

The same novel tools and data stocks that have digitized businesses can also be
used for the qualitative testing of management theories. Therefore, macro level
constructs that relied on poor proxies (or simply were unable to be measured) could
come within scholars’ range as they begin to open their perspectives to how busi-
ness is conducted, what data stocks and flows are generated, and how they could
capture them anonymously. Relying on changes in strategic human resource ana-
lytics capabilities in firms to create and predict behaviors will significantly impact
our ability to understand organizational phenomenon beyond current
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methodologies. Learning-organizations have large scale human resource analytics
capabilities developed through the recruitment of Ph.D.-level employees and
research fellows. For insight into this, we need not look further than the great
interest of managers, scholars, and students in Google’s people analytics, where HR
professionals work hand-in-hand with organizational scientists to identify the most
effective fact-based solutions, rather than relying on individual experience and
debate.

More precise measurements in management are not only important from the
perspective of the scholar hoping to create new knowledge, but also as a means to
better understand both the phenomena of big data and, more generally, organiza-
tional entities. This translates into better research, teaching, and practice of busi-
ness strategy and management. As scholars are able to more precisely measure what
it is they are defining, the insight gained from research increases by magnitudes in
its translation into teaching and practice, resulting in an important reconnection to
the community, where business scholarship has strayed over the last several of
decades. We believe that the big data being collected en masse by today’s firms will
be the scholar’s playground tomorrow if the field positions itself to advance the
practice as well as the theory of organizations. The big data phenomenon has the
potential to bring organizational science back to life in a way that should be exciting
to a diverse group of individuals, including future scholars.

6. Conclusion

The link between the firm’s IT and competitive advantage has long been
discussed in the literature (e.g., [53–55]), but we proffer that technological
resources and capabilities are now dictating which strategic approach a firm can and
will take to the market [27]. How firms choose to explore new markets is not done
through traditional strategic planning, but instead evolves through opportunity
recognition based largely upon information gleaned from consistently analyzing
more and richer data flows and stocks. The emphasis on data and data analytics as
strategically important to a firm’s success has the potential to contribute to impor-
tant developments in understanding organizations in a world where digital is rap-
idly overtaking traditional business models. While there is the possibility for
considerable debate over whether big data practices can provide a sustainable
competitive advantage, arguments can be made that continued advancements and
innovation in infrastructure, analytical capabilities, and organizational processes
will leave plenty of opportunity for proactive firms. What is more, while individual
data stocks may be imitable, bundles that include proprietary data, dynamic data
analytic capabilities, effective strategic decision making, and an entrepreneurial
spirit will likely remain unique to a particular firm and translate into the creation of
new knowledge and ambidextrous execution (i.e., both exploiting existing markets
and exploring new opportunities).

Reinvestigating the interplay between technology and organizational strategy is
needed, as big data is likely to play a role in changing the landscape of social and
economic policy and research [5]. As such, the importance of beginning this line of
study within the strategy literature is imperative. Closing the gap between tradi-
tional strategic thinking and how strategy is currently employed in superior
performing firms will test the ability of the field to match management theory with
reality. In doing so, scholars can erase the perceived naiveté surrounding manage-
ment theories and demonstrate the complexity witnessed in the real world through
contemporary and meaningful scholarship [56].
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economic policy and research [5]. As such, the importance of beginning this line of
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Chapter 5

Underlying Forces of 
Organisational Control on 
Administrative Behavioural 
Theoretical Insights
Kofi A. Boateng

Abstract

Control, for a long time, has been a constitutive aspect of organisational sociol-
ogy. However, much of the scholarly account on the concept has overlooked a criti-
cal character of discretion in organisational discourse. By meticulous application of 
Herbert Simon’s theory of administrative behaviour, this theoretical piece reveals 
the interesting dynamics of organisational control to bring the enduring signifi-
cance of discretion in the control of subordinates at work. The analysis draws on the 
idea that control is not merely about the predetermination of goals that are achieved 
at the lower level. In views of this, the research advances a primary conceptualisa-
tion of control as double-edged model, adding the application of discretion that, 
occasionally, makes subordinates lead and encourage vital control practices that 
drive the life of the organisation.

Keywords: control, rationality, authority, training, organisational loyalty

1. Introduction

Instances of organisational control exist in varied manifestations [1, 2], and 
its appreciation in view of mediated interaction [3] can be driven by a motely of 
underlying themes in administrative behavioural analytical perspectives. However, 
scholarly views on control in terms of administrative behavioural theoretical 
insights appear to have been overlooked in the mainstream human resource man-
agement (HRM) literature [4]. Some of the sociological theories that readily come 
to mind to possibly offer explanations into the phenomena under investigation now 
are institutional theory [5, 6], agency theory [7, 8], structuration theory [9], actor-
network theory [10], and information processing theory [11], among many others.

Particularly, structuration and institutional theories have the possibility of 
assisting in shedding lights on the routines and norms of sanction against both 
organisational and individual actions over a stated period. Usually, these theories 
provide some form of assistance, nevertheless, in giving extensive interpretation 
and analysis of the purposeful orientations and psychological reinforcements 
necessary to appreciate the individual and organisational undertakings in their 
application of systems of technology. Structuration theory in its basic formulation 
indicates restricted sense to address issues of technology use [12]. On the other 
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hand, institutional theory has the inclination to over-accentuate the even patterns 
that exemplify predictable organisational praxis unless exogenous factors induce a 
transformation of the status quo [13]. By virtue of these elucidations, these theories 
are hardly ever substantial in their ability to give the real-world outlook instrumen-
tal to stimulating our thoughtful consideration into a realistic understanding of 
individual and organisational behaviour in their categorical versions of functional 
complexity.

For example, vital matters like organisational recognition, identification and 
loyalty, the instrumental role of authority, the psychology undergirding administra-
tive decisions, channels of communication and the manner of efficiency hardly get 
any worthy attention from the theory of administrative behaviour. Notwithstanding 
this, it would be appropriate to suggest that administrative theoretical framework 
has the capability to challenge our current stock of knowledge and understanding 
on individual and organisational behaviour in everyday experience, especially from 
the standpoint of control in contemporary organisational interactions. Consultation 
on certain technology-oriented theories could not be relied upon to offer any 
encouraging attraction despite their near-balanced attention to behavioural and 
technology issues within the sphere of control in administrative behaviour. By the 
same account, socio-technical theory (STT) and task-technology fit (TTF) theory 
could not be applied as both theories have a very limited way of contributing to con-
trol and its varied implications for organisational configuration (see, for example, 
[14–16]).

However, given the rationale of this scholarly piece—to understand control 
and its manifestations and ramifications from the standpoint of administrative 
behaviour in contemporary organisational discourse—I have decided to apply the 
theory of administrative behaviour [17] to this compendium. The reasons for this 
stance are not far-fetched, to enable an extensive exegesis on the issues meant to be 
explicated.

Firstly, the theory of administrative behaviour provides a far superior explana-
tory power for doing a detailed discussion and analysis of organisational control in 
collaborative engagements. Secondly, the theory of administrative behaviour has a 
better explanatory power by means of the diverse thematic ideas that are well situ-
ated to offer the hands-on use and the additional repercussions for control. Worker, 
customer loyalty and discretionary actions are some of the occurrences of the 
associated consequences of contemporary organisational discourse in accommodat-
ing the subtleties of organisational control. Thirdly, administrative behaviour is 
relevant to afford philosophical and psychological commitment and understanding 
crucial to formulating ideas that intimately account for the inspiration driving the 
appropriation of mediated artefacts in daily organisational interactions.

In other words, the psychosomatic and theoretical models found in the theory 
make it not only exemplary but also practical in projecting a thorough execution 
of organisational control in organisational discourse. Last, but not least, applying 
administrative behaviour in a fundamentally diverse organisational milieu can 
give a typical test to the appropriateness of the theory and, probably, demonstrate 
its shortcomings on studies related to control in organisational discourse from the 
viewpoint of administrative behaviour.

In what follows, I introduce the theory of administrative behaviour and demon-
strate how elucidation of its primary precepts and indispensable concepts leave us 
with no doubt as to its significance in articulating control from the standpoint of 
modern organisational interactions in administrative behaviour. In the pursuance 
of this objective, the epistemological path plus a sketch of administrative behaviour 
are showcased by means of a discourse on the elementary and cross-disciplinary 
ideas from which the theory originated. The mechanisms of organisational 
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influence are elaborated by teasing out such themes as the exercise of authority 
in organisations, and the structural constituents of authority. That provides the 
opportunity to further consider the triangular structure of authority with respect to 
responsibility, coordination and specialisation, all analysed as the various categori-
cal versions of control in administrative behaviour. The rest of the paper reflects 
the vital importance of training in securing individual and group commitment to 
the course of the organisation. Lastly, the psychology of administrative behaviour 
is scrutinised to highlight such principles as rationality, organisational loyalty and 
routinisation of work as a consideration of future research directions on the subject 
of control in administrative behaviour.

2. Philosophical foundations of administrative behaviour

The history of administrative behaviour is traceable to Herbert Alexander 
Simon, who coined the expression to describe the practices persons embrace to 
work in organisations. To be put simply, Simon investigated the multifaceted 
purposes of firms through the administrative behaviour template. The justification 
and drive that led to the theory of administrative behaviour (TAB) can be associated 
with Simon’s original work on decision-making in organisation. Simon’s determina-
tion to clarify—in intensely brief way—the practices linked with the administration 
of people and the cherished procedures relevant to the working of organisations 
prior to their existence foreshadowed the theory of administrative behaviour. 
Roundly persuaded that satisfactory terminology was not forthcoming in the field 
of the suitable schemes for reasoned treatise on organisations; Simon pursued an 
academic expedition that investigated the constructs worthy of support to organisa-
tional sociology.

With this academic expedition, Simon firmed up the means of target formalisa-
tion and task assignment procedures plus genuine organisational performance. The 
control of subordinate actions emphasises, though obliquely, the manner of admin-
istrative behaviour in varied situational scenarios. Nevertheless, with the overrid-
ing attention the setting of goals and their achievement receive in the theory, it is 
appealing to understand control as being relegated to the peripherals. Perrow [18] 
made references to this view in his suggestion that the notion underscores unas-
suming subordinate control in terms of their interactions in information exchange, 
norms and standards as well as in preparation. This tool of control is accentuated by 
stipulating the procedures for realising determined aims, however, contradictory 
to a person’s (the individual under control) knowledge of likely alternative decision 
choices.

Administrative behaviour theorises the idea that determinations with ‘higher 
value component’ originate from the highest level of the structure of the organisa-
tion while subordinate at the bottom part make decisions rich in factual content 
[19]. The top-end choices stresses the what, but the factual content underscores the 
how part of subordinate judgements. Altogether, this dualistic nature of decision-
making presents a bird’s eye view of the concept of administrative behaviour. Thus, 
the entirety of decisions in organisations is a mixture of value premises (beliefs 
of all the means necessary) and factual premises (the practical situation). In this 
scenario, the real and applications of administrative behaviour are shown [20].

‘Choice of ends’ and ‘choice of means’ constitute the chief tenets of administrative 
behaviour as Simon espouses to signify the nature (what) and functions (how) of 
decisions, respectively. Organisational actions at the highest managerial level are 
manifested via consensus building or fiat decisions connected with choice of ends. 
In this scenario, goal-led decisions characterise choice of ends since it determines 
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obvious conditions for realising certain organisational aims at the top level of man-
agement. Choice of means connects with the resulting subordinate judgement driven 
by realistic and emergent occurrences. Simon identifies the realistic and emergent 
circumstances that confront subordinate decision-making at the point of perfor-
mance as ‘the observable world and the way in which it operates’ ([17, 19], p. 55).

It is the very uncertain character of the observable world that encourages sub-
ordinate discretionary decisions in the course of performance. The rationale could 
be that value premises might be inconsistent with factual premises at the moment 
a performance is necessary, as factual premises are driven as well as inspired by 
situations completely directed by nascent and uncertain forces. Nonetheless, the final 
subordinate action is also inspired by the inclusive intentions of the organisation [19], 
as aberration from these unequivocal objectives in terms of the controlled (the subor-
dinate) may induce sanctions or punishment from the organisation’s upper level.

As per the techniques of organisational decision-making, it seems lower level 
employees and their bosses run on two ever-opposing wavelengths of decision-
making. However, the final purpose of these decision-making functions is the 
attainment of a shared aims of the organisation. To this end, the complete organisa-
tional hierarchy ‘can be viewed as a congealed set of means-end chains promoting 
consistency of decisions and activities throughout the organisation’ ([21], p. 46). 
Simon [22] articulated the making of decisions and managerial processes by which 
advance determination of goals and the establishment of control schemes motivate 
sensible organisational behaviour. Simon discounted Henry Fayol’s idea of ‘eco-
nomic man’ and substituted it with ‘administrative man’, who is somewhat aware of 
all the possible options of his choices and so is ready to go with those that produce 
satisfactory approval.

To him, the notion of optimisation is quite misrepresentative as the prospects 
of attaining the utmost possible result seems characteristically elusive. Drawing on 
March and Simon’s [23] considerations on bounded rationality, Simon shows the 
parameters in the intellectual talent of decision-makers. Simon championed the use 
of ‘uncertainty’ in organisational decision-making due to the real impossibility to 
derive total and complete information at any particular period during the decision-
making process. While this may not be altogether a new idea, it is fair to consider that 
Simon initiated that notion and that later won him the 1978 Nobel Prize in this field.

The notional devices that Simon applied to comprehend the cosmic system 
intersects with a broad gamut of disciplines, such as, administrative theory, public 
administration, political science, organisation theory, economics, psychology, 
sociology, philosophy, computer science and cognitive science [4]. Reconsideration 
of the principled impression of making decision with particular allusion to reason-
ableness took a substantial share of his time. Consequently, rationality became the 
underlying logic in almost all the fields of enquiry he was related to because the idea 
encircled and occupied the broader structure of society. Hence, his efforts to dilate 
on rationality predictably got him to varied theoretical perceptions on econom-
ics, philosophy, psychology, sociology and politics. The relationships involving 
information, decision-making and technology appeared to be Simon’s key research 
attention during the final part of the 1950s [24].

Notwithstanding Simon’s multi-layered-disciplinary orientation to administrative 
behaviour, problem-solving and decision-making, he did not restrict his allegiance to 
any one specific discipline. To be sure, he indicated in a discussion cited in ([4], p. 583) 
that ‘If you see any one of these disciplines dominating you, you join the opposition 
and you fight it for a while’. The core of Simon’s influence was on problem-solving and 
decision-making in the specific aspects of individuals, organisations and societies. 
For example, Simon’s [25–27] cases are of such works. ‘Logical positivism’, explained 
simply by Simon as possessing a similar meaning as empiricism ([19], p. 68), is 
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apparently the crucial recurring argument in the work of administrative behaviour. 
Administrative behaviour has at its centre the searching of perceptible organisational 
consideration driven by the rigours of organised approaches. In view of this, subjects 
like philosophy, the social sciences and mathematics are practically considered along 
with the study of administrative behaviour [28].

3. Control in organisations

Control in administration invariably denotes shaping the character of the gov-
erned, transforming and guiding their operations to be favourable and aligned with 
the ambitions of group and the firm’s aspirations. The foregoing logic demonstrates, 
as it does, at least, three central ideas, namely, authority, training and organisa-
tional loyalty, that profoundly undergird the workings of organisational control. 
Each of these fundamentally affects and encroaches on personal engagements 
resulting from different situational exigencies. When social agents become formal 
members of an organisation, the organisation is confronted with the problematic 
situation of how to modify the members’ behaviour consistent with the overall 
organisational frame of its activities. A couple of internal and external influences 
by way of stimuli are applied to deal with these behavioural checks. These are 
‘the stimuli with which the organisation seeks to influence the individual and the 
psychological “set” of the individual, which determines his response to the stimuli’ 
([19], p. 432).

Influencing the organisational agents places their character on a commonly 
recognised form in two basic categorical forms. The sets of influence are qualified 
as ‘internal’ and ‘external’ and each category drives, to a more or less degree, all the 
main means by which organisational dominance is achieved, namely, authority, 
training, identification or organisational loyalty and communication.

3.1 Authority orientation in organisations

Among the means of influencing personal and group actions and leading behav-
iour in organisations, authority seems to be the one that evidently and principally 
sets apart the behaviour of individuals as actors within the organisation from that 
of their behaviour outside of it. Authority identifies the official structures for the 
organisation on which the other expressions of organisational influence depend. It 
is pertinent we firm up a sense of what authority represents, as far as its explana-
tion so as to set up the frame for the various manifestations of its effect within the 
organisational setting. To this end, Simon purely submits authority as ‘the power to 
make decisions which guide the actions of another’ ([19], p. 179). However, in the 
interest of thorough analysis and more all-inclusive understanding of the notion of 
authority, drawing on Barnard’s view provides enhanced and enriched explication.

Barnard’s view suggests a clarification that affords a necessary association that 
highlights the actual essence of authority within the context of the organisation. 
The account provides a hint of the frontiers for the impression of suitable personal 
organisational behaviour contingent on a crucial level of relationship. This relation-
ship portends substantial logical reasoning for appreciating mediated control in 
ICT-driven interactions as instructions or guidelines designed for the realisation 
of organisational aims largely shift from the upper part of organisational ladder to 
those at the bottom level of the organisational structure. The lines of authority can 
also start from one department to another, not essentially in a hierarchical order. 
Prior to an individual’s familiarisation with the numerous dominant instructions, 
they must have been provided with clear guidelines pertaining to the conditions 
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Control in administration invariably denotes shaping the character of the gov-
erned, transforming and guiding their operations to be favourable and aligned with 
the ambitions of group and the firm’s aspirations. The foregoing logic demonstrates, 
as it does, at least, three central ideas, namely, authority, training and organisa-
tional loyalty, that profoundly undergird the workings of organisational control. 
Each of these fundamentally affects and encroaches on personal engagements 
resulting from different situational exigencies. When social agents become formal 
members of an organisation, the organisation is confronted with the problematic 
situation of how to modify the members’ behaviour consistent with the overall 
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by way of stimuli are applied to deal with these behavioural checks. These are 
‘the stimuli with which the organisation seeks to influence the individual and the 
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tion so as to set up the frame for the various manifestations of its effect within the 
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authority, drawing on Barnard’s view provides enhanced and enriched explication.

Barnard’s view suggests a clarification that affords a necessary association that 
highlights the actual essence of authority within the context of the organisation. 
The account provides a hint of the frontiers for the impression of suitable personal 
organisational behaviour contingent on a crucial level of relationship. This relation-
ship portends substantial logical reasoning for appreciating mediated control in 
ICT-driven interactions as instructions or guidelines designed for the realisation 
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those at the bottom level of the organisational structure. The lines of authority can 
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Prior to an individual’s familiarisation with the numerous dominant instructions, 
they must have been provided with clear guidelines pertaining to the conditions 
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placed on their conduct. The settings and conditions delineating such conduct and 
the terms by which they are showcased must be unfailing, and be consistent, with 
the complete desires of the ideals of the organisation.

A parallel interpretation of authority is theorised by Simon that noticeably 
portrays the subject-object duality of authority. The subject-object duality under-
scores the senior/junior spectacle intrinsic to authority relationships, which Simon 
expounds as mainly hinging on ‘objective and behaviouristic terms’.

The shared expressions of desired behaviour between the boss and the subor-
dinate account for the presence of authority. Thus, the subordinate must recognise 
and perform legitimate directives of the superior for authority to triumph. Perrow 
succinctly conveys this idea when he considers that in a situation where a subor-
dinate declines to carry out legitimate instructions from an authority above, the 
superior loses their authority ([18], p. 71).

The rational supposition from the preceding quote indicates that in a cir-
cumstance where the desires and anticipations of the superior are not adhered 
to, authority would not be deemed to exist. The behaviour configuration of the 
subordinate on other hand is affected by specific considerations for engaging in 
some form of operation. Consequently, the matter of discretion is brought into the 
decision-making processes of the subordinate before undertaking a given assign-
ment. Thus, the subordinate subjects his private agenda by projecting the wishes 
and command of their superior as a basis of his action ([19], p. 179).

To Chester I. Barnard’s mind, authority flourishes on two primary levels, 
namely, the subjective and objective phases. While the subjective phase involves 
the ‘personal, the accepting1 of a communication as authoritative, the latter 
relates to the character in the communication by virtue of which it is accepted’ 
([19], p. 163). Chester’s objective-subjective dichotomy on authority supports 
a vital analytical device for this piece as it provides a comprehensive means to 
appreciating the foundations and functions of organisational control. It offers 
superior clue that shared influence is intrinsic and essential to any control com-
mitments. Subordinates must be ready to embrace guidelines and instructions for 
goal-centric results to be obtained. By a similar account, superiors should be able 
to embrace and encourage the proposals and creativeness of subordinates in the 
interest of stated organisational goals. A scenario where a subordinate declines to 
obey reasonable orders issued from a superior undercuts the true pillars on which 
authority rests. The maintenance of authority is subject to the dominant ideas of 
the people whose decisive goal is to have specific operations undertaken for their 
joint advantage.

For authority to be purposeful, it is crucial to guarantee the relevant involve-
ment in terms of private efforts aimed at common targets. There should be the 
presence of structured individual efforts inextricably linked with prompt dynamic 
interests at any stated period with the aim of maintaining the reliability of the 
prevalent organisational authority insofar as instructions lie within the purview 
of, what Chester labels as, ‘zone of indifference’. By zone of indifference, Barnard 
[29] attempts to illustrate a situation where lower ranked employees incontestably 
accommodate the guidelines or directives for carrying out a goal-oriented duty. 
Disparities exist in the zone of indifference. The disparities reveal diverse forms 
of broadness and narrowness subject to the extent to which inducements exceed 
the ‘burdens and sacrifices’ that describe a person’s loyalty and attachment to the 
organisation.

Authority possesses bi-modal source, all of which seem to complement rather 
than contest with the technological and social components. The establishment of 
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authority in an organisational environment is, therefore, dependent on these same 
technological and social apparatuses. There is a reciprocal shaping of both social 
and technological components in the expression of authority. For example, technol-
ogy is as vital in putting structures of authority in place and effecting behaviour 
just as much as the social (human) devices in the realisation of expected behaviour 
and motivating predetermined results. Both work hand-in-hand as each has its field 
of operational emphasis. In view of this, individuals aver their allegiance to human 
authority systems in pretty much the same way as they submit to the demands of 
technology-led cooperative and control systems. Controlling group, varying private 
behaviour and influencing organisational objectives and requirements imply 
modifying the mechanisms that convey the demands for the performance of certain 
operations. With these analytical notions of authority, it is possible to delineate the 
nature of authority through which these features manifest as well as the procedures 
that underlie its operations.

3.2 Structural apparatus of authority

Authority can be said to rely on three basic stakes of operationally interlocking 
equivalents of responsibility, specialisation and coordination [29]. It is compel-
ling to accentuate the role of each of these structural apparatuses and explore how 
they, together, operate in concert to offer some novel insights into the appreciation 
of control. It is vital to highlight this dimension as it assists to widen the scope 
by which social agents, with motley organisational agendas can purposefully be 
understood. Each of these dimensions of authority merits some consideration in 
turn, because controlling the activities of subordinates by means of both output 
and behavioural expectations, demands a significant degree of responsibility, 
specialisation and coordination. Responsibility defines performance expectations, 
specialisation clarifies the degree of discretion and coordination stipulates the 
synchronisation of individual (superior and subordinate) endeavours. Now I turn 
attention to focus on how these concepts become implicated in control in organisa-
tional discourse from the viewpoint of administrative behaviour.

3.2.1 Responsibility

A primary aim of authority that appears to win the attention of administrative 
behaviour enthusiasts is its purpose to assert group and individual acceptance of 
the principles of standards of behaviour established by those at the upper levels 
of authority [30]. Responsibility suggests the power of a ‘particular private code 
of morals to control the conduct of the individual in the presence of strong con-
trary desires or impulses’ ([31], p. 263). To a greater extent, a particular conduct 
is administered by diverse private codes. Such codes could be high, simple low, 
complex, sketchy or comprehensive, based on a person’s ethical status. Logically, 
general tendencies exist whereby people act in consonance with private interests 
and contrary to determined organisational ideologies. In view of this, ‘elaborate 
set of sanctions may be evoked and applied against the recalcitrant member’ ([19], 
p.187) upon contravention or disobedience to established instructions, rubrics, 
standards and recognised principles in the carrying out of specified operations. In 
Barnard’s view, the clash of codes of behaviour has serious repercussions. The risk 
or enduring fear occasionally present in the use of disciplinary tools can go as far 
as to offer people some opportunity to engage in manoeuvres favourable to their 
private agenda.

In Gaus’ view [32], it is almost assuredly unconceivable to think about author-
ity in the administration of organisations without encouraging its analogous 
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considerations on the structures that invite different grades of the hierarchy of 
organisations to justify their operations.

3.2.2 Coordination

Essentially, coordination aims to guarantee a cohesive sense of purpose towards 
a shared direction [33]. In other words, the particular application of coordination 
is ‘the adoption by all the members of the group of the same decision, or more 
precisely, of mutually consistent decisions in combination attaining the established 
goal’ ([19], p. 190). The duty of compliance with a mutual command and objec-
tive makes communication a challenge to, and a crucial aspect of, coordination. 
Coordination advocates the incorporation of the various ‘islands of automation’ 
to accomplish the overall efforts of the organisation. ([34], p. 511). Varied private 
and team events are unified to attain a common organisation-inspired ends. 
Communication is the vital factor that secures that functional differences are 
synchronised to reflect the collective contributions of all the participants in the 
organisation. From a philosophical viewpoint, authority functions as a harmonis-
ing device [35]. Authority endorses the establishment of command structures 
and communication channels by which individual commitments are coordinated 
towards the attainment of a common aim. The communication avenues strengthen 
interdependences among different organisational entities [36]. Coordination could 
be evident in two deeply separate types, in the form of procedural and substantive. 
Procedural coordination tries to highlight a sketch of the extensive amplification of 
the actions and associations of the members in an organisation, while substantive 
coordination connects with the functional endeavours of the firm.

In Simon’s view, the delineation of the chains of command with directives 
establishing the constraints on individual agents epitomises procedural coordina-
tion, although schemes for the creation of specific goods and services characterise 
substantive coordination. The core of coordination buttresses the conviction that 
allows people in a harmonised entity expect the probable conduct of their associ-
ates. To realise the highest degree of coordination, Gulick recommends the execu-
tion of a couple of primary pragmatic necessities.

By organisation, that is, by interconnecting the sub-categorisation of job roles by 
assigning them to people who are connected in a line of authority. The rationale is 
for purposeful coordination of work by the orders of bosses to subordinates, mov-
ing from the top to the bottom of the whole enterprise.

3.2.3 Specialisation

Specialisation as an expression of authority inspires the vital worth of adminis-
trative proficiency, the spirit of which resides in the awareness that organisational 
entities differ in their expertise, experience, proficiency, capability and appeal. This 
belief is informed by the propensity of specialisation to enhance output by boost-
ing profitability [37]. Crucial to specialisation is the notion of division of labour 
in which ‘the work of the organisation is subdivided, so far as possible, in such 
a way that all processes requiring a particular skill can be performed by persons 
possessing that skill’ ([19], p. 189). Specialisation has its attendant continuous 
reciprocal fine-tuning by agents in collaborative efforts. Barnard [29] sketches five 
dynamically interconnected benchmarks by which specialisation gets implicated 
in constituting organisational activities, which include specialisation by location, 
time, expertise, artefacts and methods. None of these separations avoids the part 
technology plays in carrying out and underlining the particular demands of their 
corresponding operations.
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Specialisation by location connects with the terrestrial area where job is under-
taken. Spatial organisation of job by way of accommodation, air-conditioning, 
compartmentalisation, etc. offers a notion of individuality for finishing certain 
tasks. Time-induced specialisation is necessary for arranging the procedures and 
patterns of composite operations, principally in places where work is done in the 
mode of day-and-night to offer accelerated and premium service. The coordination 
test for the period of synchronisation at which work is completed has repercus-
sions for promptness and stability in the course of work. Lost time, unobtainability 
of the relevant resources at the appropriate moment and engaging in things in an 
unsuitable manner are some of the real-world problematic scenarios to time-led 
specialisation.

Know-how as an expression of specialisation underscores the vitality of enti-
ties in organisation that performs various specialised tasks. Training and selection 
processes are led by proficiency and readiness to adhere to uncompromising time 
timetable of structured arrangements so as to ensure the needed practical skill 
[38]. Specialisation is also evidenced in the devices and objects applied to complete 
a given task. In this case, certain accoutrements and technological artefacts may 
be favoured ahead of others in certain task performance, such that the processes 
may result in various effects of the final outcome. For example, telephone may be 
desired for instantaneous response on unmediated interaction to email. Lastly, 
aspect by means of which specialisation can take place is the processes or modali-
ties that agents apply for the attainment of their operations. The efficiency of such 
process-inspired specialisation is subject to the adroitness and the expected flex-
ibility of agents involved.

The following figure (Figure 1) is initiated as a proxy to Barnard’s exposition on 
the functional nature of authority.

4. Training in organisational influence

Training offers one of the means that assists organisations to effect the char-
acter, practice and attitude of their staffs. As a style of organisational stimulus, 
training changes social agents ‘from the inside out’ ([19], p. 13) and as such, shapes 
their choices and judgements sympathetic to the functional competence and 
administrative fidelity. Key to this notion is the system of indoctrination, which gets 
employees to do away with unhelpful conduct and features while instantaneously 

Figure 1. 
The authority triad based on Chester Barnard’s [31] analysis of the concept.
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considerations on the structures that invite different grades of the hierarchy of 
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picking up other traits and abilities that come between them and productive output 
[39] via learning. Accordingly, training stresses the importance of developing 
capacity. Getting employees ready to handle the challenging exigencies linked with 
given tasks is a crucial component of training. The notion of training could be to 
diminish the regularity with which directions and rules are given to guide subor-
dinate behaviour. In this case, training ‘prepares the organization member to reach 
satisfactory decisions himself, without the need for the constant exercise of author-
ity or advice’ ([19], p. 13). Logically, even though training assumes a substitutive 
control mechanism by which to shape the judgments and choices of employees, it 
could also be considered as, what I call, a discretion-granting channel. Reinforcing 
the discretion-granting construct, Simon directs our focus on the point that mini-
mal supervision is necessary after the time of training.

Perfecting the specifics for carrying out a given duty with the slightest degree 
of faults and blunders is the trademark of, and the logic driving, many training 
arrangements in organisations. Training, thus, encourages a certain extent of del-
egation of duty as a vital link of shaping character at different levels of the organ-
isational ladder. The decentralising process conditions the context for employee 
thinking and activities, driven by wide structural instructions designed to inform 
and pattern behaviour at the subordinate level of the organisational structure. 
Training understood in this sense is a prospective basis for encouraging consistency 
and dependability [40] plus imbuing poise and courage in worker decision-making 
in terms of their acceptable operational efforts.

Regardless of its promise to diminish the extent of mistakes, coupled with the 
assertions of reinforcing the ideals of requisite variety to certify dependability 
among social agents, training is thought to be the source of several unsatisfactory 
circumstances [40]. Without a doubt, training fails to uncover all the likely circum-
stances that social agents are expected to experience in the normal period of their 
legitimate tasks. It is plausible to concur with Weick that training packages in many 
situations fail to match up with the factual situational happenings that real-life set-
tings provoke [41]. The ensuing struggle between training experience and exposure 
to actual exigencies may cause even competent staffs to recoil and cling to deep-
rooted behaviour [42] much to the detriment of organisational strategizing.

This could be troubling, and could therefore condition the awareness and deter-
mination of social agents with unfriendly repercussions, typically the prospect of 
undesirable outcomes on objectives and proficient performance. Again, when train-
ing is fruitful, familiarity through experience brings little certainty for employees 
to deal with the fleeting and changeable forms of work the moment they take up the 
demands of their tasks. Put bluntly, employees are barely offered an identical set-
ting they received for their training ‘once they actually operate the system’ (Weick, 
p. 332). The ramifications of this scenario could be irritatingly unsatisfactory and 
occasion work-associated tension by harming the emotional balance of employees 
thus placing them in a situation less able to cope with impending challenges.

Directing attention on training in the control of employees in administrative 
behaviour could be a definitive means of accepting the essential antecedents and 
consequences of the rationale training occasionally fails to achieve its ideals. This 
failure can act as a true source for probing into the perceptual narrative meant for 
this unpleasant situation. It could also highlight an operational realignment of the 
forces that condition the facilitating environment for effective training efforts. It 
could also mark a preliminary point for studying the crucial dimension of technol-
ogy mediating artefacts in deciding their usefulness in training arrangements. On 
account of this, the necessary relationships can be recognised between the difficul-
ties connected with reality and the ordered nature of training settings. This would 
lead to a legitimate call for the motivating factors of the strategic management of 
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training approaches to fit organisational control strategies. Against this situation, 
some form of validity would be brought to bear on the evidence of mediated control 
in collaborative work environments.

5. The mindset of administrative behaviour

To appreciate the relevance of administrative behaviour to this essay to any 
substantial mark, it is critical that the appropriate cognisance is afforded to the 
degree to which the mentality of the individual gets accounted for in the entire 
realm of organisational operations. This is meant to envision how the organisation 
modifies and alters their attitudinal trajectory. Giving some thought to this part 
of the theory is vitally important because one of the primary jobs organisations 
undertake is to ‘place the organization members in a psychological environment 
that will adapt their decisions to the organisation objectives and will provide them 
with the information needed to make these decisions correctly’ ([19], p. 92). The 
mindset of administrative behaviour is befitting for analysing control in mediated 
interaction due to the fact that notions such as rationality and organisational loyalty 
can be applicable to different motivations for control in organisational interaction. 
Ways by which these can be ascertained are the idiosyncratic explanations for the 
application of mediated interaction and the degree to which these same mediated 
interaction exercises encourage employee loyalty or disaffection.

5.1 Rationality

Rationality is considered a basic and significant frame in administrative theory. 
And it is relevant to link it with mediated control to figure out the kind of forces 
that drive the choices and actions of subordinates in undertaking their given obliga-
tions. It should be pointed out in advance that paying attention to rationality is not 
meant to illustrate employees, as is habitually supposed, as primarily logical, an 
understanding that overshadowed much of economic theory. To be sure, rationality 
should be encouraged to mirror the entire conclusions reached by social agents in 
situations connected with their precise organisational commitments even though 
such ultimate decisions may be inaccurate to the ‘objective bystander’. In other 
words, rationality in this situation has more of a strict application than its conven-
tional dictionary implication of ‘agreeable to reason: not absurd, preposterous, 
extravagant, foolish, fanciful or the like, intelligent and sensible’ ([43], p. 2).

Furthermore, rationality in this instance is not only regarded as a preserve of 
humans, material agency [44, 45] can also be ascribed as rational to the extent that 
‘structural arrangements within organisations are conceived as tools deliberately 
designed for the efficient realisation of ends … Rationality resides in the structure 
itself, … – in rules that assure participants that evaluate performance and detect 
deviance, in reward systems that motivate participants are selected, replaced, or 
promoted …’ ([46], p. 78).

In view of this, rationality is generalised to embrace organised systems of 
processes and directions intended to permit the sound advancement of flow of work 
from a process or condition to another. Rationality in this study, fundamentally, 
reinforces control in its claim. Rationality appears to encompass three crucial cogni-
tive processes of intuition, reasoning and perception. These cognitive processes are 
contingent beliefs, opinions and preferences and that commonly motivate and drive 
individual action. At least one of the primary cognitive processes is stimulated in 
arriving at conclusion before carrying out a preferred course of action. Rationality 
can then be deployed to appreciate flexible activities as far as mediated control. 
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Accordingly, rationality concerns itself with the practice of ‘means-end’ series of 
arrangements or levels of objectives. The means-end angle illustrates the technology 
or material component part of rationality. The technology bit, which, as a matter of 
convenience, can be designated as system, projects the incorporation of behaviour 
by which the sub-entities in the whole system work to disclose the general purpose 
for which the system was intended. Rationality requires evaluating calculated 
choices for obtaining the crucial goal. It should be feasible to advise consistent with 
Simon [19] that rationality is dependent on ‘useful purpose’ for an individual or 
organisation in undertaking a given exercise.

In rationality, mindful or determined act and unplanned activity become obvi-
ous in the thought processes of making decisions. However, an inadvertent act can 
be considered once the particulars for performance have been learned to the extent 
that it becomes programmed and automatic to the individual. Behaviour can be 
altogether subjectively and objectively rational based on the dimension of scrutiny. 
Subjective rationality underscores the belief pattern and inclinations of the individ-
ual while objective rationality emphasises the perceptions ascribed to the intrinsic 
value of the decision depending on the result of the completed task. This perception 
suggests that even though some particular medicines cannot treat a certain type of 
ailment, the truth about its efficacy makes it objectively rational. From a subjective 
orientation, the belief that a medicine can cure a disease is adequate and indubitable 
evidence of its disease-curing competencies. The preceding analysis offers the basis 
for outdooring ‘qualifiers’ to illuminate the almost baffling difficulties linked with 
the notion of rationality.

To start with, objective rationality claims the suitable behaviour for ensuring 
the greatest advantage in a specified condition. Furthermore, subjective rational-
ity points to attaining the maximum rewards from the viewpoint of the people 
concerned. Yet still, conscious rationality identifies a scenario where the outcome 
and mean tension is a cognitive course. Finally, deliberate rationality situates a 
scenario that individuals totally occupy their psychology in exemplifying a certain 
behaviour. It must be pointed out that altogether these distinctions of rationality 
can show up in contemporary organisations. It can soundly be argued that there is 
the prospect for social agents to undertake operations without the consciousness 
of the fundamental aim for their action. Rationality in an organisation involves the 
systems of structures and procedures for amending and inspiring tolerable behav-
iour together with the techniques and methods for their creation, thus making 
rationality altogether a process and consequence of individual, group and organisa-
tional commitment. The rationality of the individual member in the organisation 
can have an enduring consequence for their loyalty within the framework of the 
organisation’s endeavours.

5.2 Understanding organisational loyalty

It is vitally important to recognise the means by which social agents progres-
sively, albeit fairly reliably, become associated with the issues of the organisation. 
Fundamentally, the organisation’s aims are enforced on individuals in the course 
of administering authority and control. Regarding organisational discourse from 
the viewpoint of administrative theory could shed light on crafting a conceptual 
outline that could shape our opinions of mediated control. Administrative theory 
assists in the clarification and explanation of the means by which individuals get 
to be assimilated and turn out to be deeply attached to the organisation in unal-
loyed loyalty. This loyalty to the organisation, as Simon suggests, derives its origins 
from a couple of different patterns of behaviour of individuals. Tendency in the 
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direction of an obligation to ‘the service of the organization’ and an ‘attachment to 
the conservation and growth of the organization itself ’ ([19], p. 278). The course 
through which employees in organisations acquire ‘organisation personality’ pretty 
unlike their individual personality is …through his subjection to organizationally 
determined goals, and through the gradual absorption of these goals into his own 
attitudes … ([19]).

The aforementioned quote entails a means whereby the organisation apportions 
explicit roles to individuals and recommends the principles, beliefs, choices and 
facts against which their judgements, choices, decisions and actions in the organisa-
tion should be moulded and recognised. Minimising the options within which a 
person’s actions are to function, the organisation—to a logical degree—restricts 
the tests and possibilities of his judgements and actions to a manageable extent. 
Forfeiting a person’s own predilections plus subduing one’s private values in an 
attempt to follow organisational demands may be mentally trying. It provides the 
scenery of two divergent forces drawing the individual apart, each requiring similar 
attention.

The vigorous tussle can lead to the individual preferring either his private 
inclinations, morals, decisions or largely overlooking the training in respect to the 
requirements of his role. However, Simon notes that as soon as the frame for actions 
and decisions has been determined, a person is left with but one ‘best’ alternative 
that mirrors the values of the organisation and situational exigencies. Ignoring the 
prospect of accounting for a person’s intentions in the final decision-making and 
ultimate action could diminish any hints of discretionary choices of the individual 
in matters of their benefits.

Admitting the limits on his own exposition, Simon observes that there are 
occasions when a person might not work to the benefit of the organisation, whereby 
‘personal motives reassert themselves, and the organisation, to that extent, ceases 
to exist’ ([19], p. 283), at that material period when the judgement and the prob-
able consequent action are considered. As a result, the individual trades the scale 
of values of the organisation for their private one as the crucial benchmark for the 
relevance of his decision. A considerable and leading avenue of administrative 
behaviour by which a person mentally joins their emotions with the purpose of the 
organisation is identification. Identification can result in a condition by which ‘a 
person identifies himself with a group when, in making a decision, he evaluates the 
several alternatives of choice in terms of their consequences for the specified group’ 
([19], p, 284).

It seems reasonably sound to report that identification is a needed tool for group 
solidarity. The psychological devices for explicating the identification experi-
ence, per Simon’s view, goes under three separate groupings of personal interest 
in organisational success, transfer of private-management psychology and focus 
of attention. These distinctions are taken one after the other to demonstrate their 
corresponding zones of logical concentration. Individual interest in the triumph of 
the organisation as a result of loyalty to it thereof is driven by personal motivations. 
Personal motives are not the only reason for a person’s established relationship 
with the organisation but also ‘the growth, prestige or the success of the organisa-
tion itself ’. These afford sufficient chances for enhanced compensation, upgrade, 
manpower progression plans and the application of superior obligation so that a 
person looks over and above the difficulties and unfavourable situations linked with 
his job functions. In view of this, a more profound sense of engagement grows with 
troubling conditions to attain the complete specified goals of the organisation.

The shift of private-management thinking empowers the individual in the 
organisation to recondition their mentality and regard the organisation as theirs. 
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The transfer in mental attitude drives people in the organisation to employ such 
personal pronouns as ‘my’ unit, ‘my’ group, ‘my’ business, etc., a suggestion that 
they have a stake in the worries of the organisation as well as in its ambitions and 
beliefs. The application of these grammatical constructs also serves the indication 
that organisational members possess a shared fate since they possess a communal 
sense of ‘ownership’. Focus of attention, as a tool of mental proof of identity, leads 
the administrator’s endeavours at those beliefs and those people within the organ-
isational outfit who are expected to be not obliquely affected by the administrative 
agenda. In short, focus of attention reassures the subordinate to modify what they 
do towards the goals and targets of the organisation.

Considered against these viewpoints, identification provides an operative 
means for regulating persons and groups in the organisation so as to build their 
welfares, desires and individual proclivities in the direction of the organisation’s 
general targets. The planned tools of the organisation for identification permit for 
extensive redesign of the organisation to normalise and guide the operations of 
persons known to be contributors to the full organisational processes. Therefore, 
this promotes rationality to go further than the constraints brought upon it by a 
diminished span of attention.

6. Final thoughts

As a lens for analysing the dynamics of administrative behaviour from the stand-
point of organisational mediated control, this write-up has considered the diverse 
and searching views offered by administrative behaviour on the matter at hand. 
The piece surveyed the mechanics of organisational influence, emphasising the 
approaches by which authority is constituted and applied. Training was observed 
as a tool for both influencing behaviour on the one hand and an avenue for permit-
ting discretionary opportunities on the other, all aimed at facilitating enhanced job 
performance and organisational efficiency.

The closing segment then concentrates on the psychology of administrative 
behaviour by drawing comprehensively on such notions as rationality and organisa-
tional loyalty and how they impact shared collaborative endeavours in technology-
mediated control. Together, these interweaving impressions disclose the variety of 
understanding probable to be acquired by examining some of the critical facets of 
administrative behaviour. The philosophical explanations put forward by the theory 
of administrative behaviour etched naturally from the discussions of Herbert A 
Simon proffer a favourable and thorough framework for probing mediated control 
from the viewpoint of organisational discourse. It remains the wish of this piece 
to have an empirical data the juxtaposition of which should tease out the different 
dimensions by which organisational efficiency, allegiance, meaningful interac-
tion and dynamic relationship between the organisation and its external world are 
brought to bear on its normal operational endeavours.
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Chapter 6

Developing Entrepreneurship in 
Digital Economy: The Ecosystem 
Strategy for Startups Growth
Antonio Thomas, Renato Passaro and Ivana Quinto

Abstract

The transition of the economies toward the digital era is determining the arising 
of a type of entrepreneurship based on factors and features quite different from 
established game rules. These changes disclose a series of opportunities for those 
firms which will be able to adapt at the new parameters and functionalities related 
to digital technologies diffusion. This contribution underlines some dynamics that 
should be considered from policy makers who aspire, on the one hand, to promote 
the emergence of a significant number of startups operating in the digital field and, 
on the other hand, to nurture the growth process of startups into scale ups. Due to 
social and economic troubles of many western areas, this latter aspect is even more 
important. According to a flourishing research stream on entrepreneurship, an 
interpretative approach for achieving the dual objective is to implement a specific 
strategy to create an appropriate regional ecosystem. The ecosystem represents a 
clear challenge within the traditional entrepreneurial policies frame, whose results 
have so far often been unsatisfactory. Despite its initially selective approach, from 
an ecosystem, many potential benefits can descend. However, creating an ecosys-
tem for digital startup is a complex and burdensome task, which requires a safe and 
competent guidance, as well as the active involvement of many local actors.

Keywords: entrepreneurship, digital technology, ecosystem,  
high-growth firm, startup

1. Introduction

Since 1980s, in many western countries, the focus of industrial choices has 
changed substantially as consequence of the transition from SMEs policies to entre-
preneurship policies. More recently, to react to the deep economic and financial cri-
sis of 2008 and to sustain the diffusion of ICT, industrial policy measures have been 
fundamentally finalized at providing instruments increasing starting-up and the 
emergence of the self-employment in general, by spreading entrepreneurial culture 
and stimulating the direct participation of citizens in entrepreneurial process.

New ventures have been believed as a pathway for increase employment, 
especially for youth suffering from a disproportionate lack of job opportunities 
[1–3], while the startups, considered as innovation-based new ventures, have 
been spurred by the ambition of accelerating the adoption and diffusion of border 
line technologies, in doing so counteracting the competition of Eastern countries 
benefiting of lower production costs [4, 5].
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These purposes have been sustained by measures improving the business 
environments, trying to make them economically conducive for firm emergence. 
Among these new measures, there are R&D grants and tax benefits, business 
accelerators and incubators, incentives and facilities for university-based spin-offs, 
financing of risk initiatives, and so on.

Nevertheless, this strategy has often led to unsatisfactory results, notably as 
regard to the contribution to territorial economic growth, innovations spreading, 
and dissemination of skills and competencies. Even in local contexts where high 
ventures birth rates were registered, there have been no relevant increases of key 
economic indicators, such as gross income, firms’ survival, or profit level (e.g., 
[6–8]). A managerial and business research stream [9–11] argues that the weak 
impact of the mentioned measures on local economy development could be linked 
to three main aspects.

Firstly, a nebula idea of the entrepreneurship concept exists. A wide range of 
economic activities is used to be included in this term, even if the scientific literature 
has been clarifying its real meaning since many decades [12, 13], as detailed later.

Secondly, usually new firms are considered in a similar manner and often 
equated at startups. But not all new firms necessarily are startup, as well as startups 
are dissimilar in terms of value generation or job creation [14, 15]. A basilar matter is 
that too few startups are able to become high growth firms, which are able to assure 
a tangible contribution to the territorial context in terms of employment, income, 
investment, knowledge, and competencies [16, 17]. Indeed, startups are unsteady 
activities, with high probability of failure or destined to remain small business, when 
not simple micro-firms or self-employment activities. In the last circumstances, the 
contribution to regional growth is rather limited, if it exists [18, 19].

Thirdly, an excessive emphasis on technological innovation exists. Technological 
innovation in itself is not a panacea as it is risky and normally takes a long time 
to deploy its effects and to be fully appreciated. These peculiarities contrast with 
the typical weaknesses of new ventures, when they are not able to evolve in more 
established societal or legal forms [20–22]. The overwhelming focus on technolo-
gies innovation might acquire an ambiguous meaning when related to startups 
[23]. Firms operating into the so-called traditional sectors (automotive, domestic 
appliances, furnishings, etc.) of Western countries often exhibit higher growth 
rates than firms placed at the technological border. The capacity to propose, over 
the time, more and more effective business models could, therefore, overcome the 
prominence of technological factor [24]. Hence, all high growth firms are neither 
necessarily high-tech startups nor a new business in general.

With this in mind, the incoming of digital technologies in the realm of entre-
preneurship represents a new challenge for entrepreneurs and policy makers 
[25]. When applied to manufacturing, digital technologies (such as social media, 
mobile computing, data analytics, 3d printing, cloud, and cyber solutions) lead to 
a remodeling of productive patterns originating new market opportunities, higher 
revenue streams, faster time-to-market, enhanced service provision, and increased 
productivity [25, 26]. Moreover, digital technologies also deeply modify the bound-
aries of products and processes, in doing so transforming the nature of uncertainty 
inherent entrepreneurial processes and outcomes, as well as the ways of dealing 
with such uncertainty [27]. All these changings are shifting the traditional way of 
creating and doing business, determining the emergence of a new specific type of 
entrepreneurship, the digital entrepreneurship (Nambisan, 2017).

Broadly defined as creating new ventures and transforming existing businesses 
by developing novel digital technologies and/or novel usage of such technologies 
[27], digital entrepreneurship needs to be properly fueled and enabled in many 
directions. Among these, European Commission [25] suggests the creation of 
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specific digital knowledge base and ICT markets, the creation of digital business 
environments, an easier access to finance facilitations, the diffusion of digital skills, 
the creation of e-leadership, and the creation of entrepreneurial culture. These 
complex aims assume a heuristic and wide-ranging approach that, presumably, 
requests a reconsideration of the logic that leads to the emergence and development 
of startups operating in the digital setting.

This chapter aims primarily to discuss how the current focus on startups could 
be addressed, so that the digital era becomes a source of opportunities more than 
risks. Specifically, the paper is consistent with an up-warding audience of scholars 
[28–31] according to the best answer for collecting the business opportunities and 
channeling the benefits for local areas appears the creation of ecosystems able to 
support scale ups; that is, startups with high potentiality to grow-up [32].

The debate on the importance of these companies for local development and 
growth is really dated. The novelty is that, instead of an undifferentiated starting-
up, a selective approach centered on startups with the better potentialities is now 
explored by creating specific business environments aligned to the purpose of 
systematizing, promoting, and sustaining their growth [3, 33, 34].

The chapter is organized as follows. After this introduction, Section 2 specifies 
the concept of entrepreneurship oriented for the purpose of the regional economic 
development. Afterward, the notions of startup and scale ups are clarified in 
Section 3. Section 4 deepens the dynamic meaning of an entrepreneurial ecosystem 
functional to scale ups development. Section 5 identifies the link existing among 
the challenges linked to digital technologies and the advantages provided by ecosys-
tems. Some conclusive remarks are showed in the last section.

2. Entrepreneurship and entrepreneurialism

An aspect systematically ignored by policies concerns the concept of entrepre-
neurship, often considered as an undifferentiated phenomenon whose only evaluable 
output is the birth of new ventures. This is because, on one side, a shared definition 
of entrepreneurship is missing, as well as a precise knowledge of its boundaries and 
factors from which it originates. On the other side, it descends from the fact that, by 
logic, this concept can only derive from that of entrepreneur [13]. In turn, the figure 
of entrepreneur is ambiguous, confused with other economic roles such as the owner 
or the capitalist, not always easy to identify inside the firm, and whose assignments 
and tasks are not easily framed. Not by chance, the Huffalump metaphor, the imagi-
nary animal impossible to capture [35], was introduced.

However, more recently, entrepreneurship literature has shed much light on 
these aspects. But these advances do not seem fully absorbed in determining policy 
measures. So that, even if a propulsive thrust of economy is expected from the 
entrance in the digital economy ([27], Nambisan, 2017), there is a real possibility 
that not all contexts will be able to benefit from the emerging opportunities.

In this view, this chapter emphasizes the thesis for which standardized policy 
actions addressed to support an undifferentiated starting-up risk to obtain limited, 
when not counterproductive effects. Investigations on firms’ turnover have showed 
that an increasing birth rate is often accompanied by an almost similar increase of 
death rate. This faster turnover has not a positive impact on the social and economic 
context if the surviving ventures remain micro or individual firms [1, 2, 36]. In 
other words, just favoring a high entrepreneurial activity—the percentage of adults 
involved in the process of the creation or management of an enterprise—does not 
necessarily ensure the emergence of a sufficient share of companies that are able to 
succeed in the medium or long term with a positive impact on local context.
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complex aims assume a heuristic and wide-ranging approach that, presumably, 
requests a reconsideration of the logic that leads to the emergence and development 
of startups operating in the digital setting.

This chapter aims primarily to discuss how the current focus on startups could 
be addressed, so that the digital era becomes a source of opportunities more than 
risks. Specifically, the paper is consistent with an up-warding audience of scholars 
[28–31] according to the best answer for collecting the business opportunities and 
channeling the benefits for local areas appears the creation of ecosystems able to 
support scale ups; that is, startups with high potentiality to grow-up [32].

The debate on the importance of these companies for local development and 
growth is really dated. The novelty is that, instead of an undifferentiated starting-
up, a selective approach centered on startups with the better potentialities is now 
explored by creating specific business environments aligned to the purpose of 
systematizing, promoting, and sustaining their growth [3, 33, 34].

The chapter is organized as follows. After this introduction, Section 2 specifies 
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development. Afterward, the notions of startup and scale ups are clarified in 
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functional to scale ups development. Section 5 identifies the link existing among 
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or the capitalist, not always easy to identify inside the firm, and whose assignments 
and tasks are not easily framed. Not by chance, the Huffalump metaphor, the imagi-
nary animal impossible to capture [35], was introduced.

However, more recently, entrepreneurship literature has shed much light on 
these aspects. But these advances do not seem fully absorbed in determining policy 
measures. So that, even if a propulsive thrust of economy is expected from the 
entrance in the digital economy ([27], Nambisan, 2017), there is a real possibility 
that not all contexts will be able to benefit from the emerging opportunities.

In this view, this chapter emphasizes the thesis for which standardized policy 
actions addressed to support an undifferentiated starting-up risk to obtain limited, 
when not counterproductive effects. Investigations on firms’ turnover have showed 
that an increasing birth rate is often accompanied by an almost similar increase of 
death rate. This faster turnover has not a positive impact on the social and economic 
context if the surviving ventures remain micro or individual firms [1, 2, 36]. In 
other words, just favoring a high entrepreneurial activity—the percentage of adults 
involved in the process of the creation or management of an enterprise—does not 
necessarily ensure the emergence of a sufficient share of companies that are able to 
succeed in the medium or long term with a positive impact on local context.
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This assumption is coherent with the supposed U-shaped relationship between 
the entrepreneurial activity of a country and its per-capita Gross National Product 
(GNP). Leading scholars belonging to the Global Entrepreneurship Monitoring  
[4, 37] explain that the entrepreneurship activity is higher for countries with either 
a low or a high GNP per capita.

In countries with low GNP per capita, entrepreneurship activity is higher owing 
to the lack of professional alternatives and other revenue sources—‘necessity’ 
driven entrepreneurship rather than ‘opportunity’ [38]. When GNP per capita 
grows, countries with middle-income, activity gradually decrease up to a certain 
minimum point. That is because the emergence of scale-intensive firms operating 
in mid-technology sectors offers stable employment perspectives, which reduce 
the motivation toward starting up. After this point, activity newly increases. In 
areas with a higher GNP per capita, the presence of advanced technology and scale 
economies allows larger and established companies to meet the growing demand 
of expanding markets, exerting a positive attraction to would-be entrepreneurs. 
In these circumstances, high startups rates are predictable. They could begin an 
economic virtuous circle.

This theory, therefore, supports the existence of an equilibrium rate of entre-
preneurial activity, which varies consistently in line with the degree of national 
development. This rate is considered “an ‘optimal’ industry structure, operational-
ized either in terms of the number of business owners or in terms of the small-firm 
share in value-of shipments” ([1], p. 3). Deviations from the equilibrium rate 
caused by cultural forces, institutional changes, and economic trends risk to cause 
negative consequences for national growth, since “economies can have both too few 
and too many businesses and both situations can imply a growth penalty” ([36], 
p. 285). A too low equilibrium rate may imply few stimuli toward innovation and 
change. A too high rate could determinate the failure to exploit scale and scope 
economies, a reduction in R&D expenditure, or an excess of price-based competi-
tion, forcing firms to reduce output/input quality or resorting to shadow economy. 
Consequently, regions deviating from the level of entrepreneurial activity compat-
ible with their GNP, risk to obtain lower rates of overall economic growth.

The optimal equilibrium rate is dependent on both the weight of sectors, —
dynamism in services business is statistically much greater than in manufacturing 
industry—and the type of entrepreneurship created. Hence, generic starting up 
policies could not be a panacea for local economic and social troubles, neither pres-
ent nor future. This statement is supported by many evidences.

One of the most quoted scholar of entrepreneurship states that new firms do 
not always have an innovation propensity higher than incumbent firms, “even for 
a developed country such as the United States, only a very small fraction of new 
startups is really innovative” ([39], p. 8). Without innovative capacity, in a contest-
able market, these firms have limited chance to growth.

Likewise, usually the large majority of incumbents firms are destined to remain 
a small firm or even a self-employment venture. This possibility is more likely when 
the entrepreneurs’ teams that manage such firms do not possess an adequate level 
of entrepreneurship, but only business entrepreneurialism, that is, a generic spirit or 
state of acting in an entrepreneurial manner in the broader sense [38]. A pioneer 
in the field of entrepreneurship research and education [40] explains that there is a 
“continuum” along which each entrepreneur or aspiring entrepreneur has a differ-
ent increasing subjective level of entrepreneurial capabilities. In addition, the more 
the business is small, the more the relationship among entrepreneur’s potentialities 
and firm’s performance tends to be stronger.

Generally, policies do not care or are not able to select aspiring entrepreneurs 
with the better potentialities. Hence, it is surprising to discover neither high failure 
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rates nor large share of micro-firms from policies directed to favor undifferentiated 
startups. While firms which are unable to grow and develop rarely can disseminate 
knowledge or innovations, high failure rates are associated with a possible disper-
sion of public funds and sunk costs.

These contingencies introduce the specific problem regarding the quality of 
the arising entrepreneurship: “business ownership and entrepreneurship are not 
synonymous … entrepreneurs are a small fraction of the business owners” ([36], 
p. 275). It is worth to underline that a seminal article on the nature and quality of 
entrepreneurship goes back to Carland et al. [12].

Authors distinguish entrepreneurs with the highest level of entrepreneurship 
and capabilities, identified as true entrepreneurs in the Schumpeterian sense, from 
other typologies of entrepreneurs with a lower level of entrepreneurship. Among 
the latter, there is the small business owner (“an individual who establishes for the 
principal purpose of furthering personal goals … the owner perceives the busi-
ness as an extension of his/her personality, intricately bound with family needs 
and desire”) ([12], p. 358) and the self-employer, a personal response to the lack 
of professional alternatives, implying a low entrepreneurial level [38]. Businesses 
undertaken by small business owners and self-employers who “are not dominant in 
their field, and don’t engage in any new marketing or innovative practices” ([12], 
p. 358) usually exhibit a low propensity for expansion, change, and knowledge 
adoption, while we have a high probability of failure. Often these entrepreneurs 
“have incomes below the poverty line” (Stam, 2015, p. 123).

On the contrary, a true entrepreneur is an individual who creates an entrepre-
neurial venture in Schumpeterian sense. That is a venture “characterized by innova-
tive strategic practices … employ strategic management practices in the business” 
([12], p. 358). An entrepreneurial venture does not necessarily mean a large firm, 
but a business able to develop and to reach profitability and success, thereby having 
a relevant and stable impact on local growth. The ability to found and manage an 
entrepreneurial venture mirrors entrepreneurs’ subjective predispositions, personal 
traits, experiences, knowledge and competences, innate or acquired, that shape 
their capabilities in a business’s management, as well as in lifestyle [41].

The logic of this brief exposition concerns the opportunity, in some circum-
stances, to abandon policies that aim to support generic entrepreneurial activity 
by proposing top-down measures, such as granting subsidies or facilitations. The 
simple improving of the environmental framework risks to favor an undifferenti-
ated creation of new businesses and/or startups, as well as the survival of incum-
bents no more competitive.

As researchers agree to sustain that the entrepreneurial process is the result of 
a complex interaction between individuals, cultural, social, and environmental 
factors, the alternative that is intended to endorse is to concentrate efforts on entre-
preneurs/aspiring entrepreneurs who show the best business plans, the preeminent 
entrepreneurial features, and the ability to withstand market difficulties [3, 28, 34, 42].  
These entrepreneurs have the higher probability of founding and managing entre-
preneurial ventures.

3. The transition from startups to scale up

3.1 The concept of startup

A focus of entrepreneurship policies has been, as explained, increasing the 
number of startups and spreading the entrepreneurial culture by providing tangible 
(grants, real services, and facilitations) and intangible tools (training, incubators, 
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This assumption is coherent with the supposed U-shaped relationship between 
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bents no more competitive.

As researchers agree to sustain that the entrepreneurial process is the result of 
a complex interaction between individuals, cultural, social, and environmental 
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A focus of entrepreneurship policies has been, as explained, increasing the 
number of startups and spreading the entrepreneurial culture by providing tangible 
(grants, real services, and facilitations) and intangible tools (training, incubators, 
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consultancies). The corner stone of this policy sinks its roots in the belief that the 
startups are a powerful tool for spreading innovations and knowledge locally [21].

It is therefore essential to clarify what the startups are. Alike other social and 
economic phenomena based on individual or collective behaviors, different inter-
pretations of startup exist. Each one offers a viewing angle for reading, analyzing, 
and evaluating the startup process.

This chapter follows and deepens one of the best known definitions of startup: 
“a temporary organization searching for a repeatable and scalable business model 
[32].” Although extremely concise, this definition is very widespread and effective.

A startup is an “organization” that is a systematic complex of human, material, 
and financial resources, tangible and intangible assets, coordinated by someone 
with a rough business idea for reaching a unitary scope. Often, it is a venture 
which is trying to become something to evolve in a steady enterprise. There is no 
certainty about a happy end of this process. This organization is designed to create 
a new product or service works under conditions of extreme uncertainty; hence, 
it is “searching.” Statistically, it is more likely that the founders decide to abandon 
the project or to sell the idea they were working on. Then, a startup can and must 
evolve into an enterprise, or fail, or dissolve. This is why it is “temporary.” Behind 
the possibility of becoming a company, however, there must be the perspective of 
transforming a business idea into a business model. Of course, this contingency 
does not imply that a startup will become a big company. It can remain a small firm 
with few employees or even an individual firm.

Consistent with the pillar of Schumpeterian theories, the focus of a startup is 
expected to be on innovation. Innovation understood as a positive change compared 
to a pre-existing situation, therefore not only technological but also managerial, 
organizational, productive, or technical, who allows and sustains a company in 
the proposition of a profitable business model. The latter has to be “repeatable.” It 
means that the way in which company creates, delivers, and captures value has to be 
sustainable with recurring profit. Startup also has to be “scalable.” It implies that the 
company must be able to serve profitably an increasing number of customers. Some 
business models can be repeatable but not scalable or scalable but not repeatable; 
but only when they are in the meantime both repeatable and scalable, they can catch 
the interest of venture capitalists [32]. The role of venture capitalists is essential for 
the startup dynamic because, often, traditional banks have neither the instruments 
to finance the starting-up processes nor competencies to judge business model 
potentialities.

As reminded by Blank [32], a scalable startup created from the very beginning 
by founders who believe that their proposal could change the world is different 
from a startup created by people just aspiring to become self-employed or to satisfy 
family need through a small business which is not designed to scale. In short, 
scalability is the basilar feature which distinguishes a startup with potentiali-
ties from other types of enterprises generically defined newborn ventures. This 
potentiality to profitably expand their boundaries is a crucial aspect which allows 
to clarify some doubt about the overall startups policies efficacy for the territorial 
development.

Some researchers [9, 14, 23] are quite skeptical about the advantages of the 
starting-up in general, describing a blanket policy focus on startups as “bad public 
policy.” It occurs when startups born, thank to public facilitations and supports, and 
limit themselves at crowding-out existing companies that have not benefited from 
support or when they replicate existing business model taking advantage of greater 
operational and management slenderness by virtue of learning by others mistakes 
(“copycat”) or if they absorb all the resources allocated for policy measures. 
Moreover, high startups death rate could determinate relevant sunk costs for society 
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and aspiring entrepreneurs. In these circumstances, “evidence suggests the contri-
bution of entrepreneurial startups to the economy is limited and in some cases can 
be potentially damaging” ([15], p. 136).

Moreover, some types of startups normally offer a lower contribution to local 
economy development. Among them, there are [32] buyable startups, namely 
startups born to be bought; large company startups, for answering to changes in 
customer preferences, new technologies, legislation issues, competitors pressure; 
or social startups, whose mission is to make the world a better place for a welfare 
purpose. Hence, to consider startups in a similar and undifferentiated way is a limit 
of industrial policy.

3.2 The concept of scale up

If entrepreneurship literature is rather skeptical about the effectiveness of start-
ups, it agrees to sustain that the so-called high growth firms (henceforth HGFs) 
have significant spill-over effects: “small businesses that become middle-sized and 
ultimately large businesses, over a comparatively short period of time, are central 
to economic prosperity” ([14], p. 208). That is because HGFs are the preferential 
channel in the net jobs creation [6] and are beneficial to the development of other 
enterprises placed in the same context [43], as well as in industrial clusters [44], 
as they provide meaningful stimulus within economies by increasing competition, 
promoting innovation, and improving the efficient allocation of resources [23]. Not 
by chance, HGFs tend to exhibit high levels of productivity, innovation, export-
orientation, internationalization, and investments in human capital [29, 43, 45]. 
Consequently, “the ability of a country to nurture the growth of such businesses is 
probably the most important element in enterprise development” ([14], p. 208).

HGFs are neither exclusively young businesses [18] nor predominantly in high 
tech sectors [6], and just few are venture capital backed [8]. Moreover, only episodi-
cally exhibit a linear growth, while they can expand organically or with external 
acquisition [23]. In line with these assumptions, a thriving stream of research 
stresses the necessity to favor the emerging of scale ups [22, 28, 29].

A univocal definition of scale up company still does not exist since the metrics, 
that is, the characteristics that distinguish it from the startup, vary according to the 
size of the reference context, the type of sector in which they operate, and the busi-
ness model (usually b2c or b2b) [46]. Consistent with Blank [32], a scale ups can be 
framed as fast growing startups that have already overcome some phases on which 
the activity of the startup is focused. In particular, the scale up is a company that 
has developed its product or service, has defined its business model (scalable and 
repeatable), and can therefore focus on its growth on the market to take it forward 
in a controlled and sustainable manner. Hence, terminologically and consistent with 
the previous startup definition, only startups can become scale ups, while incum-
bent ventures can become HGFs; often just for a limited period of time [16].

A scale up stands out for some parameters attesting its success like market 
traction, 1–10 million € turnover annually, at least 1 million users (in the b2c), 20% 
growth in revenues or headcount for 3 years running after at least 10 people and $ 
1 million in revenues, and 20% of the turnover from the foreign market [47]. Their 
highest ambition is to become a “centaurus”—valued more than 100 million dol-
lars—or an “unicorns”—valued over 1 billion dollars.

3.3 Favoring scale ups diffusion

As other entrepreneurial ventures, the possibility that scale ups come to light is 
strictly linked to their intrinsic capacity to discover, to exploit, and to successfully 
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consultancies). The corner stone of this policy sinks its roots in the belief that the 
startups are a powerful tool for spreading innovations and knowledge locally [21].

It is therefore essential to clarify what the startups are. Alike other social and 
economic phenomena based on individual or collective behaviors, different inter-
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ties from other types of enterprises generically defined newborn ventures. This 
potentiality to profitably expand their boundaries is a crucial aspect which allows 
to clarify some doubt about the overall startups policies efficacy for the territorial 
development.

Some researchers [9, 14, 23] are quite skeptical about the advantages of the 
starting-up in general, describing a blanket policy focus on startups as “bad public 
policy.” It occurs when startups born, thank to public facilitations and supports, and 
limit themselves at crowding-out existing companies that have not benefited from 
support or when they replicate existing business model taking advantage of greater 
operational and management slenderness by virtue of learning by others mistakes 
(“copycat”) or if they absorb all the resources allocated for policy measures. 
Moreover, high startups death rate could determinate relevant sunk costs for society 
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Moreover, some types of startups normally offer a lower contribution to local 
economy development. Among them, there are [32] buyable startups, namely 
startups born to be bought; large company startups, for answering to changes in 
customer preferences, new technologies, legislation issues, competitors pressure; 
or social startups, whose mission is to make the world a better place for a welfare 
purpose. Hence, to consider startups in a similar and undifferentiated way is a limit 
of industrial policy.

3.2 The concept of scale up

If entrepreneurship literature is rather skeptical about the effectiveness of start-
ups, it agrees to sustain that the so-called high growth firms (henceforth HGFs) 
have significant spill-over effects: “small businesses that become middle-sized and 
ultimately large businesses, over a comparatively short period of time, are central 
to economic prosperity” ([14], p. 208). That is because HGFs are the preferential 
channel in the net jobs creation [6] and are beneficial to the development of other 
enterprises placed in the same context [43], as well as in industrial clusters [44], 
as they provide meaningful stimulus within economies by increasing competition, 
promoting innovation, and improving the efficient allocation of resources [23]. Not 
by chance, HGFs tend to exhibit high levels of productivity, innovation, export-
orientation, internationalization, and investments in human capital [29, 43, 45]. 
Consequently, “the ability of a country to nurture the growth of such businesses is 
probably the most important element in enterprise development” ([14], p. 208).
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tech sectors [6], and just few are venture capital backed [8]. Moreover, only episodi-
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repeatable), and can therefore focus on its growth on the market to take it forward 
in a controlled and sustainable manner. Hence, terminologically and consistent with 
the previous startup definition, only startups can become scale ups, while incum-
bent ventures can become HGFs; often just for a limited period of time [16].

A scale up stands out for some parameters attesting its success like market 
traction, 1–10 million € turnover annually, at least 1 million users (in the b2c), 20% 
growth in revenues or headcount for 3 years running after at least 10 people and $ 
1 million in revenues, and 20% of the turnover from the foreign market [47]. Their 
highest ambition is to become a “centaurus”—valued more than 100 million dol-
lars—or an “unicorns”—valued over 1 billion dollars.

3.3 Favoring scale ups diffusion

As other entrepreneurial ventures, the possibility that scale ups come to light is 
strictly linked to their intrinsic capacity to discover, to exploit, and to successfully 
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manage economic opportunities. The incoming of digital era certainly is a source 
of uncountable opportunities. A new wave of economic openings linked to the 
Industry 4.0, where digital platforms will be coupled and connected with sophis-
ticated infrastructures of sensors, cyber-physical systems, and robots, is expected 
[48]. Furthermore, digital innovations are bringing substantial new challenges on 
how to handle with technology, management, government policies, stakeholders’ 
engagement, and so on [49]. Hence, the digital economy represents for ventures 
both a challenge and a requirement for conformity. It is a challenge, if they wish to 
set out a developmental pathway; it is a duty, if ventures are forced to adapt their 
organizational and productive pattern in order to remain competitive.

To look for strategies that are able to increase the presence of scale ups engaged 
into digital economy should be a primary aim for researchers and policy makers of 
many western countries. In this perspective, literature (Brown and Mason, 2012) 
[19, 34] specifies that this possibility is linked to the capacity to create a specific 
business environment consistent with scale ups needs. Only when effectively 
planned, this framework provides consistent outcomes. In Italy, for instance, the 
low number of scale ups created is not believed to depend on the lack of quality 
startups but mainly on their need to move abroad to find sufficient risk capital 
investments for tackling scaling, as well as for the shortage of connections with 
external actors [47].

Hence, new policy measures are requested, as the environments in which scale 
ups prosper are distinct from those which have high rates of startups [17, 21] (Brown 
and Mason, 2013). Scale ups also need to access to specialized resources that differ 
significantly from those supporting new firms [28, 32]  
(Brown and Mason, 2012).

To this purpose, the necessity to create a distinctive type of supportive economic 
and social framework emerges. It should be planned to captivate entrepreneurs 
with wide economic potential [16, 19, 42]; to establish steady and productive 
relationships among all the local stakeholders; to provide relational forms of 
support (such as network building, institutional alignment of priorities, strategic 
guidance, leadership development, and mentoring) ([20], p. 2016), instead of 
money-based facilities (from grants to tax incentives or subsidies) that have showed 
limited impact [10]; to attract different businesses funding resource (such as debt 
finance, crowd-funding, and peer to peer) targeted to the specific requirements 
of the businesses [43]; to nurture the developing of the innovation system joining 
local customers end users, suppliers, universities, and so on [50]; to guarantee the 
recognition of unprotected and open sources innovations, respect on technological 
innovations and the protection of intellectual property rights [46]; and to limit its 
action at regional or local level [33].

The specific environments and the specialized resources scale ups and HGFs 
need are usually defined ecosystems (Napier and Hansen, 2011) [24].

4. An ecosystem for the emerging of scale ups

4.1 The basilar features

In the last decade, the entrepreneurship ecosystem approach has emerged as 
response for the propagation of scale ups and HGFs in general (e.g. [11, 28]). An 
ecosystem encloses the “set of interconnected entrepreneurial actors (both poten-
tial and existing), entrepreneurial organizations (e.g. firms, venture capitalists, 
business angels, banks), institutions (universities, public sector agencies, financial 
bodies) and entrepreneurial processes (e.g. the business birth rate, numbers of high 
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growth firms, levels of ‘blockbuster entrepreneurship’, number of serial entre-
preneurs, degree of sell-out mentality within firms and levels of entrepreneurial 
ambition) which formally and informally coalesce to connect, mediate and govern 
the performance within the local entrepreneurial environment” ([8], p. 5).

There are more models of entrepreneurial ecosystems, but each one is unique, that 
emerge under an inimitable set of conditions and circumstance and only where it finds 
fertile soil [31]. However, ecosystems usually share some common crucial features.

Firstly, an ecosystem cannot come to light in a vacuum [24] but generally arises 
where there are place-based assets, such as a previous strategic location of other 
industrial activities, even if of traditional type, or cluster [8]. This is not a surpris-
ing assumption, as researches indicate that firms that are located in “clusters” 
exhibit higher growth than those in other locations [44], and that in clusters usually 
have high number of graduates in technical disciplines who support the adoption 
of innovations [50]. However, the entrepreneurial ecosystem approach offers a dis-
tinctive perspective on the clustering of economic activities respect to the original 
concept of Porter [51].

Notably, the core of a thriving ecosystem is the presence of one or more large 
successful established businesses, preferably knowledge based. Their primary 
role is to deliberately cultivate the ecosystem itself [31]. Large companies provide 
outcomes of their R&D, are magnets of skilled workers, provide a market for local 
subcontractors, and shape specialized personnel who can decide to leave the firm to 
assume other roles (entrepreneur, mentor, angel investor, etc.) in the same context. 
These companies also invest in the local territory financing universities, research 
centers, and social initiatives and attract specialized suppliers that fertilize the 
context spreading knowledge [8, 11].

About the cross-fertilization process, it is crucial to underline the so-called 
entrepreneurial recycling process. It is fostered by entrepreneurs whose successful 
business idea/startup (blockbusters) was taken over from another firms or who, 
having already reached entrepreneurial significant goals, decide to remain in the 
cluster reinvesting their profit, time, wealth, experience, and expertise in sup-
porting new entrepreneurial activities as serial entrepreneurs, venture investors, 
advisors, or manager of other firms [52]. The spillover effect of these entrepreneurs 
is particularly significant in the developmental process of the ecosystem, and these 
businesses in turn are the source of further waves of spinoff activity (Mason, 2009) 
[29]. Hence, potential entrepreneurs are themselves important players in creating 
the ecosystem and keeping it healthy [53].

Another key role is played by deal-makers, “individuals with valuable social capi-
tal, who have deep fiduciary ties within regional economies and act in the role of 
mediating relationships, making connections and facilitating new firm formation” 
([54], p. 24). They can be entrepreneurs, investors, or service providers who are 
well-connected, qualified, and experienced who informally or with a fidelity role 
offer support to young firms and startups, helping them to develop their potential 
[29]. Deal-makers also support information sharing process. This is consistent with 
a relevant feature of the ecosystem, that is, an information-rich environment in 
which knowledge is both accessible and shared according to the principle of open 
innovation and cooperation for tacit dissemination. For successful entrepreneur-
ship, the presence of dealmakers is more important than the measures supporting 
local entrepreneurship or investors networks, and it is a valid predictor of the health 
state of the regional entrepreneurial economy [54].

For the effectiveness of an entrepreneurship ecosystem, a prominent role is also 
due to the presence of universities and other research centers. The most significant 
lapel is not as much the research output transfers as the predictable presence of 
innovative spinoffs and startups that spread knowledge in the ecosystem itself. 
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Evidence shows that ecosystems have typically emerged in places that already have 
an established and highly regarded knowledge base which employs significant 
numbers of scientists and engineers. Universities and research and corporate R&D 
laboratories are a primary source of skilled personnel who can found innovative 
startups [55]. Anyway, sometimes the substantive disconnection between universi-
ties and their surrounding local entrepreneurial and innovation ecosystem belittles 
entrepreneurial spillovers from universities [50].

Another propulsive role is played by services providers that perform no-core 
activities which are outsourced. Three types of services facilitating the process of 
business startup and growth by enabling new firms to focus on their area of exper-
tise can be highlighted: (1) specialist business services (law, marketing, account-
ability, management, consultants familiar with the unique needs of technology 
startups, technology marketing and assessment consultants, and PR firms),  
(2) technical services offering precision machining, prototyping, testing, and so on, 
(3) finance providers, such as venture capital firms or investment banks.

From financial perspective, the most important aspect concerns the availability 
of a critical mass of seeds and connections with local and foreign investors and 
venture capital funds [10], while the importance attributed to venture capitalists 
tends to be minor, as most firms are initially funded through a combination of 
self-financing, loans from family and friends, and bootstrapping. Despite a cluster 
is likely to stagnate or decline without these actors [44], in ecosystems venture 
capital seems lags, rather than stimulate, the emergence of entrepreneurial activ-
ity (Mason, Brown, 2014). This type of financing is more suitable for high growth 
technology-based firms [10].

4.2 The entrepreneurial enablers

An ecosystem has to be planned and managed. Often traditional decision makers 
of political origin have not suitable and enough technical and economic compe-
tencies to follow the implementation of the ecosystem: “however challenging the 
encouragement of entrepreneurship may seem, it is truly too important to be left 
to policy specialists” ([10], p. 264). In this regard, Isenberg [28] argues it would be 
better to establish new organizations with a ‘sell-by date’ composed of experts with 
specific entrepreneurial competencies—entrepreneurial enablers.

The tasks of these temporary organizations are to assure a holistic approach that 
considers especially bottom-up measures, as the major needs for the firms belong-
ing to the entrepreneurial ecosystem do not concern the offering of grant and subsi-
dies. The latter could have self-defeating effects respect on a Darwinist natural and 
spontaneous selection of the best firms and business models [5, 28]. As explained, 
ecosystem is chiefly founded on the active input coming from the entrepreneurial 
community. Hence, the involved firms require relational rather than transactional 
assistance during the different stages they run across, with the provision of inten-
sive support and mentoring, as well as facilitations for startups through business 
incubators. The latter provides business advice, networking with mentors, business 
angels, banks, and service providers. The purpose is to build “bridges” between 
different actors through the creation of communities of best practices or entrepre-
neurial networks [8, 21]. Therefore, it is important primarily to establish steady and 
effective connections among all the involved actors and networking linkages.

These tools answer to the essential presence of startups which aspire to expand 
and develop. Sometimes, in the early stages of establishing an ecosystem, to stress on 
supporting the starting up processes helping these ventures with organizational and 
human capital development, internationalization support and access to growth capital 
could be necessary. But a mature ecosystem needs to focus its efforts on companies 
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with the greatest potential. Entrepreneurial enablers should possess the ability to 
understand the right moment to shift the focus of their intervention. In addition, as 
the creation of an ecosystem occurs by phases which evolve over time, the organiza-
tion’s experts have to be able to determinate metric to evaluate strength, weakness, 
and bottlenecks of the ecosystem through a continue monitoring, identifying whether 
and how to intervene, and verifying over time the effectiveness of such interventions. 
Consistent with the described selective approach, they should also have the political 
strength to concentrate resources (public and/or private) primarily on a small number 
of high-potential early stage firms to accelerate their development [6, 46]. As success 
breeds, resources have to be granted in a selective way and not equally distributed [28].

Among the enablers duties, another vital aspect concerns the creation and 
diffusion of a specific culture. There is the necessity to plan initiatives acting on 
the cultural pattern of the territory, stimulating universities and school to focus 
on entrepreneurial education and promoting events which celebrate local entre-
preneurship and innovation. The purpose is to valorize the entrepreneurial choice 
among citizens favoring a mentality changing and stimulating imitation. In this 
perspective, it would be significant to already have in the ecosystem HGFs or other 
successful examples to imitate. In parallel, as basic informal rule, an ecosystem 
should be characterized by the acceptance of failure as a normal outcome of 
entrepreneurial activity. The consequence is that there is no diffidence to employ 
workers coming from other companies, even if they have failed [11]. Being based on 
largely trustworthy relationships, the ecosystem has also to be pervaded by the typi-
cal optimistic and positive business climate which feeds of self-confidence among 
entrepreneurs [41].

Last but not least, a prosperous ecosystem also depends on innovations diffusion 
and industry conditions. For instance, even if riskier, technological advances of 
disruptive nature, which create “discontinuities,” are believed to produce the largest 
opportunities [27, 50]. Consequently, often the emergence of an entrepreneurial 
ecosystem depends on the development of markets for newer technologies [8, 55]. 
Digital technologies are a remarkable example of this type, with a lot of opportunity 
that could be disclosed for new would-be entrepreneurs and the local context [48]. 
From this last perspective, entrepreneurial enablers have a great responsibility in 
connecting the ecosystem to the technological and innovation dynamics. To collect 
all these changes and challenges, the business environment has to show a high social 
capital [54], while firms show a high level of intellectual capital, in form of the 
three interrelated human, relational, and organizational components [56].

The overture described is in line with the increasingly widespread theses accord-
ing to which economic behavior can be better understood within its historical, 
temporal, institutional, spatial, and social contexts. Contexts provide individuals 
with opportunities and set boundaries for their actions and influence entrepre-
neurial choices, helping to understand who, when, how, and why someone becomes 
involved. But also entrepreneurship impacts on context, modifying its features [3]. 
Consistent with some influential experts [57], the next shift in policies will lead 
from “regional entrepreneurship policy” to “policy for an entrepreneurial regional 
economy,” that is the ecosystem approach.

5. Perspectives for digital startups birth and scale ups diffusion

5.1 The digital technologies

Observing the transformations taking place in the industrial system, it is clearer 
how, on the one hand, technology becomes much more pervasive by entering more 
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and more directly and intensely in production processes, products, and services. 
From the other hand, the technology-based competition is intensified, with new 
comer countries that force Western countries to continuously renew the bases of 
their technological and competitive advantage. This dynamic makes R&S activity 
and the related ability to propose innovations increasingly necessary [49].

With specific regard to digital technologies, “the biggest transformation in busi-
ness the world has seen in over a century” ([48], p. 5), they are radically changing 
the way people live, work, communicate, and play. Their pervasive diffusion is 
also causing significant repercussions on the dynamics of companies in European 
countries: 2.6 new digital job for each job destroyed is expected, manufacturing 
can achieve growth from 15 to 20% by 2030 if digitalized, revenue coming from 
digital technologies will growth of 2% for year, big data technology and services 
are expected to grow worldwide to USD 16.9 billion in 2015 at a compound annual 
growth rate of 40%, while companies using that data become 5–6% more pro-
ductive [48]. Also, the way of carrying out many of the traditional production 
processes is modifying considerably, as well as consolidated theoretical approaches 
regarding the methods of supplying resources, the product management, and 
service offered are questioned. Indeed, the possibility of constantly introducing 
new functionalities for a product or service, even in remotely, would seem to alter 
the validity of theories on the product life cycle, on the genesis of the innovation, or 
on the product development process [25, 26].

Consequently, by proceeding with digital technologies adoption and implemen-
tation, an almost infinite number of economic opportunities for existing or new 
ventures is emerging, waiting to be grasped. Even more by considering that the 
boundaries of digital technologies in the three interrelated components of digital 
artifacts, platforms, and infrastructures are still unexplored, and every innovation 
such as cloud computing, data analytics, online communities, social media, 3D 
printing, and digital makerspaces contains indefinite applications.

The magnitude of this change is so significant and visible that a specialized 
literature has arisen—the digital entrepreneurship. It analyzes the effects of digi-
talization on the traditional methods of conducting a business to success. For 
instance, about the digital artifacts (the digital components, applications or media 
content that are part of a new product/service and offers a specific functionality 
or value to the end-user), the decoupling of information from its related physical 
form or device has led to the gradual infusion of such digital artifacts into a wide 
range of products and services and discloses a plethora of business occasions for 
different industrial sectors [58]. Digital artifacts are continually embedded in wider 
and constantly shifting ecosystems, such that they become increasingly editable, 
interactive, reprogrammable, and distributable [59]. Similarly, digital technology 
that offers communication, collaboration, and/or computing capabilities to sup-
port innovation digital infrastructures requires new personnel with different roles 
(customers, investors, partners, etc.) in all stages of entrepreneurial process, from 
opportunity exploration to venture launch [59].

Furthermore, “digital infrastructures (digital technology tools and systems that 
offer communication, collaboration, and/or computing capabilities to support inno-
vation and entrepreneurship) infuse a level of fluidity or variability into entrepre-
neurial processes, allowing them to unfold in a nonlinear fashion across time and 
space” (Nambisan, 2017, p. 6), making less stable boundaries in both entrepreneur-
ial outcomes and processes. This, in turn, leads to changes in behaviors and actions 
among digital entrepreneurs. Indeed, digital firm’s success tends to step away from 
the exploiting of a certain opportunity, or the execution of a detailed value proposi-
tion, as it needs to follow a continuously evolving value proposition, namely actions 
that leverage the potential of a continuous re-scoping of business model [27].
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The continuous changes associated with the implementation of digital tech-
nologies also support a transformation in the figure of the entrepreneur and his 
orientation to primarily seek economic performance. On one side, in fact, the most 
important aspect of the firm, especially if in the initial stages of life, becomes the 
validity of the business idea that it intends to develop and the consistency with the 
skills already possessed. The goal is to ensure the future competitiveness of venture 
or its attractiveness toward larger companies that might decide to buy it. On the other 
side, the focus of the decision-making process could depend on the pool of employ-
ees, probably coetaneous of the entrepreneur but with more digital skills, who are 
able to identify and collect market opportunities and transforming in business [26].

In the meantime, less importance of funding sources is expected in favor of the 
role of connections. In fact, unreleased opportunities to resort to financing with 
methods such as crowdfunding or crowdsourcing or obtaining support from cus-
tomers and suppliers are arising. In this way, the traditional funding gaps for new 
businesses, particularly in technology sectors, normally looking for small amounts 
of finance, can also be easily filled [43].

On closer inspection, these changes are intrinsic conditions and functionalities 
belonging to the entrepreneurship ecosystem approach. In ecosystems, the goal of 
profit is fundamentally subordinated to the desire for self-realization or experimen-
tation with innovative ideas of aspiring entrepreneurs (the pleasure of discovery), 
while the presence of networks of stakeholders along the productive process and 
the supply chain is believed crucial. Likewise, a continuous rotation of employees 
who pushed by personal objectives of income, job satisfaction, or self-efficacy tends 
to offer their competencies to other neighboring companies or to create their own 
startup, is judged spontaneous.

These behaviors improve not only the processes of dissemination of knowledge 
and innovative ideas within the ecosystem but also their propagation speed. This 
high fluidity of people and resources within the ecosystem is considered a strategic 
lever for its success [28]. But fluidity is also a key feature of digital technologies 
which often have low access barriers and are cheap to adopt and exploit.

In addition, re-programmability and re-combinability of digital artifacts and 
platforms, on their own and in conjunction with other factors, enable the introduc-
tion of new functionalities in different market contexts, thereby refashioning exist-
ing pathways or opening new chances to create value, i.e., rendering existing market 
offerings less bounded from already existing opportunities. Digital firms could 
not feasibly operate without the Internet-enabled digital platforms (shared, com-
mon set of services and architecture that serves to host complementary offerings, 
including digital artifacts), which meet producers and consumers and facilitate the 
exchange of goods, services, or social currency, also enabling value creation for all 
through the digital landscape [25]. The difficulty to establish boundaries for digital 
platforms is therefore confirmed. In addition, the interaction of digital artifact 
properties with other contextual features resulting from the challenges linked to 
digital technologies (e.g., new legislative regulations, new pricing mechanisms, etc) 
also can radically change the definition of value in a market, proposing new further 
functionalities or business opportunities [59].

5.2 The role of ecosystem

On these premises, ecosystems could assure a fundamental contribution 
facilitating the developmental pathway for digital startups. Indeed, an ecosystem 
guarantees the passage of the traditional business environment to one no longer 
linked to individual or company factors but to a network of specialized partners 
with a wide availability of knowledge and open innovations.
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Due to the presence of research centers disseminating knowledge, universities 
forming graduates in technical disciplines, and consultants, it is highly prob-
able that these specific environments are linked to regional or urban areas. Not 
by chance, some authors (e.g., [33, 60]) put cities as the key organizing unit for 
innovation, entrepreneurship, and economic growth and argue about how digital 
startups and scale ups may take in place in cities and, sometime, require them as 
preferential ecosystem that help lever their development [58, 60].

Even the ecosystem tendency to the concentration of activities is coherent with 
the nature of digital companies. Their location choices do not depend on factors 
such as proximity to the market or availability of tangible inputs or from the avail-
ability of large physical space difficult to find in an urban area. As digital companies 
include online retailers but exclude retailers which have a physical presence on the 
‘high street’ and are linked to the generation and diffusion of knowledge, as well as 
to the presence of specific support services or specialized human capital and ven-
ture capital, they should give priority to the agglomerations of competencies typical 
of urban context with the presence of universities and research centers [8, 61].

Belonging to an ecosystem presents another advantage for digital companies. 
In the ecosystem, the innovative and creative processes are no longer centered on 
the individuals or on the ventures, but looks at the entire regional context meant as 
fertile environment from which economic opportunities can arise. Therefore, the 
innovative and entrepreneurial critical processes become linked to the entire exter-
nal environment, considered as a place of aggregation of individuals, companies, 
individual talents, institutions and support services [28]. This feature is consistent 
with the needs of digital entrepreneurship, where the most important productive 
factors are the availability of specialized personnel, of venture capitalists, and 
knowledge generation sources. To be placed in an ecosystem also could help all the 
memberships companies to obtain legislative rules that ensure, for example, the 
ownership of the innovations introduced and the cyber security of client compa-
nies, in doing so encouraging the adoption of the same technologies [62].

Anyway, to grow, digital startups must incorporate quickly new management 
functions, from operations to marketing, evolving from an unstructured chaotic day-
to-day to an evolving structure, mature, and dynamic organization. Consequently, 
they have to bring out the need of new competencies, especially of digital nature. 
They have to be able to possess, manage, dominate, and develop digital technologies 
and the inherent knowledge. These competencies enclose hard skills (from the ability 
to use computer programs and packages to the use of specific machines and tools for 
production such as social, mobile, analytics, cloud, artificial intelligence, robotics, 
Internet of Things, and cybersecurity) and soft skills (linked to relationships and 
behaviors of people enabling the effective use of new digital tools such as problem 
solving, knowledge networking, the new media literacy, etc.) [63]. Consistent with the 
ecosystem features reminded in the previous sections, even from this last perspective, 
the ecosystem approach seems the more suitable for digital startups and their growth.

6. Conclusive remarks

The diffusion of digital technologies with their still undefined boundaries 
announces a new era in entrepreneurship, where traditional ways and forms of 
pursuing entrepreneurial opportunities will be increasingly reshaped. A new hori-
zon of business opportunities only waits for being discovered and then managed 
profitably [27, 48, 57].

Relevant changes also are involving the basilar criteria of management and orga-
nization of companies and the ways to compete globally. From these modifications, 
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new criteria to start a business and pathways for its development and growth 
descend: the emergence of digital entrepreneurship [25, 62].

For policy makers, the main challenge is to assure both that the domestic ven-
tures are able to collect digital business opportunities successfully and to provide 
benefits for the whole territorial context, along a development route stable and 
persistent in terms of net employment, income, and cross fertilization. A flourish-
ing entrepreneurship research stream believes that a chance to reach the above 
objectives lies in the ability to implement specific business environments called 
ecosystems. These are targeted on selective measure supporting the emerging of ven-
tures with innovative business models but also their development and growth ([24]; 
Napier and Hansens, 2011). While, according to empirical evidence, policies only 
focused in favoring the firms birth rate may not be the best solution to the problems 
of employment and growth of many Western countries.

Anyway to support scale ups and high growth firms in general is a hard task that 
must be carried out by specialized personnel and with the appropriate skills. This 
is because there are not many cases of good practice to follow, but only a basic logic 
according to which all the domains (a favorable culture, enabling policies, availabil-
ity of adequate financing, high-quality human capital, safety-friendly markets for 
products, institutional supports, etc.) that make up an ecosystem must be aligned 
and coordinated (holistic approach). Moreover, the ecosystem needs to involve, 
since the beginning, many stakeholders/actors (at least an interested large corpora-
tion, policy makers, local bankers, and venture capitalists, people acting on the local 
culture, local universities, etc.) [24, 54]. The more intense the cooperation among 
these key actors is, the more likely the ecosystem will be to succeed.

Nevertheless, both domains and actors are characterized by proximity and 
include hundreds of variables interacting in highly complex and idiosyncratic ways. 
They should be able to converge toward a set of shared objectives according to a 
series of priorities [31] (SEP, 2018).

Despite the complexity to create an ecosystem, its features and functionalities 
seem well-suited with digital enterprises features, as they focus on the develop-
ment of the intellectual capital, which has to sustain the growth of firms operating 
with a new disruptive technology [8, 56]. Indeed, the roots of a well-operating 
ecosystem lie in a specialized and motivated human capital, open to innovation 
and with a widespread entrepreneurial culture. It is also founded on a dynamic 
system of connections among all the stakeholders of a context who are inter-
ested into its development, the networking capital. Again, the ecosystem rests 
its strength on the quality of the firms enclosed in terms of values, managerial 
philosophy, organizational patterns, and informative systems; in other word, the 
organizational capital.

To this aim, therefore, policy makers are called to sustain a great effort. Not 
by the chance, up to now a lot of attempts aiming at creating conducive environ-
ments failed. Moreover, there is an effective risk that the entrepreneurial ecosystem 
remains a tautological concept (Stam, 2015): entrepreneurial ecosystems produce 
successful entrepreneurship, but where there is a lot of successful entrepreneurship, 
there is apparently a good entrepreneurial ecosystem.

Beyond this theoretical-conceptual paper, aimed to connect the increasing 
sector of digital firms with a specific business environment, future surveys should 
focus their analyses at least on three directions. Firstly, a clear individuation of the 
needs and resources requested by digital firms and startups in the light of their own 
specificities; secondly, the detailed examination of the operative mechanisms of 
existing ecosystems precisely focused on digital technologies; and lastly, an inves-
tigations on the coherence among digital technologies with the local background of 
competencies and knowledge to individuate possible gaps to fill.
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the ecosystem approach seems the more suitable for digital startups and their growth.

6. Conclusive remarks

The diffusion of digital technologies with their still undefined boundaries 
announces a new era in entrepreneurship, where traditional ways and forms of 
pursuing entrepreneurial opportunities will be increasingly reshaped. A new hori-
zon of business opportunities only waits for being discovered and then managed 
profitably [27, 48, 57].

Relevant changes also are involving the basilar criteria of management and orga-
nization of companies and the ways to compete globally. From these modifications, 
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new criteria to start a business and pathways for its development and growth 
descend: the emergence of digital entrepreneurship [25, 62].

For policy makers, the main challenge is to assure both that the domestic ven-
tures are able to collect digital business opportunities successfully and to provide 
benefits for the whole territorial context, along a development route stable and 
persistent in terms of net employment, income, and cross fertilization. A flourish-
ing entrepreneurship research stream believes that a chance to reach the above 
objectives lies in the ability to implement specific business environments called 
ecosystems. These are targeted on selective measure supporting the emerging of ven-
tures with innovative business models but also their development and growth ([24]; 
Napier and Hansens, 2011). While, according to empirical evidence, policies only 
focused in favoring the firms birth rate may not be the best solution to the problems 
of employment and growth of many Western countries.

Anyway to support scale ups and high growth firms in general is a hard task that 
must be carried out by specialized personnel and with the appropriate skills. This 
is because there are not many cases of good practice to follow, but only a basic logic 
according to which all the domains (a favorable culture, enabling policies, availabil-
ity of adequate financing, high-quality human capital, safety-friendly markets for 
products, institutional supports, etc.) that make up an ecosystem must be aligned 
and coordinated (holistic approach). Moreover, the ecosystem needs to involve, 
since the beginning, many stakeholders/actors (at least an interested large corpora-
tion, policy makers, local bankers, and venture capitalists, people acting on the local 
culture, local universities, etc.) [24, 54]. The more intense the cooperation among 
these key actors is, the more likely the ecosystem will be to succeed.

Nevertheless, both domains and actors are characterized by proximity and 
include hundreds of variables interacting in highly complex and idiosyncratic ways. 
They should be able to converge toward a set of shared objectives according to a 
series of priorities [31] (SEP, 2018).

Despite the complexity to create an ecosystem, its features and functionalities 
seem well-suited with digital enterprises features, as they focus on the develop-
ment of the intellectual capital, which has to sustain the growth of firms operating 
with a new disruptive technology [8, 56]. Indeed, the roots of a well-operating 
ecosystem lie in a specialized and motivated human capital, open to innovation 
and with a widespread entrepreneurial culture. It is also founded on a dynamic 
system of connections among all the stakeholders of a context who are inter-
ested into its development, the networking capital. Again, the ecosystem rests 
its strength on the quality of the firms enclosed in terms of values, managerial 
philosophy, organizational patterns, and informative systems; in other word, the 
organizational capital.

To this aim, therefore, policy makers are called to sustain a great effort. Not 
by the chance, up to now a lot of attempts aiming at creating conducive environ-
ments failed. Moreover, there is an effective risk that the entrepreneurial ecosystem 
remains a tautological concept (Stam, 2015): entrepreneurial ecosystems produce 
successful entrepreneurship, but where there is a lot of successful entrepreneurship, 
there is apparently a good entrepreneurial ecosystem.

Beyond this theoretical-conceptual paper, aimed to connect the increasing 
sector of digital firms with a specific business environment, future surveys should 
focus their analyses at least on three directions. Firstly, a clear individuation of the 
needs and resources requested by digital firms and startups in the light of their own 
specificities; secondly, the detailed examination of the operative mechanisms of 
existing ecosystems precisely focused on digital technologies; and lastly, an inves-
tigations on the coherence among digital technologies with the local background of 
competencies and knowledge to individuate possible gaps to fill.
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Chapter 7

Strategic Use of Zero-rating of 
Mobile Data
Bronwyn Howell and Roslyn Layton

Abstract

The digital economy, characterised by goods exhibiting high instantiation and 
low reproduction costs frequently created and distributed over multisided plat-
forms, poses challenges for the pricing of products and services. As convergence 
occurs between applications and transport, flexible ways of pricing internet access 
and content are being developed. One frequently used pricing strategy is ‘zero-
rating’—where traffic for specific applications is not counted against the ‘cap’ in an 
internet user’s monthly access plan. This pricing strategy has drawn much criticism 
from net neutrality advocates, but it is far from clear that the policy is harmful. 
Using an economic analysis based upon relaxing assumptions in the simple model 
of perfect competition, so that it more closely reflects the complex internet eco-
system, we assess the extent to which it is plausible for zero-rating to be used to 
harm competition, consumer welfare and incentives for application innovation. We 
develop five questions to assist inquiry into the potential harm or benefits arising, 
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readers or viewers accessing content, thereby increasing consumer welfare, at the 
same time as having more readers and viewers increases the value to advertisers 
and hence the price that platform operators can charge them [2]. So long as there 
is careful balancing of demand elasticities on both sides of the platform, having 
prices varying from marginal cost on both sides can be both profit- and welfare 
enhancing [3, 4, 24].

Such practices have, however, proved particularly challenging for regulators and 
competition authorities entrusted with the pursuit and protection of competitive 
markets for the long-term benefits of consumers. Successfully engaging in above-
cost pricing in at least one market requires the firm to have some degree of market 
power, while using the surpluses to subsidise another potentially alters the competi-
tive dynamics in that market as well [5]. Inevitably, the interests of consumers of one 
product must be traded off against those of another. Furthermore, in the context 
of increasing disintermediation of once-integrated firms and their replacement by 
complex contractually co-ordinated supply chains for the relevant products and ser-
vices, it is no longer obvious that one specific firm or even one market is the appro-
priate focus for attention. While a mandate clearly exists for competition authorities 
and regulators to be interested, it is far less clear that their historic precedents and 
inquiry methods based on historic structure-conduct-performance (SCP) models of 
industrial organisation established to deal with single firm or markets and non-infor-
mation goods are suitable for governing commercial interactions in the new context.

The complexities are highlighted by ‘zero-rating’. This occurs when internet 
service providers (ISPs) do not count the data traffic used to service specific 
applications (supplied typically by third-party content and application providers—
CAPs—who may also be using advertising revenues to subsidise production costs) 
against the data traffic ‘cap’ allowed in an internet user’s access (subscription) plan. 
Data transmissions for these applications are effectively ‘free to the user’, whereas 
data transmissions serving other applications incur an effective positive price. 
Regulators and telecommunication authorities in many jurisdictions have been 
required to adjudicate allegations of the use of zero-rating to harm competition 
in both the ISP and CAP markets, and thereby to cause harm to consumers collec-
tively, and disproportionately to different consumer groups. Telecommunications 
regulators have been lobbied to impose rules prohibiting its use entirely, or at least 
permitting it only in very restricted circumstances.

To date, regulators and competition authorities have generally responded cau-
tiously, by eschewing outright prohibition of zero-rating in favour of case-by-case 
analysis, as was explicitly required in the United States Federal Communications 
Commission’s (FCC) subsequently repealed 2015 Open Internet Rule [6]. Following 
repeal, case-by-case jurisdiction has persisted under generic competition law 
overseen by the Federal Trade Commission, as occurred prior to 2015, and has 
always prevailed in countries such as Australia and New Zealand, where no specific 
net neutrality regulations have been introduced. In contrast, the European Union’s 
approach, encapsulated in its 2016 Net Neutrality Regulation, is more prescriptive.

Nonetheless, even with case-by-case evaluation, regulators and competition 
authorities face many difficulties in assessing economic harms and benefits. Not 
least is defining the relevant market(s). Benefits and harms may accrue in multiple 
markets, many of which may be far-removed from both that in which the firm 
engaging in the pricing practice is deemed to be operating (e.g., in CAP markets 
not ISP markets) and the territory over which the relevant authority has jurisdic-
tion (e.g., a CAP operating from a different country to the ISP). Further decision-
making complications exist due to extensive use of bundling of internet and content 
access with other products and services (e.g., with fixed and mobile voice applica-
tions, and pay television, in classic ‘triple’ and ‘quadruple’ play subscriptions), and 
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the fact that little may yet be known about consumer valuations and preferences in 
markets for products that are comparatively new [7]. While the Body of European 
Regulators for Electronic Communications (BEREC) has endeavoured to address 
this complexity by issuing a set of guidelines for member state regulators to assist 
in implementing the European Net Neutrality Regulation [8], they have proven 
problematic. Their focus on legal compliance with the directive rather than detailed 
assessment of the economic harms and benefits in different circumstances has 
resulted in considerable variation between member state regulators’ interpretation 
and application of the rule, creating both controversy and uncertainty about the 
acceptability of zero-rating pricing strategies across the notional single communica-
tions market to which the commission aspires [9].

Given the levels of economic complexity invoked by zero-rating, and the lack 
of theoretical and empirical evidence to date to inform both firms seeking to adopt 
the practice and regulators and competition authorities seeking to maintain fair and 
competitive markets (on balance, most that has been produced finds the practice 
NOT harmful), the development of some general economic principles for evaluat-
ing its effects is indicated. This chapter represents a first step in this direction. The 
contribution is five questions, which can be used as a preliminary filter to assess 
the likelihood of a specific instance of zero-rating being harmful to total welfare, 
thereby necessitating either caution on the part of a firm potentially implementing 
it, or justification on the part of competition authorities and regulators contemplat-
ing expending their scarce resources on a more intensive investigation.

We begin by outlining the general arguments for and against the use of zero-
rating. Next, we summarise key economic characteristics of the internet ecosystem 
in which zero-rating offers are being made. Then, beginning with the models of 
perfect competition upon which theories of competitive harm were developed 
in classical SCP thinking, we demonstrate how successively relaxing the model 
assumptions when it is applied to the commercial interaction between ISPs and end 
users leads to the identification of circumstances where zero-rating may be more or 
less harmful to total welfare. The theoretical economic methodology used for this 
inquiry draws upon and extends the similar approach used by Greenstein et al. [21] 
and Gans and Katz [10, 11] in their inquiries into specific examples of zero-rating. 
The result is the five questions, which are summarised in our conclusion.

2. Zero-rating, net neutrality and competitive harms

Calls for the banning of zero-rating offers have arisen in the context of wider 
advocacy for increased regulation of ISPs to impose a particular view of an internet 
where ISPs are required to treat every data packet equally—in regard to both techni-
cal and financial characteristics. Calls for ISPs (but not the providers of content and 
applications used on the infrastructure) to operate in this neutral, non-discrimina-
tory manner—so-called net neutrality—derived from Wu’s [12] seminal paper.

Particular concerns have been voiced about ISPs charging some content and 
applications providers (CAPs) but not others to deliver their traffic to end consum-
ers, even when those payments are not associated with traffic prioritisation (so 
fall outside the so-called ‘hard’ network neutrality regulations [13] precluding 
such behaviour). ISPs, however, are continually looking for new revenues in order 
to finance the newer, more capable networks required to transport a burgeoning 
volume of content and application data between CAPs and end users, in addition to 
winning new customers and amortising general network costs.

Some neutral internet proponents (e.g., [14, 15, 28]) have argued that ‘zero-rated’ 
internet access plans, frequently offered by mobile providers, should be prohibited. 
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These plans do not count data used for selected (‘zero-rated’) applications against the 
data downloading ‘cap’ specified within the monthly access fee. End users face a lower 
effective price for using the selected application than for other applications that are not 
‘zero-rated’. The ISP may or may not charge the selected CAPs to recover the costs of 
delivering their data to end users. ‘Zero-rated’ plans are seen by net neutrality propo-
nents as a form of unfair price discrimination1 against those internet users who do not 
access the selected content. It is also argued that when ISPs selectively zero-rate data 
relating to large established CAPs, smaller and newer rivals will be foreclosed, thereby 
harming incentives for application innovation, regardless of whether or not ISPs charge 
CAPs. A further argument is that application variety will be harmed because smaller, 
newer providers may not have the resources to pay ISPs to zero-rate their traffic, lead-
ing to their applications being eschewed by end users preferring the zero-rated options.

Others, however (e.g., [10, 16, 17, 25, 27]), contend that preventing all instances of 
zero-rating will necessarily rule out some cases (e.g., those analogous to advertising in 
newspapers) where payments on both sides of a two-sided market may be necessary 
for both an application and the additional infrastructure needed to service demand for 
it to be commercially viable in the first place. They also suggest that zero-rating will 
facilitate higher internet use in total (and therefore higher welfare) than if payments 
were restricted to only one ‘side’ of the internet platform. The potential welfare gains 
from higher internet use may be especially valuable in developing countries where the 
ability to pay for additional data use is very low [18]. They argue for a more nuanced 
approach, where each case is considered on its merits, so that the interests of all par-
ticipants in highly complex internet-enabled ecosystems can be assessed [9, 19, 29, 30].

To date, no consistent view has emerged amongst regulators and competition 
authorities of what constitutes anti-competitive use of zero-rating. In the United 
States, much press has been directed at T-Mobile’s zero-rating of its Binge-On 
application, but the FCC has found no harm. In Europe, the Belgian regulator 
found Proximus use acceptable according to the BEREC guidelines [31], and two 
National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs)—Austria and Croatia—found zero-rating 
acceptable when assessed against BEREC’s commercial criteria. However, the Dutch 
NRA found Deutsche Telecom had infringed in zero-rating its free music service. 
The decision was struck down on appeal, but on grounds that the NRA decision 
exceeded EU law, rather than on its commercial merits.2

3. The internet ecosystem and zero-rating

Zero-rating offers take place in a complex internet-enabled ecosystem consisting 
of multiple intertwined two-sided platforms, of which ISPs are just one of many 
in the commercial chain linking senders and receivers of data [20, 21, 32]. Figure 1 
illustrates how in this ecosystem, payment flows need not necessarily follow data 
flows. The systemic interaction of payments and data flows means that actions at any 
one segment of the ecosystem can have material consequences at any other part.

1 A distinction needs to be made between legal definitions of discrimination—where two people with 
observable differences are treated differently (e.g., racial or gender discrimination) and economic dis-
crimination—where two people with different economic characteristics are treated differently (e.g., where 
those with low willingness-to-pay are charged a low price and those with high willingness-to-pay a high 
price). The latter case may frequently lead to a more efficient outcome. However, in the former, the indi-
viduals may have identical economic characteristics, so charging different prices is not welfare-enhancing.
2 Autoriteit Consument & Markt, “ACM Not to Appeal Ruling on Net Neutrality | ACM.Nl,” News, May 
23, 2017, /en/publications/publication/17267/ACM-not-to-appeal-ruling-on-net-neutrality.
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3.1 Complex interactions

Net neutrality advocates assert that innovation at the CAP ‘edge’ of the ecosystem 
unconditionally dominates innovation at the ISP core. In this view, ISPs’ sole com-
mercial functions are to serve the internet data transmission requirements of their end 
users. ISPs should not have commercial interactions with CAPs—thereby precluding 
any possibility that selected CAPs can pay ISPs to prioritise (i.e., discriminate against) 
traffic related to their applications over that of their rivals. By extension, any arrange-
ments whereby ISPs discount the charges relating to specific applications (i.e., zero-rat-
ing) are seen as price discrimination. Both practices are seen to discriminate amongst 
CAPs, so are antithetic to the objective of promoting the internet ecosystem as an 
engine of innovation [22]. Van Schewick [15] uses this argument to question the effi-
cacy of T-Mobile’s zero-rating of content on Binge-On, as do critics of Facebook’s Free 
Basics. Indeed, Lemley and Lessig go so far as to suggest that ISPs should not charge 
CAPs for data delivery as a form of subsidy for application development activities.

In contrast, ISPs claim that they have been required to build ever-more-capable 
networks (for example, from 2G to 3G, 4G and now 5G mobile, and fixed fibre 
and wireless) to serve the vastly increased demands placed on them to deliver 
ever-larger amounts of data at ever-faster speeds to meet the demands of specific 
applications [26]. A handful of application types—notably audio and video stream-
ing—require vastly more sophisticated network capabilities than others—for 
example, simple websites. As not all consumers use these applications equally, and 
some applications—for example, those relating to time-critical bilateral interac-
tions—need to be treated differently from others—e.g., one-way streamed data—
then some degree of discrimination (both in terms of traffic management and 
pricing, such as charging CAPs in some instances as well as ends users) is essential if 
their networks are to be operated efficiently and effectively.

Figure 1. 
The internet-enabled ecosystem.
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Figure 1. 
The internet-enabled ecosystem.
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Regulators and competition authorities are charged with promoting competi-
tion in each of the relevant markets in order to protect the long-term interests of 
consumers. This dynamic welfare criterion is predicated upon the assumption that 
the long-term interests of consumers in each of these markets are a suitable proxy 
for the long-term interests of the ecosystem as a whole. Thus, balance is required 
between short-term and long-term factors. Furthermore, what is optimal at one 
time of the ecosystem lifecycle may not be optimal at another [33, 34]. To the extent 
that social preferences may override the economic considerations, then the costs of 
imposing those preferences must be recognised in both the total welfare foregone, 
and the transfers that those preferences engender between ecosystem stakeholders. 
Moreover, a single stakeholder may participate in the ecosystem in multiple capaci-
ties, and these may vary over the ecosystem lifecycle. The dilemma for regulators 
and policy-makers is to decide what to take into account when developing a frame-
work for assessing cases of zero-rating, and deciding how and when to intervene.

3.2 Derived demands

The dilemma is exacerbated because end-users’ demands for ISP services are 
not determined solely by their own interaction. An ISP connection is of no value to 
an end user if it is not used to access internet applications. ISPs operate two-sided 
platforms connecting CAPs and end users. The relevant products for any zero-
rating inquiry are the complex bundles of internet access and application use that 
end users consume. Internet connection value cannot be considered in isolation—it 
is dependent upon the value the consumer places on the applications accessed. The 
ISP may supply some of these applications, but for the most part, consumers’ value 
of the connection is contingent upon being able to access a vast range of applica-
tions provided by third-party CAPs.

A nontrivial observation arising is that, for the most part, ISPs do not have 
strong incentives to impede their consumers’ access to the preferred applications, 
for fear of losing them—and their revenues—to rival ISPs [21]. If favouring one 
application harms access to or use of another, then likewise this will likely reduce 
both the number of ISP customers and the ability of the relevant CAP to earn sub-
scription and advertising revenues. Ipso facto, this reduces the incentives for ISPs to 
use pricing to strategically foreclose selected third-party applications—especially 
those consumers valued highly—unless they are compensated by the CAP. However, 
as the market power (measured by the consumer base) of highly valued CAPs 
vastly exceeds that of any individual ISP, and they have very wide (global) reach 
whereas ISPs are geographically specific, it is most unlikely that they will engage in 
contracting in each of the vast number of local geographic ISP markets in order to 
foreclose their CAP rivals. It cannot be discounted that locally specific CAPs might 
find such a strategy advantageous with regard to a rival facing the same geographic 
limitations.

3.3 Complex tariffs

ISPs can charge consumers a flat fee, a usage-based fee or a combination of the 
two for internet access. Consumers’ internet access purchases are determined by 
trading off the fixed price paid for access and any usage charge against the benefits 
of accessing and utilising applications. Menus of two-part tariffs bundling access 
and usage charges are generally welfare enhancing relative to a single flat-rate or 
solely usage-based tariff as they allow users with different valuations associated 
with different usage levels of even a single application to self-select the tariff that 
gives them most surplus [35].
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A zero-rated tariff applied to a specific application is simply a tariff with no 
usage-based component—that is, a flat fee. Flat fees are most advantageous for 
those with the highest expected usage, (e.g., video gaming) as they will utilise 
it up to the point where no further benefits will be obtained. This is necessarily 
more than if usage is charged at marginal cost (noting that network congestion is 
a significant externality proportional to utilisation that is imposed by users when 
utilising applications). If the higher costs associated with higher usage levels are 
to be recovered in user fees, a single flat-rate tariff will be higher where usage is 
higher that when it is lower. Metered tariffs (including plans with flat-rates within 
a given data cap, that rise as the data cap increases) are an efficient means by which 
ISPs may recover revenues from each consumer rising in proportion with the costs 
that usage imposes on the ISP (including the costs of congestion that lower service 
quality for all users).

3.4 Heterogeneous end users

However, metered tariffs will arise in practice only if consumers are heteroge-
neous in their valuations of application usage. If all consumers value their con-
nections identically, then there will be one tariff that is efficient for all users, and 
there will be no incentive for ISPs to offer any other tariff. Consumers’ valuations of 
internet application usage are inherently heterogeneous because different users will 
prefer to use different applications for different purposes. Some will prefer applica-
tions requiring high usage (e.g., video streaming) while others will prefer applica-
tions with lower resource demands (e.g., web browsing, email). Even consumers 
preferring a single application will vary in their use of it due to personal preferences 
and resource constraints—for example, time to watch streamed video and the cash 
to pay for the connection.

Consequently, internet access as sold by ISPs is not a homogeneous good—it 
varies with the application preferences of the consumers using it. Consumers with 
higher valuations for a single application will consume more resources than those 
with lower valuations. If metered tariffs are intended to recover higher revenues 
from higher-using consumers of a single application, then offering a zero-rated 
tariff for that application is inconsistent with the ISP’s objective to recover its costs 
in usage fees. Assuming that the ISP does not recover the revenues lost from zero-
rating application usage from the application provider, and it costs the same to 
deliver a unit of each application to the end user, then it is strategically illogical for 
the ISP to charge for the usage of one application and zero-rate usage of the other. 
Costs remain unchanged, but revenues will fall.

Hence, in the simplest case, as zero-rating by an ISP discounts revenues received 
from selected end users on the consumer side of the ISP platform, it must neces-
sarily be associated with compensatory revenue streams—for example, higher fees 
charged to non-selected users, charges on the CAP side of the platform, or revenues 
from other sources, such as taxation or advertising—if in the long run the ISP 
wishes to remain solvent.

4. Competition: relaxing the assumptions

The principal arguments against zero-rating promulgated by net neutrality 
advocates rest on the one-sided logic that all end users should pay the same price for 
internet access, regardless of whether the market for the product in question con-
forms to the assumptions of perfect competition. In this model, the marginal unit 
supplied will be sold at its marginal cost of production, and this cost will determine 
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the price paid for all other units sold. This leads to a statically efficient outcome, 
with maximum total welfare.

However, for this to be achieved, other specific market conditions must be 
met. Importantly, the product sold must be perfectly homogeneous, there must 
be perfect information, no transaction costs, no externalities, and no barriers to 
firms entering or leaving the market. There must be perfectly divisible output (i.e., 
no scale economies). All participants are price-takers—that is, no firm can charge 
more than the efficient price and remain in the market, and consumers must pay 
that price if they value the product at that price or above.

Requiring all units to be sold at the same price does not of itself make a market 
more competitive (i.e., render the perfectly competitive outcome) unless all of the 
other conditions are met. In this section, we will demonstrate that as practically 
none of these assumptions prevail in the complex market for internet access dis-
cussed in the previous section, simplistic calls to prevent zero-rating are insufficient 
to guide decision-making.

First, we show that when the assumption of homogeneous goods is relaxed, it 
is most unlikely that zero-rated tariffs can be used to foreclose rival applications. 
Instead, we demonstrate that requiring the same price to be charged for accessing 
products costing different amounts to produce obscures crucial underlying dif-
ferences in costs on the supply side and user preferences on the demand side. This 
leads to our first three questions to be posed by those undertaking case-by-case 
assessments of zero-rating examples. Next, we relax the assumptions of perfect 
information and absence of transaction costs in the exchanges between ISPs and 
their end consumers, and their effects on barriers to entry for new CAPs and ISPs. 
This leads us to question the competitive positioning of the party objecting to an ISP 
using zero-rating prices—and our fourth question for assessors. It also leads to our 
final consideration—how the presence of transaction costs creates barriers to entry 
that lead to entrants and not incumbents favouring zero-rating policies. This leads 
to our fifth question, regarding the strategic options available to CAPs and ISPs that 
render financial transactions between them an adjunct to zero-rating that makes the 
strategy not only pro-competitive but also welfare-enhancing.

We note that in this analysis we are considering only instances of pricing of 
data transfer as a strategy for zero-rating. We do not consider cases of payments 
for data prioritisation. The examples we consider therefore have the appearance of 
the price discrimination to which Wu [12] and Van Schewick [15] raise objections, 
rather than being artefacts of paid data management, which are considered in other 
literature.

4.1 Relaxing the constraints: homogeneous products and heterogeneous users

In net neutrality discourse, ISPs could strategically zero-rate a selected appli-
cation to steer end users away from using another application and towards the 
favoured one. This could occur if the ISP is also the CAP for the favoured applica-
tion, whereby it could foreclose another ISP offering a similar application, or to 
foreclose a rival stand-alone CAP. However, such foreclosure can only occur only 
if the end users perceive the applications as perfect substitutes: that is, the applica-
tions are homogeneous.

If the two applications offer materially different value propositions to end 
consumers (i.e., the assumption of homogeneous products in the perfect competi-
tion model is relaxed), then the zero-priced application will not be able to force 
the positive-priced one from the market so long as there are consumers who prefer 
the positive-priced one over the zero-rated one by more than the discount embed-
ded in the zero-rating offer [11]. As demonstrated above, as end users are also 
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inherently heterogeneous in their content preferences, it is quite unlikely that the 
requisite conditions for foreclosure will occur unless the applications concerned are 
indistinguishable.

The inability for ‘free’ offerings to foreclose those with a positive price is 
observed with broadcast television and newspaper providers. Free-to-air television 
and free newspapers have not foreclosed pay television and newspaper subscrip-
tions. Indeed, some consumers willingly consume both, even when some of the 
content overlaps, because the additional value offered by the pay version is suf-
ficiently high enough that it overcomes the price differential. Arguably, the pres-
ence of the two different newspaper forms has led to greater content variety, with 
subscriber newspapers providing a professional journalist-based news service, and 
free newspapers relying more upon content generated by readers (e.g., local school 
and sports reports) and advertisers.

This leads to our first question to be posed about zero-rating offers.
Question 1. What very close or perfectly substitute applications accessible over 

the ISP’s connection, costing the same to deliver, are likely to be foreclosed by the 
zero-rated application(s)?

The closer are the non-zero-rated application(s) to the zero-rated one(s) in 
the perception of the end users, then the more likely it is that the non-zero-rated 
applications will be crowded out. However, there are very few applications meet-
ing this requirement that are truly close substitutes. For the most part, CAPs such 
as Netflix and Hulu are not close or perfect substitutes for each other because they 
contain different bundles of content for which end users have distinct preferences. 
The applications themselves are differentiated; even if it costs the ISP the same to 
deliver a Hulu movie and a Netflix one of equivalent specifications. If a consumer 
preferring Netflix is not prevented from paying the higher usage fee to watch Hulu 
content if the content available only on Hulu is sufficiently highly valued, then Hulu 
will not be foreclosed, even in respect of the subset of Hulu-preferring consumers 
on the discriminating ISP’s network.

It might be a concern, however, if the applications in consideration were, for 
example, two identical cloud storage applications. The zero-rated application will 
have an unequivocal advantage over the non-zero-rated one, leading to all consum-
ers with a non-zero valuation of using cloud storage opting for the lower-cost one. 
However, for foreclosure to occur, it is necessary for the applications to be undif-
ferentiated—that is, homogeneous products. Foreclosure of differentiated products 
will be a function of the degree of differentiation—the more similar they are, the 
more likely it is that foreclosure will occur.

The logic applied in this simple illustration leads to the conclusion that without 
some non-neutral pricing signals, over-much (inefficient) investment in CAP vari-
ety is possible if equalising the prices faced by consumers and application providers 
conceals underlying real differences in costs and user preferences.

4.2 Equalising prices conceals underlying cost and valuation differences

Assume now that the two applications are perfectly homogeneous, but one 
actually costs less to deliver than the other. This could be because the ISP has been 
able to customise the delivery of one application within its own networks so that it 
costs less (or causes less congestion) than an otherwise-equivalent one that has not 
been customised. It could also be that one class of applications can be processed 
via a different operational process that is less costly, as occurred in Australia and 
New Zealand in the mid-1990s, when the internet was first becoming popular. 
At the time, international bandwidth capacity on the PACNET sub-oceanic cable 
was constrained. Due to asymmetric data flows, Australian and New Zealand ISPs 
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the price paid for all other units sold. This leads to a statically efficient outcome, 
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applications will be crowded out. However, there are very few applications meet-
ing this requirement that are truly close substitutes. For the most part, CAPs such 
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contain different bundles of content for which end users have distinct preferences. 
The applications themselves are differentiated; even if it costs the ISP the same to 
deliver a Hulu movie and a Netflix one of equivalent specifications. If a consumer 
preferring Netflix is not prevented from paying the higher usage fee to watch Hulu 
content if the content available only on Hulu is sufficiently highly valued, then Hulu 
will not be foreclosed, even in respect of the subset of Hulu-preferring consumers 
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It might be a concern, however, if the applications in consideration were, for 
example, two identical cloud storage applications. The zero-rated application will 
have an unequivocal advantage over the non-zero-rated one, leading to all consum-
ers with a non-zero valuation of using cloud storage opting for the lower-cost one. 
However, for foreclosure to occur, it is necessary for the applications to be undif-
ferentiated—that is, homogeneous products. Foreclosure of differentiated products 
will be a function of the degree of differentiation—the more similar they are, the 
more likely it is that foreclosure will occur.

The logic applied in this simple illustration leads to the conclusion that without 
some non-neutral pricing signals, over-much (inefficient) investment in CAP vari-
ety is possible if equalising the prices faced by consumers and application providers 
conceals underlying real differences in costs and user preferences.

4.2 Equalising prices conceals underlying cost and valuation differences

Assume now that the two applications are perfectly homogeneous, but one 
actually costs less to deliver than the other. This could be because the ISP has been 
able to customise the delivery of one application within its own networks so that it 
costs less (or causes less congestion) than an otherwise-equivalent one that has not 
been customised. It could also be that one class of applications can be processed 
via a different operational process that is less costly, as occurred in Australia and 
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At the time, international bandwidth capacity on the PACNET sub-oceanic cable 
was constrained. Due to asymmetric data flows, Australian and New Zealand ISPs 
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purchased PACNET capacity under transit arrangements rather than peering. 
Traffic to and from end consumers over PACNET was more costly to handle than 
traffic handled under local peering arrangements. The original retail internet plans 
metered international (PACNET) traffic by volume, but offered unmetered (i.e., 
zero-rated) local traffic.

In this instance, zero-rating low-cost local traffic but metering high-cost 
international traffic reflected real differences in underlying costs. Zero-rating that 
diverts consumers’ usage of substitutable applications towards lower cost applica-
tions raises efficiency.

This leads to our second question for regulators and adjudicators.
Question 2. Does usage of the zero-rated applications actually cost the ISP less 

than equivalent usage of non-zero-rated applications?
If the answer to this question is ‘yes’, then zero-rating would be less harmful 

to total welfare than the alternative of requiring all usage to be charged at a single 
price. Under the two-price arrangement, more usage than efficient would be made 
of the low-cost application, and the high-price usage tariff would have to be above 
cost to subsidise the additional low-cost usage. Arguably, this could lead to some 
low-cost applications surviving that would not otherwise be viable if their usage 
was charged at cost—that is, inefficient over-supply of application variety [11].

However, the alternative of a single positive usage price that does not signal the 
different underlying costs will lead to more usage of the high-cost application than if 
it was charged at cost. This usage would have to be subsidised by users of the low-cost 
application. Increasing the price of using the low-cost application above its cost to 
subsidise the high-cost usage leads to less usage of the lower-cost application, and at 
the margin some consumers will give up their internet connections entirely because 
they no longer receive utility higher than the combined price of access and usage. 
Without the fixed revenues of these low-cost consumers to offset the higher usage costs 
of the consumers paying below cost, the average usage cost per unit of traffic handled 
increases, leading to even higher usage fees and a second depressing effect on the usage 
of and fees generated by low-cost users. That is, a ‘waterbed effect’ emerges [23].

Hence, zero-rating of applications with lower costs than non-zero-rated applica-
tions is not equivalent in its effects to zero-rating applications with the same costs as 
their zero-rated counterparts. The difference is material. In a perfectly competitive 
market, it is necessary for the price signals associated with lower costs to be sent 
to consumers so that efficiency-raising changes in purchasing behaviours can take 
place. Concealing information about cost differences (e.g., by averaging the prices 
for two or more applications) prevents consumers making efficiency-raising choices.

We note, however, that in the New Zealand case, discounting local applications 
did not crowd out content from foreign origins because they were not substitutes. 
Indeed, foreign content and applications were overwhelmingly preferred by end 
users, even though they were more costly.

4.3 Differentiated price and product offers to low-valuers

We now turn to the argument of pro-net neutrality advocates that zero-rating 
should not be allowed when it enables free or discounted access to a narrow range 
of internet applications or applications with some functionality removed, when 
the ISP charges a higher fee for unrestricted access to the ‘full service’ applications. 
This restriction is claimed for ISPs, even though the same practice is widespread 
in the software industry—for example, Microsoft’s Office available as a low-price, 
restricted student version and a high-price, full service professional version.

The advocates claim that restricted offer users cannot participate equally with 
unrestricted users in a supposed ‘right’ to access the full potential benefits of all 
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applications and content available on the entire internet. Any arrangement that 
allows differentiated access to that content is seen as an infringement of that right. 
Zero-rating that reduces access charges in exchange for reduced functionality is 
therefore ‘unfair discrimination’. Free Basics, where potential internet users in 
developing countries are offered free access to a restricted range of applications, but 
can access the full versions when paying a monthly internet access subscription, is 
frequently cited as such an infringement.

In principle, zero-rating access to a restricted-functionality application is no 
different to an application provider choosing to make some content available freely, 
and releasing other content only when some other obligations—for example, 
paying a fee, or sharing personal information—have been met. Access providers 
can set different tariffs for using different versions of the application if they really 
do invoke lower costs (e.g., stripped-down versions with lower data consumption), 
as per question 2. However, these versions may also be associated with compensa-
tion from the CAP to the ISP, especially if the low-cost version stimulates more 
low-value consumers to purchase connections, increasing the value available to the 
CAP from advertising. Furthermore, it is the application provider and not the ISP 
who makes the decision about restricting the application range to self-selecting 
end users. Preventing application providers from offering these discount arrange-
ments appears at odds to the net neutrality argument that edge providers and not 
ISPs exercise control over internet content. If the range of content is restricted by 
applications providers—for example to foreclose other application providers—then 
it would seem more properly a matter to be addressed by generic antitrust provi-
sions rather than internet access regulation.

Moreover, the presumption that all end users should pay identical prices to 
access the same applications ignores economic realities. The expectation that all 
consumers pay the same price for a product is an artefact of perfectly competitive 
markets. If all consumers pay the same price, then those with higher valuations of 
the bundle receive more surplus than those with lower valuations. Perfect equity in 
access prices for homogeneous good cements in place extreme inequities in surplus 
distribution. Price discrimination (different prices for the homogeneous good) 
effectively transfers surplus from high-valuers to low-valuers and leads to higher 
total consumer numbers without reducing total welfare. Where scale economies are 
present (as occurs in both ISP services and most CAP products, as they are mostly 
digital products with near-zero reproduction costs), then total welfare increases 
as well. Product differentiation (e.g., offering a subset of functionality for a lower 
price) leads to higher consumer numbers in total than with a single price for the 
undifferentiated good. Price discrimination and product differentiation therefore 
both appear consistent with (or at least are not per se harmful to) increased product 
variety, larger total numbers of internet users and ongoing innovation in the inter-
net ecosystem. That does not mean that the practices might not, in some circum-
stances, lead to negative outcomes. Rather, it reinforces the merits of a case-by-case 
analysis rather than prescriptive prohibitions.

Price and product differentiation are important ways of enabling individuals 
with low valuations of internet use, or facing significant financial constraints, 
to become internet users, The former case occurs in mature markets, when the 
last-remaining individuals have not yet connected because the value they place on 
the connection is less than even a very modest single price charged. The latter case 
arises in developing economies, where income constraints pose significant bar-
riers to purchase for large numbers of individuals. While subsidising connection 
fees through a tax and redistribution system may induce purchase in the former 
group, subsidising via applications may be more effective because the application 
is the primary determinant of the value derived. It also offers a superior means of 
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subsidising in the latter case, because surpluses generated by users in developed 
economies can be transferred via the application and access bundle to subsidise 
those in developing economies. Thus, wealth transfers across national borders can 
occur without the need for government intervention.

This gives rise to our third question for regulators and adjudicators.
Question 3. Is zero-rated access to a subset of applications primarily intended 

to increase the number of individuals using the internet?
The purpose of this question is to separate out instances of zero-rating that are 

more likely to lead to positive network effects arising from larger total numbers of 
internet connections from instances that may arise from other motivations—for 
example to change the range and usage of applications by individuals already 
purchasing internet connections.

4.4 Relaxing the constraints: perfect information and no transaction costs

Having considered the implications of relaxing the constraints of product (and 
consumer) homogeneity, we now turn to the assumptions of perfect information 
and zero transaction costs that attend the perfect competition model, and their 
effects on barriers to entry and exit.

Imposing the assumption of consumer homogeneity reduces the amount of 
information available to both ISPs and CAPs to customise their offerings to individual 
consumer preferences. Information that would otherwise have been efficiently sig-
nalled or screened in customised offers can only be obtained subsequently by other 
means—inevitably with higher transaction costs. In the long run, this would seem to 
impose impediments to, rather than incentives for, the development of new applica-
tions and contracting arrangements. That is, banning zero-rating because the prac-
tice may pose entry barriers for new application providers must be balanced against 
the entry barriers that will be created if information about underlying consumer 
heterogeneity that would be efficiently signalled, screened and shared if zero-rating 
proceeds cannot emerge due to regulatory intervention banning the practice.

While banning zero-rating has been justified by the potential for ISPs to raise the 
costs for new application providers, it is equally plausible that banning prevents both 
application developers and ISPs from learning about and creating offers that cater to 
these underlying differences. Thus, existing ISPs and CAPs might prefer the infor-
mation not to be surfaced if in doing so, opportunities were created for new entrants 
to take advantage of consumer heterogeneity to create new offers, attract consumers 
away from the exiting providers and appropriate a disproportionate share of the new 
consumers yet to purchase internet connections. Likewise, existing end users obtain-
ing high surpluses under a single price might be unwilling to share those surpluses 
with new consumers who will participate only with implicit subsidies.

This gives rise to our fourth question for regulators and adjudicators.
Question 4. Who has requested that an instance of zero-rating be investigated?
If the request has come from existing ISPs, then it is plausible that the motiva-

tion may be to foreclose competitive entry by rival ISPs. If it has come from existing 
CAPs, then the motivation may be to foreclose competitive entry by new applica-
tions provides. If it comes from existing end users, then the motivation may be to 
lock in existing surpluses and not have to share them with new or future internet 
consumers. On the other hand, if the request to investigate has come from new or 
potential ISPs or CAPs then the claim that it creates an entry barrier may be cred-
ible. It seems most unlikely that a non-end user would ask for an inquiry about 
the legality of a zero-rating offer that would cost less than the alternative price. 
Similarly, it is also unlikely that a low-valuing existing end user who would be 
better-off using the restricted zero-price offer would request an inquiry.
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4.5 Positive search costs and barriers to entry

In markets with heterogeneous products, consumers with different preferences, 
and information asymmetries that make it costly, if not impossible for consumers 
to identify the attributes of the products or the fit with their preferences before 
they have been consumed, a more appropriate model for analysing interaction is 
monopolistic competition. In this model, within a range of products there will be 
one that will be the best match for a given consumer with given preferences. At any 
given price, this product gives the consumer the highest possible surplus.

However, the consumer cannot identify in advance, which is the best match. Nor 
can the provider accurately identify the best consumers for the offer. The consumer 
can select one offer at random—so long as the surplus from this purchase is not 
negative, the consumer has gained at least some increase in surplus. Where the 
consumer will use a service multiple times (or make multiple purchases), the gain 
from purchasing the same product/service is known. There may be a better match 
available (higher gain) from buying a different product next time—but there is 
also a risk that the different product is a worse match than the existing one. The 
consumer could have had higher surplus if instead the first product had been pur-
chased. There may also be switching, learning and adjustment and other investment 
(transaction) costs associated with each product. Buying from a second supplier 
means a second set of these costs—which is avoided if second and subsequent 
purchases are made from the first supplier. Together, these comprise ‘search costs’ 
(a form of transaction costs). The larger are the search costs, and the smaller is the 
expected benefit of the second product over the first, the less likely it is that the 
consumer will try to find a better match, even though there is definitely a better one 
out there. Thus, high search costs lead to suppliers having some market power over 
their existing customers—akin to monopoly—even though there are many different 
variants of the product—competitors—available for consumers to choose from.

Almost certainly, the markets for internet application adoption and usage are 
monopolistically competitive. Customers make investments in using specific appli-
cations (learning costs, emotional investments, etc.) that make them reluctant to 
try new variants. When a new application enters a market where customer prefer-
ences are already well established, overcoming these high search costs is likely one 
of the most significant barriers faced. The more mature is the application market, 
the more established are these preferences and the harder it will be to overcome 
them. Even if the new product is superior to all others in the market, customers will 
be reluctant to try it, because they do not know that it is better for them until they 
have tried it. If the same price is charged for the new and existing products, the 
new product will attract very few new customers, because of the high search costs 
customers face. In this case, the only way that the new product will attract new 
customers is by charging less than the existing products—that is, undertaking to 
meet the search costs incurred by the customers. For this reason, new products in 
markets exhibiting these characteristics are typically introduced with free trials.

However, if a new internet application is offered free of charge to consumers, because 
the costs are recovered from advertising or other sponsored revenues (e.g., donations, 
tax funding), it is not possible to discount the application cost to encourage switching. 
The only way that potential customers’ search and switching costs can be reduced is by 
reducing the internet access charge. Hence, zero-rating may be the only viable way of 
inducing existing consumers to try a new application. Not being able to offer zero-rating 
thus constitutes an entry barrier to new applications seeking to compete with established 
ones. Just as in question four, it will be existing applications providers, and not new 
entrants, who would prefer that zero-rating not be allowed. However, it is important to 
note that there are two different reasons for coming to this conclusion.
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This gives rise to our fifth question for regulators and adjudicators.
Question 5. Do consumers of the zero-rated application and its rivals make 

payments to applications providers separate from their payments to ISPs?
If the answer to this question is ‘no’, then the party with the most plausible rea-

son to use a zero-rating strategy may be a new entrant. Preventing zero-rating then 
may lead to barriers to entry that protect incumbents. If the answer is “yes’, then the 
situation is more complex, and further investigation is warranted.

5. Conclusion

In sum, therefore, the economic analysis reveals that the strategic motivations for 
using zero-rating are complex, and turn on a wide range of contextual factors, across 
all parts of the internet ecosystem. The five questions posed here tease out some fac-
tors to inform all ecosystem participants, but especially policy-makers and regulators.

The questions both draw upon, and highlight the fact that, the internet ecosys-
tem is as complex, dynamic and adaptive system that defies simplistic definitions, 
and cannot easily be analysed or governed using simple frameworks developed for 
an environment with simple, linear relationships where cash flows closely followed 
product flows. To the extent that the ecosystem closely intertwines the activities of 
ISPs and CAPs with end users, it is no longer sufficient for regulators and competi-
tion authorities to consider zero-rating as solely an activity governed by the strategic 
intentions of ISPs alone. The questions posed in this chapter are not intended to sub-
stitute for detailed case-by-case analysis based upon economic principles of welfare 
maximisation, but rather stand as a complement to the frameworks currently being 
used in regulatory and judicial processes to assess likely harms and benefits.

There is much still to learn about competition and regulation of this complex 
ecosystem, but the questions here go some way to ensuring that scarce resources are 
used to investigate the cases most likely to be welfare harming.
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This gives rise to our fifth question for regulators and adjudicators.
Question 5. Do consumers of the zero-rated application and its rivals make 

payments to applications providers separate from their payments to ISPs?
If the answer to this question is ‘no’, then the party with the most plausible rea-

son to use a zero-rating strategy may be a new entrant. Preventing zero-rating then 
may lead to barriers to entry that protect incumbents. If the answer is “yes’, then the 
situation is more complex, and further investigation is warranted.

5. Conclusion

In sum, therefore, the economic analysis reveals that the strategic motivations for 
using zero-rating are complex, and turn on a wide range of contextual factors, across 
all parts of the internet ecosystem. The five questions posed here tease out some fac-
tors to inform all ecosystem participants, but especially policy-makers and regulators.

The questions both draw upon, and highlight the fact that, the internet ecosys-
tem is as complex, dynamic and adaptive system that defies simplistic definitions, 
and cannot easily be analysed or governed using simple frameworks developed for 
an environment with simple, linear relationships where cash flows closely followed 
product flows. To the extent that the ecosystem closely intertwines the activities of 
ISPs and CAPs with end users, it is no longer sufficient for regulators and competi-
tion authorities to consider zero-rating as solely an activity governed by the strategic 
intentions of ISPs alone. The questions posed in this chapter are not intended to sub-
stitute for detailed case-by-case analysis based upon economic principles of welfare 
maximisation, but rather stand as a complement to the frameworks currently being 
used in regulatory and judicial processes to assess likely harms and benefits.

There is much still to learn about competition and regulation of this complex 
ecosystem, but the questions here go some way to ensuring that scarce resources are 
used to investigate the cases most likely to be welfare harming.
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Chapter 8

Toward Clarifying Human 
Information Processing by 
Analyzing Big Data: Making 
Criteria for Individual Traits in 
Digital Society
Keiko Tsujioka

Abstract

The purpose of this research is to solve those problems in education by indi-
cating criteria for individual differences of cognitive mechanism when students 
interact using digital devices so that teachers would be able to instruct students 
with appropriate teaching strategies in collaborative learning. From the results of 
experiments for clarifying information processing by analyzing students’ vari-
ous data (Big Data processing), there was a tendency of an interaction comparing 
students’ performance with the first and the second semesters between visual type 
and auditory type.

Keywords: individual differences, human information processing, criteria,  
cognitive schemas, decision-making, personality, prediction of behavior

1. Introduction

About two decades ago, digital instrument has begun to prevail in society, 
and the arrival of peoples’ cognitive revolution has been forecasted [1]. Teachers 
also have begun to concern with the behavior of learners, so-called digital kids or 
students, because the latest technologies and information have been introduced 
one after another at the present field of education. On the other hand, however, 
it is questionable whether those technologies and information are understood 
conveniently.

Practically, it seems difficult for teachers to find out teaching strategies with 
using appropriate digital devices. It is not clear what has changed since the 
digital transformation of society and what are the causes of the change and their 
effects, because the individual differences of cognitive mechanism have not been 
clarified yet.

Accordingly, we have developed the measurements of individual traits concern-
ing with human information processing as a fundamental research so that teachers 
might be able to understand those students more and instruct them appropriately 
depending on the criteria for individual traits.
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and the arrival of peoples’ cognitive revolution has been forecasted [1]. Teachers 
also have begun to concern with the behavior of learners, so-called digital kids or 
students, because the latest technologies and information have been introduced 
one after another at the present field of education. On the other hand, however, 
it is questionable whether those technologies and information are understood 
conveniently.

Practically, it seems difficult for teachers to find out teaching strategies with 
using appropriate digital devices. It is not clear what has changed since the 
digital transformation of society and what are the causes of the change and their 
effects, because the individual differences of cognitive mechanism have not been 
clarified yet.

Accordingly, we have developed the measurements of individual traits concern-
ing with human information processing as a fundamental research so that teachers 
might be able to understand those students more and instruct them appropriately 
depending on the criteria for individual traits.
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The experiments of this system have been conducted under conditions of 
presentations either sound voice or written letters. We have collected and analyzed 
various data, for instance, their replies and response time (decision-making time), 
after their listening or silent reading.

In the practical experiments of collaborative learning which have formed 
depending on students’ individual traits, they have continuously had interactive 
communication among team members, even using text message through learning 
management system (LMS). Consequently, high-stake assessments of students have 
become significantly higher than those of previous students formed by traditional 
methods [2]. On the other hand, we have found that there were differences among 
teams when we have compared their results.

We have checked students’ data concerning learning, for instance, their reports, 
text message among team members for subjects so that we can analyze those data 
with reaction time (decision-making time), and the so-called Big Data processing 
and analysis [3]. The purpose of this Big Data analysis is to clarify the cognitive 
mechanism during learning processes along with the hypothesis from the model of 
human information processing.

With results of Big Data analysis, we have found that there are two types of traits 
(visual type and auditory type) and they have proved the relation between those 
traits of information processing and learning effects in collaborative learning. For 
instance, members of an unsuccessful team have formed by the similar traits of 
information processing (three of four members), in contrast, those of a successful 
team has consisted of different traits.

Therefore, it is supposed that individual traits such as personality and cognitive 
style in terms of information processing might help teachers to make collective 
decisions, for example, instruction and forming team members. Consequently, we 
would like to propose the results of the measurements and analysis as criteria for 
teaching strategies so that teachers can make their decision for forming interactive 
team members from the prediction of students’ behavior.

2. Previous study

We will need to refer to the previous study when we address to find the method 
on how to indicate changing cognitive mechanism caused by transforming to digital 
society. We have become able to communicate each other in real time from distance 
by exchanging mails, text message, and other social network system instead of 
audio media like telephone and videoconference system (Figure 1).

Figure 1. 
Conceptual diagram of paper vs. digital.
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It is supposed from reaction time that it is not the same information processing 
by communication media of sound voice and letters because the different organs 
perceive and input various kinds of information which are not transformed to the 
same digital encoding [4]. Though the same grammar, words, and meaning are 
consisted in one language, they are used by different media: sound voice and letters. 
From aspects of grammar and meaning, they are similar media; it might make their 
features clear when they are compared with decision time which is measured from 
beginning of presenting a short sentence by each media until individual decision-
making of participants, like the comparison of familiarity between them in terms of 
words [5].

With regard to those learning effects, it is reported that comprehension is 
higher in reading the texts aloud than silent reading [6]. Moreover, it is reported the 
experiment, whether participants read letters silently changing them into sound or 
not, has shown that the former cases are better comprehensions than latter ones [7].

There is another question, however, whether this result is always right or not, 
because there are two kinds of orthographic in Japanese case, which are kana 
and kanji (a phonogram and an ideogram) [8, 9]. In the case of an ideogram, we 
understand the meaning as a symbol without changing to sound phonetically. 
From those reasons, it is assumed that the orthography like Japanese kanji might 
bring about individual differences of cognitive style regarding to information 
processing [10].

3. System

3.1 Model of information processing

According to previous study, the model of information processing for one 
short sentence is devised (Figure 2). At first, information about letters con-
sisted of a sentence presented as a subject would be perceived (a: input), and 
then they would be conveyed and processed with a series of letters or a block of 
words in order to be comprehended (b: problem solving). Next, the meaning of 
the information would be decided (c: decision-making); then the result of the 
decision for meaning would be encoded to perception which would be process-
ing next information continuously (d: feedback control). The procedure from 
(a) to (b), (b) to (c), (c) to (d) would be repeatedly until the problem of the 
subject would be solved and selected the answer (h: decision-making) and then 
output it (i).

While those processing might be continued repeatedly, another feedback 
control might transfer the meaning of words from (c) to higher brain functions 

Figure 2. 
Model of human information processing system.
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by image schema (e) in order to confirm existing meaning or concept of those 
words or sentences. When those words or sentences are unknown for subjects, 
they might refer to existing concepts which were constructed by perception of 
other organs, and then their own new concepts would be reconstructed (f) before 
decision-making for meaning of words or sentences (c) and adjusted by feed-
forward control (g).When you are citing sources, the citations should be set in a 
numbered format. All the references given in the list of references should be cited 
in the body of the text. Please set citations in square brackets keeping the below 
points in mind.

3.2 Hypothesis

There would be two types of traits hypothetically, visual type and auditory 
type, from the model of information processing. In the case of visual type, 
information might be mainly processing a circle of (a)→(b)→(c)→(d) repeat-
edly, and then finally decision-making would be done on (h)→(i) processing. On 
the other hand, in the case of auditory type, they might add another processing 
circle of (e)→(f)→(g). In this case, they might be referred to the existed concept 
which has been constructed by auditory information processing. From those 
viewpoints.

Hypothesis 1: In the case of auditory type, letters are supposed to be encoded 
to phonological sound. Consequently, the correlation coefficient between deci-
sion time and the number of words or duration of reading aloud (sound voice 
presentation) might be higher than those of visual type.

Hypothesis 2: The decision time of visual type is faster than those of auditory 
type because the former ones are supposed to not transform words from letters to 
sound.

In the next section, we will prove whether those hypotheses are correct or not by 
experiments.

4. Methods

Questionnaires of personality inventory for a psychological testing (YGPI) have 
been presented one by one as experimental subjects [Appendices 1 and 2]. YGPI 
consisted of 120 questionnaires with one short sentence each. Because of making 
the reliability of the test higher, those questionnaires are presented by reading 
aloud to subjects in order to fixed interval for selecting answers. It is important 
for a coefficient of confidence that subjects are brought about replying in time by 
effort because those regulations make their mental state similar.

For that reason, in the case of testing by paper and pencil, questionnaires of 
YGPI are not presented by written letters, but sound voice. On the other hand, in 
the case of testing on display, even presenting them by written letters are controlled 
the interval of the same condition as sound voice. Accordingly, when we have 
developed measuring system for cognitive traits of language information process-
ing in terms of written letters, we decided to regulate time of presenting, along 
with each questionnaire by sound voice.

Participants are required to evaluate their behavior in everyday life whether the 
questionnaire is the same or not comparing with those of themselves and chose the 
answer among “yes,” “no,” and “either one” within 3 s after finishing the presenta-
tion of a questionnaire. As an instruction of testing, participants are also required to 
reply quickly without deliberating on making decision in order to prevent from no 
choice within the time.
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4.1 Pilot

4.1.1 Purpose of pilot experiments

The aim of pilot experiments is to find out what have been changed in digital 
society from cognitive aspects in education. Along with this purpose, experiments 
and analysis are planned. In the field of education, we are able to choose media, 
such as sound voice or written letters, using digital materials, for instance, digital 
textbook and electronic blackboard. Accordingly, we have planned experiments 
for two kinds of comparison between sheet (paper)/PC and sound voice/letters.

4.1.2 Experiment 1

(1) Subjects: Three kinds of experiments (presenting questionnaires by sound 
voice and reply on the sheet (OCR), presenting questionnaires by sound voice and 
reply on display, and presenting questionnaires by written letters and reply on dis-
play). (2) Participants: 29 high school students of the first grade (male 13, female 16).

4.1.3 Experiment 2

(1) Subjects: Three kinds of experiments (presenting questionnaires by written 
letters and reply on the sheet (OCR), presenting questionnaires by written letters 
and reply on display, and presenting questionnaires by sound voice and reply on 
display). (2) Participants: 7 university students (male 5, female 2).

4.2 Preliminary experiments

4.2.1 Purpose of preliminary experiments

The purpose of preliminary experiments is to validate reproducibility concern-
ing with the calibration of measuring system, the method of testing, and the results 
of analysis (comparison between visual type and auditory type).

4.2.2 Subjects of preliminary experiment

Under the same quality and conditions, experiments of presenting question-
naires by sound voice or written letters and replying on display have planned twice 
with counterbalance of the order.

4.2.3 Participants

Students of the same university, 28 females of freshmen.

4.2.4 Duration

From January to March in 2015.

4.3 Practical experiment

4.3.1 Purpose of practical experiment

The aim of a practical experiment is to examine the validity of criteria for traits 
of cognitive style in terms of information processing.
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Participants are required to evaluate their behavior in everyday life whether the 
questionnaire is the same or not comparing with those of themselves and chose the 
answer among “yes,” “no,” and “either one” within 3 s after finishing the presenta-
tion of a questionnaire. As an instruction of testing, participants are also required to 
reply quickly without deliberating on making decision in order to prevent from no 
choice within the time.
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4.3.2 Participants

Students of the same university, 98 females of freshmen.

4.3.3 Method

Before starting classes, two kinds of testing, sound voice and letters, have been 
planned along with the method of preliminary experiments. The members of teams 
will be decided for collaborative learning depending on their personality which is 
measured by sound voice experiment. The observations in class will be recorded on 
their learning process. The interaction on LMS among members of their team will 
be also observed and recorded. The other data, for instance, results of performance 
(high-stake assessments) and reports (low-stake assessments), decision time of 
YGPI, and so on, will be gathered.

4.3.4 Duration

From April in 2015 to March in 2016.

4.4 Methods of analysis

The purpose of these analyses is to make traits of cognitive type in terms of 
information processing clear by comparing correlation between the number of 
words and duration of presenting sound voice (Table 1) and decision time.

4.4.1 Pilot

Each average of decision time will be calculated for every number of words; 
those figures will be shown by graphs. Next, different media such as paper, digital, 
sound voice, and letters have been compared.

4.4.2 Preliminary experiments

Each average of decision time will be calculated for every number of words; 
those figures will be shown by graphs. Next, it will be compared by the same media 
between first and second experiment. And then, it will compare the strength of 
correlations and variance by standard deviations.

The criteria, which are decided by the correlation coefficient between duration 
of presenting sound voice and decision time (Table 2), will decide the type—
whether visual or auditory. Then, the decision time will be compared between those 
two types.

Table 1. 
The number of words and its frequency and duration.
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4.4.3 Practical experiments

After gathering data of 98 participants by measuring decision time, they will be 
divided into visual or auditory type depending on the criteria which is decided by 
the preliminary experiment.

And then, whether this criteria of two types are verified or not by comparing 
results of decision time between preliminary and practical experiments.

Moreover, the results of students’ performance practically will be compared by 
two types between first and second semesters.

5. Results

5.1 Results of pilot

1. Comparison between digital and paper materials
The average of decision time by digital was faster than those of paper 

(Figures 3 and 4), and the correlations with the number of words of digital were 
stronger than those of paper (Tables 2 and 3).

Table 2. 
Correlation coefficient (pilot experiments 1).

Figure 3. 
Comparison of decision time during testing with paper or digital presented questionnaires by sound voice 
(paper or display) and leteers on display.
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2. Comparison between sound voice and letters media

The average of decision time of sound voice presentation was longer than those 
of letters (Figure 4).

5.2 Results of preliminary experiment

1. Verifying reproducibility
From the results of presentation by sound voice, there were no differences 

observed in terms of the average of decision time for each number of words 
between first and second experiment, in addition to correlation coefficient and 
dispersion (Figures 5 and 6). In the case of letter presentation, the results of 
comparison between the first and the second experiment were similar to those of 
sound voice, but the second average of decision time was faster than the first ones 
(Figure 6).

It is supposed the dispersion of decision time of letter presentation is larger and 
caused individual differences when comparing with sound voice presentation.

2. Comparison between visual and auditory type
There was no difference between visual and auditory type regarding the average 

of decision time and correlation coefficients (Figure 7).

Table 3. 
Correlation coefficient (pilot experiments 2).

Figure 4. 
Comparison of decision time during testing with paper and digital presented quessionnaires by letters on paper 
or display and sound voice with digital.
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Figure 5. 
Comparison of decision time between the first and the second by sound voice.

Figure 6. 
Comparison of decision time between the first and the second by letters.

Figure 7. 
Comparison of decision time between visual and auditory type by sound voice.
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In the presentation of letter case, the average of decision time for visual type was 
faster than auditory type (Figure 8, Table 4).

Figure 8. 
Comparison of decision time between visual and auditory type presented by letters.

Table 4. 
Criteria of cognitive style for information processing.

Figure 9. 
Comparison of decision time between visual and auditory type presented by sound voice (practical 
experiment).
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Because there were observed similar results between the first and the second 
experiment, it is supposed the reproducibility of measurements, method of analy-
sis, and the criteria are verified.

5.3 Results of practical experiment

There were 12 students of visual type and 31 students of auditory type, accord-
ing to the criteria of cognitive type in terms of information processing. There were 
no differences of the results in sound voice presentation between types regarding to 
the average of decision time depending on the number of words (Figure 9). In con-
trast, there were differences of the results in letter presentation between two types, 
regarding the average of decision time and the strength of correlation between 
decision time and the number of words (Figure 10). The tendency of a reciproca-
tion between visual and auditory type concerning with the results of students’ 
performance between the first and the second semester (Figure 11) was observed.

Figure 10. 
Comparison of decision time between visual and auditory type presented by letters (practical experiment).

Figure 11. 
Comparison of students’ performance the first and second semester between visual and auditory type.
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6. Discussion

6.1 What has been changed in digital society?

We have implemented the comparative experiments comparing paper and digi-
tal materials based on model of information processing (Figure 2). The results of 
measurements of individual decision time by digital materials were observed faster 
than those of paper. It was supposed to be caused more strongly by time constraints 
of digital materials than paper ones. In other words, it seems that the periods of 
time for decision-making were more unrestricted in condition of paper materials 
than digital ones. In the paper material case, participants were free to fill in their 
answers on sheets after the next presentation of questionnaire has been begun; on 
the other hand, in the digital material case, the display has already moved to the 
next page; then they were not able to reply their previous answer. From this reason, 
it was supposed the decision time by paper materials is longer than digital ones.

Especially in the presentation of letter case, participants were free to read silent 
questionnaires on the sheet freely, and then their decision time has become longer 
than others. In the PC case, each questionnaire is presented on display, and when 
the next questionnaire is presented, the display is moved to the next page at the 
same time by automatic migration from the program. From those reasons, in the 
letter presentation case, participants are not allowed to read previous question-
naires again after the display moved to the next page. It seems that the correlation 
between decision time and the number of words in digital materials case becomes 
higher than those of paper.

Through the basis of these results, there is more strict time in the digital mate-
rial case, and this condition might have effects on decision time. In other words, 
participants might have been affected on their mental state in the digital material 
condition because they might feel that they need to decide strictly faster than paper 
ones. From those results, time bar has been added on display so that participants 
can feel more comfortable reducing their anxiety.

6.2 Toward clarifying information processing

Preliminary experiments have been conducted to examine the reproducibility 
for calibration of measurements toward a practical experiment. It is supposed that 
the reproducibility has been recognized because there were little differences in 
results regarding to the average of decision time between the first and the second 
experiments. The correlation coefficient of decision time with period of reading 
aloud (presented questionnaires by sound voice), comparing between Experiment 1 
and Experiment 2, were similar without significantly differences. Concerning with 
the standard deviation of decision time, the case of letter presentation has been 
larger than sound voice case. It means that there exist individual differences in traits 
of cognitive style regarding to information processing.

Accordingly, the criteria of visual and auditory type have been decided provi-
sionally by measurement of decision time depending on correlation coefficients 
with duration of sound voice presentation time. The results of the examination 
showed that there were no differences of decision time of sound voice presentation; 
on the other hand, in the case of letter presentation, the average of decision time for 
visual type is significantly faster than those of auditory type. Moreover, in the case 
of auditory type, the correlation coefficients between decision time and duration of 
sound voice presentation have been higher than visual type. For those results, it is 
supposed the hypothesis by the model of information processing is examined and 
proved (Figure 2).
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6.3 Effects of changing

Those results of preliminary experiments have proved the validity by practi-
cal experiments with 98 participants (Figures 9 and 10). The indicator of learn-
ing effectiveness by high-stake assessment on their performance has shown the 
tendency of two-factor interaction between visual type and auditory type. From 
the interpretation on the model of information processing (Figure 2), it is sup-
posed that there might be more opportunities for auditory type to reconstruct 
their concepts from various information when they are learning than visual type.

6.4 Teaching strategies

We have studied about the optimization of forming team members (collective 
decision-making) by personality (individual decision-making) as teaching strate-
gies [11]. In this case, it is presumed that the learning effect has been improved 
by interactive communication among team members smoothly, comparing with 
traditional method of team forming which had decided by order of a student num-
ber. On the other hand, when the team members were decided by their personality 
in order to improve their performance in practical class, there were successful or 
unsuccessful teams. Looking at cognitive types, the latter has involved the same 
type of traits (three of four) with regard to the information processing but not per-
sonality. From this viewpoint, it is suggested that the method of optimization of 
forming team members might have been better with criteria for traits of cognitive 
type in terms of information processing in order to improve learning effectiveness.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have conducted experiments toward clarifying human infor-
mation processing and examined the influence of digital materials in education. 
Moreover, the criteria for individual differences of information processing have 
indicated the impact on learning effectiveness. Consequently, the criteria of 
students’ individual traits might help teachers make their plans, such as teaching 
strategies. It is also supposed that the appropriateness has been proved by the 
results of analyzing various data concerning with learning, for instance, stu-
dents’ performance, reports, and observation in class. On the whole:

1. What have been changed by digital materials, and what are the causes and how 
the effects have prevailed?

In education, the materials have been transformed from paper to digital. From 
the results of our research, it is suggested that the time limitation of digital materi-
als might be strict more strongly than paper and it might have caused their anxiety 
for learners carrying their mental baggage.

2. There have been increasing opportunities of communication by text media like 
SNS in real time.

From the results of those experiments, it is assumed that the learning by digi-
tal materials with texts might have been caused by clearing individual differences 
of cognitive style concerning with information processing and effect on learning.

3. From the results of Big Data analyzing, it was assumed that the criteria for 
traits of cognitive style in terms of information processing by letters might 
suggest teaching strategies.
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proved (Figure 2).
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Abstract

The chapter investigates the 85 small and medium organizations in Brunei 
Darussalam within the context of information technology (IT) strategic planning 
process. The study results reveal that although the surveyed Bruneian SMEs are 
familiar with IT strategy basic methods, however, the use of any of the basic IT 
strategic development process is at the grassroot level. The results further found 
that only three methods have indirect influence on IT strategy development such as 
critical success factors, transaction cost, and balanced scorecard. Conclusion from 
these findings further suggests that no statistical difference exists among SMEs on 
the basis of organization size and industry sector. These findings are useful for both 
the researchers and practitioners. For researchers, it helps in building a theoretical 
foundation in developing the repository of organizational use of IT strategy basic 
methods and for practitioners to gauge the performance of SMEs in relation with 
developing IT strategy basic methods in designing the relevant policies.

Keywords: IT strategy, strategic planning methods, small and medium enterprises, 
Brunei Darussalam

1. Introduction

The adoption of Information Technology among business organizations have 
entered the maturity stage especially with the advent of Web-based developments, 
new opportunities have been brought into the organizational functions and busi-
ness processes that has enabled them to meet the market demands and to sustain 
their capacity building. However these latest trends and changes in technology 
have brought several challenges to the businesses especially to the SMEs who are 
overloaded with global competition, economic downturn, and fierce competition 
in changing customers’ demands that has pushed these SMEs to reengineer their 
business processes. Such challenges demand effective capabilities and competitive 
solutions. The business organizations started using information technology as a tool 
to get strategic and competitive advantages. The organizations started using their 
resources strategically so as to reduce the cost and gain more profit and become 
productive in customer relationship. To achieve these strategic options, organiza-
tions started deploying various strategic planning processes. While the benefits of 
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new opportunities have been brought into the organizational functions and busi-
ness processes that has enabled them to meet the market demands and to sustain 
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have brought several challenges to the businesses especially to the SMEs who are 
overloaded with global competition, economic downturn, and fierce competition 
in changing customers’ demands that has pushed these SMEs to reengineer their 
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solutions. The business organizations started using information technology as a tool 
to get strategic and competitive advantages. The organizations started using their 
resources strategically so as to reduce the cost and gain more profit and become 
productive in customer relationship. To achieve these strategic options, organiza-
tions started deploying various strategic planning processes. While the benefits of 
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adopting strategy as a tool to get the business gains among the big businesses became 
viable, the SMEs started adopting the similar practices coupled with the Internet 
technologies, new business approaches like e-business and e-commerce soon became 
familiar and being widely used across the globe. Information Systems are linked 
with business strategy, management skills, and decision-making to enhance the 
competitive advantage to achieve the overall organizational success [1]. Researchers 
have focused on the process of strategic information systems planning (SISP) since 
the 1970s [1, 2]. SISP further help business to innovate, create new products, reduce 
cost, and enhance relationship with customers [3, 4]. Unfortunately, majority of 
SMEs could not be successful in their business endeavors, mainly due to the reasons 
that these small businesses are not exploiting their full resources mainly due to 
lack of strategic planning process. This situation continues to exist in almost all the 
economies especially in the developing countries. A right choice for SMEs to meet 
these market-driven forces is to increase using ICT to significantly improve their 
competitive capabilities [5].

In their study, Bhagwat and Sharma [5] stated that IT has a vital role in an organi-
zation’s sustainability and growth. This further supports the study that found impact 
of IT usage on organizational performance is positively related [6]. Azyabi [7] 
studied IT/IS strategy development among Australian SMEs and that has provided 
the basic motivation to conduct the study in Brunei. Secondly, up to our knowledge, 
no prior research was undertaken in Brunei focusing SMEs from IT strategic devel-
opment point of view. On these rationales, this pioneering study was conducted to 
investigate the main strategic issues of Bruneian SMEs with two basic objectives:

1. To find out the extent to which the SMEs are using or familiar with IT strategy 
development methods

2. To investigate the difference in the use of basic strategy development method 
on the basis of organization size (small or medium) and industry sector 
(manufacturing and non-manufacturing).

1.1 Role of the SMEs for nation’s economy and importance of IT strategy to SMEs

The SMEs are considered as a major backbone for the national economy especially 
in the developing nations. It is true to the Bruneian business environments as well. 
The first report on Bruneian SMEs [8] has recommended the enhanced use of infor-
mation technology to gear up a task of improving SME functionality for the overall 
economic development. The report has highlighted the slow diffusion of technology 
and has further recommended the strategic directions in adopting new technology. In 
their study, they not only considered the adoption of new technologies as a strategic 
issue but also rated the adoption of new technologies as number 9th critical success 
factor out of 11 that would be contributing toward the success of SMEs.

In the past, most of the researchers [9–11] have suggested that SMEs have the 
following characteristics: small management team, strong owner influence, cen-
tralized power and control, lack of specialist staff, multifunctional management, 
lack of control over business environment, limited market share, short-term 
strategic planning, low employee turnover, and reluctance to take risks. Some 
other studies [11–13] suggested that most SMEs avoid sophisticated software and 
applications, lack necessary expertise to fully utilize the benefits of technological 
innovations, and associate their ongoing success with vendor support and vendor 
expertise.

While discussing the strategic planning among SMEs, we should consider both 
the dimensions of strategic planning process: (1) strategic planning process to gauge 
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and monitor the performance of SMEs and (2) strategic information technology 
planning (SITP) process that includes the planning process for the IT resources. 
However, in its own context, the term is interrelated as some organizations consider 
it as one process, whereas other SMEs deploy strategic planning process at the outset 
and then continue it with SITP. The strategic planning on the performance of SMEs 
has been discussed extensively in theory and in literature [14–16]. Strategic plan-
ning is concerned with the establishment of long-term organizational objectives and 
the development and implementation of plans to achieve them to further improve 
the organizational performance [16]. In other words, SMEs not only make long-term 
planning but also systematically plan at operational level to evaluate both internal 
(within organization) and external (competitive environments) factors [17].

The focus of this study is not to examine overall strategic planning practices 
in SMEs but from the Information Technology Strategic Planning (ITSP) process, 
in particular. Thus examining and evaluating ITSP not only lead to the firms’ 
performance but to find an answer as how the capacity building of the firm in the 
competitive environment is sustained. Literature provides the full support that 
most importantly SMEs engage in strategic planning process is less likely to fail 
[16, 18, 19]. In addition to the above discussion, we should consider the changing 
business dynamics with the advent of the Internet and Web services including the 
m-services. These emerging trends have imposed new challenges and change the 
strategic planning process henceforth.

1.1.1 The Bruneian context

The study focus solely on SMEs located in Brunei Darussalam—small island 
in South China Sea located at the equator between Singapore and Malaysia with 
a small population of 0.4 million1. About 57% of the population is aged from 20 
to 54 years old. The country is ruled by 29th Sultan of Brunei His Majesty Sultan 
Hassan-ul Bolkiah—the most visionary leader. The country is economically rich 
with main industry of petroleum and petrochemical based with total GDP of 
11,96 billion USD in 2016 with per capita GDP of $76,700 in 2017. The unemploy-
ment rate remained 6.9% in 2017 (http://www.theodora.com/wfbcurrent/brunei/
brunei_economy.html). The government has been encouraging economic diver-
sification mainly into business service, financial service, hospitality and tourism, 
transport and logistics, and manufacturing primary resources. The diversifica-
tion is aimed to provide business opportunities for SMEs. Brunei is made up of 
microenterprises, small and medium enterprises at the percentage of 52, 44, and 
3%, respectively, of the registered business. Majority of SMEs are in wholesale and 
trading businesses with the inclusion of service-based SMEs. The primary resources 
sector, Islamic financial market, and halal market have been identified as key 
growth area for local SMEs. The government provides various forms of assistance 
such as financing entrepreneurial development, investment incentive, technology 
transfer, infrastructure, and various other facilities. The SMEs development plans 
are in accordance with the national long-term plan at the Principles of Asia-Pacific 
Economic Council (APEC). APEC identified five major priority accesses for the 
development of SMEs: human resource development, information access, technol-
ogy and technology sharing, and financing and market access.

In Brunei, only 8% of total private sector business establishments fall in the 
category of large businesses including foreign banks, shipping and insurance 
companies and Brunei Shell Petroleum, and its various subsidiaries. The remain-
ing 92% covers the SMEs that also fulfill the 74% of nation’s employment needs 

1 All the statistical data about Brunei was extracted from http://www.heritage.org/index/country/brunei
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(www.bsmenet.com). The Bruneian SMEs are facing the same problems of not 
doing their business strategically in order to get the competitive advantage [20].

Because of the relative importance of the SMEs within the context of Bruneian 
business, it is very important to agree on the definition of SMEs, as contribution of 
SMEs may be estimated only on the basis of what definition for SMEs is accepted in 
a country. For simplicity, we stick to the definition of Yap et al. [13] for this study. 
Accordingly, they defined small organizations having 50 or less employees and 
medium-sized organizations having employees size from 51 to 250.

1.1.2 Strategic planning process among SMEs

While discussing the strategic planning among SMEs, we should consider both 
dimensions of strategic planning such as (1) strategic planning on the performance 
of SMEs and SISP among SMEs. However, both are interrelated; if the SMEs deploy 
strategic planning process at the outset then, there is a strong possibility that these 
SMEs will use the SISP. The strategic planning on the performance of SMEs has been 
extensively discussed in the theory and prior literature [13–16]. Strategic planning 
is concerned with the establishment of long-term organizational objectives and the 
development and implementation of plan to achieve them in order to improve the 
performance of an organization and to set up the directions by developing policy mea-
sures [15]. In other words, SMEs must have long-term plans as well operational plans 
to evaluate both external and internal factors [18, 19]. Since the focus of this study is to 
highlight the SISP in SMEs so that we can find an answer by doing this, how capacity 
building of these firms in the competitive environments can further be achieved?

Within the context of SMEs, we need to discuss the different views for the 
strategy; it can be acknowledged that it is difficult to come up with one single 
definition for the strategy concept. There are various definitions such as Seth and 
Thomas [21] who defined strategy as a plan that aligns the enterprise aims, pro-
cess, and policies toward achieving better allocation for organizational resources. 
Andrews [22] provided another definition: “Strategy is a plan for the control and 
utilization of organizational resources to achieve desired corporate goals (e.g. gain 
market share, image) and gain advantage over competitors.” Similarly, Gibcus and 
Kemp [23] defined strategy as a “coordinated plan that gives the outlines for deci-
sions and activities of a firm and is focused on the application of the resources that 
a company has, and the disposal of these resources thus enabling the firm to achieve 
its own goals.” For this research, the term strategy is defined as follows: a plan that is 
intended to provide the organization with better resources’ control and utilization 
and competitive advantage. Finally, the terms IT and IS are two separate terms but 
are often used interchangeably. For the purpose of this study, we use the term “IT” 
to represent both IT and IS and IT strategy as “a plan for controlling, using, and 
utilizing IT/IS resources to gain competitive advantage over rivals.”

IT can help organizations in leveraging competence and increasing the competi-
tive advantage. It assists organizations in achieving their strategic and operational 
goals [24], and thus IT/IS is considered to be a significant factor for SMEs’ success. 
However, IT/IS needs to be managed effectively to achieve these benefits. According 
to Earl [25], IT strategy provides organizations with the most important systems that 
contribute to competitive advantage. These systems could be internal systems which 
aim to improve efficiency and effectiveness of business operations or external sys-
tems. Earl [25] summarizes the objectives and importance of IT strategy in these ben-
efits: facilitating alignment of IT investments with organization objectives, managing 
IT resources in an efficient and effective way, and establishing IT architectures and 
policies in the organization. Blili and Raymond [6] point out that those SMEs have to 
look for long-term advantage from information systems and they should recognize 
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the significance of the right investment decisions. They link the strategic planning 
for information systems with an organization’s survival. They also consider the rapid 
change in technology as a motivator for having effective strategic planning for IT.

Some studies [26–28] found that about 75, 76, and 80% organizations engage 
in strategic IT planning, but strategic IT plans were not implemented extensively. 
Lederer and Sethi [29] found that only 24% of the projects in the strategic IT plans 
had been initiated more than 2 years into the implementation stage. Gottschalk 
[30] in his study of four Norwegian organizations found that 42% of the projects 
in the formal IT strategy had been implemented after 5 years. Ward and Griffiths 
[31] found that despite a belief in its importance in the past decade, many organiza-
tions have developed perfectly sound IT strategies that had been left to gather dust. 
Similarly, Falconer and Hodgett [32] in their Australian survey found that propor-
tion claiming to undertake strategic IT planning ranged from 58% in large organiza-
tions to 29% in medium-sized organizations and only 19% in small organizations.

Based on the above discussion, it can be shown that SMEs are a significant factor 
for a country’s economy that can be safely be marked as an engine of growth for the 
nation’s economic development. However, SMEs are facing many competitive and 
environmental problems. One of the creative and effective solutions for these prob-
lems is using IT in an appropriate way. However, formulating IT strategy, which 
is driven by business strategy and objectives, could provide a smart and efficient 
use of IT resources in SMEs. Recognizing this, it appears that formal approaches 
to developing IT strategy would benefit SMEs. In the next section, we review the 
previous literature to establish a link with this study.

2. Review of literature

Literature is full of studies that has not only highlighted the various IT strategies 
that are applied and used among SMEs [25, 31, 32, 39, 40] but also included stud-
ies that highlighted the benefits of having IT strategic methods [7, 25] and studies 
focusing on the barriers to IT strategy development [7, 51]. At the outset, review 
of the literature was examined from more general studies focusing on the impact 
of the strategic IT processes on the organizations to the specific studies that has 
provided a base for this study.

The past several studies were conducted to find out the strategic role of infor-
mation systems and the impact it brought to the businesses. Pyburn [33] con-
ducted an exploratory study that involved IS managers and top management. He 
noted that following factors are very critical in influencing the success or failure of 
SISP, namely, (1) perceived success of the IS manager, (2) volatility of the busi-
ness, (3) complexity of the IS environment, (4) IS managers’ and top management 
personality, and (5) physical proximity of the IS manager to the senior managers. 
Pyburn’s work was basically focusing on top management as a determining factor 
for SISP success, but he ignored several important aspects such as techniques, 
processes, and implementation issues. Sexton and Van Auken [34] found in their 
longitudinal analysis that survival rates of SMEs which apply formal strategic 
planning process are higher. Several other researchers emphasized the success of 
SISP among SMEs is related to the managers [15, 35]. Some others studies [36, 37] 
focused solely on managers’ characteristics and their impact on strategy develop-
ment. However, the generalization of these studies is limited to owners/managers’ 
characteristics. Similarly, King and Teo [38] suggested various factors that need to 
be understood such as management commitment and impact on firm performance, 
return of investment, and increased market share. Researchers like Peppard 
et al. [39] and Maharaj and Brown [40] suggested supporting organizations in 
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(www.bsmenet.com). The Bruneian SMEs are facing the same problems of not 
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determining potential opportunities to deploy Information Systems (IS) with great 
competitiveness. The organizations such as SMEs should deploy IS in certain phase 
such as strategic awareness, situation analysis, and strategic conception to strategic 
formularization to strategy implementation leading toward change management 
action plan to finally evaluating the strategic plan.

The trend in SISP got its first turn with the first version of the Nolan stages that 
appeared in 1979 [41] and explained the dynamics of increasingly vital production 
factor called the information technology. His theory provided a widespread frame-
work of development of IT in organization. Jackson [42] studied several strategy 
concepts to find out the best practice and how companies are best organized for 
competitive advantages through IT. In addition to it, several approaches were con-
sidered such as suggested Earl’s five approaches [43, 44] and Segars’s [44] rational 
adoption of the strategic IS planning process with the SISP success. Earl [43] classi-
fied SISP experience with five categories if SISP approaches: (1) business led,  
(2) method driven, (3) administrative, (4) technological, and (5) organizational. His 
findings suggest that each of the five distinct approaches have a different likelihood 
of success with the “organizational” approach being the most effective and “method 
driven” the least effective approach. Segars [44] conducted an empirical study of 
over 250 top IS executives to investigate the issue of design dimensions of planning 
systems and the influence of internal (within system) and external (system and 
context) coalignment on SISP. The findings suggested that SISP is multidimensional 
concepts and strategic planning systems that exhibits high level of comprehensive-
ness, high level of formalization, control focus, top-down planning flow, and high 
level of participation and consistency that are directly associated with SISP success 
and termed this approach as rational adoption.

Miller and Cardinal [45] claim that strategic planning provides better results 
than non-planning. Ward and Peppard [46] stressed on the reconciliation of the 
IT and business to improve competitive advantage. Bergeron et al. [47] studied 
two well-known planning methodologies: Porter’s [48] value chain and Wiseman’s 
[49] strategic thrust for identifying IT opportunities from a competitive advantage 
perspective. The result indicated that while there were overall similarities between the 
two methodologies, however, Wiseman strategic thrust framework is more applicable 
for organization in unstable environments. Gottschalk [50] stressed on the need for 
improved implementation of IT, failure to do could lead to lost opportunities, non-
fulfillment of the objectives, and problems in future planning. He suggested under-
standing the link between strategic plan and implementation within the organization. 
Jantan and Srinivasaraghavan [51] studied the IT deployment process and competitive 
advantages among 81 Malaysian business organizations and confirmed that strategic 
deployment of IT does affect the level of competitive advantage among the organiza-
tion. Factors such as good technology management, innovation culture, and strategic 
planning and training were found to influence on the organizational competitiveness.

Gordon and Gordon [52] conducted a pilot study of eight Fortune 500 manufac-
turing companies to find out the interaction between IT and business units as a key 
to success. Bergeron et al. [53] studied 110 small enterprises and suggested a contin-
gency model based on the notion of “fit” between the organization’s management 
of IT, its environment, strategy, and structure that has brought a significant differ-
ence. Allen and Helms [54] suggested linking strategic practices and organizational 
performance to Porter’s [55] generic strategy. He provided a list of critical strategic 
practices that are significantly associated with the organizational performance 
for each of Porter’s generic strategies: differentiation, focus differentiation, cost 
leadership, and focus cost. In addition, a number of other studies like Ghobadian 
and O′ Regan [35] and Gunther and Menzel [37] focused on specific industry 
sectors. They concluded that SISP practices are influenced by the industry types. 
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Whereas some studies like Sharma [56] and Adendorff et al. [57] are limited to a 
single-case study. There is no surprise that several studies in strategic planning were 
conducted in developed world like UK-based study of Ghobadian and O′ Regan [35] 
and Pemberton and Stonehouse [58]. Gunther and Menzel [37] studied in Germany 
and Polatoglu [59] studied in Turkey. However, the results of these studies are 
not related to the developing countries because of various economics, social, and 
cultural differences. Majama et al. [60] conducted a study among Botswana’s SMEs 
and found that strategic planning efforts do exists within SMEs, but most of these 
firms engage in strategic planning activities to a limited extent. The study focused 
on barriers of not doing the SISP in form of owners/managers’ limited knowledge of 
strategic planning. Results show that some of these SMEs do not plan because of the 
size of the business. Some of these SMEs admitted of not having any final business 
decision-making process leading toward poor or no planning at all.

We now examine the specific studies that have provided a framework for this 
study. Earl [25] provided a classification for IT strategy models which he called 
“framework of frameworks.” It includes three main categories of frameworks:  
(1) Awareness frameworks which include three subsets of frameworks: refocusing 
frameworks, impact models, and scoping models (2) Opportunity frameworks 
which include four subsets of frameworks: systems analysis frameworks, applica-
tion search methods, technology fit frameworks, and business strategy frameworks 
(3) Positioning frameworks which include three subsets of frameworks: scaling 
frameworks, spatial frameworks, and temporal frameworks Earl [25] provided 
examples for each subset. These examples were investigated by Levy et al. [61] in the 
UK context to find out their applicability to SMEs. The results of that study are as 
follows: The awareness frameworks are of value for SMEs because they enable them 
to understand their environment. This will help SMEs to set their business goals 
effectively and to decide the changes required to achieve these goals. Examples for this 
category are the strategic opportunities framework, Porter’s generic strategies, and 
information intensity matrix. In the opportunity frameworks, the systems analysis 
frameworks and business strategy frameworks are very useful for SMEs. On the other 
hand, application search methods and technology fit frameworks are less useful for 
SMEs because they depend on extracting information from business strategy which 
may not always exist. The example given of a business strategy framework is Porter’s 
five competitive forces model; the example of a systems analysis framework is Porter’s 
value chain; and the example of application search methods is customer resource life 
cycle. The positioning frameworks are the least applicable frameworks for SMEs, 
except scaling frameworks which help to identify the role of information systems 
in SMEs. The examples given for scaling frameworks are the Strategic Information 
Systems Grid, sector information management grid, and stages of growth models.

In addition to these studies, Blili and Raymond [6] proposed two main 
approaches for the IT strategic planning: top-down and bottom-up. They stated that 
the first approach is more suitable for SMEs because it reflects the importance of IT 
in the view of top management. They developed information systems strategy (ISS) 
model for IT strategy, and this model consists of various IT basic methods. In their 
proposed model, they suggested that Critical Success Factors (CSFs) method to be 
used to analyze the priority and significance of the business activities which lead 
SMEs to the high performance. They recommended that CSFs should be combined 
with Porter’s value chain and transaction cost method.

Similarly, Levy and Powell [62] built on the ISS model of Blili and Raymond 
[6] in SMEs. The new model consists of three stages: business context, business 
process, and strategic content. Each stage includes objectives to be achieved through 
some basic methods. The business context analysis helps a business to define three 
main aspects: the business strategy and objectives, the business environment, and 
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No. Basic IT strategy methods Literature sources

1 Strategic opportunities framework Levy et al. [61], Benjamin et al. [63]

2 Porter’s generic strategies Levy et al. [61]

3 Information intensity matrix Levy et al. [61], Levy and Powell [62]

4 Porter’s value chain Blili and Raymond [6], Levy et al. [61], 
Levy and Powell [62]

5 Customer resource life cycle Levy et al. [61]

6 Porter’s five competitive forces model Levy et al. [61]

7 Sector information management grid Levy et al. [61]

8 Strategic information systems grid Levy et al. [61], Levy and Powell [62]

9 stages of growth models Levy et al. [61]

10 Balanced scorecard Levy and Powell [62]

11 Transaction cost Blili and Raymond [6]

12 PESTEL Levy and Powell [62]

13 Strategic Options Development and 
Analysis (SODA)

Salas et al. [63]

14 Soft systems methodology Levy and Powell [62]

15 3D model of IS success Levy and Powell [62]

16 Critical success factors (2000) Blili and Raymond [6], Levy and Powell 
[62]

17 MIT’90 Levy and Powell [62]

Table 1. 
IT strategy basic development methods.

the competitive environment. These three analyses can be performed by some basic 
methods such as CSFs, PESTEL, balanced scorecard, and information intensity 
matrix. The business process analysis is concerned with three aspects: determin-
ing the processes that add value for the business, reviewing if the organization is 
using the appropriate IT to perform the core processes, and finally, analyzing the 
organization’s current IT tools and functions. These analyses are to be accomplished 
through some basic methods such as value chain method, Strategic Information 
Systems Grid, and soft systems methodology (SSM). The strategic content analysis 
aims to provide recognition for the required IT that can satisfy the organization’s 
objectives. They suggested such techniques as MIT’90 and the 3D model of infor-
mation systems success for this purpose.

Salas et al. [63] within the Australian context provided an approach to IT strat-
egy development that was based on the Blili and Raymond’s [6] work. The model 
consists of two complementary views: top-down which is done by top manage-
ment to identify the business objectives and environment and bottom-up which 
is done by operational managers to analyze the major processes. Both views are 
targeted to specify the required IT to fulfill the business objectives. They adapted 
the Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA) model to perform 
the top-down view and business process analysis and modeling to perform the 
bottom-up tasks. Table 1 list IT strategy basic development methods that have 
been used to form the models discussed.

Azyabi [7] conducted a study of 34 SMEs in the Victorian State of Australia 
that used IT strategic development methods, perceived benefits, and encountered 
barriers, as pointed out in the previous section and motivated to conduct this study 
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in Brunei, and found that only three methods are found to have indirect influence 
on IT strategy development: critical success factors, transaction cost, and balanced 
scorecard. The major benefits include achievement of organizational efficiency, 
facilitating alignment between business and IT strategies, and improving orga-
nizational performance. The most significant barriers to develop IT strategy are 
financial and human resources limitation and lack of time and focus on day-to-day 
operations. The results further reveal that small-sized enterprises are less familiar 
with critical success factors and transaction cost than the medium-sized enter-
prises. However, there is no difference among manufacturing and service organiza-
tions in facilitating alignment between business and IT and obtaining competitive 
advantages. Small-sized enterprises experience bottleneck and barriers through lack 
of relevant IT experience and lack of time and focus on day-to-day operation than 
medium-sized organizations.

Azyabi [7] research has some weaknesses in the form of small sample size and 
generalizability; however, it is unique in the Asia-Pacific region and has further 
provided a source of motivation to conduct a similar study within the context 
of Southeast Asia. In fact from the review of the literature, it was found that 
researchers have conducted the studies from various dimensions, and no consis-
tent pattern could therefore be applied leading toward a big research gap in the 
literature. As mentioned, most of these studies were conducted in the Western 
worlds, and the findings might or might not be applicable to this part of the globe. 
Up to our knowledge, no such study has focused on the multidimensional aspect of 
the strategic IT development process, benefits of using, and barriers of not using 
the strategic development process within Southeast Asian perspective. There is 
another gap that exists within Southeast Asian perspective, and the present study 
could fill in the research gap. Although the business environment and business vol-
ume among Bruneian SMEs are very different than their Australian counterparts, 
however by conducting this study, we would be able to find empirical evidence as 
how one of the Southeast Asian economies and strategic business development 
approach is different. The findings may further be utilized to generalize among 
other Southeast Asian context.

3. Methodology

3.1 The instrument

The purpose of this study was purely descriptive in nature. Creswell [64] 
suggested that descriptive research is to collect data about an existing situation 
or issue. Yin [65] suggested that survey is an appropriate method for descriptive 
research. In the light of the above cited discussion, a questionnaire adapted after 
an Australian study [7] was used for this study. The questionnaire consists of two 
parts, starting with Section A that collects information on the demographical data 
about the respondents, organizations, and IT functions. Section B collects infor-
mation about the IT strategy development methods. Section B is further divided 
into four parts: collecting information about awareness framework, opportunity 
frameworks, positioning frameworks, and other frameworks. The data is collected 
on five-point Likert scale starting with 1 as “fully used,” 2 as “partially used,” 3 as 
“familiar and has indirect influence,” 4 as “familiar but not used,” and finally, 5 
as “unfamiliar.” So their final mean values of less than 3.00 mean either fully or 
partially used, and mean values around 3.00 indicate familiar but indirect effect, 
and finally, mean values of above 4 indicate either not used or unfamiliar with the 
strategic development.
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in Brunei, and found that only three methods are found to have indirect influence 
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scorecard. The major benefits include achievement of organizational efficiency, 
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nizational performance. The most significant barriers to develop IT strategy are 
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operations. The results further reveal that small-sized enterprises are less familiar 
with critical success factors and transaction cost than the medium-sized enter-
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worlds, and the findings might or might not be applicable to this part of the globe. 
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ume among Bruneian SMEs are very different than their Australian counterparts, 
however by conducting this study, we would be able to find empirical evidence as 
how one of the Southeast Asian economies and strategic business development 
approach is different. The findings may further be utilized to generalize among 
other Southeast Asian context.

3. Methodology

3.1 The instrument

The purpose of this study was purely descriptive in nature. Creswell [64] 
suggested that descriptive research is to collect data about an existing situation 
or issue. Yin [65] suggested that survey is an appropriate method for descriptive 
research. In the light of the above cited discussion, a questionnaire adapted after 
an Australian study [7] was used for this study. The questionnaire consists of two 
parts, starting with Section A that collects information on the demographical data 
about the respondents, organizations, and IT functions. Section B collects infor-
mation about the IT strategy development methods. Section B is further divided 
into four parts: collecting information about awareness framework, opportunity 
frameworks, positioning frameworks, and other frameworks. The data is collected 
on five-point Likert scale starting with 1 as “fully used,” 2 as “partially used,” 3 as 
“familiar and has indirect influence,” 4 as “familiar but not used,” and finally, 5 
as “unfamiliar.” So their final mean values of less than 3.00 mean either fully or 
partially used, and mean values around 3.00 indicate familiar but indirect effect, 
and finally, mean values of above 4 indicate either not used or unfamiliar with the 
strategic development.
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3.2 Instrument validity and instrument reliability

There are several types of validity measures such as face validity and con-
struct validity. Campbell and Fiske [66] propose two types of validity: conver-
gent and discriminating validity. Convergent validity is measured by average 
variance extracted for each construct during the reliability analysis that should 
be 0.5 (50%) or better. Table 2 shows the reliability values for the various con-
structs with variance extracted, and all the values are above 50%, thus providing 
a sufficient evidence of convergent validity. Similarly, Cronbach’s α [67] for 
the constructs ranging from 0.80 to 0.90 further indicate a sufficient level of 
reliability. In general results show that both validity and reliability requirements 
are met.

3.3 The sample

A questionnaire was sent to 129 SMEs according to a random sampling plan. The 
SMEs were selected from a key business directory of Brunei (www.goldpages.com). 
Out of these 127 organizations, 70 organizations responded, and responses from 67 
organizations were retained as they were filled by the top management; three were 
dropped because of the fact that it was not filled as per instructions. This makes the 
response rate of 52% sufficient for the survey of SMEs especially in a small market 
of Brunei Darussalam.

4. Data analysis and results

Data obtained from the survey were analyzed for descriptive, frequency, and 
student’s t-statistics by using SPSS version 19, a well-known statistical package.

4.1 Profile of respondents

The first question in this section asked for some basic demographic information 
about the respondent’s job title, gender, and years of experience with the organiza-
tion. The summary of the responses are given in Table 3. Interestingly, 63% of the 
respondents with responsibility for IT function were male compared to 37% of the 
females. Similarly, 43% of the respondents were IT/IS or MIS managers compared 
to 51% as directors, and only 6% were general managers. As presented, 40% of the 
respondents have 1–5 years of experience with their organizations, with 37% were 
having 6–10 years of experience, and roughly around 22% have more than 10 years 
of experience with their organizations.

Constructs No of 
items

Mean Cronbach alpha 
(α)

Variance 
extracted

Awareness frameworks 3 3.63 0.88 0.81

Opportunity frameworks 3 3.53 0.80 0.74

Positioning frameworks 3 3.68 0.87 0.80

Other frameworks 8 3.67 0.84 0.60

Table 2. 
Reliability and validity.
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4.2 Profile of organizations

The second question gathered information about the profile of the respondent’s 
organization such as the years of operation, sector, and the number of employees. 
This section discusses the survey findings about these aspects and a summary 
is shown in Table 4. Interestingly, 24% of the participating organizations have 
between 5 and 10 years of operation. Very few (4%) have less than a year of opera-
tion. The participating organizations with more than 10 years of operation repre-
sent about 44% of the surveyed SMEs. Unfortunately, the share of participating 
companies from the manufacturing sector was only 12%. Others are mostly from 
service industry (31.0%). Few are from construction and retail sectors (3 and 6%, 
respectively). However, the good response rate of 30% was from information and 
commutation technology (ICT). About 55% of the respondent organizations have 
between 10 and 50 employees, and 45% of the organizations have between 51 and 
250 employees. The SMEs with approximate sales between B$ 100,000 and B$ 
250,000 cover the highest response of 28%, and about 22% of the participating 
organizations did not disclose their sales’ figure.

4.3 Profile of the IT function

Question 3 asked the respondents if they have a group of people dedicated to the 
IT function. The findings, as shown in Table 5, reveals that a large majority (82%) 
of the respondents have people who are dedicated for the IT function, while 18% do 
not have such people.

4.4 IT strategy basic development methods

The survey questioned the participants about their level of use and familiarity 
with IT strategy basic development methods. They were asked to respond to this 
question by encircling a number on a five-point scale where 1 means fully used, 2 
means partly used, 3 means familiar and has indirect influence, 4 means familiar 
but not used, and 5 means unfamiliar. A summary of how the surveyed SMEs are 

Organization characteristics Frequency Percentage

Job title

 IT/IS manager 29 43

 Director 34 51

 General manager 4 6

Gender

 Male 42 63

 Female 25 37

Years of experience

 1–5 27 40

 6–10 25 37

 More than 10 22 22

Table 3. 
Profile of respondents.
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Frequency Percentage

People responsible for IT function

 No 12 18.0

 1–5 23 34.0

 6–10 18 27.0

 More than 10 14 21.0

People responsible for IT decision-making process

 None 32 48.0

 1–5 22 33.0

 6–10 7 10.0

 More than 10 6 9.0

Table 5. 
Profile of IT function.

Organization characteristics Frequency Percent

Years of operation

 Less than a year 4 6.0

 –5 years 18 27.0

 5–10 years 16 24.0

 Over 10 years 29 43.7

Industry segment

 Manufacturing 8 12.0

 Service 21 31.3

 Construction 2 3.0

 Retail 4 6.0

 ICT 20 30.0

 Other 12 18.0

Number of employees

 Less than 10 14 21.0

 11–50 23 34.0

 51–250 30 45.0

Approximate sales

 < $100,000 9 13.4

 $100 K to < $250 K 19 28.3

 $250 K to < $500 K 18 12.0

 $500 K to < $ 1 million 7 10.4

 More than 1 million 9 13.4

 No answer 15 22.0

Table 4. 
Profile of organizations.
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using and are familiar with the IT strategy basic development methods is shown 
in Table 6. From the table data, it is evident that none of the IT strategy basic 
development methods are fully or partially used by the participating SMEs. Only 
three IT strategy basic development methods have indirect influence on SMEs: 
critical success factors (mean score: 3.10), transaction cost (mean score: 3.13), and 
balanced scorecard (mean score: 3.28). SMEs are generally familiar with many IT 
strategy basic methods (e.g., customer resource life cycle, strategic opportunities 
framework, stages of growth models, 3D model of IS success, Porter’s value chain, 
Porter’s five competitive forces, soft systems methodology, Porter’s generic strate-
gies, Strategic Information Systems Grid, information intensity matrix, and sector 
information management grid); however, these methods have no effect on their IT 
strategy development, and finally SMEs are not familiar at all with such methods as 
Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA), MIT’90, and PESTEL. The 
mean of these development methods is above 4.00 but less than 4.50, which further 
indicate the marginal familiarization of these methods.

In order to find any difference between basic strategy development methods 
and organization size, statistical t-test was conducted and the results are presented 
in Table 7. The results further indicate that none of the IT strategy basic develop-
ment method is used by the Bruneian SMEs either fully or partially even though 
the SMEs are familiar with these methods. A comparison was also made with the 
Australian study and results reveal that two of the basic strategy development 
methods such as critical success method and transaction cost are significant rather 
than the balanced scorecard.

IT strategy development basic methods Mean rating Ranking Australian study*

Critical success factors 3.10 1 3.00

Transaction cost 3.13 2 3.00

Balanced scorecard 3.28 3 3.39

Customer resource life cycle 3.34 4 3.85

Strategic opportunities framework 3.39 5 3.88

Stages of growth models 3.61 7 3.94

3D model of IS success 3.84 12 4.06

Porter’s value chain 3.68 10 4.09

Porter’s five competitive forces 3.60 6 4.15

Soft systems methodology 3.79 11 4.15

Porter’s generic strategies 3.67 9 4.24

Strategic information systems grid 3.66 8 4.27

Information intensity matrix 3.85 13 4.27

Sector information management grid 3.81 14 4.27

Strategic Options Development and Analysis 
(SODA)

4.22 15 4.59

MIT’90 4.33 17 4.69

PESTEL 4.25 16 4.72
*Azyabi [7].

Table 6. 
Results of IT strategy development basic methods.
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Another comparison was made to explore the differences between industry 
sectors regarding the same three IT/IS strategy methods. The responding SMEs were 
divided into two main industry sectors: manufacturing and non-manufacturing. The 
results (presented in Table 8) reveal that there are no significant differences between 
these two industry sectors regarding the use of three IT/IS strategy basic methods.

5. Discussion

The findings indicate that none of the IT strategy basic development methods 
are used by the Bruneian SMEs either fully or partially, even though they are famil-
iar with most of these methods. One qualitative question asked respondents to add 
any further comments about IT strategy development in SMEs. Some of them men-
tioned that these methods are well recognized in academic field but are not known 
in the SME context under these terms and names. Furthermore, some respondents 
reported that these methods could be more applicable for large organizations rather 

T-test for equality of 
means

IT strategy 
basic 
development 
methods

Organization 
size

Means F T df Sig.  
(2 

tailed)

Remark Australian 
study

Transaction 
cost

50 3.11
3.16

1.862 −.169 65 0.867 Non-sig Significant

Critical 
success factors

50 3.14
3.06

0.993 0.242 65 0.809 Non-sig Significant

Balanced 
scorecard

50 3.47
3.06

4.65 1.456 65 0.150 Non-sig Non-sig

*Significant at 95% confidence level.

Table 7. 
T-test results of the use of the IT strategy basic methods based on organization size.

T-test for equality of means

IT strategy basic 
development 
methods

Industry 
sector

Means F T df Sig. (2 tailed) Remark

Transaction cost Manuf
Non-

manuf

3.25
3.23

3.39 −0.197 65 0.845 Non-sig

Critical success 
factors

Manuf
Non-

manuf

3.75
3.06

0.603 −1.071 65 0.288 Non-sig

Balanced scorecard Manuf
Non-

manuf

3.25
3.75

0.435 −0.833 65 0.408 Non-sig

*Significant at 95% confidence level.
Manuf: Manufacturing; Non-manuf: Non-manufacturing.

Table 8. 
T-test results of the use of the IT strategy basic methods based on industry sector.
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than SMEs. These reasons may help explain to some extent the absence of the use of 
these methods among the surveyed SMEs. The results support the study of Majama 
et al. [60] who found that strategic planning efforts among SMEs in Botswana do 
exist but to a limited extent. The comparison with Australian study was made to 
find out the difference between the two categories of organization size regarding 
the three methods which have indirect influence on SMEs’ IT strategy development 
(i.e., critical success factors, transaction cost, and balanced scorecard). The results 
of student t-test (in Table 7) indicate that small organizations (with less than 50 
employees) are less influenced by and are less familiar with the transaction cost 
and critical success factors than medium-sized organizations (with more than 50 
employees). On the other hand, no such significant difference can be observed 
between these two groups of SMEs toward balanced scorecard. The results partially 
support Blili and Raymond [6], Boynton and Zmud [68], and Levy and Powell [62]. 
As far as the use of the IT/IS strategy basic development methods are concerned, 
our results are consistent with the Australian study [7] that further indicated that 
none of the IT/IS strategy basic development methods are fully or partially used by 
the participating SMEs. However, on the basis of industry sector and organization 
size (Table 8), our findings are in contrast with the study (ibid) as on these bases 
IT/IS strategy basic development methods remained insignificant. This might 
be due to the business dynamics and business practices of the Bruneian business 
environment which is less competitive, in practice, and/or lack of top management 
initiative. In addition, Bruneian SMEs are not struggling for their survival solely on 
IT [69] and are less influenced by the basic strategy development methods com-
pared to Australian counterpart. However, no such difference is significant between 
Bruneian and Australian SMEs on the basis of industry sector.

6. Lesson learnt

This pioneering study conducted among Bruneian SMEs has met both of its 
objectives. As mentioned in the introduction, the main objectives of this study were 
to investigate the extent to which Bruneian SMEs use or are familiar with the basic 
IT strategy basic development methods. Regarding the first objective on the use of 
the IT strategy development methods, it was found that none of the provided basic 
IT strategy development methods is used by these surveyed SMEs either fully or 
partially; only three methods have indirect influence on IT strategy development 
in these SMEs: critical success factors, transaction cost, and balanced scorecard. 
Nevertheless, these surveyed SMEs are not familiar with SODA, MIT’90, and 
PESTEL, and surveyed SMEs are familiar with other strategy development methods, 
but these methods had no effect on their IT strategic development. Moreover, no 
statistical difference was found with the familiarization with the basic IT strategy 
development methods on the basis of organization size and industry sector that 
conclude our second objective. In the practice side, this research assists SMEs in rec-
ognizing the importance of IT strategy for SMEs, and it therefore provides an insight 
of IT strategy development in SMEs. The study further found some similarities in the 
use of basic IT strategy development methods with Australian SMEs on the basis of 
industry sector; however, on the basis of organization size, the results are in contrast, 
and it is because of the more developed business practices of Australian SMEs.

The study findings further provide insight in building up an empirical founda-
tion for understanding the organizational use of IT strategy basic methods, among 
Bruneian SMEs within the Southeast Asian context. The basic question that needs 
an immediate attention is from the policy planners that are to find out the reasons 
why these SMEs are not utilizing the basic IT strategy development methods 
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these methods among the surveyed SMEs. The results support the study of Majama 
et al. [60] who found that strategic planning efforts among SMEs in Botswana do 
exist but to a limited extent. The comparison with Australian study was made to 
find out the difference between the two categories of organization size regarding 
the three methods which have indirect influence on SMEs’ IT strategy development 
(i.e., critical success factors, transaction cost, and balanced scorecard). The results 
of student t-test (in Table 7) indicate that small organizations (with less than 50 
employees) are less influenced by and are less familiar with the transaction cost 
and critical success factors than medium-sized organizations (with more than 50 
employees). On the other hand, no such significant difference can be observed 
between these two groups of SMEs toward balanced scorecard. The results partially 
support Blili and Raymond [6], Boynton and Zmud [68], and Levy and Powell [62]. 
As far as the use of the IT/IS strategy basic development methods are concerned, 
our results are consistent with the Australian study [7] that further indicated that 
none of the IT/IS strategy basic development methods are fully or partially used by 
the participating SMEs. However, on the basis of industry sector and organization 
size (Table 8), our findings are in contrast with the study (ibid) as on these bases 
IT/IS strategy basic development methods remained insignificant. This might 
be due to the business dynamics and business practices of the Bruneian business 
environment which is less competitive, in practice, and/or lack of top management 
initiative. In addition, Bruneian SMEs are not struggling for their survival solely on 
IT [69] and are less influenced by the basic strategy development methods com-
pared to Australian counterpart. However, no such difference is significant between 
Bruneian and Australian SMEs on the basis of industry sector.

6. Lesson learnt

This pioneering study conducted among Bruneian SMEs has met both of its 
objectives. As mentioned in the introduction, the main objectives of this study were 
to investigate the extent to which Bruneian SMEs use or are familiar with the basic 
IT strategy basic development methods. Regarding the first objective on the use of 
the IT strategy development methods, it was found that none of the provided basic 
IT strategy development methods is used by these surveyed SMEs either fully or 
partially; only three methods have indirect influence on IT strategy development 
in these SMEs: critical success factors, transaction cost, and balanced scorecard. 
Nevertheless, these surveyed SMEs are not familiar with SODA, MIT’90, and 
PESTEL, and surveyed SMEs are familiar with other strategy development methods, 
but these methods had no effect on their IT strategic development. Moreover, no 
statistical difference was found with the familiarization with the basic IT strategy 
development methods on the basis of organization size and industry sector that 
conclude our second objective. In the practice side, this research assists SMEs in rec-
ognizing the importance of IT strategy for SMEs, and it therefore provides an insight 
of IT strategy development in SMEs. The study further found some similarities in the 
use of basic IT strategy development methods with Australian SMEs on the basis of 
industry sector; however, on the basis of organization size, the results are in contrast, 
and it is because of the more developed business practices of Australian SMEs.

The study findings further provide insight in building up an empirical founda-
tion for understanding the organizational use of IT strategy basic methods, among 
Bruneian SMEs within the Southeast Asian context. The basic question that needs 
an immediate attention is from the policy planners that are to find out the reasons 
why these SMEs are not utilizing the basic IT strategy development methods 
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especially when they are aware of the benefits of the strategic process. The plausible 
reason is that Bruneian business environments do not demand the competitive 
advantage. This was also supported by one of the studies on e-commerce adoption 
among Bruneian SMEs and had further concluded that Bruneian businesses need to 
develop a business culture where competitive advantage could be achieved through 
e-commerce adoption [19]. To deal with the severity of this problem, the CEO of 
these SMEs along with the policy makers of Bruneian Small and Medium Business 
Development Authority (SMBDA), with the help of the Ministry of Industry and 
Primary Resources (MIPR), should address this issue accordingly. We believe that 
there are some success stories among small businesses, and the planning agencies 
could further organize a forum where other small businesses can learn from the best 
practices. We also believe that until or unless the stated barriers were not curtailed 
or reduced, these SMEs would not be gaining.

As mentioned, one of the biggest constraints faced by theses SMEs with regard 
to the SISP emerged from lack of owner’s awareness, their reactive behavior, and 
lack of formal employees’ participation in business decisions. This can further be 
improved by either educating the owners’ IT skills and abilities or by employing a 
formal manager-IT support. This can be possibly implemented by the intervening 
e-government initiative by e-Government National Centre (EGNC). Once the own-
ers are educated and started developing SISP, these SMEs would increase competi-
tiveness, reduce cost, and share knowledge with the members and stakeholders; the 
overall business processes would finally be improved to get the business, otherwise 
outside competitive forces will reshape the local business SMEs.

Like every research this study is not free from its weaknesses and limitations. 
Properly addressing these limitations in the forthcoming researches could improve 
the findings. Firstly, the small sample size has been a major impediment especially 
generalizing the results across the region. Secondly, the small contribution of the 
manufacturing sector among these surveyed SMEs because of the absence of very 
large share of this sector in Bruneian business has made the sample size bias in nature 
which is apparently beyond the control of the researchers. Thirdly, the study needs to 
include barriers of not doing the SISP to highlight the various reasons that need to be 
addressed by the relevant authorities Finally, most of the items in the questionnaire 
are self-reported and would further induce response bias, and we did not do any 
precautions to address this issue. So caution should be used is generalizing the results. 
We therefore recommend that future studies would address this issue accordingly.
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advantage. This was also supported by one of the studies on e-commerce adoption 
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e-commerce adoption [19]. To deal with the severity of this problem, the CEO of 
these SMEs along with the policy makers of Bruneian Small and Medium Business 
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Primary Resources (MIPR), should address this issue accordingly. We believe that 
there are some success stories among small businesses, and the planning agencies 
could further organize a forum where other small businesses can learn from the best 
practices. We also believe that until or unless the stated barriers were not curtailed 
or reduced, these SMEs would not be gaining.

As mentioned, one of the biggest constraints faced by theses SMEs with regard 
to the SISP emerged from lack of owner’s awareness, their reactive behavior, and 
lack of formal employees’ participation in business decisions. This can further be 
improved by either educating the owners’ IT skills and abilities or by employing a 
formal manager-IT support. This can be possibly implemented by the intervening 
e-government initiative by e-Government National Centre (EGNC). Once the own-
ers are educated and started developing SISP, these SMEs would increase competi-
tiveness, reduce cost, and share knowledge with the members and stakeholders; the 
overall business processes would finally be improved to get the business, otherwise 
outside competitive forces will reshape the local business SMEs.

Like every research this study is not free from its weaknesses and limitations. 
Properly addressing these limitations in the forthcoming researches could improve 
the findings. Firstly, the small sample size has been a major impediment especially 
generalizing the results across the region. Secondly, the small contribution of the 
manufacturing sector among these surveyed SMEs because of the absence of very 
large share of this sector in Bruneian business has made the sample size bias in nature 
which is apparently beyond the control of the researchers. Thirdly, the study needs to 
include barriers of not doing the SISP to highlight the various reasons that need to be 
addressed by the relevant authorities Finally, most of the items in the questionnaire 
are self-reported and would further induce response bias, and we did not do any 
precautions to address this issue. So caution should be used is generalizing the results. 
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Abstract

This chapter analyzes the sharing economy and collaborative consumption 
behaviors. The study addresses two lines of analysis. The first is theoretical, and it 
examines the background, definitions, and conceptual framework of the topic. The 
second is empirical and brings new evidence through a pan-European predictive 
analysis. From the theoretical angle, I conclude that the exchange behavior evolves 
toward a new paradigm, from initial digital formats into sharing formats. And for 
a more adequate interpretation of the sharing exchange theory, the economy will 
have to move forward and develop a formal apparatus that takes into consideration 
a set of relatively unusual principles. In particular a combination of new assump-
tions: rational/emotional decision-making, individual/prosocial interest, monetary/
nonmonetary compensation, and ownership/use, which economics will have to 
incorporate into the functions thereof. From the empirical perspective, my research 
provides new evidence about the motivations of collaborative behavior. Particularly 
interesting is the result that self-employed or entrepreneurs are more prone to value 
collaborative platforms that are oriented as an alternative. On the contrary, manag-
ers and qualified employees have more practical and monetary motivations. Both 
results, theoretical and empirical, could open the door to new strategic orientations 
for the development of platforms.

Keywords: sharing economy, collaborative consumption, platform economy,  
access-based economy, peer-to-peer (P2P) markets

1. Introduction

In recent years, day-to-day economic practice has given us a host of examples 
attesting to the changing nature of economic exchange. For most people, Uber 
and Airbnb are possibly the most recognizable examples but, simply by taking a 
look at the variety of digital exchange platforms and networks currently avail-
able, it is possible to see that economic transactions are profoundly changing. 
These platforms, which complement or replace traditional markets such as 
passenger transport or tourist accommodation, are two clear examples of the fact 
that some of the foundations of the economy are structurally changing [1–3].
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This development has often been noted from the perspective of sharing or of 
collaboration [4, 5]. With the advent of Web 2.0 and social networks, whose major 
difference from the first digital wave is that they enable and facilitate interactive 
digitalization [6], sharing has modified the economic exchange. Collaborative con-
sumption is the new form of mass sharing between and among people, principally 
through peer-to-peer (P2P) digital platforms [7]. It implies the coordinated acquisi-
tion and distribution of goods or services for use, it is always done in expectation 
of some type of compensation (monetary or otherwise), and it places access or use 
over ownership [4, 8, 9]. In this sense, the key question for management research 
is to establish how consumer behavior has changed and, as a consequence thereof, 
how these transformations modify the business strategy [3, 10].

But, how should sharing or collaboration be interpreted? What is new in such 
forms of collaborative consumption? Do they create the need for us to approach 
economic exchange from a new analytical perspective? Do we have evidence of these 
new forms of consumption? What effects does collaborative consumption have on the 
economic activity? These are some of the questions that have inspired this chapter.

In order to answer them, a wide range of conceptual and empirical studies has 
been reviewed. The analysis extends from the core to the periphery of the issue. 
Firstly, the background, definitions, and conceptual frameworks of the sharing 
economy and collaborative consumption will be addressed. Secondly, the set of 
motivations explaining their rise will be studied, which allowed me to postulate 
the research hypotheses. Thirdly, new pan-European empirical evidence will be 
provided. Fourth and lastly, the main conceptual and empirical corollaries of the 
research will be addressed and discussed.

2. Digital sharing as economic behavior

The first digital wave was consolidated in the late twentieth century and gener-
ates new markets (digital markets) that significantly alter forms of consumption and 
production. Information goods and services, that is, all goods and services that can 
be digitalized, play a leading role in digital markets [11]. These goods have particular 
economic characteristics, such as nonrivalry (public goods), which are experience 
goods (whose utility can only be determined once they have been consumed), and 
they have a particular cost structure, with very high fixed costs (production) and 
decreasing marginal costs (reproduction) tending toward zero. The combination of 
these properties means that the price-setting rule revealed by all the information, 
which is equal to the marginal cost in traditional markets, does not work in digital 
markets. In establishing the value of information goods and services, the price is 
different from the marginal cost, and external network economies play an important 
role [12]. In addition, a decoupling of the traditional relationship between ownership 
and use is starting to occur through dematerialization, as represented by information 
goods and digital markets [13]. However, interpretative models of digital exchange 
are still based on rational and intangible decision-making, and individuals maximize 
its utility or the utility of its network only by taking into consideration individual or 
collective interests, which are still not collaborative [5].

In the early twenty-first century, a second wave of digital technology gave new 
impetus to the transformation of economic exchange behavior, which evolved from 
initial digital exchange into sharing or collaborative exchange. However, to understand 
this new trend, it is important first to define what sharing is. Sharing can be inter-
preted as one of the forms of people’s economic behavior. Its existence and relevance as 
a type of exchange in human communities has been demonstrated since the beginning 
of the civilization [14]. Sharing means going beyond individual interests to take into 
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account human and social values. Sharing may have functional motivations, such as 
survival, but it can also be an altruistic act motivated by convenience, courtesy, or 
kindness toward others. All sharing practices are related to cultural norms, but sharing 
is much more than an altruistic act that occurs within the family, close social circles, or 
among friends. Indeed, it can also occur among strangers. In this context, it is possible 
to define sharing as “the act and process of distributing what is ours to others for their 
use as well as the act and process of receiving something from others for our use ([14], 
p. 126).” In an earlier, more socially oriented approach to the issue, sharing has been 
interpreted as a “nonreciprocal prosocial behavior ([10], p. 331).”

With the emergence of digital forms of sharing behavior through collaborative 
consumption, the literature has made significant advances [15]. Especially relevant 
is the differentiation between collective consumption and collaborative consump-
tion. The literature has traditionally taken collective consumption to mean “those 
events in which one or more persons consume economic goods or services in the 
process of engaging in joint activities with one or more others ([16], p. 614).” This 
approach, which includes a wide range of daily consumption practices, such as 
drinking and eating with friends, or watching a show together, places emphasis on 
joint participation, though it seems too broad for the purposes of describing the 
phenomenon of collaborative consumption. For consumption to be collaborative, 
people need to adopt a specific form of coordination beyond their group behavior: 
the coordinated acquisition and distribution of the goods or services consumed. In 
other words, collaborative consumption is “the act and process of distributing what 
is ours to others for their use ([14], p. 126).”

Similarly, the literature has made advances in terms of clarifying collaborative 
consumption, particularly in relation to the delimitation of the differences between 
it and other types of consumption with prosocial intentions, such as gift-giving 
or economic exchanges. A number of earlier approaches associated collaborative 
consumption with traditional market behaviors such as “sharing, bartering, lend-
ing, trading, renting, gifting, and swapping ([7], p. 15),” but that overly broad 
approach was further delimited, with collaboration being restricted to the coordi-
nated “acquisition and distribution of a resource for a fee or other compensation 
([5], p. 1597).”

It is therefore necessary to insist on the fact that collaborative consumption 
behavior implies the coordinated acquisition and distribution of products or 
services for use, some type of compensation (monetary or otherwise), and access, 
often temporary, over ownership. In this respect, the notion of access-based 
consumption would adequately encompass the domain of and motivations behind 
collaborative consumption in the sense that “instead of buying and owning things, 
consumers want access to goods and prefer to pay for the experience of temporarily 
accessing them ([8], p. 881).”

3. Collaborative behavior in economic thought

Economic research addresses the sharing economy and collaborative consump-
tion as if it were a conceptual umbrella that integrates diverse phenomena related to 
new forms of economic exchange and economic behavior. This new, sharing inter-
pretation of exchange and behavior [10, 17] has been given many different names. 
Among them we find “product-service systems” [18], the idea of a consumption 
“mesh” or network [19], “collaborative consumption” [4, 7], the idea of “prosum-
ers” [20], “commercial sharing systems” [9], “access-based consumption” [8], 
and even a new form of “crowd-based capitalism” [21]. All of these new exchange 
practices have two commonalities: “(1) their use of temporary access nonownership 
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models of utilizing consumer goods and services, and (2) their reliance on the 
Internet, and especially Web 2.0, to bring this about ([5], p. 1595).”

Conceptually, collaborative consumption behavior has been delimited by two 
distinct conceptual frameworks (Table 1). Consumer theory addresses the phe-
nomenon from the perspective of a cultural and identity-based form of alternative 
exchange and behavior [22]. It has therefore paid greater attention to the concept of 
sharing, to types of consumption, and to collaborative markets or to the antiestab-
lishment foundations of sharing [4, 7, 9, 23–26]. In contrast, information systems 
theory analyses the phenomenon from the perspective of digital P2P platform and 
network uses and behavior [27, 28]. These two approaches simply place more or less 
emphasis on the main components of collaborative consumption. While consumer 
theory has emphasized the analysis of motivations to explain nonownership access 
and uses, the information systems approach focuses on the study of technology 
acceptance models (TAMs) and theory of planned behavior (TPB) models that 
make using collaborative platforms and networks possible. The salient idea behind 
this second approach is that collaborative consumption operates through technolog-
ical platforms (Web 2.0 or mobile applications). Within this context, the problem 
of motivations behind collaborative consumption behavior becomes the problem 
of motivations explaining the use of online collaborative consumption platforms. 
Thus, the success of such digital sharing platforms would explain the sharing 
behaviors of their potential users and resource providers [29]. In other words, 
participation behavior in collaborative consumption platforms can be formulated as 
an intent of acceptance and, therefore, can be approached from the perspective of 
TAMs and/or TPB models [30].

From the information systems approach, we are able to understand collaborative 
consumption as a “peer-to-peer-based activity of obtaining, giving, or sharing the 
access to goods and services, coordinated through community-based online services 
([17], p. 2047).” In fact, this new type of exchange and behavior is an economic 
and technological phenomenon driven by new development of information and 
communication technologies (ICTs), advances in consumer awareness, and the 
proliferation of collaborative online communities that make commerce more social, 
sustainable, or fairer [31, 32].

Approach Authors Definition

Consumer 
theory 
(restrictive)

Belk [4] The acquisition and distribution of a resource for a fee or other 
compensation (nonmonetary)

Consumer 
theory 
(expanded)

Botsman and 
Rogers [7]

An economic model based on sharing, swapping, trading, or renting 
products and services, enabling access over ownership

Theory of 
the firm 
(efficiency)

Stephany [3] Value in taking underutilized assets and making them accessible 
online to a community, leading to a reduced need for ownership of 
those assets

Information 
systems 
(technology 
acceptance)

Hamari et al. 
[17]

P2P-based activity of obtaining, giving, or sharing access to goods 
and services, coordinated through community-based online services

Functional 
synthesis

Belk [5]
Price and 
Belk [22]

The use of temporary access nonownership models of utilizing goods 
and services, and reliance on the Internet, and especially Web 2.0, to 
bring this about

Table 1. 
Sharing economy and collaborative behavior: definitions and conceptual frameworks.
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4. Toward new economic approaches

I just showed that, through new forms of collaborative consumption, exchange 
behavior evolves the economy toward a new interpretative paradigm, from initial 
digital markets to sharing markets. Sharing exchanges incorporate and reveal a lot 

Characteristics Initial digital exchange Sharing exchange

Technology ICTs and Internet 1.0 
(noninteractive digitization)

ICTs and Internet 2.0 (interactive digitization)
Social networks and social media

Products Information goods and services 
(digital ownership)

Digital uses of goods and services (information 
or knowledge intensives)

Good properties Nonrivalry (public goods) Divisibility (rival goods become public)

Experience goods Experience uses

High fixed and low marginal 
costs

Low fixed and marginal costs

Markets Digital, noncoincident, and 
semiregulated

Digital, noncoincident, and unregulated 
(temporary and diffuse economic activity)

Key market 
stakeholders

Consumers and businesses 
engaged in e-commerce

Consumers/producers and businesses/platforms 
that coordinate electronic exchange

Golden rule of 
the market

Price differs from marginal cost Price or fee equal to marginal use

Price does not reveal all the 
information

Information is revealed before the price or fee

Efficiency 
sources

Network economies Sharing economies

Cheap inputs of information and 
knowledge

Cheap inputs of sharing uses of goods, services, 
information, or knowledge

Basic process 
and economic 
activity

Digitization Sharing

Intangibles assets Disintermediation

Production 
and labor 
organization

Networked business and labor Networked individual

Temporary work Contingent work (e.g., gigs)

Ownership/use 
relationship

Semi-identification 
between ownership and use 
(dematerialization)

De-identification between ownership and use 
(repersonification; use without ownership)

Economic 
interpretation 
and market 
structures

Rational and intangible 
decision-making

Rational and emotional decision-making

Individual and collective interest Prosocial interest (ethics, sustainability)

Information and knowledge 
exchanges

Access over ownership exchanges

Monetary compensation Monetary or nonmonetary price or fee

Entry and exit costs  
(e.g., lock-ins)

Free entry and exit

Network competition Sharing competition

Table 2. 
Exchange in the initial digital economy and the sharing economy.
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models of utilizing consumer goods and services, and (2) their reliance on the 
Internet, and especially Web 2.0, to bring this about ([5], p. 1595).”

Conceptually, collaborative consumption behavior has been delimited by two 
distinct conceptual frameworks (Table 1). Consumer theory addresses the phe-
nomenon from the perspective of a cultural and identity-based form of alternative 
exchange and behavior [22]. It has therefore paid greater attention to the concept of 
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lishment foundations of sharing [4, 7, 9, 23–26]. In contrast, information systems 
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make using collaborative platforms and networks possible. The salient idea behind 
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of motivations explaining the use of online collaborative consumption platforms. 
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TAMs and/or TPB models [30].
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consumption as a “peer-to-peer-based activity of obtaining, giving, or sharing the 
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and technological phenomenon driven by new development of information and 
communication technologies (ICTs), advances in consumer awareness, and the 
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sustainable, or fairer [31, 32].

Approach Authors Definition
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(restrictive)
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compensation (nonmonetary)
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(expanded)

Botsman and 
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bring this about

Table 1. 
Sharing economy and collaborative behavior: definitions and conceptual frameworks.
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4. Toward new economic approaches

I just showed that, through new forms of collaborative consumption, exchange 
behavior evolves the economy toward a new interpretative paradigm, from initial 
digital markets to sharing markets. Sharing exchanges incorporate and reveal a lot 
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Cheap inputs of information and 
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Cheap inputs of sharing uses of goods, services, 
information, or knowledge

Basic process 
and economic 
activity

Digitization Sharing

Intangibles assets Disintermediation

Production 
and labor 
organization

Networked business and labor Networked individual

Temporary work Contingent work (e.g., gigs)

Ownership/use 
relationship

Semi-identification 
between ownership and use 
(dematerialization)

De-identification between ownership and use 
(repersonification; use without ownership)

Economic 
interpretation 
and market 
structures

Rational and intangible 
decision-making

Rational and emotional decision-making

Individual and collective interest Prosocial interest (ethics, sustainability)

Information and knowledge 
exchanges

Access over ownership exchanges

Monetary compensation Monetary or nonmonetary price or fee

Entry and exit costs  
(e.g., lock-ins)

Free entry and exit

Network competition Sharing competition

Table 2. 
Exchange in the initial digital economy and the sharing economy.
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of information and knowledge, often before the transaction takes place. The basic 
sharing market stakeholders are consumers/producers and businesses/platforms that 
coordinate but do not control sharing exchange [33]. The economic properties of 
sharing exchange are therefore those of shared uses (divisibility, experience uses, and 
sharing economies). Many of those properties still need to be studied in much greater 
depth, and that is especially so for the form of the demand function (price or fee 
equal to marginal use), for its value creation process through sharing networks, and 
for the structure of P2P markets [10, 34]. Furthermore, the interpretative apparatus 
that economics will have to develop in order to address a sharing exchange theory 
must take into consideration a set of relatively unusual principles. Sharing exchange 
requires interpretative models that consider a combination of emotional and rational 
decision-making, individual interest-based as well as prosocial motivations, exchange 
compensation through a monetary or nonmonetary fee, and the set of sharing econo-
mies that it may generate. Table 2 shows and orders some of the main manifestations 
of new forms of sharing exchange, comparing them to forms of digital exchange.

5. Motivations of collaborative behavior

The set of driving and impeding forces of participation behavior in digital networks 
for collaborative consumption is clearly multidimensional and encompasses economic, 
social, environmental, ethical, and motivational elements that need to be addressed 
in depth [27]. Among these motivations, the literature has identified: (1) economic 
benefits, time, space and effort savings, and an awareness of exchange costs [8];  
(2) cultural changes linked to a new relationship among goods and services, individual 
ownership, and consumer identity [5, 7]; (3) a rise in the critical view of excessive 
consumption [35, 36]; (4) growing environmental awareness [19]; and (5) the desire 
to belong to a community [4]. Critical mass, idle time, belief in the common good, and 
trust among strangers have also been identified as predictors of the use and provision 
of content, goods, and services on digital sharing platforms and networks [7].

However, there is still relatively little empirical evidence of the modeling of or 
results from digital sharing systems based jointly on the behaviors of their users 
and providers [28]. For example, a priori, some driving forces have an impact on 
both groups (such as trust), whereas others only have an impact on one of them 
(i.e., earning money motivates providers and saving money motivates users). Thus, 
while participation in digital practices of the collaborative consumption depends 
on the critical mass of its participants (users and providers), it is necessary to look 
further into the motivations (joint and separate) explaining participation and 
collaborative behavior [37]. In accordance with this approach, literature has found 
that participation in a digital collaborative consumption network was motivated by 
a broad set of factors such as sustainability, enjoyment, and economic benefits [17]. 
Along similar lines, a multidimensional set of motivations associated with partici-
pation behavior (use and provision) in a P2P network for renting goods and services 
has been identified. That set of motivations included technological, economic, 
social, ideological, identity, and prosocial factors [27].

One of the main starting points for collaborative consumption was the evolution 
from business-to-consumer (B2C) electronic commerce (e-commerce) toward the 
emergence of consumer-to-consumer (C2C) digital markets. On such P2P platforms 
and networks, people exchange goods and services on a large scale, often under 
the banner of an alternative form of consumption that is more social, sustainable, 
varied, convenient, anticapitalist, or without monetary compensation [14, 38]. In 
fact, many of the motivations explaining this new form of consumption are actually 
related to their alternative nature, which differs from that of traditional forms of 
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ownership consumption [23, 24, 39]. Latest research expanded the scope and studied 
the motivations of users and providers of P2P platforms in Europe [40]. These 
literature studies have concluded that the providers’ motivations differed from the 
users. The ideology (better community and increased sustainability) explained the 
providers’ participation, while practical reasons (satisfaction of needs, increased 
value, and convenience) explained the users’ participation. Along the same lines, lit-
erature has identified that sharing attitudes are linked to moral, social, and monetary 
motivations [41]. Similarly, monetary incentives are identified as a necessary but not 
sufficient condition at the moment of sharing individual possessions with others. In 
this context, a first working hypothesis could be that:

Hypothesis 1: Anticonsumer or antimaterialist motivations, captured through the 
possibility of nonmonetary exchanges, predict the provision of collaborative platforms.

The economic literature has also highlighted a number of economic aspects that 
might be driving new digital forms of sharing. Such motivations may also be rational, 
pursuing a behavior of utility maximization. This is the case, for example, when 
consumers replace exclusive and expensive ownership with low-cost uses through 
an online collaborative consumption service [42]. Along the same line, literature has 
obtained results that tended toward practical motivations and utility. Specific costs, 
utility factors, the perceived risk of product scarcity, and familiarity with sharing 
were the explanatory factors of the likelihood of sharing [8, 9]. Beyond this initial and 
partial evidence, the most recent literature has broadened the scope of its objectives in 
relation to both the motivations and the number of consumers and types of collabora-
tive consumption analyzed [43]. Lower prices were found to be the main motivation 
in all types of goods and services analyzed. Scarcity, the environment, and access over 
ownership were also important in some of the types of goods and services studied. 
In addition, it has also been obtained that the intentions to share are explained based 
on economic, environmental, and social benefits that would be captured through a 
mediating effect linked to the perceived utility [30]. At the same time, the enjoyment 
experienced would be explained through a sentiment of belonging to the community 
where sharing takes place. Thus, and considering the different motivations of users 
and providers, I could formulate my second working hypothesis as follows:

Hypothesis 2: Practical economic motivations, like price, novelty, and conve-
nience, predict the use and provision of collaborative platforms.

Other studies have advanced our knowledge of the forms of adoption and 
repeated use of digital sharing platforms [26]. The motivations linked to perceived 
benefits could explain user satisfaction and the probability of choosing to use those 
platforms again. Regarding the motivations and barriers to collaborative consump-
tion in a P2P accommodation platforms, literature has found that sustainability, 
belonging to a community, and financial benefits were the main motivations, while 
the lack of trust, of efficiency, and of economic benefits were the main barriers [44]. 
At the same line, a multidimensional set of motivations that explained participation 
(use and provision) in a P2P network for renting goods and services has been identi-
fied [27]. Those motivations were technological (privacy, process risk, the platform’s 
ubiquitous availability), economic (income, resource scarcity, effort expectancy, 
thriftiness, product variety), social (knowledge and modern lifestyle), ideological 
and identity-related (anticapitalism, independence through ownership, prestige of 
ownership, enjoyment in sharing), and prosocial (sense of belonging, social experi-
ence, social influence). Thus, my third working hypothesis is related to the barriers 
to collaborative behavior:

Hypothesis 3: The lack of a responsible person, the lack of fulfillment of ser-
vice expectations, the lack of information, the lack of trust in the agents, or the 
lack of trust in the Internet predict (brake) the use and provision of collaborative 
platforms.
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of information and knowledge, often before the transaction takes place. The basic 
sharing market stakeholders are consumers/producers and businesses/platforms that 
coordinate but do not control sharing exchange [33]. The economic properties of 
sharing exchange are therefore those of shared uses (divisibility, experience uses, and 
sharing economies). Many of those properties still need to be studied in much greater 
depth, and that is especially so for the form of the demand function (price or fee 
equal to marginal use), for its value creation process through sharing networks, and 
for the structure of P2P markets [10, 34]. Furthermore, the interpretative apparatus 
that economics will have to develop in order to address a sharing exchange theory 
must take into consideration a set of relatively unusual principles. Sharing exchange 
requires interpretative models that consider a combination of emotional and rational 
decision-making, individual interest-based as well as prosocial motivations, exchange 
compensation through a monetary or nonmonetary fee, and the set of sharing econo-
mies that it may generate. Table 2 shows and orders some of the main manifestations 
of new forms of sharing exchange, comparing them to forms of digital exchange.

5. Motivations of collaborative behavior

The set of driving and impeding forces of participation behavior in digital networks 
for collaborative consumption is clearly multidimensional and encompasses economic, 
social, environmental, ethical, and motivational elements that need to be addressed 
in depth [27]. Among these motivations, the literature has identified: (1) economic 
benefits, time, space and effort savings, and an awareness of exchange costs [8];  
(2) cultural changes linked to a new relationship among goods and services, individual 
ownership, and consumer identity [5, 7]; (3) a rise in the critical view of excessive 
consumption [35, 36]; (4) growing environmental awareness [19]; and (5) the desire 
to belong to a community [4]. Critical mass, idle time, belief in the common good, and 
trust among strangers have also been identified as predictors of the use and provision 
of content, goods, and services on digital sharing platforms and networks [7].

However, there is still relatively little empirical evidence of the modeling of or 
results from digital sharing systems based jointly on the behaviors of their users 
and providers [28]. For example, a priori, some driving forces have an impact on 
both groups (such as trust), whereas others only have an impact on one of them 
(i.e., earning money motivates providers and saving money motivates users). Thus, 
while participation in digital practices of the collaborative consumption depends 
on the critical mass of its participants (users and providers), it is necessary to look 
further into the motivations (joint and separate) explaining participation and 
collaborative behavior [37]. In accordance with this approach, literature has found 
that participation in a digital collaborative consumption network was motivated by 
a broad set of factors such as sustainability, enjoyment, and economic benefits [17]. 
Along similar lines, a multidimensional set of motivations associated with partici-
pation behavior (use and provision) in a P2P network for renting goods and services 
has been identified. That set of motivations included technological, economic, 
social, ideological, identity, and prosocial factors [27].

One of the main starting points for collaborative consumption was the evolution 
from business-to-consumer (B2C) electronic commerce (e-commerce) toward the 
emergence of consumer-to-consumer (C2C) digital markets. On such P2P platforms 
and networks, people exchange goods and services on a large scale, often under 
the banner of an alternative form of consumption that is more social, sustainable, 
varied, convenient, anticapitalist, or without monetary compensation [14, 38]. In 
fact, many of the motivations explaining this new form of consumption are actually 
related to their alternative nature, which differs from that of traditional forms of 
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ownership consumption [23, 24, 39]. Latest research expanded the scope and studied 
the motivations of users and providers of P2P platforms in Europe [40]. These 
literature studies have concluded that the providers’ motivations differed from the 
users. The ideology (better community and increased sustainability) explained the 
providers’ participation, while practical reasons (satisfaction of needs, increased 
value, and convenience) explained the users’ participation. Along the same lines, lit-
erature has identified that sharing attitudes are linked to moral, social, and monetary 
motivations [41]. Similarly, monetary incentives are identified as a necessary but not 
sufficient condition at the moment of sharing individual possessions with others. In 
this context, a first working hypothesis could be that:

Hypothesis 1: Anticonsumer or antimaterialist motivations, captured through the 
possibility of nonmonetary exchanges, predict the provision of collaborative platforms.

The economic literature has also highlighted a number of economic aspects that 
might be driving new digital forms of sharing. Such motivations may also be rational, 
pursuing a behavior of utility maximization. This is the case, for example, when 
consumers replace exclusive and expensive ownership with low-cost uses through 
an online collaborative consumption service [42]. Along the same line, literature has 
obtained results that tended toward practical motivations and utility. Specific costs, 
utility factors, the perceived risk of product scarcity, and familiarity with sharing 
were the explanatory factors of the likelihood of sharing [8, 9]. Beyond this initial and 
partial evidence, the most recent literature has broadened the scope of its objectives in 
relation to both the motivations and the number of consumers and types of collabora-
tive consumption analyzed [43]. Lower prices were found to be the main motivation 
in all types of goods and services analyzed. Scarcity, the environment, and access over 
ownership were also important in some of the types of goods and services studied. 
In addition, it has also been obtained that the intentions to share are explained based 
on economic, environmental, and social benefits that would be captured through a 
mediating effect linked to the perceived utility [30]. At the same time, the enjoyment 
experienced would be explained through a sentiment of belonging to the community 
where sharing takes place. Thus, and considering the different motivations of users 
and providers, I could formulate my second working hypothesis as follows:

Hypothesis 2: Practical economic motivations, like price, novelty, and conve-
nience, predict the use and provision of collaborative platforms.

Other studies have advanced our knowledge of the forms of adoption and 
repeated use of digital sharing platforms [26]. The motivations linked to perceived 
benefits could explain user satisfaction and the probability of choosing to use those 
platforms again. Regarding the motivations and barriers to collaborative consump-
tion in a P2P accommodation platforms, literature has found that sustainability, 
belonging to a community, and financial benefits were the main motivations, while 
the lack of trust, of efficiency, and of economic benefits were the main barriers [44]. 
At the same line, a multidimensional set of motivations that explained participation 
(use and provision) in a P2P network for renting goods and services has been identi-
fied [27]. Those motivations were technological (privacy, process risk, the platform’s 
ubiquitous availability), economic (income, resource scarcity, effort expectancy, 
thriftiness, product variety), social (knowledge and modern lifestyle), ideological 
and identity-related (anticapitalism, independence through ownership, prestige of 
ownership, enjoyment in sharing), and prosocial (sense of belonging, social experi-
ence, social influence). Thus, my third working hypothesis is related to the barriers 
to collaborative behavior:

Hypothesis 3: The lack of a responsible person, the lack of fulfillment of ser-
vice expectations, the lack of information, the lack of trust in the agents, or the 
lack of trust in the Internet predict (brake) the use and provision of collaborative 
platforms.
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With the idea of broadening the set of motivations and the diversity of forms 
and stakeholders of the collaborative behavior, literature has also analyzed the role 
of sociodemographic characteristics [25]. Women and young people were more 
likely to share most of the products/objects. Particularly interesting is the result 
that shared consumption had more to do with personal mind-set or psychological 
disposition than with some sociodemographic aspects, like income levels. In this 
sense, I can formulate a working hypothesis about the sociodemographic predictors 
of collaborative behavior:

Hypothesis 4: Sociodemographic characteristics predict the use and provision of 
collaborative platforms.

6. Pan-European evidence of collaborative behavior

In order to obtain a representative sample and to compare the situation of 
collaboration consumption in the countries of the European Union, the European 
Commission [45] dedicated a Flash Eurobarometer (number 438) to a survey 
of the use of collaborative economy platforms. Flash Eurobarometers are ad hoc 
statistical operations consisting of short—landline and mobile—telephone 
interviews on a topic of interest. Flash Barometer 438 obtained data on the use of 
collaborative economy platforms from a sample of 14,050 citizens aged 15 years 
and above in the 28 countries of the European Union (Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech 
Re public, De nmark, Ger many, Estonia, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Croatia, 
Italy, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Hungary, Malta, the Netherlands, 
Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia, Finland, Sweden, and 
the United Kingdom) through approximately 500 interviews per country. The 
universe of the survey consisted of the 412,630,644 European Union citizens 
aged 15 years and above. The sample design for each country was probabilistic 
and representative. The margins of error at the 95% confidence level in the case 
of maximum indetermination (p = q = 50) were +0.4% for the entire sample, and 
around +1.9% for individual country samples. The fieldwork was carried out on 
March 15 and 16, 2016.

The questionnaire defines a collaborative platform (CP) as “an Internet-based 
tool that enables transactions between people providing and using a service. They 
can be used for a wide range of services, from renting accommodation and car shar-
ing to small household jobs ([45], p. 29).” Based on that approach, the survey asked 
the respondents about their awareness of such platforms and gave them the follow-
ing options for their answers on use: (1) unaware (UNAWARE) or “You have never 
heard of these platforms”; (2) aware but does not use (AWNOTUSE) or “You have 
heard of these platforms but you have never visited them”; (3) initial use (INIUSE) 
or “You have been on one or more of these platforms and paid for a service once”; 
(4) occasional use (OCCAUSE) or “You use the services of these platforms occa-
sionally (once every few months)”; and (5) regular use (REGUSE) or “You use  
the services of these platforms regularly (at least every month).” For all users of 
such platforms (TOTUSE), which includes initial use, occasional use, and regular 
use, the survey also gathered data about providing goods and services and gave the 
respondents the following options for their answers: (1) no provision (NOPROV) 
or “No, you haven’t”; (2) initial provision (INIPROV) or “You have offered a service 
on one or more of these platforms once”; (3) occasional provision (OCCAPROV) 
or “You offer services via these platforms occasionally (once every few months)”; 
and (4) regular provision (REGPROV) or “You offer services via these platforms 
regularly (every month).” All providers of such platforms (TOTPROV) include 
initial provision, occasional provision, and regular provision. The various options 
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of those two variables were transformed into individual variables. All of these new 
individual variables were dichotomous, where 1 = the respondent was aware of and 
used or provided goods or services via collaborative platforms, and 0 = the respon-
dent answered otherwise.

Having stipulated the levels of use and provision, the survey looked at the driv-
ing factors (benefits) and impeding factors (problems) of collaborative platforms 
compared to the traditional forms of commerce of goods and services. Regarding 
the driving factors, the survey gave those respondents who were aware of and users 
of collaborative platforms the following options for their answers: (1) service cost 
(PRICE) or “It is cheaper or free”; (2) service newness (NEWNESS) or “It offers 
new or different services”; (3) service convenience (CONVEN) or “The access to 
services is organized in a more convenient way”; and (4) nonmonetary exchanges 
(NONMONET) or “The ability to exchange products or services instead of paying 
with money.” Regarding the impeding factors, the survey gave those respondents 
who were aware of and users of collaborative platforms the following options for 
their answers: (1) lack of a responsible person when problems arise (LRESPON) or 
“Not knowing who is responsible in case a problem arises”; (2) lack of fulfillment 
of service expectations (LFULLSERV) or “Being disappointed because the services 
and goods do not meet expectations”; (3) lack of information (LINFORM) or “Not 
having enough information on the service provided”; (4) lack of trust in the agents 
(LTRUSTAG) or “Not trusting the provider or seller”; and (5) lack of trust in the 
Internet (LTRUSTINT) or “Not trusting the Internet transactions in general.” All 
of these variables were dichotomous, where 1 = the respondent answered positively 
about the driving or impeding factors, and 0 = the respondent answered otherwise.

Lastly, the survey gathered sociodemographic data in order to be able to charac-
terize the users and the providers of collaborative platforms. Specifically, data were 
gathered on age, gender, years of education, number of household members, type 
of locality (village or rural area, small, midsized, or large town/city), and occupa-
tional status: self-employed or business person, employee (director, qualified pro-
fessional, manual worker, and nonmanual worker), unemployed or nonemployed 
(stay-at-home parent/carer, student, retiree, or unemployed person).

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables relating to the use and provi-
sion of collaborative platforms in Europe. Regarding awareness and use of collaborative 
platforms, the survey found that more than half of European citizens were unaware of 
these new forms of exchange (53.2%), while a further third was aware of them but had 
never used them (33.9%). Thus, 12.9% of the European population aged 15 years and 
above stated that they were users of collaborative platforms, with the following distribu-
tion: 3.2% initial use (one transacted exchange), 6.5% occasional use (once every few 
months), and 3.2% regular use (at least every month). In relation to the provision of 
goods and services via collaborative platforms, of the users of such platforms (12.9%), 
almost three quarters had never provided any (72.1%). The remaining 27.9% of users 
(3.6% of the European population) had provided goods and services, with the following 
distribution: 7.3% (0.9% of the total) had made an initial provision (provided goods or 
services once), 15.7% (2.1% of the total) had made an occasional provision (once every 
few months), and 5.0% (0.6% of the total) had made a regular provision (every month).

For those who were aware of (33.9%) and users of (12.9%) such platforms 
(46.8%), the survey also gathered data about the driving and impeding factors of their 
use. Among the driving factors, convenience (39.1%) and price (31.4%) were cited the 
most, whereas service newness (22.4%) and the possibility of carrying out nonmon-
etary exchanges (21.8%) came some way behind the two main motivations. Regarding 
the factors that would limit the use and provision of such platforms, the lack of a 
responsible person when problems arise in the exchange (36.5%) was the main reason 
given, followed at some distance by the lack of fulfillment of service expectations 
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With the idea of broadening the set of motivations and the diversity of forms 
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likely to share most of the products/objects. Particularly interesting is the result 
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and representative. The margins of error at the 95% confidence level in the case 
of maximum indetermination (p = q = 50) were +0.4% for the entire sample, and 
around +1.9% for individual country samples. The fieldwork was carried out on 
March 15 and 16, 2016.

The questionnaire defines a collaborative platform (CP) as “an Internet-based 
tool that enables transactions between people providing and using a service. They 
can be used for a wide range of services, from renting accommodation and car shar-
ing to small household jobs ([45], p. 29).” Based on that approach, the survey asked 
the respondents about their awareness of such platforms and gave them the follow-
ing options for their answers on use: (1) unaware (UNAWARE) or “You have never 
heard of these platforms”; (2) aware but does not use (AWNOTUSE) or “You have 
heard of these platforms but you have never visited them”; (3) initial use (INIUSE) 
or “You have been on one or more of these platforms and paid for a service once”; 
(4) occasional use (OCCAUSE) or “You use the services of these platforms occa-
sionally (once every few months)”; and (5) regular use (REGUSE) or “You use  
the services of these platforms regularly (at least every month).” For all users of 
such platforms (TOTUSE), which includes initial use, occasional use, and regular 
use, the survey also gathered data about providing goods and services and gave the 
respondents the following options for their answers: (1) no provision (NOPROV) 
or “No, you haven’t”; (2) initial provision (INIPROV) or “You have offered a service 
on one or more of these platforms once”; (3) occasional provision (OCCAPROV) 
or “You offer services via these platforms occasionally (once every few months)”; 
and (4) regular provision (REGPROV) or “You offer services via these platforms 
regularly (every month).” All providers of such platforms (TOTPROV) include 
initial provision, occasional provision, and regular provision. The various options 
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of those two variables were transformed into individual variables. All of these new 
individual variables were dichotomous, where 1 = the respondent was aware of and 
used or provided goods or services via collaborative platforms, and 0 = the respon-
dent answered otherwise.

Having stipulated the levels of use and provision, the survey looked at the driv-
ing factors (benefits) and impeding factors (problems) of collaborative platforms 
compared to the traditional forms of commerce of goods and services. Regarding 
the driving factors, the survey gave those respondents who were aware of and users 
of collaborative platforms the following options for their answers: (1) service cost 
(PRICE) or “It is cheaper or free”; (2) service newness (NEWNESS) or “It offers 
new or different services”; (3) service convenience (CONVEN) or “The access to 
services is organized in a more convenient way”; and (4) nonmonetary exchanges 
(NONMONET) or “The ability to exchange products or services instead of paying 
with money.” Regarding the impeding factors, the survey gave those respondents 
who were aware of and users of collaborative platforms the following options for 
their answers: (1) lack of a responsible person when problems arise (LRESPON) or 
“Not knowing who is responsible in case a problem arises”; (2) lack of fulfillment 
of service expectations (LFULLSERV) or “Being disappointed because the services 
and goods do not meet expectations”; (3) lack of information (LINFORM) or “Not 
having enough information on the service provided”; (4) lack of trust in the agents 
(LTRUSTAG) or “Not trusting the provider or seller”; and (5) lack of trust in the 
Internet (LTRUSTINT) or “Not trusting the Internet transactions in general.” All 
of these variables were dichotomous, where 1 = the respondent answered positively 
about the driving or impeding factors, and 0 = the respondent answered otherwise.

Lastly, the survey gathered sociodemographic data in order to be able to charac-
terize the users and the providers of collaborative platforms. Specifically, data were 
gathered on age, gender, years of education, number of household members, type 
of locality (village or rural area, small, midsized, or large town/city), and occupa-
tional status: self-employed or business person, employee (director, qualified pro-
fessional, manual worker, and nonmanual worker), unemployed or nonemployed 
(stay-at-home parent/carer, student, retiree, or unemployed person).

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables relating to the use and provi-
sion of collaborative platforms in Europe. Regarding awareness and use of collaborative 
platforms, the survey found that more than half of European citizens were unaware of 
these new forms of exchange (53.2%), while a further third was aware of them but had 
never used them (33.9%). Thus, 12.9% of the European population aged 15 years and 
above stated that they were users of collaborative platforms, with the following distribu-
tion: 3.2% initial use (one transacted exchange), 6.5% occasional use (once every few 
months), and 3.2% regular use (at least every month). In relation to the provision of 
goods and services via collaborative platforms, of the users of such platforms (12.9%), 
almost three quarters had never provided any (72.1%). The remaining 27.9% of users 
(3.6% of the European population) had provided goods and services, with the following 
distribution: 7.3% (0.9% of the total) had made an initial provision (provided goods or 
services once), 15.7% (2.1% of the total) had made an occasional provision (once every 
few months), and 5.0% (0.6% of the total) had made a regular provision (every month).

For those who were aware of (33.9%) and users of (12.9%) such platforms 
(46.8%), the survey also gathered data about the driving and impeding factors of their 
use. Among the driving factors, convenience (39.1%) and price (31.4%) were cited the 
most, whereas service newness (22.4%) and the possibility of carrying out nonmon-
etary exchanges (21.8%) came some way behind the two main motivations. Regarding 
the factors that would limit the use and provision of such platforms, the lack of a 
responsible person when problems arise in the exchange (36.5%) was the main reason 
given, followed at some distance by the lack of fulfillment of service expectations 
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N Mean SD Minimum Maximum Skewness Kurtosis

Awareness and use

Unaware 
(UNAWARE)

13,837 0.532 0.499 0 1 −0.128 −1.984

Aware but not use 
(AWNOTUSE)

13,837 0.339 0.473 0 1 0.682 −1.535

Initial use 
(INIUSE)

13,837 0.032 0.177 0 1 5.298 26.068

Occasional use 
(OCCAUSE)

13,837 0.065 0.247 0 1 3.530 10.465

Regular use 
(REGUSE)

13,837 0.032 0.177 0 1 5.291 26.998

Total use 
(TOTUSE)

13,837 0.129 0.336 0 1 2.207 2.872

Provision of goods and services

No provision 
(NOPROV)

1778 0.721 0.448 0 1 −0.987 −1.028

Initial provision 
(INIPROV)

1778 0.073 0.259 0 1 3.298 8.890

Occasional 
provision 
(OCCAPROV)

1778 0.157 0.364 0 1 1.888 1.567

Regular provision 
(REGPROV)

1778 0.050 0.217 0 1 4.158 15.303

Total provision 
(TOTPROV)

1788 0.279 0.449 0 1 0.987 −1.028

Driving factors

Price (PRICE) 6477 0.314 0.464 0 1 0.801 −1.359

Newness 
(NEWNESS)

6477 0.224 0.417 0 1 1.324 −0.247

Convenience 
(CONVEN)

6477 0.391 0.488 0 1 0.449 −1.779

Nonmonetary 
(NONMONET)

6477 0.218 0.413 0 1 1.368 −0.127

Impeding factors

Lack responsible 
person 
(LRESPON)

6477 0.365 0.481 0 1 0.560 −1.687

Lack fulfilling 
expect 
(LFULLSER)

6477 0.259 0.438 0 1 1.099 −0.792

Lack information 
(LINFORM)

6477 0.186 0.389 0 1 1.614 0.605

Lack trust 
in agents 
(LTRUSTAG)

6477 0.250 0.433 0 1 1.154 −0.668

Lack trust 
in Internet 
(LTRUSTINT)

6477 0.272 0.445 0 1 1.027 −0.947

Table 3. 
The use and provision of collaborative platforms in Europe.
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(25.9%), the lack of trust in the Internet in general (27.2%), and the lack of trust in the 
agents (buyers and sellers) of the exchange in particular (25.0%). Lastly, the lack of 
information (18.6%) was the reason that the respondents cited the least.

Regarding sociodemographic characteristics, the mean age was 54 years and 
the majority of the respondents were women (58.4% women, 41.6% men). Of the 
individuals in the sample, 43.4% had 20 or more years of formal education. From an 
occupational perspective, of note was the high presence of retirees (37.3%) and of 
manual workers (20.3%). Most households comprised two members (44.0%). Finally, 
regarding the localities of European citizens (rural, small or mid-sized town/city, or 
large metropolitan town/city), the sample was equally divided (into three-thirds). 
Furthermore, in relation to countries, the sample skewed toward the European Union’s 
most populous countries in central and Eastern Europe (35.7% of the sample).

The basic aim of my study is to find out if these sociodemographic characteriza-
tion variables, together with the motivation/barrier variables, can be turned into 
predictors of use and provision behavior on collaborative platforms. To that end, we 
performed an odds ratio (OR) analysis. Formally, it is usually defined as the ratio of 
the odds of a condition occurring in a population group to the odds of it occurring 
in another group. It is a measure of the statistical association between dichotomous 
variables, which has been widely used in social research for three main reasons: 
firstly, because the OR determines a predictor and a confidence interval (95% CI) 
between binary dichotomous variables, which enables probability relationships 
to be established; secondly, because it is useful for examining the predictive effect 
of one variable on another, while the other variables remain constant in a logistic 
regression model; and thirdly, because OR offers a quick and efficient interpretation 
in case studies and controls.

The interpretation of an OR analysis is as follows. If the value of the OR is less 
than 1 and the confidence interval (95% CI) is situated below the unit, the predic-
tive relationship between the two variables analyzed is an inverse relationship. If the 
value of the OR is greater than 1 and the confidence interval (95% CI) is situated 
above the unit, the predictive relationship between the two variables analyzed is a 
direct relationship. Whenever the confidence interval (95% CI) includes the unit, 
the predictive relationship between two variables cannot be determined [46, 47].

If I begin by taking the use of collaborative platforms (n = 1792), the first thing to 
highlight is that its driving forces are clearly linked to motivations of an economic and 
practical nature (Table 4). Convenience and price are the two main drivers of col-
laborative platform use in Europe. In contrast, the driving factor relating to nonmon-
etary exchange, which could be identified as being ideological in an antiestablishment 
or anticapitalism sense, clearly disincentives the use of collaborative platforms. 
Among the impeding forces, it should be noted that the lack of fulfillment of expecta-
tions in relation to the service offered via the collaborative platform disincentives the 
use thereof. In contrast, the lack of trust in the Internet would not act as an impedi-
ment to total use.

Among the sociodemographic predictors of the use of collaborative platforms in 
Europe, the analysis performed provides us with a set of results worth highlighting. 
Firstly, men are more inclined than women to use such platforms. Secondly, the younger 
age ranges (54 years and below) are more likely to make a total use than the older age 
ranges. And thirdly, households with more members have a greater probability of hav-
ing a user of collaborative platforms among them than households with fewer members.

Regarding human capital and occupational status, the joint use of collaborative 
economy platforms in Europe is also linked to the fact of being a student or having 
many years of education and to professional contexts of entrepreneurship, manage-
rial responsibility, or being highly qualified. In fact, students or people with 20 or 
more years of formal education are much more likely to use collaborative platforms 
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(25.9%), the lack of trust in the Internet in general (27.2%), and the lack of trust in the 
agents (buyers and sellers) of the exchange in particular (25.0%). Lastly, the lack of 
information (18.6%) was the reason that the respondents cited the least.

Regarding sociodemographic characteristics, the mean age was 54 years and 
the majority of the respondents were women (58.4% women, 41.6% men). Of the 
individuals in the sample, 43.4% had 20 or more years of formal education. From an 
occupational perspective, of note was the high presence of retirees (37.3%) and of 
manual workers (20.3%). Most households comprised two members (44.0%). Finally, 
regarding the localities of European citizens (rural, small or mid-sized town/city, or 
large metropolitan town/city), the sample was equally divided (into three-thirds). 
Furthermore, in relation to countries, the sample skewed toward the European Union’s 
most populous countries in central and Eastern Europe (35.7% of the sample).

The basic aim of my study is to find out if these sociodemographic characteriza-
tion variables, together with the motivation/barrier variables, can be turned into 
predictors of use and provision behavior on collaborative platforms. To that end, we 
performed an odds ratio (OR) analysis. Formally, it is usually defined as the ratio of 
the odds of a condition occurring in a population group to the odds of it occurring 
in another group. It is a measure of the statistical association between dichotomous 
variables, which has been widely used in social research for three main reasons: 
firstly, because the OR determines a predictor and a confidence interval (95% CI) 
between binary dichotomous variables, which enables probability relationships 
to be established; secondly, because it is useful for examining the predictive effect 
of one variable on another, while the other variables remain constant in a logistic 
regression model; and thirdly, because OR offers a quick and efficient interpretation 
in case studies and controls.

The interpretation of an OR analysis is as follows. If the value of the OR is less 
than 1 and the confidence interval (95% CI) is situated below the unit, the predic-
tive relationship between the two variables analyzed is an inverse relationship. If the 
value of the OR is greater than 1 and the confidence interval (95% CI) is situated 
above the unit, the predictive relationship between the two variables analyzed is a 
direct relationship. Whenever the confidence interval (95% CI) includes the unit, 
the predictive relationship between two variables cannot be determined [46, 47].

If I begin by taking the use of collaborative platforms (n = 1792), the first thing to 
highlight is that its driving forces are clearly linked to motivations of an economic and 
practical nature (Table 4). Convenience and price are the two main drivers of col-
laborative platform use in Europe. In contrast, the driving factor relating to nonmon-
etary exchange, which could be identified as being ideological in an antiestablishment 
or anticapitalism sense, clearly disincentives the use of collaborative platforms. 
Among the impeding forces, it should be noted that the lack of fulfillment of expecta-
tions in relation to the service offered via the collaborative platform disincentives the 
use thereof. In contrast, the lack of trust in the Internet would not act as an impedi-
ment to total use.

Among the sociodemographic predictors of the use of collaborative platforms in 
Europe, the analysis performed provides us with a set of results worth highlighting. 
Firstly, men are more inclined than women to use such platforms. Secondly, the younger 
age ranges (54 years and below) are more likely to make a total use than the older age 
ranges. And thirdly, households with more members have a greater probability of hav-
ing a user of collaborative platforms among them than households with fewer members.

Regarding human capital and occupational status, the joint use of collaborative 
economy platforms in Europe is also linked to the fact of being a student or having 
many years of education and to professional contexts of entrepreneurship, manage-
rial responsibility, or being highly qualified. In fact, students or people with 20 or 
more years of formal education are much more likely to use collaborative platforms 
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Users (n = 1792) Providers (n = 496)

OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI)

Motivations/barriers (driving and impeding factors)

Price 1.687 (1.505–1.890) 1.063 (0.860–1.312)

Newness 1.094 (0.962–1.245) 1.077 (0.846–1.372)

Convenience 2.334 (2.089–2.608) 0.953 (0.775–1.173)

Nonmonetary exchange 0.668 (0.580–0.769) 1.384 (1.062–1.803)

Lack of a responsible person 1.089 (0.973–1.218) 0.747 (0.601–0.929)

Lack of fulfillment service 
expectation

1.234 (1.093–1.394) 1.234 (0.986–1.544)

Lack of information 1.055 (0.918–1.212) 0.990 (0.760–1.289)

Lack of trust in the agents 1.217 (1.076–1.377) 1.043 (0.828–1.314)

Lack of trust in the Internet 0.878 (0.775–0.994) 0.973 (0.767–1.236)

Sociodemographic predictors

Age

15–24 years 1.262 (1.039–1.532) 0.871 (0.578–1.311)

25–34 years 2.386 (2.077–2.740) 1.436 (1.106–1.866)

35–44 years 2.097 (1.858–2.367) 0.989 (0.775–1.262)

45–54 years 1.420 (1.260–1.601) 0.878 (0.684–1.595)

55–64 years 0.755 (0.680–0.883) 1.070 (0.815–1.406)

65 years and above 0.246 (0.212–0.286) 0.727 (0.514–1.028)

Gender (1 = male, 0 = female) 1.456 (1.318–1.608) 1.409 (1.144–1.736)

Human capital (years of education)

Still studying 1.536 (1.240–1.903) 0.887 (0.570–1.381)

Up to 15 years 0.170 (0.128–0.226) 1.224 (0.669–2.237)

16–19 years 0.616 (0.553–0.687) 0.839 (0.664–1.059)

20 or more years 2.313 (2.088–2.563) 1.170 (0.943–1.453)

Occupational status

Self-employed/entrepreneurs 1.828 (1.573–2.125) 1.843 (1.391–2.443)

Employees—directors 3.012 (2.575–3.522) 1.006 (0.746–1.356)

Employees—qualified 
professionals

2.181 (1.832–2.596) 1.147 (0.820–1.605)

Employees—nonmanagement 
workers

1.572 (1.403–1.762) 0.688 (0.539–0.878)

Employees—manual workers 0.781 (0.626–0.974) 1.673 (1.087–2.574)

Nonemployed—parents/
carers

0.598 (0.475–0.754) 0.822 (0.491–1.376)

Nonemployed—students 1.373 (1.092–1.726) 0.787 (0.482–1.284)

Non-employed—retirees 0.271 (0.237–0.310) 0.718 (0.527–0.977)

Unemployed—job seekers 0.886 (0.680–1.153) 1.330 (0.787–2.247)

Household members

One 0.598 (0.524–0.681) 1.200 (0.915–1.574)

Two 1.137 (1.029–1.257) 0.915 (0.742–1.127)
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than people with fewer years of education. As far as occupational status is concerned, 
the self-employed and business people, employees who are directors, employees who 
are qualified professionals, and employees who are nonmanual workers are the most 
likely to use collaborative platforms. In contrast, employees who are manual workers, 
stay-at-home parents/carers, the unemployed and, in particular, retirees are much 
less inclined toward collaborative consumption via platforms.

Finally, the predictors by geographical area also provide relevant information, 
firstly, because the impetus behind collaborative consumption comes from large 
towns/cities and metropolitan areas, whereas living in villages and rural areas 
would disincentive collaborative consumption via platforms. By country, we also 
observe a greater likelihood to use collaborative platforms in continental Europe—
Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Austria, and Germany—whereas 
in Mediterranean Europe—Greece, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Cyprus, Malta, and 
Croatia—the situation is the inverse.

The analysis of predictive factors for the provision of goods and services via 
collaborative platforms (n = 496) in Europe (Table 4) reveals a picture that clearly 
differs from the use of such platforms. Of the motivational predictors of collabora-
tive provision, the first element to highlight is that such provision has a clearly 
ideological component, in an antiestablishment or anticapitalism sense, because the 
possibility of doing nonmonetary exchanges becomes a driving factor. Moreover, 
nonmonetary exchange was the only provision-driving predictor to be identi-
fied, because the other economic and convenience factors were not significant. 
Regarding the impeding forces, the lack of a responsible person would not disincen-
tive the collaborative provision of goods and services.

From the perspective of the sociodemographic predictors, the collaborative 
provision of goods and services in Europe would be motivated by a much nar-
rower set of factors than the one identified for collaborative uses. Men, the young 

Users (n = 1792) Providers (n = 496)

OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI)

Three 1.212 (1.067–1.377) 1.067 (0.821–1.386)

Four or more 1.203 (1.053–1.374) 0.906 (0.685–1.198)

Locality

Village or rural area 0.736 (0.658–0.823) 1.042 (0.824–1.318)

Small or mid-sized town/city 0.940 (0.848–1.043) 0.980 (0.789–1.217)

Large town/city or 
metropolitan area

1.419 (1.280–1.574) 0.986 (0.795–1.222)

Country groupings

Continental Europe1 1.249 (1.113–1.403) 1.207 (0.954–1.526)

Mediterranean Europe2 0.735 (0.651–0.831) 1.000 (0.773–1.294)

Northern Europe3 1.058 (0.932–1.202) 0.748 (0.566–0.987)

Central and Eastern Europe4 1.029 (0.928–1.141) 1.028 (0.829–1.276)

Notes: OR: odds ratio and 95% CI: confidence intervals at 95%. ORs and 95% CI in bold are significant. 
1Continental Europe: Belgium, France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Austria, and Germany.
2Mediterranean Europe: Greece, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Cyprus, Malta, and Croatia.
3Northern Europe: Denmark, Finland, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and Ireland.
4Central and Eastern Europe: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, 
Slovenia, and Slovakia.

Table 4. 
Predictors of P2P platform use and provision in Europe.
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1.572 (1.403–1.762) 0.688 (0.539–0.878)

Employees—manual workers 0.781 (0.626–0.974) 1.673 (1.087–2.574)

Nonemployed—parents/
carers

0.598 (0.475–0.754) 0.822 (0.491–1.376)

Nonemployed—students 1.373 (1.092–1.726) 0.787 (0.482–1.284)

Non-employed—retirees 0.271 (0.237–0.310) 0.718 (0.527–0.977)

Unemployed—job seekers 0.886 (0.680–1.153) 1.330 (0.787–2.247)

Household members

One 0.598 (0.524–0.681) 1.200 (0.915–1.574)

Two 1.137 (1.029–1.257) 0.915 (0.742–1.127)
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than people with fewer years of education. As far as occupational status is concerned, 
the self-employed and business people, employees who are directors, employees who 
are qualified professionals, and employees who are nonmanual workers are the most 
likely to use collaborative platforms. In contrast, employees who are manual workers, 
stay-at-home parents/carers, the unemployed and, in particular, retirees are much 
less inclined toward collaborative consumption via platforms.

Finally, the predictors by geographical area also provide relevant information, 
firstly, because the impetus behind collaborative consumption comes from large 
towns/cities and metropolitan areas, whereas living in villages and rural areas 
would disincentive collaborative consumption via platforms. By country, we also 
observe a greater likelihood to use collaborative platforms in continental Europe—
Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Austria, and Germany—whereas 
in Mediterranean Europe—Greece, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Cyprus, Malta, and 
Croatia—the situation is the inverse.

The analysis of predictive factors for the provision of goods and services via 
collaborative platforms (n = 496) in Europe (Table 4) reveals a picture that clearly 
differs from the use of such platforms. Of the motivational predictors of collabora-
tive provision, the first element to highlight is that such provision has a clearly 
ideological component, in an antiestablishment or anticapitalism sense, because the 
possibility of doing nonmonetary exchanges becomes a driving factor. Moreover, 
nonmonetary exchange was the only provision-driving predictor to be identi-
fied, because the other economic and convenience factors were not significant. 
Regarding the impeding forces, the lack of a responsible person would not disincen-
tive the collaborative provision of goods and services.

From the perspective of the sociodemographic predictors, the collaborative 
provision of goods and services in Europe would be motivated by a much nar-
rower set of factors than the one identified for collaborative uses. Men, the young 

Users (n = 1792) Providers (n = 496)

OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI)

Three 1.212 (1.067–1.377) 1.067 (0.821–1.386)

Four or more 1.203 (1.053–1.374) 0.906 (0.685–1.198)

Locality

Village or rural area 0.736 (0.658–0.823) 1.042 (0.824–1.318)

Small or mid-sized town/city 0.940 (0.848–1.043) 0.980 (0.789–1.217)

Large town/city or 
metropolitan area

1.419 (1.280–1.574) 0.986 (0.795–1.222)

Country groupings

Continental Europe1 1.249 (1.113–1.403) 1.207 (0.954–1.526)

Mediterranean Europe2 0.735 (0.651–0.831) 1.000 (0.773–1.294)

Northern Europe3 1.058 (0.932–1.202) 0.748 (0.566–0.987)

Central and Eastern Europe4 1.029 (0.928–1.141) 1.028 (0.829–1.276)

Notes: OR: odds ratio and 95% CI: confidence intervals at 95%. ORs and 95% CI in bold are significant. 
1Continental Europe: Belgium, France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Austria, and Germany.
2Mediterranean Europe: Greece, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Cyprus, Malta, and Croatia.
3Northern Europe: Denmark, Finland, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and Ireland.
4Central and Eastern Europe: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, 
Slovenia, and Slovakia.

Table 4. 
Predictors of P2P platform use and provision in Europe.
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population aged between 25 and 34 years, the self-employed or entrepreneurs, or 
manual workers would be the most likely to make collaborative provisions of goods 
and services. In contrast, nonmanual workers, retirees, or citizens of countries in 
northern Europe—Denmark, Finland, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and Ireland—
would be the least likely to make collaborative provisions.

7. Discussion: new consumer behavior, new economic approaches

Through an analysis of a representative sample of 14,050 citizens aged 15 years 
and above in the 28 countries of the European Union in 2016, in this study I have 
characterized the profiles of users (1792) and providers (496) of collaborative 
platforms and have identified their motivational and sociodemographic predictors. 
The main strength of this study is that it provides us with results based on a repre-
sentative sample of the entire European population; this adds value to the literature 
because samples that are not representative of the population, or that focus on 
specific collaborative platforms or consumption, have habitually been analyzed 
thus far [17, 27, 28]. Two main conclusions were drawn from this analysis.

Firstly, through an odds ratio (OR) analysis, the study obtained a set of forces 
(motivational and sociodemographic) that are capable of predicting the use and 
provision of collaborative platforms in Europe. Regarding users, the main driving 
forces identified were of an economic and practical nature (Hypothesis 2: con-
venience and price), and the impeding forces would also be situated on this line 
(Hypothesis 3: lack of fulfillment of service expectations and lack of trust in the 
Internet). Beyond these results, which are consistent with studies confirming the 
importance of motivations of practicality and utility in the explanation of the use 
of collaborative consumption platforms [8, 9, 26, 44], emphasis should be placed on 
the importance of predictors of a sociodemographic nature (Hypothesis 4). Younger 
people; men; people living in households with more members; people with more 
years of education; people within entrepreneurship, managerial responsibility, or 
highly qualified contexts; people living in large towns/cities or metropolitan areas; 
and people who are citizens of continental Europe are more likely to engage in col-
laborative consumption via digital platforms. Given that a number of studies have 
pointed out that lifestyle is more important than level of income [25], this finding 
is important because certain sociodemographic profiles were identified that, in 
population contexts (i.e., in representative samples of the entire population), would 
incentivize collaborative consumption and behavior.

And secondly, the results obtained for the predictors of the provision of goods 
and services via collaborative platforms in Europe are clearly different from those for 
the predictors of use. The first thing to note is that, unlike use—and as some studies 
have already highlighted [27, 40, 41]—provision has a clearly ideological motivational 
component (Hypothesis 1). The possibility of doing nonmonetary exchanges is the 
only predictive provision-driving factor. Among the impeding factors, the lack of 
a responsible person would not disincentive provision via collaborative platforms. 
As in the case of users, there is a set of sociodemographic predictors for providers, 
albeit fewer in number: men, the young population aged between 25 and 34 years, the 
self-employed or entrepreneurs, or manual workers would be the most likely to make 
provisions of goods and services. In contrast, nonmanual workers, retirees, or citizens 
of countries in northern Europe would be the least likely to make such provisions.

Particularly interesting is the identification of categories of specific occupa-
tional status that would incentivize or be more sensitive to use and provide P2P 
collaborative platforms. The self-employed or entrepreneurs would be the most 
likely to make provisions and uses of goods and services, and this is consistent with 
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the dual role that research in consumer theory has identified [48]. This result has 
important implications regarding the management strategy. It is true that manage-
ment research has identified a group of strategic recommendations for firms that 
would like to understand and take advantage of the sharing economy [5, 49–51], 
but literature has not counted occupational status as a predictor. Based on our 
results, entrepreneurs and self-employed are more prone to value initiatives that 
are oriented as an alternative of the usual consumption models. Self-employment 
or entrepreneurship entails a mindset of aspects that firms may desire to attract or 
promote for some stakeholders. Broadening the set of motivations allows firms to 
better understand how their stakeholders are more likely or not to be participating 
in collaborative consumption. Profiles such as entrepreneurs and self-employed 
have a dynamism that firms may encourage, and understanding how these profiles 
are motivated is crucial to attack the right people or to develop marketing using the 
right strategies.

On the contrary, managers and qualified employees have more practical and 
monetary motivations, so that they are more sensible to sharing initiatives oriented 
toward the practical utility of sharing. In this context, knowing the practical and 
useful motivations of managers and qualified workers is also relevant to the firm 
strategy, especially for those who choose to develop collaborative platforms more 
oriented to economic optimization than to alternative exchange and behavior.

However, all this new evidence does not yet address the multidimensional set of 
factors that would explain the transformations of economic behavior related to the 
emergence of sharing exchange and P2P markets [34, 38, 52, 53]. In my empirical 
exercise, we have identified a number of additional sociodemographic motiva-
tions, but we still know very little about the effects of collaborative consumption 
and behavior. For example, what form does the collaborative consumption func-
tion take? Does it complement or replace the noncollaborative consumption  
function? What proportion of total consumption does collaborative consumption 
represent? How does this new form of consumption affect other aggregates of the 
economy? What is its multiplier? The search for answers to these questions will 
undoubtedly set the course of future research.

In the meantime, a connection between the conceptual frameworks of the 
sharing economy should be noted. The salient idea behind this connection is that, 
through new forms of collaborative consumption and behavior, exchange evolves 
toward a new interpretative paradigm, from initial digital formats into sharing 
formats. And for a more adequate interpretation of the sharing exchange theory, 
the economy will have to move forward and develop a formal apparatus that takes 
into consideration a set of relatively unusual principles, especially interpretative 
models that consider a combination of emotional and rational decision-making, 
individual interest-based as well as prosocial motivations, exchange compensation 
through a monetary or nonmonetary fee, and the set of sharing economies, that it 
may generate. In the same way, the business strategy should begin to combine the 
traditional financial approach to the benefits with the concept of profit, that better 
summarizes the collaborative behavior.
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Chapter 11

The Transformation of Business
Models in Technology-Enabled
M&A: A Case Study of Amazon
Andrejs Čirjevskis

Abstract

Little is known about how a configuration of dynamic capabilities (DC)
contributes to the transformation of the business models (BM) of ICT acquirers.
The chapter addresses this limitation by taking a strategy-as-practice theory
perspective. The inductive (illustrative) case study Amazon.com acquisition of
Whole Foods (2017) demonstrate how acquires sense new customer group and new
key activity; seize new resources and key partnerships and transform organization
by mean of new promotional channels and new customer relationship, therefore
change cost structure, create new revenue streams, and develop new customer
value proposition. The chapter develops a practice-driven model as a practical guide
for scholars who have been studying DCs and BMs, as well as for those who are new
to the field.

Keywords: dynamic capabilities, business model, merger and acquisition

1. Introduction

A focal firm’s growth strategies and performance are greatly influenced by the
integrative type of strategies, collaborative (alliances, networks, joint ventures) or
consolidative (mergers, acquisitions), to foster the innovation and to deliver new
customer value propositions. In recent years, collaborative and consolidation strat-
egies have received great attention in strategic management literature. Researchers
in strategic management argue that the performance outcome of a specific growth
strategy is usually affected by the dynamic capabilities and business models [1–3].
What is the research gap in the existing literature on dynamic capabilities and
business models? First, dynamic capabilities in merger and acquisition are complex
events in the process of sustain completive advantage of merging business for which
we have an incomplete understanding, in part because researchers have tended to
consider an only explanation of them. What is more, there are very few research
papers that applied the dynamic capabilities’ framework as a tool of the business
analysis of a reinvention of a business model of an acquirer company in M&A
processes. Second, the reinvention of business models of acquirers is still an open
area for research due to the following reasons. Johnson et al. [4] gave brilliant ideas
on a reinvention of business models and their building blocks for focal companies,
but still, a question remains, what capabilities are needed in a reinvention of busi-
ness models in the process of M&A? Pursuing scientific rigor and helping
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practitioners to reinvent of their business model, Amit and Zott [5] integrated
dynamic capabilities with business model design process, but what about reinven-
tion of operationalized components of the model or building blocks of business
models in M&A process? To reinvent building blocks of business models, Kim and
Mauborgne [6] recommended to apply “four steps framework: eliminate, reduce,
increase and create,” namely, to eliminate and to reduce elements of business model
thereby to eliminate and to reduce expenses as well as increase and/or create as new
some elements of business model thereby to increase a revenue stream and to create
a new customer value proposition [2]. However, it is silent about what dynamic
capabilities are needed for that.

Capturing valuable insights from the dynamic capabilities’ framework [4] and
business model canvas [2], this chapter aims to integrate two theoretical perspec-
tives in the cohesive conceptual model. Why is it important to combine the dynamic
capabilities and business model literature? Adoption of seminal Teece’s framework
[7] of dynamic capabilities and operationalized components (building blocks) of
business models [2], in online and offline grocery businesses, allowed the construc-
tion of the conceptual model for practitioners and scholars, which consequently can
be tested by methods of statistical analysis in future research.

The motivation for the research is as follows: the author wanted to know how
acquisition-based dynamic capabilities support a reinvention of building blocks of
business models. The chapter discusses how a focal firm makes strategic decisions
under uncertainty and deals with the commercialization of innovation by means of
dynamic capabilities to sense a new demand, capture new resources and partner-
ships, transform channels and customers’ relationship, and deliver a new customer
value proposition, particularly, by means of acquiring new technologies, advanced
engineering team, and new users’ base. That is what Amazon did with Whole
Foods in 2017. This case study of Whole Foods acquisition by Amazon was selected
due to the following reasons. Firstly, this empirical literature is still at an early stage,
and opportunities abound to dig deeper into the linkages between dynamic capa-
bilities (DC), a reinvention of business models, and long-run firm performance.
“The research paradigm of dynamic capabilities is still relatively new. Accordingly,
illuminating case studies are likely to yield powerful insights” ([8], p. 1400). Sec-
ondly, the chapter digs deeper into the acquisition-based DC in M&A to develop an
integrated practical example of how dynamic capabilities and building blocks of
business models are interrelated in successful M&A process in the ICT industry.
The main contribution of the chapter is an emerging conceptual model of research
that integrates acquisition-based dynamic capabilities’ frameworks [7] and business
model canvas [2] together and, thereby, illustrates how acquisition-based dynamic
capabilities underpinning a reinvention of business models in M&A process. This
conceptual practice-driven model can be a practical guide for scholars who have
been studying DCs and BMs, as well as for those who are new to the field. What is
more, the chapter has contributed to the interest of the strategy practice group of
the Strategic Management Society by answering questions which the group attempt
to answer: what are the capabilities required to perform strategy work, and what are
the microfoundations of the activities involved in the doing of strategy?

2. Literature review

The recent scientific discussion in the field of strategic management broadly
favors the idea of dynamic capabilities in order to overcome potential rigidities of
organizational capability building [9]. “The theoretical and practical importance of
developing and applying dynamic capabilities to sustain a firm’s competitive
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advantage in complex and volatile external environments has catapulted this issue
to the forefront of the research agendas of many scholars” ([10], p. 917). This is
especially true for strategic behavior in the digital economy, as shown in this
chapter. This chapter examined DC in the online grocery business industry in which
the external environment shifted to some extent from a click (online grocery) to a
brick (offline grocery). DC can usefully be thought of as belonging to three clusters
of activities and adjustments: (1) identification and assessment of an opportunity
(sensing); (2) mobilization of resources to address an opportunity and to capture
value from doing so (seizing); and (3) continued renewal of core competencies
(transforming) [7]. Sensing implies that the organization must constantly scan,
recognize, and appraise opportunities and threats across various markets and tech-
nologies. Investigating customer needs is a typical sensing activity. Once an oppor-
tunity has been sensed in order to bring the new services, processes, and activities,
the organization should seize the opportunity. To seize an opportunity may require
renewal and reconfiguration of organizational capabilities and investment in tech-
nologies, equipment, and markets. Thus, transforming is how to organize new and
old resources for organization’s value maximization. One key implication of the
DC concept is that firms are not only competing on their ability to exploit their
existing resources and organizational capabilities but also on their ability to explore,
renew, and develop their organizational capabilities [11]. During the past two
decades, research in DC has promised to unlock the understanding of how compet-
itive advantage arises in dynamic markets. However, to date, empirical work has,
by and large, focused on what DC is. There has been little work demonstrating how
they actually operate and contribute to competitive advantage other than at the
conceptual level [12]. Stefano et al. argue that despite the exceptional rise in interest
and influence of dynamic capabilities, criticisms of the dynamic capabilities’ per-
spective continue to mount [13]. Common concerns are related to a lack of consen-
sus on basic theoretical elements and limited empirical progress [13]. Specific
capabilities that have been identified and studied involve research and development
[14], product innovation [15], ambidextrous organizational structures [16], net-
work responsiveness [17], and human capital management [18]. However, there are
only a few pieces of research on specific dynamic capabilities that have been iden-
tified and studied involving merger and acquisition. Teece argues that it might be
“because assets are bundled together often tightly linked inside incumbent firms, it
may be difficult to obtain assets in the desired configurations through asset pur-
chase or sale in mergers and acquisitions” [7]. However, by Eisenhardt and Martin
[11], practice with homogeneous acquisitions (i.e., those in the related markets) was
positively associated with the accumulation of tacit and explicit knowledge about
how to execute acquisitions and achieve superior acquisition performance. Making
strategically important investment choice on M&A, dynamically capable manage-
ment team needs such managerial capabilities as sensing and shaping, seizing and
reconfigurations (transforming), as well as reinvention and implementation of new
business model [7].

Value creation through M&A requires the simultaneous identification of target
with similar dynamic capabilities on certain dimensions and different dynamic
capabilities on other dimensions. “While similarity is seen as an indicator for
efficiency-based synergies (scale and scope), complementarity provides firms
with both efficiency synergies and value created from those differences that are
mutually supportive. Studies give clear empirical evidence that complementarities
are a significant factor for M&A success” ([19], p. 272). Through the interaction of
complementary characteristics, value creation does not only derive from cost sav-
ings, but the value is also created by a growing turnover and market share [20].
Complementarity has been studied in terms of top management team
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complementarity [20], technological complementarity [21], strategic and market
complementarity [22], or product complementarity [23]. However, the study in
terms of complementarity of dynamic capabilities in M&A is still waiting for
researchers.

Proposition 1. The success of consolidative strategies (merger or acquisition) is
provided by the degree of similarities and complementarity between the dynamic
capabilities of two merging businesses.

In recent year, the business models have received increasing attention of strat-
egy researchers. Business models characterize the focal firm’s plan for its value
creation and capture [24]. From the point of view of Johnson et al. [4], a business
model consists of four main elements, the synthesis of which delivers value, cus-
tomer value proposition, profit formula, key resources, and key processes.
Osterwalder and Pigneur [2] with real 470 business practitioners from 45 countries
extended a number of elements and developed Business Model Canvas with nine
building blocks: customer segment, value proposition, channels, customer relation-
ship, revenue stream, key resources, key activities, key partners, and cost structure.
Slightly adapted Johnson et al. [4] and Osterwalder and Pigneur [2], Teece proposed
three main components of the business model: “Cost Model: Core Assets and Capa-
bilities; Core Activities; Partner Network. Revenue Model: Pricing Logic; Channels;
Customer Interaction. Value proposition: Product and Service; Customer Needs;
Geography” ([25], p. 41). With respect to brilliant contributors to dynamic capa-
bilities and business models’ frameworks, there is still a gap in understanding what
and how dynamic capabilities lead to new cost structure and revenue streams and
how dynamic capabilities foster new value proposition of acquirer’s company in
M&A process. We must understand how acquisition-based dynamic capabilities
transform and reinvent components of a business model acquirer’s company.

What exactly is meant by the reinvention of building blocks of business models?
The reinvention of building blocks of business meant the process of the transfor-
mation of the most important activities, capabilities, and resources of the company
to reduce cost, to increase revenue stream, to deliver new customer value proposi-
tion, and thereby to sustain competitive advantages. How acquisition-based
dynamic capabilities support a reinvention of building blocks of business models?
There are three sets of acquisition-based dynamic capabilities which should be
developed to transform and reinvent a business model of an acquirer to achieve
competitive advantage. The first set of acquisition-based dynamic capabilities
(sensing and shaping) is contributing to select new key activities and new customer
segments, thereby contributing to an acquirer to shape emerging market demand
and new technologies needed. The second set of acquisition-based dynamic capa-
bilities (identifying and seizing) is supporting an acquirer’s company to obtain new
key idiosyncratic (VRIN) resources and to extend a partnership’s networks. The
third set of acquisition-based dynamic capabilities (transforming and
reconfiguring) is contributing an acquirer’s company to transform new customer
relationships and promotion channels and, thus, to deliver the new customer value
proposition. Thereby, an acquiring company would result in a new cost structure by
eliminating and reducing capital expenditure and operating expenses, due to an
economy of scope, and would generate new revenue streams by increasing and
creating new key activities. A result of those transformation processes, acquirer’s
company can newly sustain competitive advantage. The theoretical framework of
the research is presented in Table 1.

Proposition 2. Business model’s elements of both acquirer’s and the
target’s companies can successfully fold into the new business model by means
of acquisition-based dynamic capabilities and contribute to reduce
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cost, to create a new revenue stream, to deliver a new value proposition, and
therefore to sustain competitive advantage.

3. Research design and methodology

“Building theory from case studies is a research strategy that involves using
one or more cases to create theoretical constructs, propositions and/or midrange
theory from case-based, empirical evidence” ([26], p. 25). Yin defines the case
study research method as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within its real-life context; when the boundaries between phenome-
non and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence
are used” ([27], p. 23). Some critics suggest case study research is useful only as an
exploratory tool or for establishing a hypothesis, and some would claim it is unsci-
entific [28]. When it comes to the validity of qualitative case study research, the
validity refers to the extent to which the qualitative research results accurately
represent the collected data (internal validity) can be generalized or transferred to
other contexts or settings (external validity) [28]. Ultimately, each case can be
viewed as a discrete experiment that could be repeated [29].

This chapter seeks to explore how acquisition-based dynamic capabilities
underpinning a reinvention of business models in the M&A process. As objects of
research, the author selected the company that is especially active and successful in
online shopping and particularly in the online and offline grocery business. The unit
of analysis is dynamic capabilities. In this research, two stages of research work will
be involved. Firstly, to justify propositions, the author did the contextual content
analysis which relied on an archival search that included financial statements,
annual reports, internal documents, industry publications, and CEO statements to
get at a microlevel understanding that really boosts data and the better understand-
ing of the microfoundations of DC and building blocks of business models of
acquirers and targets.

Table 1.
The theoretical model of research: bridging together acquisition-based dynamic capabilities and reinvention of a
business model.
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Even though a strategy-as-practice or process-based approaches in empirical
qualitative research usually have an element of ethnographic or discursive analysis
using primary data (sometimes in addition to secondary data, sometimes alone), the
current chapter relied on an extensive search of secondary data. The key to second-
ary data analysis is to apply theoretical knowledge and conceptual skills to utilize
existing data to address the research propositions. The major advantages associated
with secondary analysis are the cost-effectiveness and convenience it provides [30].
A major disadvantage of using secondary data is that the secondary researcher did
not participate in the data collection process and does not know exactly how it was
conducted. However, the obvious benefits of using secondary data can be
overshadowed by its limitations [31]. Original survey research rarely uses all of the
data collected, and this unused data can provide answers or different perspectives
to other questions or issues [30]. In a time where vast amounts of data are being
collected and archived by researchers all over the world, the practicality of utilizing
existing data for research is becoming more prevalent [30, 32].

The aim of the content analysis of illustrative case study of Amazon’s acquisition
of Whole Foods at 2017 is to explicate the relationship between acquisitions-based
dynamic capability and reinvention of acquirer business model and, thus, sustained
competitive advantage. Content analysis is a qualitative research method that uses
a set of procedures to classify or otherwise categorize communications [33]. Typi-
cally relying on archival data to extract criteria of interest to strategic management
scholars, content analysis has aided in analyzing corporate strategies [34], organi-
zational boundaries [35], new product development [36], organizational resources
[37], strategic groups [38], and joint ventures [39]. Any source of communication
such as shareholder letters, interview narratives, video records, speeches, or tran-
scripts from recorded meetings of executives could be used by a strategy researcher
as an effective data source for content analysis. It provides a good match theoreti-
cally between the information being assessed (how information is being content
analyzed) and the context from which it is drawn (does the type of text being used
as a source of content analysis data fit the propositions?).

Generally, three broad types of content methodologies exist [40, 41]: human-
scored schema, individual word count systems, and computerized systems using
artificial intelligence. Human-scored systems involve training of coders to classify
text according to specific classification categories. In this system, the first step is a
determination of what aspect of text will serve as the unit of analysis (word, phrase,
sentence, paragraph, full text). Then, categories are developed for classification,
and coding rules are developed for each category. In contrast to human-scored
schemas, individual work count systems classify text into several semantically
equivalent categories and then use frequency of an occurrence to determine the
relative importance of each category in a text [33]. Finally, artificial intelligence
systems incorporate features that consider the syntax and lexicon of words [41].
Thus, there is a mechanism to resolve words with more than a single meaning. For
this study, the author has chosen human-scored systems and individual work count
systems. Dynamic capabilities served as a unit of analysis.

To justify the first proposition, the author has chosen human-scored systems and
classified text into three specific classification categories, namely, sensing, seizing,
and transforming dynamic capabilities. When it comes to the format of the presen-
tation, the author has adopted a conceptual frame developed by Teece [42]. The
conceptual frame helped to unravel data in the text that the author has collected in
search of similarities and complementarity of the micro-foundations of the dynamic
capabilities of both companies. To justify the second proposition, the author applied
an individual work count system, the text has been allocated within nine building
blocks of the business model of both companies (as semantically equivalent
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categories), and identified compatibilities and complementarity of companies’
business models. Then, the author has allocated operationalized components of the
business model into each cluster of dynamic capabilities (sensing, seizing, and
transforming) to demonstrate how acquisition-based dynamic capabilities under-
pinning the transformation of the business model. The second stage of research
involves a demonstration of the development process of the new conceptual model
of research by using illustrative content analysis finding and literature research
outcomes. This empirical research helps to fill a gap in the literature which is
primarily 75% theoretical and only 25% empirical—focusing on proving the exis-
tence of dynamic capability [43]. The chapter discusses and interprets the results of
the qualitative and explorative research in the next subchapters.

4. Data analysis and interpretation

Teece argues that individual corporate histories and illuminative case studies
yield powerful insights to dynamic capabilities research. [5]. In a move that sur-
prised the 2017 year, Amazon, the largest online retailer, announced its intention to
purchase Whole Foods for $13.7B in cash. Amazon had been dabbling with tradi-
tional brick-and-mortar activities for a few years already—from owning a few
physical stores to running experiments like “Amazon Fresh” and later “Amazon
Go.” However, its competitors including Walmart were far ahead than Amazon
with revenues of $ 486 billion as compared to Amazon’s $136 billion [44]. Some
have interpreted Amazon’s move as a signal that the online giant is finally giving in
and investing big in brick-and-mortar retail. How is this particular acquisition
different from any other acquisition where the target firm is attractive because of its
business channels and market reach? Most acquisitions are carried out to acquire
these target firm’s capabilities; how is the Amazon acquisition of Whole Foods
different? The answer is this acquisition is carried out to acquire big data of more
affluent customers with an interest in eating healthy and sustainable foods spending
extra money to purchase. Digging deeper, though, it is clear that Amazon’s real
interest is in two things: first, the treasure trove of consumer data that comes with
this acquisition; and second, Whole Foods private brand product [44]. The big data
from Whole Foods customers are literally “rich.” What exactly is in the Whole
Foods data that Amazon would want? The answer is grocery buying habits and
patterns. Preferences and correlations between purchases of different products and
even different categories [44]. Jeremy Stanley, vice president of data science for
Instacart, one of Amazon’s competitors in the grocery space, recently told CNBC:
“One of the wonderful things about groceries is that compared to other e-commerce
purchases, groceries are habitual and frequent. People need groceries every week”
[44]. Amazon can also use its process and technology expertise to take enormous
costs out of the supply chain and store operations of Whole Foods while improving
the in-store experience. Amazon has mastered the “test and learn” approach to
large-scale innovation that most companies aspire to. Whole Foods provides Ama-
zon with an incredible platform for the transformation of industry [45].

Justification of proposition 1. The success of consolidative strategies (merger
or acquisition) is provided by the degree of similarities and complementarity
between the dynamic capabilities of two merging businesses.

The persistence of existing dynamic capabilities depends on the impetus for
change (sensing), the strength of the perceived need to change (seizing), and the
managerial capacity to integrate and recombine resources (transforming) as desired
[46, 10, 7]. Zahra et al. [10] argue that the lack of success to solve a problem with
current capabilities triggers the development and use of new dynamic capabilities.
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The research has explored the selected dynamic capabilities of the target’s company
and acquirer’s company. The justification of the first proposition is given in
Tables 2 and 3. The research has identified several similarities in the dynamic
capabilities of two companies. Both companies were successful to sense emerging
market demands, to seize opportunities by developing products and platforms,
keeping leading positions. Thereby, the dynamic capabilities of sensing and seizing
of two companies are quite similar.

However, companies were not always successful in transformation or reshaping
resources: Amazon’s low grocery’s margins, difficulties to deliver food considering
their perishability nature, as well as Amazon Go store’s technology faced problems.
Regarding Whole Foods, there is a massive cost disadvantage compared to their
traditional grocery competitors. There are also several complementarities of the
dynamic capabilities of an acquirer and a target. One of Amazon’s weaknesses is the
huge cost of losses due to food items becoming bad, a problem which the company
had never faced with toys and books. Even though the grocery business was
approximately $ 800 billion per the year 2016 in the USA alone [47], Amazon has
limited knowledge and experience in the offline retail environment. That is why, for
Amazon Fresh to be successful, the company needed to acquire more expertise in
perishable grocery procurement. In contrast, Whole Foods becomes an organic

Products Sensing Seizing Transforming Result in

Online
and
offline
food
stores

Amazon sensed the
need for having its
footprint in the
physical stores
combined with
online stores.
Amazon saw a
grocery business as
an emerging
business opportunity

Amazon set up a
subsidiary Amazon
Fresh, a grocery
delivery service.
Later Amazon
decided to enter into
food and consumable
goods manufacturing
through Amazon
Elements, by
establishing a
partnership with
TreeHouse Food Inc.

In March 2017,
Amazon announced
Amazon Fresh
Pickup, a drive-in-
type grocery store
for Amazon Prime
subscribers. In
January 2018,
Amazon started up
offline retailing
Amazon Go, first
brick-and-mortar
convenience food
store on Amazon

Grocery’s margins
were low, and its
goods were difficult to
deliver considering
their perishability
nature. Amazon Go
store’s technology
faced problem in
tracking over 20
people

Source: Developed by author.

Table 2.
Dynamic capabilities of Amazon before the acquisition of Whole Foods.

Product Sensing Seizing Transforming Result in

Whole
Foods

Whole Foods
found that “where
food comes from
and how it is
grown matter”
(case)

Whole Foods becomes
an organic supermarket
which distinguishes
itself by offering
“highest quality natural
and organic products”

Whole Foods
attempted to expand to
1000 stores, it could
either build stores
more closely together
or build lower-cost
stores in areas that had
more price-conscious
consumers [32]

Whole Foods has a
massive cost
disadvantage
compared to its
traditional grocery
competitors [32]

Source: Developed by author.

Table 3.
Dynamic capabilities of Whole Foods before the acquisition.
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supermarket which distinguishes itself by offering “highest quality natural and
organic products.” However, Whole Foods recent poor performance stems from a
major strategic mistake they made about 4 years ago. Whole Foods in its current
incarnation is a niche business that can only profitably sell “food for the 1%” but is
trying to sell to everyone [45]. Therefore, Amazon can provide resources for future
Whole Foods development, and at the same time, Amazon can develop their own
offline grocery business.

Justification of proposition 2. Business model’s elements of both acquirer’s and
the target’s companies can successfully fold into the new business model by means
of acquisition-based dynamic capabilities and contribute to reduce cost, to create a
new revenue stream, to deliver a new value proposition, and therefore to sustain
competitive advantage.

Having analyzed both Amazon and Whole Foods building blocks of business
models, the research justified the second proposition, as shown in Tables 4 and 5.
The acquisition-based dynamic capabilities helped Amazon to reinvent of building
blocks of the business model as follows. Amazon sensed new key activities and new
customers’ segments for their business: Whole Foods customer has over $1000 per
month disposable income. Amazon has a better understanding of the customer than
any other retailer. The Motley Fool estimates that over 80 million people are Ama-
zon Prime members. With this big data, it is capable of building analytic models
which can predict what these consumers will want, how much they will want, and
when they will want it.

Amazon seized new key (idiosyncratic) resources by acquiring Whole Foods
logistic system, customer’s base, and a key partners’ network.

To be successful in the offline retail food segment and in own-brand grocery
stores, Amazon needs to have knowledge of traditional retailing and effective sup-
ply chain management in both factories and retail stores. Amazon has limited
knowledge and experience in the offline retail environment. The company learned
about food market through Amazon Fresh but now can learn about food stores or
grocery manufacturing. Amazon has good supply chain management in a ware-
house for online retail order, but now Amazon is certain whether this experience is
transferable to an offline retail store. Hence, Amazon reconfigured new customers’
relationship and channels.

While Amazon’s purchase of Whole Foods enables them to add a tremendous
amount of data to their coffers, the true differentiator lies in the company’s mastery
of using data to better understand their customer’s needs, predict shopping behav-
iour and generate longevity with its loyal customer base [47]. Therefore, Amazon
transformed its customer value proposition, delivering new value to the clients of
both companies and capturing new value for shareholders. “This partnership pre-
sents an opportunity to maximize value for Whole Foods Market’s shareholders,
while at the same time extending our mission and bringing the highest quality,
experience, convenience, and innovation to our customers,” John Mackey, Whole
Foods CEO, said in a statement [49]. Given the jump in Amazon’s stock price after
the announcement, shareholder approval of the deal has virtually paid its total cost.
When people suggest that Amazon has overpaid for Whole Foods, they completely
miss this point [45]. Amazon also can help Whole Foods buy high-quality products
more cost-effectively and thus improve gross margins while keeping customers
satisfied. As results, Amazon can change cost structure as well as potentially increase
revenue streams for mobile professional users and can result in a new competitive
advantage. Adding Whole Foods selection of items to its Amazon Fresh grocery
delivery service could give the company a competitive advantage against Peapod,
FreshDirect, and Google, whose express delivery service now reaches almost 90%
of the USA [50].
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attempted to expand to
1000 stores, it could
either build stores
more closely together
or build lower-cost
stores in areas that had
more price-conscious
consumers [32]

Whole Foods has a
massive cost
disadvantage
compared to its
traditional grocery
competitors [32]

Source: Developed by author.

Table 3.
Dynamic capabilities of Whole Foods before the acquisition.
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supermarket which distinguishes itself by offering “highest quality natural and
organic products.” However, Whole Foods recent poor performance stems from a
major strategic mistake they made about 4 years ago. Whole Foods in its current
incarnation is a niche business that can only profitably sell “food for the 1%” but is
trying to sell to everyone [45]. Therefore, Amazon can provide resources for future
Whole Foods development, and at the same time, Amazon can develop their own
offline grocery business.

Justification of proposition 2. Business model’s elements of both acquirer’s and
the target’s companies can successfully fold into the new business model by means
of acquisition-based dynamic capabilities and contribute to reduce cost, to create a
new revenue stream, to deliver a new value proposition, and therefore to sustain
competitive advantage.

Having analyzed both Amazon and Whole Foods building blocks of business
models, the research justified the second proposition, as shown in Tables 4 and 5.
The acquisition-based dynamic capabilities helped Amazon to reinvent of building
blocks of the business model as follows. Amazon sensed new key activities and new
customers’ segments for their business: Whole Foods customer has over $1000 per
month disposable income. Amazon has a better understanding of the customer than
any other retailer. The Motley Fool estimates that over 80 million people are Ama-
zon Prime members. With this big data, it is capable of building analytic models
which can predict what these consumers will want, how much they will want, and
when they will want it.

Amazon seized new key (idiosyncratic) resources by acquiring Whole Foods
logistic system, customer’s base, and a key partners’ network.

To be successful in the offline retail food segment and in own-brand grocery
stores, Amazon needs to have knowledge of traditional retailing and effective sup-
ply chain management in both factories and retail stores. Amazon has limited
knowledge and experience in the offline retail environment. The company learned
about food market through Amazon Fresh but now can learn about food stores or
grocery manufacturing. Amazon has good supply chain management in a ware-
house for online retail order, but now Amazon is certain whether this experience is
transferable to an offline retail store. Hence, Amazon reconfigured new customers’
relationship and channels.

While Amazon’s purchase of Whole Foods enables them to add a tremendous
amount of data to their coffers, the true differentiator lies in the company’s mastery
of using data to better understand their customer’s needs, predict shopping behav-
iour and generate longevity with its loyal customer base [47]. Therefore, Amazon
transformed its customer value proposition, delivering new value to the clients of
both companies and capturing new value for shareholders. “This partnership pre-
sents an opportunity to maximize value for Whole Foods Market’s shareholders,
while at the same time extending our mission and bringing the highest quality,
experience, convenience, and innovation to our customers,” John Mackey, Whole
Foods CEO, said in a statement [49]. Given the jump in Amazon’s stock price after
the announcement, shareholder approval of the deal has virtually paid its total cost.
When people suggest that Amazon has overpaid for Whole Foods, they completely
miss this point [45]. Amazon also can help Whole Foods buy high-quality products
more cost-effectively and thus improve gross margins while keeping customers
satisfied. As results, Amazon can change cost structure as well as potentially increase
revenue streams for mobile professional users and can result in a new competitive
advantage. Adding Whole Foods selection of items to its Amazon Fresh grocery
delivery service could give the company a competitive advantage against Peapod,
FreshDirect, and Google, whose express delivery service now reaches almost 90%
of the USA [50].
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Building
blocks
of the
business
model

Amazon business model Dynamic capability
of Amazon

Whole Food business model

Customer
segments
(Scope)

• Millennials
• Global consumer

market (North
America, Europe, Asia)

• The more affluent
customer with an
interest in eating
healthy and sustainable
foods spending extra
money to purchase

Key activities
(Scope)

• Customer focused
product development

• Well-developed supply
chain

• Natural and organic
foods supermarket
chain operations

• Production of packaged
goods, prepared
foods, body care, pet
foods, and household
goods

Key partners
(Resources)

• The business alliances
and collaborations with
logistic partners

• Partnership with
third-party sellers

• Supplier and
procurement partners

• Agriculture and
sustainability partners

• Whole trade certifier
partners

Key resources
(Resources)

• Amazon Web Services
• Big data analytics
• Productive employees
• Physical warehouses

• Distribution &
procurement centres

• The network of 412
stores across 42 US
states, as well as ten
stores in Canada, and
nine stores in the UK

Channels
(Organization)

• Amazon.com
• Country-specific online

portals
• API (for AWS)

• The network of
physical retail outlets

• Retail infrastructure,
procurement,
production, and
distribution network

Customer
relationship
(Organization)

• Fuse data, technology,
and content to engage a
loyalty program (their
best customers) with
geo-location reminders
to incentivize store
visits

• A full range of products
to its customers on a
self-service basis
through its online sales
channel, which enables
customers to browse
products, place orders,
and arranges deliveries

Customer
value
propositions

• Eliminating the
checkout line

• Real-time offers via
mobile push
notifications when
customers are in store

• The diverse catalog of
premium products

• The commitment to
organic and sustainable
sourcing

• Offering online
shopping services on
desktop and mobile
platforms

Cost structure • Investing profit back
into the technology and
the infrastructure

• The procurement of
products and supplies
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The reinvention of the business model of
Amazon.com

Microfoundations of acquisition-based dynamic
capabilities of Amazon.com

Selection, sensing, and shaping new activities and new
customer’s segments

Amazon is discovering the power of virtual and
physical channels that interact seamlessly in support of
the customer. Amazon has begun to test that logic with
its venture into physical bookstores. Amazon is
sensing more affluent customer with an interest in
eating healthy and sustainable foods spending extra
money to purchase. The proposed acquisition of
Whole Foods catapults those efforts and provides
extraordinary opportunities for experimentation in
and execution of integrated retailing [45]

Identification and seizing new resources and a new
partnership

Amazon did not just buy Whole Foods grocery stores.
It bought 431 upper-income, prime-location
distribution nodes for everything it does [44]. Amazon
has mastered the “test and learn” approach to large-
scale innovation that most companies aspire to.
Therefore, Whole Foods provides Amazon with an
incredible platform for the transformation of an
industry

Reconfiguration and transforming new customer
relationship, new channels, and new customer value
proposition. Result in new cost structure and new revenue
stream

This acquisition gives Amazon to reinvent and
reengineer the process of buying, moving, and selling
goods of Whole Foods. With 460 locations and a
history of highly localized habits and preferences,
Amazon will benefit from a trove of data that it can
mine to write the future [52]. The brand Whole Foods
is a good compliment to Amazon Fresh and Go and
allow them to more aggressively target fresh food
delivery to the at-home market. Amazon will
ultimately be able to tailor the grocery shopping
experience to the individual to better understand their
needs, predict shopping behavior, and generate
longevity with loyal customers

Source: Developed by author.

Table 5.
Bridging perspectives together: the reinvention of the business model and micro-foundations of acquisition-based
dynamic capabilities.

Building
blocks
of the
business
model

Amazon business model Dynamic capability
of Amazon

Whole Food business model

• Research &
Development

• Low-cost structure

• The operation and
development of the
online sales channel

• The maintenance of IT
and communications
infrastructure

Revenue
streams

• Revenues from product
and service sales

• Utility computing fees
(for AWS)

• Economy of scale

• The sale of various
organic and fair-trade
products

Source: Developed by author

Table 4.
Acquisition based dynamic capabilities of Amazon.com in the reinvention of their business model by acquiring
Whole Food.
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5. Findings and discussion

“The literature on dynamic capabilities has addressed the fundamental question
of how companies develop the skills and competencies that allow them to compete
and gain an enduring competitive advantage… However, the literature does not tell
much about the antecedents of new firms’ dynamic capabilities” ([33], pp. 919–
920). This chapter addresses the latter issue in great depth. The author used con-
textual content analysis [32] to justify two propositions. The contextual analysis
provided a comprehensive solution to the challenge of identifying and categorizing
key textual data [51]. Content analysis transformed unstructured data into orga-
nized information to give you a competitive edge [51].

When the chapter explored acquisition-based dynamic capabilities and business
models of Amazon and Whole Foods, the research found the acquisition enabled a
series of strategic innovations to integrate Whole Foods products with Amazon
functionality and vice versa. Bridging two perspectives together, Table 5 demon-
strates what and why Amazon did with Whole Foods at the end of 2016 and how
acquisition-based dynamic capabilities support a reinvention of building blocks of
business models.

Amazon has high dynamic capabilities in online technology but not in food distri-
bution. When some dynamic capabilities are missing, a company has the option to
develop them internally or purchase them from outside. Amazon needed to acquire
more knowledge of the retail market, improve management of its supply chain for
the offline retail store, and continue investing in R&D for the grocery retail busi-
ness. Dynamic capabilities of Amazon and Whole Foods are aligning and allowing
them to improve existing products by sharing’ experience, advanced technologies, and
broad users’ base. With Whole Foods acquisition, Amazon would benefit as it would
get access to tons of consumers and lifestyle data packed into consumer’s buying habits
[44]. Whole Foods is an attractive platform for Amazon for the transformation of
an industry. Therefore, two propositions have been justified empirically. Does click
successfully meet brick? The integration of Amazon and Whole Foods is not fully
finished. Amazon is trying to becomeWalmart—not just an online megalith but also
a physical powerhouse with dynamic pricing and stocking strategy—faster than
Walmart can become Amazon [44].

With Whole Foods acquisition, Amazon would benefit as it would get access to
tons of consumers and lifestyle data packed into consumer’s buying habits [44].
Morgan Stanley analysts think that the new Whole Foods has the ability to close the
pricing gap between it and its competitors [53]. Zahra et al. [10] argue that entre-
preneurs and other key organizational decision-makers failing with current appli-
cations spur attempts to change. However, key dynamic capabilities, such as
transforming resource and developing new competencies, might be challenging for
Amazon. Should Amazon manufacture its own products to make a higher
margin? Could Amazon’s offline retail marketing concept be developed globally
[54]? To become one of the biggest offline retail players, Amazon needs to
educate customers and make a lot of investment. According to Tom Caporaso,
the chief executive officer of Clarus Commerce, the Amazon Go business model
relied on several recent technological innovations that required more time
for testing [55].

Don Stuart, a managing partner at Cadent Consulting Group, concurred that
even for the biggest online retailer like Amazon, to make the platform was a huge
challenge [55]. What novel have I learned that goes beyond these existing frame-
works of dynamic capabilities and business models? How do we need to change
these frameworks based on insights from the case? The current research gave
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substantially more insights into the role that dynamic capabilities can play in acqui-
sitions and how dynamic capabilities relate to business model transformation.
Besides contributing to dynamic capabilities view on competitive advantages by
adding fresh insights about successful acquisition practice, the research core con-
tribution is in the emergent conceptual model for future research on the reinvention
of a business model in merger and acquisition process as shown in Figure 1. Collis
and Montgomery [56] argue that good corporate strategy requires a continual
reassessment of the company’s scope, requires continual investment in building and
acquiring strategically valuable resources, and develops organization ability to
marshal them. Thereby, the conceptual model also integrates a great corporate
strategy triangle: strong market positions (scope), high-quality resources, and an
efficient organization [56] as shown in Figure 1.

The conceptual model makes dynamic capabilities more visible, tangible, and to
some extent measurable with the help of business model canvas.

6. Conclusion, limitations, and future works

When some dynamic capabilities are missing, a company has the option to
develop them internally or purchase them from outside. Teece argues: “In short, the
business model outlines the (industrial) logic by which customers are served and
money is made” ([25], p. 41). The current chapter contributes to theory and prac-
tice by illustrating how this logic works in the M&A process. The model demon-
strates that the intersection of sensing and seizing capabilities can result in a new

Figure 1.
The conceptual model of future research: bridging together acquisition-based dynamic capabilities and a process
of the transformation of a business model.
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and more efficient cost structure; the intersection of sensing and transforming
capabilities can result in the generation of a new revenue stream. The intersection of
seizing and transforming capabilities can result in a new customer value proposi-
tion. Thereby, the acquisition-based dynamic capabilities are transforming the
acquirer’s business model and underpinning the acquirer’s competitive advantage.
The conceptual model integrates dynamic capabilities and business model perspec-
tives in the new conceptual model for future research that encourages practitioners
to grasp an exact relationship between the micro-foundations of each perspective.
The conceptual model makes dynamic capabilities more visible, tangible, and to
some extent measurable at least on the level of expected results (reduced cost and
increased revenue streams). The resulting model is given in Figure 1 also advances
the discourse on DCs and BM.

There are several strong limitations to the research. Due to a limitation of the
number of submitted pages, the research has provided only one evidence from
M&A practice. Through the small data size and missing validation through a lack of
robust analysis, the current chapter serves more as an introduction to the research,
then as the results. Thereby, the chapter, being of an exploratory and interpretive in
nature, raises several opportunities for future research, both in terms of theory
development and findings validation. The conceptual model discussed in Figure 1
could also be used to generate a number of hypotheses for further empirical testing
using a broader sample and quantitative research methods.

What is more, because changing the BM is a central top-management task, there
is potentially very fruitful link to top management team (TMT) theory [57]. For
example, what dynamic managerial capabilities are more needed in BMI in M&A
the process: managerial cognition capabilities, social capital, or human capital [58]?
What is more important and what are less important dynamic managerial capabil-
ities for decision-making processes in technology-enabled M&A deals (idea, justifi-
cation, due diligence, negotiation) and for integration processes in M&A deals
(acquisition integration, synergy management) [59]? The study can also be
extended in longitudinal and comparative ways.
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